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Foreword
In 1998, when the results of the unpublished United States Bureau of Reclamation’s (USBR) paleoflood
assessment for the American River first came to light in preliminary form in briefings and a presentation
to the National Research Council’s Committee on American River Flood Frequencies, they were
understood as intuitively reasonable. For a river channel of the size of the lower American River with a
roughly 2,000 square mile watershed, very large but rare, peak floodflows in the 300,000–400,000 cfs
range do not seem implausible.
However, when the final report and assessment results became available to us in 2003, these paleoflood
magnitude estimates had grown to the 600,000–850,000 cfs range. And the assessment did not rule out
that they had been even been larger.
It was of course recognized that, given the focus of the USBR at that time, the purpose of the assessment
was to ensure that Folsom Dam’s spillways were of sufficient size to pass modeled or prehistoric extreme
floods. Traditionally, given the consequences of a dam failure, spillway capacity designs have been based
on extremely conservative estimates of potential hydrologic challenges that a dam might face. This might
mean that the USBR had adopted far more conservative paleoflood-magnitude assessment methodologies
for this specific purpose between the time of its first described conclusions and its 2002 report.
Nevertheless, these results could not be intuitively accepted; it was difficult to conceive of discharges on
the lower American River of 600,000 to 850,000 cfs or greater in modern or even late Holocene climates.
The USBR supported this conclusion on the lower American River not only with their paleoflood
assessment on that reach of the river, but also by concluding that paleoflood assessments at three other
sites in the upper portions of the American River watershed had results that supported such large
magnitude paleofloods downstream.
If these conclusions were representative of actual American River paleofloods, however, they had
implications to floodplain- and floodwater-management decisions along the Sacramento and San Joaquin
Valley river systems (the regulated flood channel capacity of the entire Sacramento Valley, with a
watershed more than ten times larger than the American River, is only 600,000 cfs). We, therefore, asked
a consultant, Chuck Watson, with decades of experience on the American River to review the USBR
report.
By the end of 2003, his preliminary critique of the USBR’s four paleoflood sites had been largely
accomplished. This effort endeavored to try to understand how the USBR assessment could have come to
its conclusions. The first step was to conduct a preliminary review and critique of the USBR assessments
and analytic approaches employed at each of the four USBR study sites. The result of this preliminary
critique was that there were important assessment issues at each site that could have led to inflated
paleoflood magnitude estimates. It did not appear that the paleoflood analyses in any of the sites were
reliable. The preliminary critique flagged the assessment issues of concern for a more detailed analytic
review.
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Following a review of these preliminary results and of the manpower available to proceed with a more
thorough evaluation of the USBR paleoflood study, it was decided to concentrate on the lower American
River study site. The primary reasons for this decision were:
1) This was the reach that most directly addressed floodflows at Folsom Dam.
2) The USBR’s assessment at this site entailed many interesting analytic aspects and integrated
many elements into its paleoflood magnitude estimates.
3) The paleoflood magnitude estimates for this site seemed to be the most outlandishly large.
This present (2006-2016) review is the result of that focused assessment.
This review and critique of the lower American River study site started with as assessment of the way the
USBR used stream power as a method of connecting its purported physical paleoflood evidence to
possible causal floodflow magnitudes. It was immediately evident that in its approach the USBR had
conflated its own “Manning’s power,” a product of its hydraulic modeling, with the use of a stream power
threshold for significant channel and floodplain disruption that was based on unit stream power. Its
Manning’s power was a continuous variable result that the USBR distributed along its cross section
profiles and then increased modeled floodflow magnitudes until its Manning’s power values approached
its adopted stream power threshold for floodplain disruption.
However, since the threshold was in terms of unit stream power, an average value for the entire wetted
perimeter, increasing hypothetical flows until the modeled site-specific Manning’s power value on lowenergy floodplains approached the adopted unit stream power threshold value for disturbance would
necessarily result in over-estimated causal floodflow magnitudes. This was the major subject of the first
drafts of the present review.
However, following on from there, more and more mistaken or unlikely assumptions and analytic
problems with the USBR assessment were discovered that necessitated subsequent draft reviews, always
addressing new material and covering different aspects of the USBR’s analysis of its lower American
River study site. Finally, in 2016, draft 16 has covered essentially all aspects of the USBR’s assessment
of its lower American River study site in considerable detail. Consequently, this review can no longer be
described as short.
At the time the draft Bulletin 17C was released for comment, Draft 16 of this review was in the process of
being prepared for limited distribution to others with knowledge in the basin for review and comment.
However, we had not anticipated that the Subcommittee on Hydrology of the Advisory Committee on
Water Information’s draft Bulletin 17C would use the paleoflood magnitudes developed in the USBR
2002 report as an example of how to incorporate paleoflood information into a flood frequency analysis.
Draft 16 was, therefore, repurposed to be available to the Subcommittee as a response to the publication
of the USBR 2002 paleoflood magnitudes.
We, thus, accelerated the process of completing Draft 16 of this review. Consequently, in spite of its
present length, it is recognized that additional aerial photos, maps, and other illustrations would aid
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reviewers who do not have access to map, photo, and document archives around Sacramento. Additional
typographic copy editing would also have been desirable. However, the Subcommittee has a comment
deadline, and there were neither the resources nor the time for more figures or thorough editing.
Nevertheless, draft 16 was extensively reformatted and far-better illustrated than any previous draft,
containing the key illustrations and maps needed to follow the text. For readers familiar with American
River stratigraphy, it should be an accessible, important, and accessible read and reference.
This review of USBR’s LAR study site found that, within in the context of its stated study objectives and
the potential application of its conclusions to local floodwater- and floodplain-management issues, there
was a disappointingly low level of scientific rigor and adherence to basic scientific principles.
This review has concluded that the USBR’s assessment at its lower American River study site cannot
defensibly support paleoflood magnitude estimates of greater than about 400,000 cfs, much as proposed
in the USBR’s1998 preliminary results. Further, on the basis of the earlier preliminary review, there can
be considerable confidence that a rigorous critique of the other three USBR study sites upstream in the
American River watershed would conclude that the USBR’s very large magnitude paleoflood estimates at
these locations also cannot be defensibly supported.
Ronald Stork
Friends of the River
1418 20th Street, Suite 100
Sacramento, CA 95814
rstork@friendsoftheriver.org
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Introduction
This document is a review and critique of the US Bureau of Reclamation’s Flood Hazard
Analysis – Folsom Dam, Central Valley Project, California (January 2002) (referred to hereafter
as the FHA-FD or USBR 2002), a study which developed paleohydrological bounds or
paleoflood estimates at four sites in the American River basin ̶ three in the upper American
River watershed and one along the lower American River (LAR).
The FHA-FD was intended to develop an estimate of peak discharge frequency of the American
River at Folsom Dam for dam safety purposes. The floods of primary interest had annual
probabilities in the range of 1-in-1,000 to 1-in-10,000. “This peak discharge frequency
information is combined with historical hydrographs to develop probabilistic hydrographs based
on paleoflood information.” (USBR 2002 [iii])

Location of Lower American River Study Site
The colloquial understanding of the “lower AmericanRiver” generally includes the reach of the
American River downstream of Nimbus Dam, at about river-mile (RM) 23, to the confluence
with the Sacramento River. The FHA-FD assessed conditions along about 6.5 river miles of the
LAR when it addressed paleofloods. This portion of the LAR was subdivided in the FHA-FD
into three subreaches for analysis; Fair Oaks study reach, Rossmoor Drive study reach, and
Cordova High School study reach (Figure 1).
However, all of the site-specific locations of the evidence and observations used by the FHA-FD
to develop paleoflood conclusions were limited to that portion of the LAR downstream of the
Sunrise Bridge. This includes the downstream portion of the Fair Oaks study reach and all of the
Rossmoor Drive and the Cordova High School study reaches. This is the reach of the LAR
between about RM 19.7 and RM 15.0, about 5 river miles and about 4 miles of valley length. In
this present review, this reach of the LAR is referred to as the “FHA-FD study site.”

Focus of Review
This present review concentrates on problems seen with the FHA-FD’s paleoflood assessment
for the lower American River (LAR) site. Two broad issue areas are addressed:
First is the FHA-FD’s use and application of “stream power” concepts in developing
estimates of paleoflood occurrence, magnitude, and age-date.
Second is the FHD-FD’s interpretation of LAR geomorphology and its development and
use of paleoflood evidence.
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Figure 1
Lower American River FHA-FD study site.
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Showing the three individual study reaches of the FHA-FD.
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Structure of Review
This present review proceeds as follows:
Section 1 is a brief outline of the FHA-FD’s paleoflood assessment approach.
Section 2 concerns the FHA-FD’s use of stream power concepts. Three main question areas are
identified and assessed. Included is an assessment of the peer-reviewed literature to determine
the extent to which the FHA-FD stream power assessment approach has been replicated. An
appendix provides a summary table of the assessment of the peer-reviewed literature.
Section 3 is a general review of concerns about the reliability of the use of minimum stream
power thresholds in relating geomorphic responses to streamflow magnitudes and for estimating
paleoflood magnitudes related to paleoflood assessments in general and the use of paleoflood
estimates for risk analyses.
Section 4 is a critique of the FHA-FD’s interpretation of the geomorphic setting of the LAR, its
identification and interpretation of paleoflood evidence, and its use of stream power to estimate
the occurrence, magnitude, and age-date of paleofloods on the LAR.
Section 5 is a summary of the conclusions of the present review of the FHA-FD.

Formatting Devices
Several formatting devices have been used in this document to assist the digestion of
the technical aspects of the subjects addressed by this review.
(Single parentheses are used in the usual manner).
[Single square brackets are used when specific pages, figures, or tables are referred to
in referenced documents and also where quoted text is supplemented].
Bodies of bolded text highlight the introduction of notational conventions used
in this review to assist the reader in clearly differentiating between apparently
similar concepts.
When a reference is made to figures, tables, or plates found in the cited sources, they
are abbreviated as Fig., Tbl., or Plt., while in reference to the supporting material in
this present review they are spelled out as Figure and Table.

Organization of References
In accord with the overall direction of this review, the references in the bibliography of this
present review are categorized in three groups.
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Foundation Papers include the papers found in the reference list of the FHA-FD related to
stream power and stream power assessment procedures, secondary references in those papers,
and unreferenced papers foundational to them. These are sources that were used, available to,
and should have been known by the authors of the FHA-FD. These references are mostly used in
Sections 2A, 2B, and 3A of this present review.
Background Papers include a body of papers analyzed during the course of this present review
to address the relation between the FHA-FD’s Manning’s power and unit stream power. These
references are mostly used in Sections 2C, and 3A of this present review. In a literature search
(conducted in June 2009) of peer-review journals, 69 papers were identified that in any way
mentioned the FHA-FD’s Foundation Paper (Magilligan 1992), which was used by the FHA-FD
[76] to identify a stream powerthreshold for floodplain modification. To this group, five other
papers were added from the General and Foundation Papers for the purposes of a comparative
streampower analysis. This aspect of this present review was undertaken in order to identify
under what specific circumstances, if any, the FHA-FD’s stream power assessment approach has
been replicated in peer-reviewed technical journals. A summary of this analysis is provided in
Appendix A: Questions on FHA-FD’s Hydraulic Modeling Procedures and Applications.
General Papers include the Bureau of Reclamation’s FHA–FD, the primary object of this
review, along with other references not related to the preceding two categories but which were
used for this present review. These references are mainly used in Sections 3B and 4.

Summary of FHA-FD Paleoflood Findings for LAR
The FHA-FD paleoflood findings for the LAR (USBR 2002 [77, Tbl. 3-5]) included;
Flood Events
1862 unmeasured flood
3 or more paleofloods
1 or more paleofloods

Age
140 yrs
150-700 yrs
700-2,000 yrs

Magnitudes
265,000 (+/-20%) cfs
400,000 to 550,000 cfs
600,000 to 850,000 cfs

The FHA-FD [61] concluded the existing information on the geologic setting of the LAR was
“. . . not sufficient to demonstrate long-term landscape stability” and without that information it
was “. . . not possible to construct paleohydrologic bounds”; therefore, the FHA-FD did not set
an upper limit on the possible paleofloods of the LAR.
The FHA-FD [77] stressed its identified evidence and analysis did not constrain the magnitudes
or numbers of these paleofloods and concluded larger paleofloods could have occurred more
frequently than indicated above. The FHA-FD [61] acknowledged there were “. . . potentially
large uncertainties in the reconstruction of the paleoflood history . . .” of the LAR but indicated
the paleoflood analysis “. . . would provide insights into the flood potential at Folsom Dam.”
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Summary of Conclusions
Below is a quick summary outline of the conclusions reached by this review and critique of the
Flood Hazard Analysis-Folsom Dam, Central Valley Project, California (U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation, 2002) (FHA-FD). (Section 5 of this review is also a summary but is more detailed
and is written for readers who have already read the body of the review.)
Problems identified with the FHA-FD’s interpretations of the lower American River (LAR)
paleoflood occurrences, magnitudes, and age-dates are:
1) Did not adequately resolve the geologic history and geomorphology of the lower American
River. Issues identified include:
a) Lumped several differently aged surfaces together.
b) Assigned erroneous ages to important surfaces.
2) Inappropriately assigned its critical “Rossmoor surface” (upper Modesto Formation) as
Holocene (< ~10,000 years before present (ybp))rather that identifying it as late Pleistocene to
early Holocene (8K–33K ybp).It appears that the FHA-FD:
a) Did not age-discriminate its “Rossmoor surface” from the Holocene surfaces (200–6,000
ybp)
b) Used ages of archaeological sites (<2,000 ybp) located on late Holocene surfaces to agedate all of its “Holocene” surfaces (including the late Pleistocene upper Modesto
Formation surface)
c) Drastically re-organized the age-dating of LAR geomorphic surfaces via a) and b) above
so that they do not conform to recognized regional late Pleistocene and Holocene surface
age-dating.
3) Did not set a back-in-time limit:
a) On the present channel configurationagainst which to judge the flows necessary to create
the supposed paleoflood evidence.
b) On the flood-inducing climate regimethat could apply today or in the future.
c) Therefore, it assumed that any evidence that was interpreted as paleoflood-caused was
attributed to a paleoflood that both:
i) Occurred on a channel/floodplain with 1906 geomorphic conditions and
ii) Occurred within the present climatic regime.
4) Asserted that the LAR was a bedrock-controlled channel, and then it used a stream power
threshold approach for flood-induced catastrophic results which was designed for alluvial
channels.
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5) Hydraulic modeling approach used by FHA-FD should be only applied in bedrock gorge
reaches where channel configurations can be assumed to be long-lived: found to be
inappropriate for the LAR’s semi-confined channel.
6) Assumed past and future climate stationarity, a problematic assumption. The FHA-FD
premises, omissions, and conclusions that follow include:
a) Paleoflood assessment for dam safety is a forecasting exercise.
b) Did not specify which parts of the past climateare relevant to the future dam safety
period.
c) As a result, assumed that any past paleoflood is applicable to the issue of future dam
safety.
7) Based its 2-D hydraulic modeling and its construction of two diagnostic cross sections on
1906 U.S. California Debris Commission topographic mapping, which is shown to be both:
a) Wholly inaccurate in depicting floodplain conditions as of 1906 and
b) Wholly unsuited as a basis for hydraulic modeling in meeting the FHA-FD stated
objectives.
8) Incorrectly assumed that the 1906 topographic mapping provided the best early-date
representation of pre-mining (modern pre-settlement) conditions of the LAR floodplain and
represents floodplain conditions during paleoflood events. Issues with this assumption
include:
a) It ignores the general floodplain aggradation of the LAR floodplain in the late1800s due
to Sierra Nevada mining debris.
b) It ignores the possible geomorphic effects on the LAR floodplain of the artificially
sediment-rich 1862 flood.
c) It ignores that the LAR is semi-confined and is subject to long-term aggradation and
degradation trends and subject to the development of Holocene depositional bodies (200–
6,000 year age range),which can alter the capacity of the flood-conveyance prism such
that the LAR channel and floodplain conditions at the time of paleoflood events is
unknowable based on the assumed 1906 conditions.
9) In constructing its two diagnostic cross-section profiles through datable archeological sites,
the FHA-FD was not faithful to its purported baseline topography, the 1906 mapping, nor was
the 1906 mapping accurate to the topography of the time. For example:
a) The cross section profiles simply did not follow the contour information presented by the
1906 topographic map along the reported cross-section alignments.
b) The profiles included geomorphic surfaces (such as “eroded terrace margins”) that were
too detailed to be represented by the contour information in the 1906 topographic
mapping yetwere determined by the FHA-FH to be indicators of paleoflood events.
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c) The 1906 topographic mapping is very different from other early-date,more reliable
mapping. Key features of the 1906 topographic maps appeared to be “imaginary.”
d) Detailed comparisons with other early-date topographic information at these locations
show how inaccurate and inappropriate FHA-FD’s two diagnostic cross section profiles
were.
10) Did not employ suitably rigorous methods and procedures in the development and use of
evidence at the two archaeological site cross sections for developing estimated occurrence,
magnitude, and age-date of paleofloods including:
a) The inappropriate construction of two diagnostic cross sections using 1906 topographic
map.
b) The inappropriateassignment of archeological-site locations to its self-designated “eroded
terrace margins,” interpreted by the FHA-FD as evidence of paleofloods. For example:
i) At one cross section, the archeological site was move more than 200 ft. closer to the
channel such that it was positioned on FHA-FD’s self-designated “eroded terrace
margin.”
ii) At the other cross section, the FHA-FD referred to the surface where the
archeological site was located as its self-designated “eroded terrace margin,” while
there is abundant evidence that the surface is a depositional Holocene unit.
c) The inappropriate interpretation of archeological site evidence in findings that have been
affected by floodflow erosion including:
i) At one site, the FHA-FD accepted at face-value the casual conclusions of a 1970’s
archeological investigation of a downstream archeological site that artifact age
inversion at that site was due to erosion at the upstream site along FHA-FD’s
diagnostic cross section without critique and without the elimination of other obvious
possible explanations.
ii) At the other site, the FHA-FD interpreted a buried sand layer as evidence of erosion
by a major flood event instead of the obvious possibility that it was due to normal
floodflow deposition during the depositional development of the Holocene body.
iii) The FHA-FD concluded that both sites were eroded by paleofloods while the
conditions at both sites could be explained by depositional processes alone.
d) Used its hydraulic model, cross-section profiles, and adopted stream power thresholds for
major morphologic modification to estimate paleoflood magnitudesat these archeological
sites, finding that 400,000–600,000 cfs was required, while with only evidence of
depositional processes, using FHA-FD’s modeling results, flows of about 250,000–
300,000 cfs would be adequate.
11) Did not employ suitably rigorous methods and procedures in the development and use of
evidence in developing its very large paleoflood magnitude estimate of 600,000–850,000
cfs, including:
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a) Without assessment or supporting evidence, the FHA-FD interpreted a large relict
overflow channel in late Pleistocene upper Modesto Formation material (possible
33,000–8,000 years old), locatedon the back surface of Rossmoor Bar, as clearly
Holocene in age.
b) Without assessment or supporting evidence, the FHA-FD assumed that this channel was
cut by a paleoflood(s) within the present regimes of the LAR channel and floodplain, and
regional hydrometeorology.
c) Inappropriately assigned a possible age for the purported paleoflood(s) that formed this
channel as less than 2,000 years based on the dated archeological sites located on late
Holocene units located along the LAR channel edge.
d) Inappropriately supported its conclusions for large paleofloods by:
i) Asserting that there was evidence on the 1906 topographic mapping for the
widespread presence of out-of-bank channels on its “Rossmoor terrace.” However,
an inspection of that map showed only one channel feature on upper Modesto
Formation terrain (the main overflow channel discussed above) and a few channel
features on lower late Holocene surfaces. These observations are indicative of (1)
typical progressive geomorphic development processes of Holocene bodies,not of
discrete paleofloods and(2) secondary channels within the active LAR channel. These
features do not support FHA-FD’s conclusion.
ii) Asserting paleofloods in the 600,000–850,000 cfs range are consistent with its stream
power modeling results on its “Rossmoor terrace” surface at the toe of its
“Americanos terrace.” However, inspection of its modeled cross-section results
indicates stream power values at these locations, even at the highest modeled flows,
would have been modeled to be only sufficient for fine-grained sediment deposition
according to criteria presented in the other portions of the FHA-FD.
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FHA-FD LAR Assessment Approach
Assessment Steps
The FHA-FD (USBR 2002) paleoflood assessment at the LAR site proceeded roughly in the
following seven steps:
A) Identified active floodplain surfaces
The FHA-FD assumed that all Holocene surfaces were subject to paleoflooding and the
identification of these surfaces was limited to the use of
 a county soil survey,
 some preliminary regional-scale surficial geologic mapping,
 observations found in archaeological reports, and
 the interpretation of morphological features observed in the field during the
preparation of the FHA-FD.
The FHA-FD [61] stated that no new information on the stratigraphy and age of deposits were
developed during the course of its study.
B) Assumed a post-paleoflood and pre-modern LAR topography
The FHA-FD developed a topographic characterization of the LAR that was assumed to
represent the LAR morphology at the time of paleoflooding and to reflect the geomorphic
consequences of paleofloods. A topographic representation based on limited surveying in 1906
was used to represent the floodplain and terrace conditions prior to the majority of riparian and
riverine surface mining along the LAR. A 1996 stream channel bathymetric mapping of the
LAR was used to represent the channel configuration that may have been present prior to the
sediment loading of the channel in the late 1800’s due to the deposition of Sierra Nevada mining
debris.
The FHA-FD used the 1906 topographic representation and the 1996 channel bathymetry to
construct two cross-sections, each through a dateable archaeological site. From the shape of
these constructed cross-sections, the FHA-FD interpreted evidence of paleoflood processes. The
FHA-FD also used assumed paleoflood evidence from locations other than the cross-sections to
analyze paleofloods.
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C) Constructed a hydraulic model
The TRIMR2D model was applied to the LAR based on the assumed pre-mining topography and
was assumed to represent the hydraulic characteristics of the LAR at the time of paleoflood
events. A Manning’s roughness value, in conjunction with the assumed pre-mining topography,
was used in the model to estimate hydraulic characteristics at the two cross-sections for various
incremental hypothetical flows of 180,000 to 850,000 cfs for one cross-section, and 180,000 to
550,000 cfs for the other.
D) Developed cross-sectional distribution of water depth and stream power
Although not explicitly described in the FHA-FD, the following assessment process is here
assumed to have been applied. For each incremental modeled flow and from the resulting
modeled stage heights, variable water depth was “computed” for the two archaeological site
cross-sections and distributed along the cross-sections. From water depth (and from presumably
water velocity) for each hypothetical floodflow, what was referred to as “Manning’s power”
[Figs. 3-27 and 3-28] was computed and distributed along each cross-section [72-73].
E) Adopted a stream power metric for associating FHA-FD’s paleoflood evidence to
paleoflood occurrence and discharge
From the scientific literature, the FHA-FD adopted the concept that there is a minimum stream
power that can structure floodplain surfaces during major floodflow events. In the FHA-FD
[76], the only reference to a quantitative “minimum stream power required to produce significant
geomorphic change” was from Magilligan (1992). The FHA-FD [74] also identified stream
power values of 50-75 W/m2 as resulting in general deposition or perhaps some minor erosion.
The FHA-FD used modeled “Manning’s power” to reflect stream power.
F) Identified paleoflood magnitudes by comparing model-derived Manning’s power to the
site locations of FHA-FD’s paleoflood evidence
Incremental hypothetical discharges were modeled and the model-derived Manning’s power
values were generated for the locations of FHA-FD’s assumed paleoflood evidence. The FHAFD’s proposed minimum paleoflood magnitudes were those flows that resulted in modeled
Manning’s power values exceeding a stream power threshold that the FHA-FD found to be
acceptable at the specific locations of FHA-FD’s purported paleoflood evidence. The sitespecific stream power thresholds used by the FHA-FD varied site to site but were in all cases less
than the Magilligan (1992) proposed minimum stream power threshold.
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G) Developed age-date limits for paleoflood events in broad flood magnitude and major agerange categories
Age-date ranges were developed for classes of paleoflood magnitudes by associating flow
magnitude to age-dated archaeological sites in the LAR and radiometric dating at FHA-FD study
sites in the upper watershed above the LAR. Dates assigned to specific sites were extended to all
surfaces viewed by the FHA-FD to be of the same age.

Major Issue Areas
The present review addresses three major issue areas:
1. Issues concerning the conceptual approach to the use of stream power by the FHA-FD
and in paleoflood assessments generally (Step E and portions of Step F, above) are
addressed in Sections 2 and 3 of this present review.
2. Issues concerning the modern pre-settlement LAR topography, the geomorphic
interpretation of LAR surfaces, the age-dating of geomorphic surface, and the
interpretation of paleoflood evidence (Steps A, B, and G, above) are addressed in Section
4A of this present review.
3. Issues concerning the explicit relations between the FHA-FD’s cross-sections, FHA-FD’s
Manning’s power estimates, and the FHA-FD’s interpretation of paleoflood magnitude
(Steps C and F, above) are addressed in Section 4B and 4C in this present review.
The hydraulic modeling (Step C, above) is not an object of the evaluation in this present review.
However, several issues of concern about the modeling methods are identified and discussed in
Section 2A as footnotes to the text. These concerns could be addressed in another critique of the
FHA-FD.
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The Use of Stream Power Concepts
Confusion and Imprecision in Use of "Stream Power"
The primary focus of this part of the FHA-FD review is on its use of stream power concepts for
estimating the occurrence, magnitude, and age-date of paleofloods along the lower American
River (LAR).
Reviewing the published and peer-reviewed literature shows there is a long and ongoing history
of confusion and imprecision in the use of the term “stream power” with respect to channel and
floodplain dynamics and modification. The problem is centered on the fact there are many
different conceptual dimensions to the term "stream power" and a wide range of circumstances in
which this term has been and is used to describe channel dynamic relations. Sometimes subtle
differences in the use of modifier terms to stream power are applied to differentiate varying
conceptual analytic dimensions. However, these modifying terms often vary among
investigators in their applications, and further, within a single research paper there are often
cases in which the use of modifiers vary through the work even when the same concept is being
described. This terminological problem was recognized in 1987 when in separate works, both
Baker and Costa, and Rhoads sorted out the various stream power concepts and assigned specific
terms to specific concepts.
A review of works published from 1987 to 2010 shows there is still considerable imprecision in
stream power terminology. At times and in a variety of single research papers, there may be one
or two references to very specific and well-defined technical stream power terms along with
several to many informal or general stream power related terms that are used synonymously with
the well-defined terms. Typically the informal and general stream power terms are used for
grammatical convenience and to avoid the tiring repetition of technically precise terminology.
Unfortunately, paper to paper, different technically precise stream power terms may be used to
represent the same computational concept. In addition, a technically precise stream power term
in one paper may be used in another as an informal and general stream power term when
referring to a stream power concept with a different analytic dimension.
A sample of the stream power related terms found in background research for this present review
which create the potential for confusion include (in no particular order):
Stream power
Manning’s power
Unit stream power
Power
Power dissipated by the flow on the bed
Unit flow power
Maximum flow power

Flood power
Peak stream power
Spatial distribution of stream power
Power per unit wetted area
Flood power per unit area
Potential specific stream power
Unit power
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Total stream power
Total stream power per unit channel length
Unit stream power for the center of the channel
Cross-sectional average values of unit stream power
Specific stream power
Maximum stream power
Maximum unit stream power
Critical unit stream power
Floodplain unit power
Flood stream power
Effective stream power
Mean diurnal stream power

Power per unit length
Cross-sectional stream power
Stream power per unit boundary area
Stream power per unit channel length
Reach-averaged specific stream power
Critical flood power
Local stream power
Floodplain power
Reach mean stream power
Peak unit stream power
Daily specific stream power

It is clear when reviewing the findings of research involving stream power that one cannot
simply take the term and its various modifiers that are used in a particular paper as a reliable
insight into the actual concepts under consideration. Rather to understand which concept is
being addressed, one must review the actual stream power equations used in the analysis.

Notational Convention for "Stream Power" Used in Review
Because of these persistent terminological problems, from this point on
in this present review, the following notational convention has been
adopted.
When (in reference to either particular research papers, or in the review
text) a stream power term is used in an informal, general, and
unspecified way, then small capitals will be used, as in STREAM POWER.
When a stream power term is used in a technically precise, discrete,
well defined, well-constrained, and a fully specified way, then italics
will be used, as in stream power.
When research papers do not use equations to fully explicate the
STREAM POWER term used and to explicitly define the STREAM POWER
concept, it should be considered as unspecified and unconstrained.

Problems with "Stream Power" Concepts Used in FHA-FD
The use of STREAM POWER values as a threshold for the initiation of floodflow effects on floodplain
geomorphology is an important issue in the FHA-FD. The only FHA-FD referral to STREAM
POWER magnitudes necessary to result in geomorphic evidence of possible paleofloods was that
[b]ased on an analysis of the effects of large floods on the landscape
(Magilligan, 1992) it was determined that the minimum STREAM POWER required
to produce significant geomorphic change is between 100-300 W/m2 depending
on a variety of geologic and geomorphic controls. [76] (small caps added)
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The only other specific reference in the FHA-FD to the STREAM POWER effects on fluvial processes
was in the STREAM POWER range of 50-75 W/m2 across a terrace surface during a floodflow event,
“might result in only minor erosion but more likely in the deposition of fine-grain sediment”
[74]. The FHA-FD offered no reference source for this conclusion and did not specify what
stream power metric was under consideration.
Contrary to the FHA-FD statement above, while Magilligan (1992 [Fig. 12]) presented data that
showed significant morphological response at STREAM POWERS ranging from about 30 to 2,000
W/m2, he suggested a proposed minimum unit stream power value of 300 W/m2 for floodflow
generated catastrophic adjustments including major erosion, deposition, or channel re-alignment
[385].
The FHA-FD was very liberal in accepting various STREAM POWER values to accommodate the
presence of FHA-FD’s assumed paleoflood evidence in the context of the FHA-FD’s modeling
results, and always used lower STREAM POWER values than the minimum unit stream power
proposed by Magilligan (1992) (See Section 4B and 4C). Based on this present review of the
FHA-FD, it appears that STREAM POWER values as low as 50 W/m2 were used to explain FHA-FD’s
assumed evidence of major paleoflood events.
As addressed in Section 4C, the use of these low STREAM POWER values may have been necessary
at locations of FHA-FD’s purported paleoflood evidence where, because of poor topographic
confinement, greater streamflows may not lead to notably greater STREAM POWER values in the
FHA-FD’s hydraulic model. The FHA-FD was forced to adopt relatively low causal STREAM
POWER values. As a result, FHA-FD’s assumed evidence for its largest paleoflood, a purported
large elevated and eroded secondary channel, was associated with a very low STREAM POWER; a
STREAM POWER value at the lower end of the ‘minor erosion but more likely depositional’ range
used by the FHA-FD. These circumstances imply that the FHA-FD’s purported paleoflood
evidence, in this case, did not result from paleofloods but was a result of on-going geomorphic
evolution of the LAR dated to older conditions, not associated with the present LAR.
When reading and considering this present review of FHA-FD’s use of STREAM POWER, it is
important to keep in mind the significant conceptual difference between FHA-FD’s MANNING'S
POWER and unit stream power as described in the foregoing paragraphs. For a given specific
floodflow magnitude, the FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER analysis results in continuously distributed
and point-specific values of STREAM POWER and represents POWER at point-specific locations, while
unit stream power results in one value for the whole of a cross-section which essentially
represents the average POWER for the whole cross-section. To distinguish between these two
values in this review, a further notational convention has been adopted.
Further Notational Convention
A further notational convention has been adopted that will be applied from here on in this
document.
When referring to MANNING’S POWER as used by the FHA-FD, or its functional equivalents,
where appropriate the abbreviation “(P-SV)” will be added to remind the reader that this
concept entails point-specific values.
When referring to unit stream power, or its functional equivalents, where appropriate the
abbreviation “(c-av)” will be added to remind the reader that this concept entails whole
cross-section average values.
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Besides other STREAM POWER conceptual issues (which are addressed below), a major concern is
the probability these two STREAM POWER concepts are incompatible and not suitable for being
directly compared in any meaningful way. Comparing point-specific computations of STREAM
POWER (MANNING'S POWER) to cross-sectionally averaged unit stream power geomorphic thresholds
appeared to be a fundamental analytic mistake. The seemingly obvious and unexplained
conflation of these two STREAM POWER concepts in the FHA-FD analysis, and the implications this
may have on any resulting FHA-FD estimates of paleoflood magnitude, are important issues.
This section undertakes a more thorough assessment of the potential incompatibility between
these STREAM POWER concepts and explores the FHA-FD’s conflation of them in the LAR
paleoflood analysis.
The FHA-FD’s application of STREAM
review questions:

POWER

concepts on the LAR invites three sets of basic

Section 2A: MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) – The term MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) is rarely found in the
literature and was not explicitly defined in the FHA-FD.
What is MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)?
How is it that it is suitably disposed to be a point-specific value and to be
variably distributed along a cross-section?
What does it imply with respect to other STREAM POWER concepts, specifically,
unit stream power (c-av)?
Section 2B: Unit stream power (c-av)
When a quantitative unit stream power (c-av) threshold is identified for
floodplain modification, does the unit stream power (c-av) threshold value
apply generally to the whole of the cross-section in conformance with the
basic unit stream power (c-av) concept?
Is it acceptable to apply the unit stream power (c-av) threshold as a pointspecific threshold on a specific floodplain surface under consideration?
Section 2C: Conflation of the two STREAM POWER concepts
Is there any reasonable way that it may be acceptable to combine and directly
compare MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) and a unit stream power (c-av)-based
“minimum STREAM POWER threshold?”
Are there any example studies in the peer-reviewed literature that combine
these STREAM POWER concepts in a manner similar to that of the FHA-FD?
Section 2D: Summary of conclusions on STREAM
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Manning’s power (p-sv)
Questions:
What is MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)?
How is it that it is suitably disposed to be a point-specific value and to be
variably distributed along a cross-section?
What does it imply with respect to other STREAM POWER concepts, specifically, unit
stream power (c-av)?

Discussion:
This portion of the present review pertains directly only to the FHA-FD’s use and application of
the concept of MANNING'S POWER (P-SV). The relevant FHA-FD Foundation Papers are reviewed
only to the level necessary for assessing the concept of MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) used in the FHAFD study, and how that concept is related to the concept of unit stream power (c-av). This
review does not include a critical evaluation of the Foundation Papers or a critical evaluation of
the TRIMR2D hydraulic modeling effort of the FHA-FD. That is, it is not here a concern as to
whether the TRIMR2D was an appropriate analytic approach to the LAR site, whether the model
was applied appropriately, or whether the modeling assumptions used were appropriate, etc.
However, during the development of this present review, several potential issues concerning the
FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling were identified. These issues are identified and introduced in
Appendix A: Questions on FHA-FD's Hydraulic Modeling Procedures and Applications.
The FHA-FD [71] noted that Levish (2002) stated the TRIMR2D model has been used by the
USBR in other flood hazard studies. A review of Levish (2002) shows that the TRIMR2D
model was not specifically mentioned, however, Levish did make reference to Denlinger et al.
(2002) in several places in regard to floodflow hydraulic modeling [176, 184] which did report
on the use of the TRIMR2D model. Denlinger et al. (2002) was also listed in the references of
the FHA-FD [124]. , Roger Denlinger was given attribution for assisting in the development of
the FHA-FD’s two-dimensional hydraulic modeling [3]. No other references to hydraulic
modeling on the LAR were found in the FHA-FD. Therefore, although the FHA-FD did not
provide any specific description of the modeling procedures employed, it is assumed here that
the TRIMR2D modeling, reportedly undertaken at the LAR study site was based on Denlinger et
al. (2002).
Levish (2002 [181]) noted
SHEAR STRESS or STREAM POWER can be calculated and compared with information
from other large floods to determine the values required to erode a deposit of
known age or modify a geomorphic surface. (small caps added)
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The unconstrained term STREAM POWER was used and it was implied that it can be applied to
specific geomorphic surfaces. However, the referenced examples in Levish, included Baker and
Costa (1987), Magilligan (1992), Lapointe et al. (1998), and Brooks and Lawrence (1999), all of
which specifically used the well-constrained concept of unit stream power (c-av) as defined by
Baker and Costa (1987 [3]) which does not result in point-specific STREAM POWER values.
Further, none of these papers applied STREAM POWER values to specific surfaces. In another
location, Levish [184] noted that “the calculation of STREAM POWER [in high power sites and
geometries] required the use of a two-dimensional model.” Here Levish referred to Miller
(1995) and Denlinger et al. (2002), and mentioned that Denlinger et al. (2002) provided a
detailed discussion of the two-dimensional (2-D) model used. Here again Levish used the
unconstrained term STREAM POWER and also mentioned that it has a spatial distributional
component or attribute.

Review of Denlinger et al. (2002) STREAM POWER Concepts
Denlinger et al. (2002) tested the ability of the 2-D, depth-averaged TRIMR2D hydraulic model
to reproduce water surface stages and water velocities associated with two recent and observed
large floods along a bedrock-confined portion of the Verde River, Arizona [128]. A 2-D
hydraulic model differs from a one-dimensional (1-D) hydraulic model (such as HEC-2) in that,
instead of simply modeling flow through a cross-section as if all flow was perpendicular, it is
based on a 2-dimentional grid of the channel topography and incorporates lateral flow
components.
Variations in flow around islands and through constrictions, as well as stage
variations across the channel, are obtained unambiguously by solving for flow
on a grid. (Denlinger et al. 2002 [128])
Using TRIMR2D, Denlinger et al. (2002) developed a grid of spatially distributed simulated
water surface stages and water velocities through the study reach of the Verde River and used
these results to obtain a spatial distribution of FLOOD POWER [139]. The general term FLOOD POWER
was used in this statement, however, in another location it was specifically stated that flood
power per unit area was computed to represent FLOOD POWER [136]. Flood power per unit area
was derived from
 water depth,
 vertically averaged water velocity, and
 bed surface friction
which incorporates Manning’s roughness values, etc. [135,136] using shallow-water flow
equations in 2-D [128].
Flood power per unit area was described as a function of shear stress at each particular nodepoint [136, eq. 11] and shear stress in turn was a function of the density of water, depth-averaged
water velocity, and a friction coefficient at each node-point [135, eqs. 4 and 5]. The friction
coefficient used was a function of water depth and Manning’s roughness values [136, eq. 8].
While it was stated that vegetation greatly increases the form-drag of a channel, because the
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floods that had occurred at the study reach “removed soil and grass wherever FLOOD POWER was
high” the additional drag of vegetation was not considered in that particular modeling application
[138].
Denlinger et al. (2002) used a Manning’s roughness value of 0.038 to calculate flood power per
unit area. Manning’s roughness values of 0.030 and 0.038 were tested in the study reach of the
Verde River and only n=0.038 provided a solution that matched the conditions of a known
floodflow given the known discharge, site evidence of water stage heights (stranded flotsam),
and a single near-surface water velocity measurement taken at flood-stage [138].
It was stated that a Manning’s roughness value of 0.038 reflects a channel with a form-drag on
the river bed that would be produced by obstacles with an average height ranging from 10% of
the flow depth at depths in the 3-16 ft range, to 7.5% for flow depths up to 33 ft (these would be
obstacle heights of about 0.25-1.5 ft and 2.5 ft, respectively) [136, 138]. Also the Manning’s
roughness value of 0.030 corresponds to obstacles about 2/3 the height of those at 0.038 [136,
138]. Denlinger et al. (2002 [138]) stated that bed roughness heights for a Manning’s roughness
value of 0.038 was consistent with the bedrock confined character of that Verde River study
reach; the large boulders (about 3 ft high) of the main channel, flanked by cobbles.
With the unique determinations of bed friction and discharge, Denlinger et al. (2002) derived
flood power per unit area [129]. The 2-D model was used to derive node-point estimates of
water depth and depth-averaged water velocities, then a consistent Manning’s roughness value of
0.038 was universally applied to derive node-point estimates of shear stress, and shear stress was
used to estimate node-point flood power per unit area. Therefore, the spatially variable FLOOD
POWER was a function of the spatially variable water depth, water velocity, and bed friction
coefficient, and the friction coefficient was a function of the universally applied Manning’s
roughness value.1 The resulting POWER was expressed in terms of Watts per square meter
(W/m2).2 Since the primary model inputs to this derivation includes the essentially continuous
spatial distribution of water depth and water velocity, and thus the friction coefficient in the
study reach, the resulting flood power per unit area was also essentially distributed continuously
in the study reach: Therefore, flood power per unit area (p-sv).
In spite of solving for the well-constrained term of flood power per unit area (p-sv), Denlinger et
al. (2002) used several apparently synonymous informal terms, such as POWER and FLOOD POWER in
the text, and referred to it as MANNING’S POWER on Plt. 3, as UNIT POWER in the caption of Plt. 3, and
as POWER in Tbl. 3. Presumably, the use of the term MANNING’S POWER resulted from the
application of Manning’s roughness values in deriving spatially varying friction coefficients.
This is a curious terminological application. Presumably, the term UNIT POWER occurred because
the resulting POWER is expressed in Watts per unit area: In this case W/m2.
Because Manning’s power value was held constant and was not a variable, Denlinger et al.’s
(2002) modeling applied a universal Manning’s roughness with a single value assigned to all
1

It is uncertain in Denlinger et al. (2002) whether the universal application of a Manning’s number is a protocol of
the model or was an application in that study only.
2
Watts are units of power: one Watt of power (or work) equals 1 joule per second (a joule is a measure of kinetic
energy, or work, which is the force of 1 Newton acting through a distance of 1 meter).
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node-points even though the modeling objective was to develop variable STREAM POWER values
based on Manning’s roughness. The propriety of adopting a single Manning’s roughness value
for the whole of Denlinger et al.’s (2002) study reach is an issue. It seems that a hydraulic model
designed to spatially distribute variable STREAM POWER through a study reach would use spatially
distributed varying Manning’s roughness values as an input variable.
At specific locations at which physical evidence of floodflow disruptions were observed
Denlinger et al. (2002 [139-143, Tbl. 3]) presented modeled flood power per unit area (p-sv)
values. The evidence of disruption included uprooted and sheared trees, scour holes, and scour
lines. However, it is uncertain if the severity of the identified physical disruptions attained the
level of catastrophic-event intensity intended by Magilligan’s unit stream power threshold of 300
W/m2 for morphologic modification that entails the whole-sale changes to the floodplain.3 It is
also problematic whether these effects would survive long enough to eventually become
evidence of a paleoflood event at some significantly long time after the flood event.
The modeling resulted in estimated flood power per unit area (p-sv) values ranging from 75 to
375 W/m2 at locations where floodplain disruption was observed; where floodplain deposition
was observed, these values were less than about 30 W/m2 [143]. Denlinger et al. (2002) did not
report any of these flood power per unit area (p-sv) values as proposed minimums for floodplain
disruption nor was any general minimum STREAM POWER threshold proposed as potentially useful
as a diagnosis for paleoflood magnitudes.
Without engaging here in a detailed evaluation of the TRIMR2D model or its application by
Denlinger et al. (2002), except for the troubling use of a universal Manning’s roughness value, it
appears to result in an appropriate spatial distribution of flood power per unit area (p-sv) as that
term was defined in that paper.
It is worth noting that for the LAR site, other than a description of the difficulties associated with
developing a reliable topographic grid to be used in the hydraulic modeling [72], the FHA-FD
provided little description of a modeling application that directly involves 2-D hydraulic
modeling. For instance, there was no reference to a resulting topographic grid developed for the
4+ mile long study site4 necessary for the construction of a node-point network which would be
required for 2-D results at the cross-sections. In addition, the FHA-FD cross-section plots (see
[Fig. 3-26] (Figure 2 in Appendix A) and [Figs. 3-27, 3-28] (Figures 8, 10 in Section 4B)) do
not show the resulting variable distribution of water velocity, that along with water depth, should
have been used to compute the variable distribution of FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)
(presumably the same as Denlinger et al.’s (2002) flood power per unit area (p-sv)).
The FHA-FD did not provide sufficient explanatory details of the hydraulic model or the
modeling process as it was employed on the LAR for a critical evaluation in this present review.
Although the intent of this present review does not include an evaluation of the FHA-FD’s
hydraulic modeling procedures. However, the description and treatment in the FHA-FD raises

3
4

See Sections 2B and 3A for details.
Estimated here using the valley distance between upstream and downstream cross-sections used for its paleoflood
results (a channel length of about 5 miles).
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six basic questions which are presented in Appendix A: Questions on FHA-FD's Hydraulic
Modeling Procedures and Applications.

Review of Miller (1995) STREAM POWER Concepts
Miller’s work (1995) was the other 2-D model application Levish (2002 [184]) referred to as an
example of the means for calculating floodflow related STREAM POWER at specific sites and on
specific surfaces within a study reach. Miller (1995) used a 2-D depth-averaged model
(HIVEL2D), based also on shallow-water equations, to evaluate among other hydraulic
parameters the spatial distribution of STREAM POWER for a variety of hypothetical channel and
floodplain configurations and hypothetical flows. The modeling results were compared against
field observations of some comparable channel and floodplain configurations in which floods
had resulted in significant geomorphic alteration.
In that paper, Miller was concerned specifically with the influences of spatially varying channel
and floodplain configuration patterns on the potential for major floodplain disruption due to
floodflows. His work was directed at the hypothesis that in the vicinity of notable variation in
channel/floodplain configuration, floodflow induced modification to floodplains could occur at
nearby sites independently of the FLOOD POWER at a particular cross-section. Other papers
assessed for this present review mentioned that significant transitions from steeper to lower
channel slope just upstream of lower gradient reaches as having important influences on major
floodplain modifications due to floodflows.
Also some papers mentioned the importance of small on-site temporary features (such as trees,
stranded and/or embedded logs, or logjams) that can induce the development of on-site erosion
of a floodplain independent of the FLOOD POWER at a particular cross-section, which can result in
both short and perhaps, depending on severity, longer lasting erosional signatures.
These two factors
1) channel and floodplain configuration patterns in the vicinity of a cross-section, and
2) the temporary and/or small scale hydraulic complicating conditions at a cross-section
are referred to in this present review as “meso-scale” and “micro-scale,” respectively.
They each can lead to floodplain morphologic modification independently of a specific unit
stream power (c-av) that may be computed at the cross-section. The term “macro-scale” is left
unused here, but it could be reserved to refer to the general whole channel network evaluation of
floodplain dynamics as these dynamics vary downstream with watershed and geological
characteristics, and/or reserved to refer to the time-step evolution of channel/floodplain dynamics
of a network as it adjusts toward grade and equilibrium due to dynamical geological processes,
land use patterns, and/or water management projects.
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Miller (1995) addressed some of the hydraulic aspects of what was referred to as the
“geomorphic effectiveness” of floods [58] in terms of STREAM POWER. Miller [65] addressed
STREAM POWER as two well-constrained concepts he termed
1) cross-sectional average values of unit stream power, and
2) unit stream power for the center of the channel.
Miller [58] described the term cross-section average values of unit stream power as a result of a
1-D energy equation that derives a single STREAM POWER metric applicable to the whole of a crosssection because the input parameters are whole cross-section metrics: Therefore, cross-section
average values of unit stream power (c-av). The cross-section and whole cross-section
parameters included
 discharge,
 energy gradient,
 wetted width,
 density of water, and the
 acceleration of gravity.
Further, Miller stated [58] that the spatial distribution of this STREAM POWER metric is limited to
the longitudinal variability between separate cross-sections, and cannot include variable
distribution within a single cross-section. Therefore, Miller’s cross-section average values of
unit stream power (c-av) is equivalent to the well-constrained term unit stream power (c-av) as
used by Magilligan (1992 [375]).
Miller’s other STREAM POWER concept, unit stream power for the center of the channel, was
derived from the point-distribution of water velocity and water depth outputs of the 2-D model
(1995 [58]): Therefore, unit stream power for the center of the channel (p-sv). The pointdistribution was based on the constructed “mesh” of the modeled channel reach. Thus, STREAM
POWER expressed as unit stream power for the center of the channel (p-sv) in Miller (1995), are
node-point distributed model results in concordance with the 2-D model “mesh” of the study
reach. This STREAM POWER concept is functionally equivalent to Denlinger et al’s. (2002) flood
power per unit area (p-sv).
The “mesh” in Miller’s 2-D work included the hypothetical active channels as well as all
inundated floodplain areas associated with modeled hypothetical floodflows. It may be
important to keep in mind that Miller’s unit stream power for the center of the channel (p-sv)
refers to the node-point relation between water depth and water velocity which derives POWER at
any node-point of the model where flow inundation occurs. That is, in spite of the name it is not
necessarily limited to the area of the active channel. However, by specifying a particular set of
node-points, the active channel could be separated from other areas.
In a subordinate aspect of the paper, Miller [65, Tbl. 2] compared STREAM
net “meshes” for three modeled floodflows based on
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1) cross-sectional average values of unit stream power (c-av), and
2) unit stream power for the center of the channel (p-sv).
However, Miller [79] specifically stated that cross-sectional average values of unit stream power
(c-av) (same as Magilligan’s unit stream power (c-av)) was a “cross-sectional average” result of
a 1-D energy equation, and that it was not quantitatively comparable to unit stream power for the
center of the channel (p-sv) (functionally equivalent to the FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)),
which was derived from a 2-D model for the node-points of a network mesh for the study reach.
The body of Miller’s analysis was concerned with the potential floodflow effectiveness of a
variety of discharge magnitudes in leading to channel and floodplain disruption on a series of
hypothetical channel configurations that emphasized channel conditions of sudden widening
(meso-scale). For this analysis, the STREAM POWER metric was abandoned and instead the
parameters of water velocity, Froude number (p-sv), and shear stress (p-sv) results of 2-D
modeling were assessed. Miller [65] considered unit stream power for the center of the channel
(p-sv) to only differ from shear stress (p-sv) in the numerical results but not in the spatial
distribution of value variability.
When STREAM POWER is derived from 2-D modeling, it is a node-point concept of POWER, such as
for Denlinger et al.’s (2002) flood power per unit area (p-sv) (which seems to have been termed
MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) by the FHA-FD), and Miller’s (1995) unit stream power for the center of
the channel (p-sv). As a node-point concept, POWER in 2-D modeling is derived from point-based
input parameters that include only water velocity and water depth at each particular node-point
(along with an applied Manning’s roughness value). In this case the POWER, while it is also
expressed in terms of W/m2, relates only to the rate of POWER expended at that point-specific
location on the inundated surface.

Results:
What is MANNING’S POWER (P-SV)?
MANNING’S POWER (P-SV), as used in the FHA-FD (along with the term STREAM POWER) is an
unconstrained term apparently taken from Denlinger et al. (2002) where the unconstrained terms
MANNING’S POWER, UNIT POWER, STREAM POWER, FLOOD POWER, and POWER were used synonymously
with the well-constrained concept of flood power per unit area (p-sv). Flood power per unit
area (p-sv) was a direct derivative of a 2-D model output of water velocity and water depth for a
network of data points throughout a study reach.
FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) then appears to be a computation of POWER at a population of
points derived from point-specific relations of water velocity, water depth, and a bed friction
coefficient that are derived by using a specific but universal Manning’s roughness value applied
to a depth-averaged shallow-water equation. Denlinger et al.’s (2002) concept of flood power
per unit area (p-sv) is essentially equivalent to Miller’s (1995) concept of unit stream power for
the center of the channel (p-sv).
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How is it that MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) is suitably disposed to be variably
distributed along a cross-section?
Assuming the FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling was the same as Denlinger et al.’s (2002), FHAFD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) is then functionally equivalent to Denlinger et al.’s (2002) flood
power per unit area (p-sv). It is, therefore, a point-specific derivative of a network of nodepoints of computed water depth and water velocity throughout a study reach as developed by a 2D model. As a result, there can be as many different MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) computations as
there are modeled node-points in a particular study reach. From the population of node-points in
the study reach, a spatial distribution (areal as well as cross-sectional) of variable MANNING'S
POWER (P-SV) can be developed.
What does MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) imply with respect to other STREAM POWER
concepts; specifically, unit stream power (c-av)?
The FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV), as functionally equivalent to Denlinger et al.’s (2002)
flood power per unit area (p-sv), is a node-point computation derived from modeled water depth,
depth-averaged water velocity, and bed friction coefficients all of which were in part founded on
a universally assigned Manning’s roughness value. Unit stream power (c-av) as used by
Magilligan (1992 [375]), which is the foundation of FHA-FD’s assumed minimum STREAM POWER
threshold for significant geomorphic change, [76] is based on whole cross-sectional flow and
channel characteristics. Magilligan’s (1992) concept of unit stream power (c-av) is directly
equivalent to Miller’s (1995) concept of cross-sectional average values of unit stream power (cav).
As Miller (1995 [79]) mentioned, cross-sectional average values of unit stream power (c-av) and
the unit stream power (c-av) of Magilligan (1992) are “cross-sectional average” results of a 1-D
energy equation, and that they are not comparable to those node-point STREAM POWER metrics
derived from 2-D model approaches, such as those of Miller (1995) and Denlinger et al. (2002).
Therefore, MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) as used in the FHA-FD was based on different parameters and
cannot be appropriately compared to the geomorphic modification threshold that is based on the
well-constrained unit stream power (c-av) of Magilligan (1992). Further, for this same reason,
the distribution and magnitudes of MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) as illustrated along the cross-sections
of the LAR in the FHA-FD cannot be averaged to estimate the unit stream power (c-av) that
would be derived by following the constraining equations for unit stream power (c-av)
(Magilligan 1992).5
The inappropriate conflation of these two STREAM POWER concepts in the FHA-FD appears to have
resulted from a series of miss-readings of some of the FHA-FD’s Foundation Papers. The
confusion may have started in Levish (2002) where it was noted that STREAM POWER could be
calculated in reference to the erosion of specific geomorphic surfaces of specific ages, and
referenced Magilligan (1992) among other papers as sources for this conclusion. Levish (2002)
apparently did not proceed in the assessment of the references to identify that these papers

5

See Section 2C for more details.
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a) used the well-constrained whole cross-section based concept unit stream power (c-av),
b) did not variably distribute unit stream power (c-av) along cross-sections,
c) referred to the spatial distribution of unit stream power (c-av) only in terms of the
variation of this metric between separate cross-sections along a reach of channel, and
d) did not use unit stream power (c-av) as point-specific values on individual or specific (or
specifically aged) floodplain surfaces to determine the magnitude of disrupting
floodflows.
Further, Levish (2002) seemed to have allowed the unconstrained term STREAM POWER (and allied
terms) to become synonymous with a wide range of various well-constrained, but not necessarily
the same, concepts in the other Foundation Papers:
 unit stream power (c-av) of Magilligan (1992 [375]),
 flood power per unit area (p-sv) of Denlinger et al. (2002 [136]), and
 unit stream power for the center of the channel (p-sv) of Miller (1995 [65]).
Finally, Levish (2002) did not clearly set out the distinction between the spatial distribution of
STREAM POWER for the 1-D unit stream power (c-av) concept which is the variation among separate
cross-sections on the one hand, and on the other hand, the 2-D STREAM POWER concepts of
Denlinger et al. (2002) and Miller (1995), which is the areal variation anywhere within a channel
reach that could include continuous variation along a single cross-section.
It appears that the authors of the FHA-FD followed a similar train of misunderstanding the
details of the Foundation Papers and conflated the flood power per unit area (p-sv) (MANNING'S
POWER (P-SV)) concept of Denlinger et al. (2002) and the unit stream power (c-av) concept used by
Magilligan (1992). This confusion in the FHA-FD was possibly advanced by the use of various
STREAM POWER terms in Denlinger et al. (2002) as synonymous for a well constrained pointspecific and spatially variable flood power per unit area (p-sv).
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Unit stream power (c-av)
Questions:
When a quantitative unit stream power (c-av) threshold is identified for
floodplain modification, does the unit stream power (c-av) threshold value
apply generally to the whole of the cross-section in conformance with the
basic unit stream power (c-av) concept?
Is it acceptable to apply the unit stream power (c-av) threshold as a point-specific
threshold on a specific floodplain surface under consideration?

Discussion:
The FHA-FD [76] identified a minimum threshold for significant geomorphic change in terms of
STREAM POWER and implied that the source of this threshold was Magilligan (1992). Magilligan
(1992, [375]) specifically noted that his STREAM POWER threshold was in terms of unit stream
power (c-av) (as per Baker and Costa 1987, or equivalently, power per unit wetted area (c-av) as
per Rhoads 1987). This well-constrained term unit stream power (c-av) was derived from whole
cross-section values and parameters using a 1-D energy equation which, for a particular
discharge, results in one STREAM POWER value for the whole of the cross-section. This makes this
STREAM POWER term unsuited for variable distribution along a cross-section. Magilligan (1992) is
reviewed here more carefully to explore further the possibility that his unit stream power (c-av)
could have been applied to specific floodplain surfaces (as opposed to the whole of the crosssection).
In that study of 21 cross-sections along a study reach, the 1-D HEC-2 model was used to
characterize the hydraulic attributes of theoretical design flows with recurrence intervals of 2, 10,
20, 50, 100, 200, and 500 years. The flow magnitudes for each design flow at each cross-section
were developed using a regional flood frequency relationship and a relationship between
drainage area and discharge (Magilligan 1992 [377-8]). For each cross-section, Manning’s
roughness values were variably assigned along the cross-section based on vegetation conditions.
In overbank portions of the cross-sections, Manning’s roughness values were also varied with
increasing stage [378]. Magilligan reported that the cross-section model outputs included
calculations of flow depth, channel boundary shear stress (c-av), unit stream
power (c-av), energy grade line slope, percent of total flow in channel, velocity
head, and Froude number. [378]
While variable values for some parameters (e.g. Manning’s roughness) were assigned along the
cross-sections, there is no evidence in Magilligan (1992) that the cross-sections were partitioned
with respect to variable unit stream power computations and output values.
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Based on channel cross-sectional shape, Magilligan assessed the rate of change of FLOOD POWER
through the sequence of design flow intervals. Using whole cross-section shear stress (c-av) as
an indicator of FLOOD POWER, for different cross-sections he showed that the shear stress (c-av) of
the 500 year design flow can range from 1.8 to 2.6 times that of the 2 year design flow [381-2,
Figs. 6, 7].
Magilligan plotted shear stress (c-av) and unit stream power (c-av) [385, Figs. 11, 12] against
drainage area for major floods reported in six sources:
 Wolman and Eiler (1958),
 Gupta and Fox (1974),
 Baker (1977),
 Osterkamp and Costa (1987),
 Kochel (1988), and
 Miller (1990).
Magilligan characterized the reports of these floods as “causing major morphological
adjustments” [385]. By ‘major,’ Magilligan seems to intend “catastrophic,” where “catastrophic
is usually associated with major morphological adjustments: major erosion, deposition, or
channel re-alignment” [384]. Of the six sources for catastrophic-effect flood information, only
Miller (1990) directly reported whole cross-sectional unit stream power (c-av) as the same term
as Magilligan (1992).
For the other five sources, results were not reported in terms of shear stress (c-av) or unit stream
power (c-av). However, these studies did not use 2-D modeling approaches that would have
been necessary to develop point-specific STREAM POWER values as opposed to whole cross-section
STREAM POWER values. Magilligan may have independently calculated shear stress (c-av) and unit
stream power (c-av) from the various types of cross-sectional information provided in these
papers, such as flood discharge, flooded width, and slope. But Magilligan did not provide the
details of these calculations.
It is worth noting that Magilligan (1992) and his six sources for catastrophic-effect floods did not
address the meso-scale or the micro-scale aspects of floodflow/floodplain modification relations.
Therefore, the basis for Magilligan’s proposed minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold for
the geomorphic response of floodplains, address only the generalized hydraulic characteristics at
a cross-section.
Magilligan [Figs. 11, 12] plotted lines of “minimum thresholds” of shear stress (c-av) and unit
stream power (c-av) under much of the population of data points for the reported catastrophiceffect floods. These “minimum threshold” lines had slightly declining values with increasing
drainage area, but Magilligan generalized the results as a minimum shear stress (c-av) of 100
Newtons per square meter (N/m2) and a minimum unit stream power (c-av) of 300 Watts per
square meter (W/m2) [385].6 Because the data points on these plots are whole cross-section
6

Newtons are units of the force of gravity: one Newton of force equals (a mass of) 1 kg times the acceleration of
gravity (1 (m/s)/s ).
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values, constrained by the reported whole cross-section data in the referenced studies,
Magilligan’s “minimum threshold” lines can only refer to whole cross-section STREAM POWER
concepts. As a result Magilligan’s proposed “minimum thresholds” for shear stress (c-av) and
unit stream power (c-av) must be single whole cross-section values and should not be applied as
point-specific values on a particular geomorphic surface within a flooded cross-section. If they
are to be applied as point-specific thresholds on low energy overbank geomorphic surfaces, then
these thresholds would only be reached at extremely high whole cross-section unit stream power
(c-av) values.
Following the review of Denlinger et al. (2002) and Miller (1995) in the context of the FHA-FD,
it is important to keep in mind that when well-constrained, the unit stream power (c-av) concept
serves as a ‘normalizing,’ or ‘unitizing,’ or ‘generalizing’ concept. It serves this function by
using whole cross-section input parameters at a specific location and specific stream discharge to
derive a single unit stream power (c-av) metric for that circumstance. The whole cross-section
input parameters directly include discharge magnitude, energy slope, and wetted width, and
indirectly incorporates other parameters such as average cross-sectional water velocity, and
average cross-sectional water depth. This metric then allows for a variety of convenient
comparisons of STREAM POWER attributes such as,
 at a specific cross-section for a variety of flow magnitudes,
 between many cross-sections (and morphological configurations) along a stream
reach at the same discharge (or floodflow recurrence), and
 between different streams under different flow, cross-sectional, and energy slope
conditions.
Therefore, unit stream power (c-av), even though expressed in Watts per square meter (W/m2), is
an expression of STREAM POWER resulting from the average cross-sectional input parameters, and is
not necessarily an average of the variable STREAM POWER along a cross-section as may be
inappropriately interpreted from Miller’s (1995) expression, cross-sectional average values of
unit stream power (c-av).
Further, as addressed above in the discussion for questions in Section 2A. MANNING'S POWER (P-SV),
Miller (1995 [79]) specifically stated that cross-sectional average values of unit stream power
(c-av) (equivalent to Magilligan’s unit stream power (c-av)) was a “cross-sectional average”
result of a 1-D energy equation., and that it is not comparable with unit stream power for the
center of the channel (p-sv), (functionally equivalent to the flood power per unit area (p-sv) of
Denlinger et al. (2002) and possibly to FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)) which was derived
from a 2-D model for the node-points of a network mesh for a study reach.

Results:
Does the magnitude of the unit stream power (c-av) threshold apply generally to
the whole of the cross-section in conformance with the basic unit stream
power (c-av) concept?
When the threshold is defined in terms of the well-constrained unit stream power (c-av)
(Magilligan 1992) and the catastrophic-effect floods used to define the proposed “minimum
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threshold” are plotted as whole cross-section unit stream power (c-av) values, then the
magnitude of that threshold can only be appropriately applied within the confines of the unit
stream power concept: To the whole of the cross-section generally.
Is it acceptable to apply the unit stream power (c-av) threshold as a point-specific
threshold on a specific floodplain surface under consideration?
No (see above result).
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Conflation of Two STREAM POWER Concepts.
Questions:
Is there any reasonable way that it may be acceptable to combine and directly
compare MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) and a unit stream power (c-av)-based
“minimum STREAM POWER threshold?”
Has there been any other study in the peer-reviewed literature that combines
these STREAM POWER concepts in the manner of the FHA-FD?

Discussion:
First, one issue that should be kept in mind when addressing this question is that the FHA-FD
only alluded to the STREAM POWER methods that were employed. The FHA-FD used the term
STREAM POWER in the document text and used the term MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) in the figures
displaying the analysis results. However, neither term was explicitly defined nor were there any
equations provided to identify exactly which STREAM POWER concepts were being addressed and
assessed.
The FHA-FD did, however, display the STREAM POWER analytic results as a continuous distribution
of varying MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values along the cross-sections, and stated that the TRIMR2D
model was used at the LAR study site. Denlinger et al. (2002) used the TRIMR2D model to
assess STREAM POWER along a study reach of a river following a major flood. As presented in
some detail above in Section 2A, Denlinger et al. (2002) stated that the TRIMR2D model uses
among other factors, Manning’s roughness value to estimate water depth and water velocity for
an essentially continuous network of node-points throughout a study reach. The model then uses
shallow-water flow equations to vertically integrate point-column velocity and a universally
applied Manning’s roughness value to estimate flood power per unit area (p-sv) at each nodepoint. Although expressed in terms of W/m2, the data point is an infinitely small node-point.
Flood power per unit area (p-sv) is a continuous analytic result that can be displayed and
reported in many ways; at a unique location in a stream reach distributed continuously along a
specific cross-section (as in the FHA-FD), or continuously throughout a study reach (Denlinger
et al. 2002). At one place, Denlinger et al. (2002 [Plt. 3]) referred to the well-constrained
concept of flood power per unit area (p-sv) as both “MANNING’S POWER” and “UNIT POWER” in an
unconstrained manner.
From the foregoing evidence, in this present review it is inferred that FHA-FD’s use of the term
MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) represents the same STREAM POWER concept as flood power per unit area
(p-sv) as used in Denlinger et al. (2002).
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If this inference is correct, then the FHA-FD’s MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) is node-point data derived
from a shallow-water flow equation from inputs of water depth and water velocity over each
node-point. It would be, or could be spatially continuous data, and theoretically there can be any
number of node-points reflecting computed STREAM POWER. The resulting STREAM POWER value for
each node-point would be a direct outcome of point-specific data for water depth and water
velocity along with a universal Manning’s roughness value. It would incorporate flood discharge
only to the degree that discharge is part of the input to the calculation of stage height and thus
water depth at each node-point, and contributes to the computed node-point water velocity.
Neither the flood discharge, the width of the inundated portion of the channel/floodplain, nor the
width of any partitioned portion of a cross-section would have any direct bearing on the
MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) computational point-value outcome (that is, they are not factors in this
STREAM POWER equation).
The unit stream power (c-av) of Magilligan (1992) is a computation from whole cross-sectional
information. It is basically the product of the specific weight of water (a universal), the total
discharge, and the energy slope through the cross-section, as divided by the total width of the
inundated cross-section. This equation directly includes total floodflow and inundated width,
and indirectly through the continuity rule7, accommodates average depth and average velocity
along the whole of the cross-section. This computation then results in a single STREAM POWER
value generally for the whole of the cross-section. Unit stream power (c-av) then is a value that
only applies to the whole of an inundated cross-section representing average hydraulic conditions
and
 cannot be applied to a point location,
 cannot be variable distributed along a cross-section, and
 cannot be continuously and variably distributed throughout a study reach.
From the foregoing discussion, the FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) is a continuous and
distributable STREAM POWER value for node-point data that reflects variability of water depth and
water velocity at points on an inundated surface. The FHA-FD [Figs. 3-27, 3-28] (Figures 8, 10
in Section 4B) show that these values can be 6 to 8 times greater within the flooded main channel
than on the adjacent low energy inundated floodplain.
Magilligan’s unit stream power (c-av) is a single whole cross-section, non-distributable STREAM
POWER value that reflects the average floodflow characteristics at the cross-section. Therefore,
the two STREAM POWER measures are not compatible because one is a single average value, and the
other is one of an infinite number of continuous point-specific values. When a STREAM POWER
threshold for geomorphic modification is based on average whole cross-sectional values, it is
inappropriate to increase hypothetical flows until, on some specific surface within the crosssection, the modeled point-specific values exceed the average whole cross-section threshold
values.
Miller (1995 [79]), a Foundation Paper for the FHA-FD, fully recognized this and specifically
stated that unit stream power (c-av) was a “cross-sectional average” result of a 1-D energy
7

At a cross-section, discharge, width, average depth, and average velocity are directly related.
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equation, and it was not comparable to STREAM POWER values derived from a 2-D energy equation
of water depths and water velocities (such as FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)) which are nodepoints of a network mesh for the study reach.
Therefore, it appears there is no reasonable way that it may be acceptable to combine and
directly compare FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) and Magilligan’s (1992) minimum unit
stream power (c-av)-based geomorphic threshold.
A further question could be addressed. If it is inappropriate to combine the two STREAM POWER
concepts and conflate their application, as the FHA-FD did, can the FHA-FD’s continuous crosssectional distribution of MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) be numerically averaged to develop average
cross-sectional STREAM POWER values compatible with Magilligan’s unit stream power (c-av)?
Miller (1995) presented information that may address this possibility. For three modeled
floodflows in two modeled channel/floodplain configurations [64, Fig. 5, Tbl. 2], Miller shows
two sets of STREAM POWER values
 one functionally equivalent to Magilligan’s unit stream power (c-av), and the
 other functionally equivalent to the flood power per unit area (p-sv) of Denlinger
et al. (2002) (and possibly to FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)).
While Miller was vague about the lateral extent of the computation of channel center (unit
stream power), for Mesh 1 only the active channel is included in the model mesh so the two
STREAM POWER values should include essentially the same cross-sectional extents. For the three
modeled flows, the average of the values along the cross-section of the metric, that is,
functionally equivalent to FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) were 18-23% greater than the
average of the metric functionally equivalent to Magilligan’s unit stream power (c-av).
The information implies that FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) results cannot be simply
averaged over a particular cross-section to derive, in effect, unit stream power (c-av).
Therefore, it seems that the FHA-FD STREAM POWER analysis cannot be corrected by simply
creating an average cross-sectional STREAM POWER value for each modeled flow by averaging the
distributed MANNING’S POWER results along the inundated cross-sections. It appears that to correct
the STREAM POWER concept incompatibility problem, the paleoflood study would need to return to
the TRIMR2D model step that derived stage height at the cross-section, then, use the discharge,
inundated width, and slope to compute unit stream power (c-av) for the whole of the crosssection.

Assessment of Peer-Reviewed Literature on FHA-FD STREAM POWER Approach
A major effort in this present review of the FHA-FD was the assessment of the peer-reviewed
literature to determine if there are any examples of a replication of the FHA-FD’s particular
STREAM POWER assessment approach.
Appendix B: Summary of Background Papers of this document is a summary table of the
review of those peer-reviewed papers which either refer to Magilligan (1992) (which the FHA-
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FD appears to have used as a basis for its assumed STREAM POWER threshold for floodplain
geomorphic modification), or have a direct bearing on the mixing of STREAM POWER concepts that
is the subject of this portion of this present FHA-FD review.
The Appendix B table contains 74 papers, 69 of which are strictly Background Papers as defined
in this review. To facilitate convenient comparison, the Appendix B table also includes the
FHA-FD and four of the FHA-FD’s Foundation Papers that pertain directly to the STREAM POWER
concepts in question and their application. A summary of the review of relevant papers follows.
To facilitate this discussion, a dichotomous key of the assessment review is provided in Table 1.
FHA-FD (USBR 2002):
-

It computed STREAM POWER using a node-point data concept with a continuous distributed
variable value output (p-sv),
but appears to have used a whole cross-sectional, non-distributable STREAM POWER concept
as the basis of a threshold of geomorphic modification on specific surfaces (c-av),
and spatial variability of STREAM POWER was along a cross-section.

FHA-FD’s Foundation Papers:
Magilligan 1992 (referenced in the FHA-FD);
- It computed STREAM POWER using a whole cross-sectional, non-distributable STREAM POWER
concept (c-av),
- proposed minimum STREAM POWER threshold for geomorphic modification (non-surface
specific) based on a whole cross-sectional, non-distributable STREAM POWER concept (c-av),
- and spatial variability of STREAM POWER was longitudinally between different crosssections.
Miller 1990 (referenced in the FHA-FD via Magilligan 1992);
- It computed STREAM POWER using a whole cross-sectional, non-distributable STREAM POWER
concept (c-av),
- proposed STREAM POWER threshold for geomorphic modification (non-surface specific)
based on a whole cross-sectional, non-distributable STREAM POWER concept (c-av),
- and spatial variability of STREAM POWER was longitudinally between different crosssections.
Miller 1995 (referenced in the FHA-FD via Levish 2002);
- It computed STREAM POWER using a whole cross-sectional, non-distributable STREAM POWER
concept (c-av),
- and computed STREAM POWER using a node-point data concept with a continuous
distributed variable value output (p-sv),
- but specifically stated that the two are not comparable,
-
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Table 1:
Dichotomous key of peer-reviewed papers re: the FHA-FD STREAM
Issue:

POWER

analytic approach:

- To relate floodflow magnitudes to geomorphic modification of floodplains,
- Based on the inclusion of two ANALYTIC ASPECTS used by the FHA-FD:
- FIRST ANALYTIC ASPECT - using the MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) concept (or equiv.) to calculate the
STREAM POWER of floodflows on floodplain surfaces, and
- SECOND ANALYTIC ASPECT - using the unit stream power (c-av) concept (or equiv.) as a basis
of a minimum STREAM POWER threshold for geomorphic modification of floodplain surfaces
(Magilligan 1992).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1: Of 74 papers, which: (a) directly reference Magilligan (1992), (b) are relevant Foundation Papers to
the FHA-FD, and (c) the FHA-FD itself:
a) 58, specifically addressed STREAM POWER concepts;
b) 16, referred to Magilligan (1992) but did not specifically address STREAM POWER concepts; These
addressed neither the FIRST ANALYTIC ASPECT nor the SECOND ANALYTIC ASPECT
2: (From 1a) Papers (58) that specifically addressed STREAM POWER concepts:
a) 38, exclusively used the unit stream power concept (or equiv.) to compute stream power for
flow events;
b) 2, exclusively used the MANNING’S POWER concept (or equiv.) to compute stream power for flow
events [Same as FHA-FD];
c) 2, used both the unit stream power concept (or equiv.) and MANNING’S POWER (or equiv.) to
compute STREAM POWER for flow events;
d) 16, did not use STREAM POWER concepts to compute STREAM POWER; These did not include either
the FIRST ANALYTIC ASPECT or the SECOND ANALYTIC ASPECT
3: (From 2a and c) Papers (40) that used unit stream power concepts (or equiv.) to compute STREAM
POWER for flow events
a) 24, applied this STREAM POWER concept to overbank floodflows that inundate floodplains;
b) 16, applied this STREAM POWER concept to only inchannel or bankfull flows without floodplain
inundation; These did not include either the FIRST ANALYTIC ASPECT or the SECOND
ANALYTIC ASPECT
4: (From 3a) Papers (24) that applied unit stream power concepts (or equiv.) to floodflows that
inundate floodplains:
a) 19, exclusively reported unit stream power (or equiv.) as single, whole cross-section values;
b) 4, exclusively reported unit stream power (or equiv.) as multiple cross-section partition zonal
(but not continuous) values; These did not include either the FIRST ANALYTIC ASPECT or
the SECOND ANALYTIC ASPECT
c) 1, reported unit stream power (or equiv.) as both as single, whole cross-section values and as
multiple cross-section partition zonal (but not continuous) values;
5: (From 4a and c) Papers (20) that reported unit stream power as single, whole cross-section values:
a) 11, reported STREAM POWER thresholds for geomorphic modification from independent analysis;
b) 9, did not use independent analysis to assess STREAM POWER thresholds for geomorphic
modification; These did not include either the FIRST ANALYTIC ASPECT or the SECOND
ANALYTIC ASPECT
(Continued on following page)
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(Table 1: continued)

6: (From 5a) Papers (11) that used unit stream power(or equiv.) to compute STREAM POWER for
floodflow events and reported STREAM POWER thresholds for geomorphic modification of floodplain
surfaces using independent analysis:
a) 11, used unit stream power (or equiv.) values as a basis for the STREAM POWER geomorphic
modification threshold;
b) none, used MANNING’S POWER (or equiv.) as a basis for the STREAM POWER geomorphic modification
threshold; These did not include either the FIRST ANALYTIC ASPECT or the SECOND
ANALYTIC ASPECT
7: (From 6a) Papers (11) that both 1) used unit stream power(or equiv.) to compute a single, whole
cross-section STREAM POWER for floodflows, and 2) used a unit stream power (or equiv.) concept as a
threshold for geomorphic modification:
a) 11, applied the unit stream power threshold concept as a single value for the whole crosssection; These did not include the FIRST ANALYTIC ASPECT
b) 1, also applied the unit stream power concept as zonal (but not continuous) value to crosssection partitions; This did not include the FIRST ANALYTIC ASPECT
8 (From 2b and c) Papers (4) that used MANNING’S POWER (or equiv.) to compute STREAM POWER for flow
events [Same as the FHA-FD]:
a) 4, MANNING’S POWER (or equiv.) was reported as continuous variable values [Same as
FHA-FD];
b) 2, also reported STREAM POWER as unit stream power (or equiv.) and as single, whole cross-section
values (see 2c); These did not include the FIRST ANALYTIC ASPECT
9 (From 8a) Papers (4) that reported MANNING’S POWER (or equiv.) as continuous variable values [Same
as FHA-FD]:
a) 4, reported STREAM POWER values for geomorphic modification thresholds
[Same as FHA-FD];
b) none, did not;
10 (From 9a, and b) Papers (4) that used MANNING’S POWER (or equiv.) to compute STREAM POWER for
floodflow events and reported STREAM POWER floodplain geomorphic modification thresholds
[Same as FHA-FD]:
a) 3, from independent analysis, used a continuous MANNING’S POWER (or equiv.) concept as a basis
for the STREAM POWER geomorphic modification threshold; These did not include the SECOND
ANALYTIC ASPECT
b) 1, without independent analysis, used the whole cross-section unit stream power concept as a
basis for the STREAM POWER geomorphic modification threshold [The FHA-FD];
11 (From 10b) The FHA-FD is the only paper of 74 to include both;
a) FIRST ANALYTIC ASPECT – the use of a continuous MANNING’S POWER concept to distribute
STREAM POWER variably along a cross-section, and
b) SECOND ANALYTIC ASPECT – the use of a single whole cross-section unit stream power
concept to set thresholds for geomorphic modification on specific floodplain surfaces.
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-

used 2-D model results of water velocity, Froude number (p-sv), and shear stress (p-sv)
to assess geomorphic disruption,
- and did not propose a STREAM POWER based threshold for geomorphic modification.
Denlinger et al. 2002 (referenced in the FHA-FD);
- It computed STREAM POWER using a node-point data concept with a continuous distributed
variable value output (p-sv),
- spatial variability of STREAM POWER was continuous throughout the study reach (p-sv),
- reported STREAM POWER computation as node-point data (p-sv),
- spatial variability of STREAM POWER was continuous throughout the study reach (p-sv),
- and did not propose a STREAM POWER based threshold for geomorphic modification.
Background Papers:
Of the 74 (Background Papers and additional references) papers assessed in Appendix B which
either specifically reference Magilligan (1992) or were indirectly related to Magilligan (1992),
58 specifically addressed STREAM POWER concepts.
-

Of the 58 papers that specifically addressed STREAM

POWER

concepts:

o 40 papers followed Magilligan’s (1992) approach of computing STREAM POWER by
using an inundated width function, such as Magilligan’s well-constrained unit
stream power (c-av) or a functionally equivalent term. Included in these papers
are those noted in the Appendix B table to be either “the same as” or “probably
the same as” Magilligan’s unit stream power (c-av).
o Of these 40 papers, 24 papers applied this STREAM POWER concept in situations of
total inundation during overbank floodflows (as opposed to bankfull or lesser
flows).
o Of these 24 papers;
 19 papers exclusively reported STREAM POWER as a single value output for
the whole of the inundated cross-section and did not distribute variable
STREAM POWER along a cross-section (c-av).
 4 papers exclusively reported STREAM POWER as a zonally variable value
along the cross-section;
o Bendix 1994
o Bendix 1997
o Bendix 1999
o Birkeland 2002
 1 paper reported STREAM POWER in terms of both single value output for the
whole of the inundated cross-section (c-av), and as a zonally variable
value along the cross-section;
o Hauer and Habersack 2009
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-

11 papers, using independent analysis, reported on the relation of STREAM
POWER to geomorphic modification, or on STREAM POWER based thresholds
for geomorphic modification;
• all of these reported STREAM POWER as a single value for the whole
of the cross-section and not for specific geomorphic surfaces (cav),
• 1 paper also reported STREAM POWER as zonally variable values, or to
general geomorphic surfaces along the cross-section;
o Kemp 2004

Of the 58 papers that specifically addressed STREAM POWER concepts:
o 4 papers used an approach that includes a replicate of the first portion of the FHAFD’s approach by computing STREAM POWER through the application of a wellconstrained (with the exception of the unconstrained methods used by the FHAFD) node-point data concept with a continuously distributed and variable value
output (functionally equivalent to the FHA-FD’s MANNING POWER (P-SV);
o Carrivick 2007
o Denlinger et al. 2002
o Miller 1995
o FHA-FD 2002
o Of these 4 papers;
 all 4 papers reported computed STREAM POWER results in terms of
continuous distributed variable value output, either along a cross-section
or throughout a study reach (p-sv),
 2 papers also reported computed STREAM POWER results in terms of whole
cross-sectional, single values (c-av);
o Carrivick 2007
o Miller 1995
o All 4 papers reported, inferred, or referred to relations between STREAM
geomorphic modification.

POWER

and

o In terms of the replication of the second portion of the FHA-FD’s approach, that
of applying STREAM POWER concepts to identify geomorphic modification of
floodplains, of these 4 papers;
 3 papers used well-constrained node-point data concepts with a continuous
distributed variable value output to reflect the relation between STREAM
POWER and geomorphic modification (functionally equivalent to FHA-FD’s
MANNING'S POWER (P-SV));
o Carrivick 2007
o Denlinger et al. 2002
o Miller 1995
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1 paper used a unconstrained whole cross-sectional, non-distributional
concept with a single cross-section value output to relate STREAM POWER and
geomorphic modification (used Magilligan’s unit stream power (c-av));
o FHA-FD 2002

Zonally Distributed unit steam power (z-av)
As mentioned above, there are six papers (discussed below) that used STREAM POWER in terms the
same as, or equivalent to, Magilligan’s unit stream power (c-av), but instead of reporting
computational results as a single value for the whole of a cross-section, STREAM POWER was
distributed variably along a cross-section in discrete zones or partitions of the cross-section.
To address this cross-section partitioning approach, in the next few paragraphs the
notation “z-av” is used to remind the reader that in this case the STREAM POWER values are
applied as an zonally averaged value within a discrete partition of a cross-section.
Bendix (1994, 1997, 1999) used a STREAM POWER approach to address the dynamics of riparian
vegetation but did not address geomorphic modification of floodplains. Bendix, as did
Magilligan (1992), used the 1-D HEC-2 model to compute cross-sectional water surface stage for
specific flows. This model allows variable assignments of the Manning’s roughness value along
a cross-section to accommodate variable vegetation or other roughness features. Once the HEC2 model integrated the various roughnesses and computed a whole cross-section water surface
elevation, Bendix (1994, 1997, 1999) partitioned the cross-section based on the Manning’s
roughness assignments.
For each partition of the cross-section, water depth and roughnesses were used to compute an
average water velocity for the partition, and within a partition, a single stream power (z-av) value
(using the unit-stream power (c-av) equation) was computed using the partition width. By
averaging the stream power (z-av) values of each partition, an overall cross-section STREAM POWER
was developed. No mention was made in Magilligan (1992) of partitioning the cross-sections to
develop variable STREAM POWER values along a cross-section: The unit stream power (c-av)
equation was applied to the whole of the cross-section and a single value was computed.
Birkeland (2002) addressed the issue of inchannel sediment deposition, channel cross-section
reduction, and riparian vegetation responses using STREAM POWER as a partial explanation.
Birkeland followed essentially the same process as Bendix (1994, 1997, 1999) but used instead
the WinXSPRO model, a cross-sectional analyzer program. This program computes water depth
and water velocity along segmented cross-sections that are partitioned based on variably
Manning’s roughness value assignments. The program was designed to assess sediment
transport capacity based on water depth and water velocity; it does not directly assess for STREAM
POWER. Although not made explicit, STREAM POWER (Z-AV) values were apparently computed
independently in Birkeland (2002) by applying the unit stream power (c-av) equation to each
cross-section partition. From this, Birkeland (2002) distributed discrete partition STREAM POWER
(Z-AV) values variably along a cross-section.
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It is left here to others to address the validity of computing and distributing variable STREAM
POWER (Z-AV) along a cross-section by applying unit stream power (c-av) concepts.
Hauer and Habersack (2009) reported STREAM POWER values both over the whole of the crosssection, and zonally over inundated floodplain areas. In both cases, single STREAM POWER values
were reported rather than as continuous variable values along the cross-section. The 1-D HECRAS model was used to assess whole cross-sectional hydraulic factors and to determine whole
cross-section unit stream power (c-av). The cross-sections were segmented into bankfull
channel and overbank floodplain portions by which HEC-RAS was used to estimate percent of
flow in overbank portions of cross-sections. From this output, single metric unit stream power
(z-av) values for the overbank segment of the cross-sections were calculated.
That study found that, while there was a tendency for floodplain erosion to occur at crosssections with higher whole cross-section unit stream power (c-av) and a tendency for floodplain
deposition to occur at cross-sections with lower whole cross-section unit stream power (c-av),
there was no direct relationship between whole cross-section unit stream power (c-av) and
erosion. In addition, there was an inconsistency between the locations of overbank scour and
levels of overbank unit stream power (z-av). Some cross-sections with very low overbank unit
stream power (z-av) had overbank scour while other cross-sections with higher overbank unit
stream power (z-av) did not. In part, these relations were attributed to meso-scale factors.
That paper concluded that floodplain erosion and scouring were not related directly to any
particular minimum value of either whole cross-section unit stream power (c-av) or unit stream
power (z-av) for the overbank areas, but resulted from of both micro-scale obstacles that create
local turbulences and meso-scale narrowing or widening of the inundated cross-section. The
paper concluded that a specific minimum STREAM POWER threshold value is not a reasonable
approach for generally predicting geomorphic modifications from major floodflows.
Kemp (2004) computed whole cross-sectional unit stream power (c-av) values for a variety of
floods on several study reaches of a river. Also shear stress on floodplain surfaces were
computed based on flooded depth and width on the floodplain surface, and slope of the
floodplain surfaces; the shear stresses (z-av) were reported as single values for the whole of the
floodplain surface. The reported whole floodplain shear stress (z-av) values for those floodplain
areas that experienced geomorphic modification ranged from 20 to 60 N/m2, much lower than
the 100 N/m2 proposed by Magilligan (1992 [385]) as a whole cross-section minimum shear
stress (c-av) geomorphic threshold. Also for cross-sections with morphologically modified
floodplains, the reported whole cross-section unit stream power (c-av) values ranged from 30 to
70 W/m2, much less than the 300 W/m2 proposed by Magilligan (1992 [385]) as a whole crosssection minimum unit stream power (c-av) geomorphic threshold.

Conclusion
Considering the review of the Background Papers and Foundation Papers it seems that the FHAFD stands alone in computing MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) variably along a cross-section and then
estimating floodflow magnitudes based upon the MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) on a specific surface
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exceeding Magilligan’s unit stream power (c-av) threshold which is a whole cross-section value
for the average conditions of the cross-section.
It therefore appears that the FHA-FD STREAM
reviewed literature.

POWER

approach has not been replicated in the peer-

Results:
Is there any reasonable way that it may be acceptable to combine and directly
compare MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) and unit stream power (c-av)-based
“minimum STREAM POWER threshold?”
The FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) is a continuous and distributable STREAM POWER value for
node-point data that reflects variability of water depth and water velocity across an inundated
channel and floodplain surface. The FHA-FD modeling results show that these values can be 6
to 8 times greater within the high energy flooded main channel than on the adjacent low energy
inundated floodplains. Magilligan’s unit stream power (c-av) is a single whole cross-section,
non-distributable STREAM POWER value reflecting the average floodflow characteristics at the
cross-section which includes the usually very high energy of the main channel.
The two STREAM POWER measures are not compatible in that one is a value for average conditions
throughout the cross-section, and the other is for continuous point-specific values. It is therefore
inappropriate to increase hypothetical floodflows until point-specific values for STREAM POWER on
a specific surface exceed the STREAM POWER value threshold for geomorphic modification that is
based on the cross-sectional average STREAM POWER.
Has there been any other study in the peer-reviewed literature that combines
these STREAM POWER concepts in the manner of the FHA-FD?
Considering the 74 peer-reviewed Background Papers and Foundation Papers assessed here, the
FHA-FD stands alone in computing MANNING'S POWER (P-SV), or its equivalent, variably along a
cross-section and then determining floodflow magnitudes based upon the MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)
on a specific surface exceeding Magilligan’s minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold which
was an average whole cross-section value.
It appears that FHA-FD’s STREAM
literature.

POWER

approach has not been replicated in the peer-reviewed
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A) FHA-FD’s MANNING'S

POWER (P-SV)

What is MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)?
How is it that it is suitably disposed to be a point-specific value and to be
variably distributed along a cross-section?
What does it imply with respect to other STREAM POWER concepts, specifically, unit
stream power (c-av)?
is an unconstrained, informal term apparently taken from Denlinger et al.
(2002) to represent a well-constrained concept of flood power per unit area (p-sv). The STREAM
POWER values of Denlinger et al. (2002), that result from that FLOOD POWER concept, are a direct
derivative of node-point water velocity and water depth values for a network of data points
(potentially an infinite number of points) throughout a study reach.
MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)

Therefore, FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) is a point by point derivative of a network of nodepoints throughout a study reach and as a result, in a particular study reach, there can be as many
different MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) computations as there are modeled node-points. From the
population of node-points in the study reach, a spatial (areal, as well as cross-sectional) and
essentially continuous distribution of variable MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values can be developed.
Unit stream power (c-av) as used by Magilligan (1992 [375]), the foundation of FHA-FD’s
assumed minimum STREAM POWER threshold for floodplain modification, is based on whole crosssectional flow and channel characteristics. The STREAM POWER values from whole cross-sectional
approaches result in a single value for the whole of the cross-section and represent the STREAM
POWER for the cross-sectionally averaged channel and floodplain conditions for a specific
floodflow magnitude. Contrary to the FHA-FD approach, the STREAM POWER values for average
cross-section floodflow and channel/floodplain conditions (e. g. unit stream power (c-av)) cannot
be directly compared to node-point STREAM POWER values (e. g. MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)) on a
specific geomorphic surface.
B) Unit stream power (c-av)
When a quantitative unit stream power (c-av) threshold is identified for
floodplain modification, does the unit stream power (c-av) threshold value
apply generally to the whole of the cross-section in conformance with the
basic unit stream power (c-av) concept?
Is it acceptable to apply the unit stream power (c-av) threshold as a point-specific
threshold on a specific floodplain surface under consideration?
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When the threshold is defined in terms of the well-constrained unit stream power (c-av), and the
catastrophic-effect floods used to define the proposed “minimum threshold” are plotted as whole
cross-section unit stream power (c-av) values, then the magnitude of that threshold can only be
applied to the whole of the cross-section. The only example in the peer-reviewed literature
(Hauer and Habersack 2009) of relating unit stream power (z-av) on floodplain surfaces with the
evidence of morphological modification specifically found that it was an inappropriate approach.
Magilligan’s proposed “minimum thresholds” for shear stress (c-av) and unit stream power (cav) must be single whole cross-section values and should not be applied as point-specific values
on a particular geomorphic surface within a flooded cross-section. If they are to be applied as
point-specific thresholds on low energy overbank geomorphic surfaces, as was attempted in the
FHA-FD, then these thresholds would only be reached at extremely high whole cross-section
unit stream power (c-av) values.
It is not appropriate to apply the unit stream power (c-av) threshold for geomorphic modification
to a specific and particular floodplain surface. In addition, unlike the FHA-FD, all of the various
Foundational Papers used by and/or available to the FHA-FD which analytically addressed
STREAM POWER and geomorphic responses, either did not use this method or explicitly found this
method inappropriate.
C) Conflation of the two STREAM

POWER

concepts

Is there any reasonable way that it may be acceptable to combine and directly
compare MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) and a unit stream power (c-av)-based
“minimum STREAM POWER threshold?”
Has there been any other study in the peer-reviewed literature that combines
these STREAM POWER concepts in the manner of the FHA-FD?
The FHA-FD’s MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) is a continuous and distributable STREAM POWER value for
node-point data that reflects the variability of water depth and water velocity across an inundated
surface. Unit stream power (c-av), as used by Magilligan (1992), is a single whole cross-section,
non-distributable STREAM POWER value that reflects the average floodflow characteristics at the
cross-section. There seems to be no reasonable justification for increasing hypothetical floodflow
magnitudes until node-point STREAM POWER values on a specific surface exceed the cross-section
average STREAM POWER value threshold for geomorphic modification. Miller (1995) explicitly
stated that the two STREAM POWER concepts were incompatible.
The review of the 74 Foundation Papers, Background Papers, and the FHA-FD undertaken here
shows that 58 specifically addressed STREAM POWER issues. With the exception of the FHA-FD,
none of these peer-reviewed papers used the FHA-FD STREAM POWER assessment approach and
several explicitly concluded that such an approach would be inappropriate
The FHA-FD’s approach of combining these two concepts of STREAM POWER has not been
replicated by any of the other 73 peer-reviewed studies evaluated here.
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Section 3
POWER/Paleoflood Conceptual Considerations

Besides the issues addressed above in Sections 1and 2 concerning the conceptual differences
between point-specific MANNING’S POWER and cross-sectional unit stream power, there are
important issues concerning the uses of computed STREAM POWER values as a basis for estimating
ungaged floodflow magnitudes from observations of post-flood floodplain disruption. This
section addresses two sets of issues:
Section 3A: The validity of using any particular STREAM POWER value as a threshold for
estimating the likely magnitude of an ungaged or unobserved floodflow from
the resulting evidence of geomorphic disruption.
Section 3B: The difficulties associated with
(a) extrapolating purported paleoflood evidence to estimated paleoflood
magnitudes using modern stream channel and floodplain dimensions and
geomorphology, and
(b) the extrapolation of estimated paleoflood magnitudes to estimated future
floodflows for risk assessment or project design considerations.
Section 3C: Summary of conclusions

STREAM

Section 3A
POWER/Geomorphic Thresholds and Floodflow
Magnitude Estimates

This section addresses concerns with the use of evidence of floodplain modification and the use
of an assumed STREAM POWER threshold value to estimate the floodflow magnitude at an ungaged
site.
The FHA-FD based its estimates of occurrence and magnitude of paleofloods on two
assumptions:
1) There is a defensible relationship between STREAM
modification of floodplain surfaces.

POWER

and the geomorphic

2) A floodflow magnitude can be estimated from a specific threshold value of STREAM
necessary to disrupt a floodplain surface., .

POWER

The only STREAM POWER threshold for geomorphic modification mentioned in the FHA-FD [76]
was from Magilligan (1992), however, the oblique language used in the FHA-FD leaves it
unclear as to what STREAM POWER threshold value was used by the FHA-FD and as to what
rationale was used to justify any particular threshold the FHA-FD used.1
1

See the introductory portion of Section 4B for detailed discussion.
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While Magilligan (1992) proposed a tentative unit stream power (c-av) of 300 W/m2 threshold
for geomorphic modification, all of the Background Papers reviewed in Section 2, which
assessed hydrometeorological processes and expressed an opinion, found that the general or
universal use of any particular STREAM POWER threshold value was inappropriate. Although
Magilligan’s threshold approach is directly addressed in the following seven issues, these
comments may apply to all suggested STREAM POWER thresholds for geomorphic modification.
-

Issue #1: Magilligan (1992) qualified his minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold
for geomorphic modification as tentative, etc.

Magilligan qualified his minimum thresholds as tentative [373], not rigidly absolute [385],
closely approximate [385], not universal [385], and potential [385].
The research literature, since 1992 on STREAM POWER/geomorphic response relationships, has
shown no reduction in potential uncertainty. Some papers explicitly recommended against using
any universal minimum value, while none recommended that a universal value be used. Given
the foregoing and Magilligan’s initial caution, Magilligan’s proposed minimum unit stream
power (c-av) threshold for geomorphic modification should not be applied absolutely or
universally. Therefore, it is not reasonable to assume that if there is evidence of major
morphological modification, then a floodflow with unit stream power (c-av) of 300 W/m2 or
greater was necessarily required.
If Magilligan’s proposed minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold is used to estimate the
magnitude of an ungaged flood, what justification is there that the proposed minimum value is
indeed applicable at the site and not associated with unacceptably large uncertainties?
-

Issue #2: Magilligan (1992) qualified his unit stream power (c-av) threshold as a
minimum for morphological modification.

Magilligan [385] characterized his proposed thresholds as minimums in that they “may
approximate the minimum … unit stream power (c-av) associated with causing major
morphological adjustments.” Magilligan [Fig. 12] plotted various relationships between unit
stream power (c-av) and major morphological adjustments drawn from the research literature.
Some examples plot as high as nearly 2,000 W/m2, the average plot appears to be about 500
W/m2, and Magilligan plotted his “minimum” at 300 W/m2, below all examples but three which
were much lower (about 30-180 W/m2).
By “minimum,” Magilligan meant major morphological adjustments should not be typically
expected until a unit stream power (c-av) of 300 W/m2 is exceeded. In some instances, much
greater unit stream power (c-av) is needed to affect modification, in others, much less. The
research literature since 1992 shows that there is little direct relationship between unit stream
power (c-av) and floodplain geomorphic responses.
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On the one hand, often micro-scale and meso-scale features are significant enough to trigger
floodplain morphological modification at low unit stream power (c-av) values at a cross-section.
While on the other hand, for a variety of reasons morphological responses can be suppressed
until extremely high unit stream power (c-av) values occur. Therefore, floods of some specific
magnitude which may result in unit stream power (c-av) lower than, equal to, or greater than
Magilligan’s threshold value (a range of two orders of magnitude), may or may not result in
geomorphic modification. While a few of the Background Papers assessed in this review found
that Magilligan’s proposed minimum threshold value of 300 W/m2 was a suitable value, those
that did addressed floodplain modification processes associated with non-hydrometeorological
events in which sediment flux were extreme. These events included glacial lake outburst floods
and dam failure floods.
If Magilligan’s proposed minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold is used to estimate the
magnitude of an ungaged flood, what justification is there that the proposed minimum value is
applicable at a particular site? What is the explicit justification for using Magilligan’s proposed
minimum as a threshold value to estimate paleoflood magnitudes or even paleohydrologic
bounds at a particular site?
-

Issue #3: Magilligan (1992) qualified his unit stream power (c-av) threshold as a
minimum for major morphological modification.

Magilligan stated that his minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold relates to “major
morphological modification” [385], associated with “catastrophic” events [384].
The data plotted on his minimum unit stream power (c-av) figure [Fig. 12] came from
 Wolman and Eiler 1958,
 Gupta and Fox 1974,
 Baker 1977,
 Osterkamp and Costa 1987,
 Kochel 1988, and
 Miller 1990.
From Kochel (1988), Magilligan used only those data that were characterized by Kochel as
resulting in “extreme” effects as opposed to “moderate” or “minor” effects. “Extreme” effects
were described by Kochel as including
 bank erosion,
 channel erosion,
 channel widening,
 floodplain erosion,
 creation of large-scale gravel bedforms,
 channel deposition, and
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 floodplain deposition (1988, [173]).
Not included by Kochel, however, were any quantitative descriptors as to the magnitude of these
effects.
Geomorphic modification descriptions in the other four papers included such effects as
 floodplain stripping,
 channel erosion and enlargement,
 channel derangement and realignment,
 conversion of floodplain areas to channel area,
 formation of flood chutes, and the
 formation and destruction of islands.
Generally, the descriptors of catastrophic-effect floods entail whole-sale channel and floodplain
modification.
Although these descriptors imply serious and major changes to channel and floodplain
conditions, what definitively and objectively separates them from merely “moderate” degrees of
modification?
If Magilligan’s proposed minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold is used to estimate the
magnitude of an ungaged flood, by what metric can it be determined defensibly and quantifiably
that “major morphological modification” is evident at the site, and therefore Magilligan’s
minimum threshold value may be applicable? If the geomorphic evidence at the floodflow
location is not defensibly “major morphological modification,” then what unit stream power (cav) value should be used as a threshold for the level of modification in evidence at this site?
-

Issue #4: Magilligan (1992) did not specify the location within an inundated crosssection at which major morphological modification may occur when some geomorphic
threshold is exceeded.

Magilligan (1992) used no physical evidence of floodplain morphological modification in his
study area in developing his proposed minimum STREAM POWER threshold. The physical evidence
of catastrophic-effect floodflows used by Magilligan was reported in various papers he
referenced. When plotting STREAM POWER versus instances of major morphological modification,
Magilligan made no accommodation for variable types and locations of the effects within the
cross-sections. The referenced source papers used by Magilligan (1992) and the Foundation and
Background Papers referenced in this present review, addressed morphological modification in a
variety of geomorphic locations including in-channel, floodplain/overbank, and the
channel/floodplain interface.
In-channel modifications included bank erosion, channel erosion, channel widening, creation of
large-scale gravel bedforms, channel deposition, and the formation and destruction of islands.
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Overbank and floodplain modifications included floodplain erosion and deposition, floodplain
stripping, formation of scour holes, and formation of flood-chute channels.
Channel/floodplain interface modifications included major channel widening and the conversion
of floodplain areas to active channel, channel derangement, and major channel migration.2
Other Foundation and Background Papers noted that the locations of morphological modification
can be due to micro-scale obstructions or meso-scale channel morphology relations (such as
sudden channel and/or floodplain widening or change in slope) in the vicinity of but not at the
site of the morphological modifications. These last features may result in modifications even
when the triggering unit stream power (c-av) is not at the cross-section, when the unit stream
power (c-av) at the site of morphological modification is significantly less that the geomorphic
thresholds, or when sediment routing is a driving mechanism in channel response.
There are several approaches to the classification of channels, some of which are based on the
styles of sediment flux through stream reaches and the manner and magnitude that sediment flux
may induce channel form adjustments. It is also well established that channel types can have
characteristic floodplain dynamics. The occurrence and dynamics of floodplain types can
change through the longitudinal profile of a channel network and can change through time as a
fluvial system adjusts or evolves due to both internal and external driving factors.
The descriptors of “major morphological modification” presented in the foregoing issue category
imply that these modifications are variably positioned in the cross-section, and that the
modifications are not necessarily associated with specific floodplain surfaces within an
inundated cross-section.
Therefore, the specific location of major morphologic modification due to floodflows can be
anywhere along a cross-section and on any surface. Issue #2 above, addressed the reliability of a
specific minimum unit stream power (ca-v) value as a universal threshold for major morphologic
modification and found that there is little justification. In conjunction, these two variables make
it highly problematic that a specific floodflow magnitude can be assigned to any observed
evidence of geomorphic disruption possibly due to a paleoflood. Other than the minimum
required condition that the specific site of the modification was inundated, what other parameters
can be used to constrain the estimation of a floodflow magnitude?
If Magilligan’s style minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold is to be used to estimate the
magnitude of an ungaged flood, are there any significant relationships between the style,
location, and magnitude of morphological modification on the one hand, and channel/floodplain
classifications based on sediment dynamics, on the other? Are there characteristic styles,
locations, and magnitudes of morphological modifications that may be expected due to a major
flood at the LAR study site based on the channel and floodplain dynamical classification and
dynamical characteristics of the study reach?
When a Magilligan style minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold is used to estimate a
floodflow magnitude from the presence of evidence for geomorphic modification, the analysis
2

See Wohl (2000a) for a general review of the variability of floodflow effects on channels and floodplains.
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needs to include a complete explication of the assumptions and parameters employed to
constrain the discharge estimate.
-

Issue #5: To what degree does Magilligan’s proposed unit stream power (c-av)
threshold apply to all channel types?

Magilligan (1992 [385]) proposed his minimum unit stream power threshold for major
floodplain morphological modification for “gentle gradient alluvial channels in humid to subhumid environments.”
Channels have been categorized by many authors into various types based on
 morphology,
 dynamics,
 and/or sediment size,
 transport, and
 regime.
The various typing categories include a relation between channel morphology and dynamics, and
floodplain dynamics and sediment process regimes; often classification schemes address variable
floodplain processes. For example, Nanson and Croke (1992 [469]) assigned different unit
stream power thresholds for the structuring of different types of floodplains. What is presently
unknown is, to what degree can a possible STREAM POWER geomorphic modification threshold,
developed for alluvial channels in humid to sub-humid environments, be reliability applied to
other channel types in other climatic situations?
To what degree is the LAR a fully alluvial river located in a humid to sub-humid climatic
setting? The FHA-FD stated that “the natural course of the LAR appears to be largely controlled
by bedrock and late Holocene and Pleistocene terrace deposits” [61]. This present review
characterizes the LAR as an alluvial, semi-confined channel.3 To what degree is Magilligan’s
qualification for the application of his proposed minimum threshold for major floodplain
morphological modification applicable to the LAR?
If a Magilligan style minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold is to be used, and if
Magilligan’s proposed unit stream power value is to be applied, what justification is there that
the LAR meets Magilligan’s qualification criteria? If the LAR is not an alluvial channel in a
humid to sub-humid environment, what threshold value should be used and why?
-

3

Issue #6: To what degree does floodflow duration affect the effectiveness of unit stream
power (c-av) in creating major morphological modification?

See Section 4A.
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Magilligan’s (1992) proposed the minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold for major
morphological modification was based essentially on instantaneous peak floodflow discharges
with no accommodation made for variable floodflow duration. Many of the Foundation and
Background Papers assessed in this review indicate that the duration of floodflows above some
effective STREAM POWER value may greatly influence the style, extent, and magnitude of
geomorphologic responses.
Floodflows of lesser discharge magnitude, and thus lower unit stream power (c-av), but of longer
duration, could result in major morphological modification whereas larger floodflow discharges,
above some assumed unit stream power (c-av) threshold, but of short duration may not result in
major morphological modification. The significance of floodflow duration was suggested to be
such that this factor could notably change a minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold value.
If a Magilligan style minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold is to be used to estimate the
magnitude of an ungaged flood, by what method can the instantaneously based threshold be
defensibly and quantifiably modified to accommodate some floodflow durational factor when
this relationship is poorly understood and quantified?
-

Issue #7: Is a minimum unit stream power (c-av) value of 300 W/m2 a meaningful and
defensible morphological threshold?

As mentioned above, Magilligan (1992) noted that the proposed minimum threshold for major
morphological modification was tentative [373], not rigidly absolute [385], closely approximate
[385], not universal [385], and potential [385]. In addition, as noted above, Magilligan [385]
plotted the instances of major morphological modification as having occurred at unit stream
power (c-av) values ranging from about 30 to nearly 2,000 W/m2.
The Foundation and Background Papers assessed in this review also noted a wide range of
STREAM POWER/major morphological modification relations. Reported ranges include major
morphological modification at unit stream power (c-av) values of less than 70 W/m2, to
situations of unit stream power (c-av) values much greater than 300 W/m2 without the
occurrence of major morphological modification.
If a Magilligan style minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold is to be used to estimate the
magnitude of an ungaged flood, how would a defensible threshold value be selected when there
is such a wide range of values in evidence and when there is little really known about the
relationship between particular threshold values and channel and floodplain dynamical
processes? If a certain and specific (that is with no uncertainty) minimum threshold value
cannot be identified, can the uncertainties of a particular minimum STREAM POWER threshold value
be adequately quantified such that they can be used to defensibly reflect error and probability
ranges?
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Developing Paleoflood Estimates and Their Use in Risk Analyses
This section addresses concerns with the application of STREAM POWER assessment estimates of
paleoflood magnitude when they are based on the dimensions and geomorphology of modern or
present channel and floodplain. Specifically these issues address potential problems with the
attempt to estimate paleoflood magnitudes within the context of present, or essentially modern,
channel and floodplain conditions. Of further concern are the potential problems and issues
associated with the use of paleoflood magnitude estimates for risk assessment or project planning
and design purposes.
As addressed more completely in Section 2A and Section 4, the FHA-FD developed paleoflood
occurrence, magnitude, and age-date estimates based on what the FHA-FD [72]assumed to be
the “natural,” pre-development LAR channel and floodplain dimensions and geomorphology.1
In addition, the FHA-FD purported that these estimates are applicable to estimating the flood risk
for the Folsom Dam, both presently and in the future life of that facility. Its stated objective was
to “… develop an estimate of peak discharge frequency of the American River at Folsom Dam
… for dam safety risk analysis…”[2]. The FHA-FD study was not an academic research
endeavor.

Conditional Precepts for Including Purported Paleoflood Evidence
Any assessment which uses purported physical evidence of paleofloods to integrate large prehistoric floods into the present or current flood frequency record on a modern river should
include three basic conditional precepts. These are:
1) The channel geomorphic precept which entails the location and stage height of the
purported physical evidence for paleofloods that occurred in the past, at a time when prehistoric channel conditions are not presently observable, can still be used to adequately
estimate the paleoflood discharge magnitude within the context of present channel
configuration and geomorphic conditions.
2) The regional hydrometeorologic precept which entails the regional hydrometeorologic or
storm and runoff producing conditions, which generated a particular paleoflood, are still
active and in effect in the watershed.
3) The use of paleoflood estimates for project planning/design precept which entails the
defensible selection of estimated paleoflood events for inclusion into the development of
extended modern or present floodflow frequency and floodflow risk assessments, or for
project planning and design purposes.

1

See a footnote in Section 2A, Section 4A, and the introductory portion of Section 4B for critiques of FHA-FD’s
assessment of LAR topographic and geomorphic conditions.
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1. Channel Geomorphic Precept
Meeting the channel geomorphic precept depends on the necessity that the channel conditions at
the time of the purported paleoflood were adequately similar to those at present. The channel
geomorphic precept is an important consideration in paleoflood assessments. Pertinent issues
may include
 the fluvial geomorphic regime and the balance between streamflow and sediment supply
as realized in trends of aggradation or degradation,
 the sediment load during paleoflood events,
 bed elevation (and cross-sectional area) relative to the site containing the paleoflood
evidence,
 reach-scale gradient,
 presence or absence of lower and in-set floodplain bodies which can affect the capacity
of the flood conveyance prism, and
 on-site conditions (site of the evidence) with respect to vegetation and other potentially
temporary but significant evidence-affecting features.
Harvey and Pederson (2011 [856]) noted that paleoflood studies generally assume stable channel
boundaries and estimate paleoflood magnitudes using the existing channel configuration. They
noted that channels are susceptible to long-term changes and that using this assumption can lead
to important misconceptions of paleoflood evidence and the flow magnitudes that are estimated
from that evidence.
Benito and Thorndycraft (2005 [5]) did not list the analysis of channel stability as one of their
methodological steps in paleoflood assessments. However, later they did note that hydraulic
modeling of paleoflood magnitudes from the elevation of paleoflood indicators should only be
applied in “bedrock gorge reaches” where channel stability is a safe assumption [7]. Even so,
Harvey and Pederson (2011 [861]) indicated that over the timeframes of paleoflood
consideration (to the thousands of years) changes in channel grade and channel elevation can
occur even in bedrock canyons.
Similarly, Baker (2000 [363-64] listed basically the same set of procedural steps for paleoflood
analyses as did Bentio and Throndycraft (2005), and noted that it is necessary that no significant
channel bed instability occurred over the time span from the paleoflood of interest to the present,
and importantly, that the assumption of channel stability must be evaluated at each site [366].
O’Connor et al. (1994 [6]) discussed the uncertainty associated with estimating paleoflood
magnitudes from elevated paleoflood evidence in a bedrock canyon setting and listed the
uncertainties in channel geometry and channel bottom elevations as probably the most important
considerations. In the same setting, Hereford et al. (1996) showed that tributary debris flow
deposition can locally raise the bed elevation of a main trunk river by 10’s of feet. These debris
flow deposits can be considered short-term in that they progressively lower in elevation over
perhaps as long as several hundred years, but in the interim they cause “artificial” backwater
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conditions upstream which can result in elevated fluvial deposits in upstream reaches. After the
erosional removal of the debris fan material, the origin of these “artificially” high fluvial deposits
can be misconstrued which can lead to inflated paleoflood magnitude and frequency estimates.
Debris flow occurrence (rate and magnitude) was related to local climatic factors in the tributary
watersheds and, therefore, over extended reaches of the main trunk channel and over protracted
periods, overall aggradation may occur without any changes in watershed floodflow regimes of
the trunk streams. This can result in elevated deposits associated with normal floodflows which
could be inferred later as due to very large paleofloods.
Lancaster et al. (2010) showed similar tributary relations along canyon–dominated channels in
the mountain west. They found that the elevations of geomorphic surfaces along a main trunk
channel can be highly variable due to either long-term or short-term processes in the tributaries.
These factors can influence the elevations of fluvial deposits and can influence the apparent
magnitude estimates of paleofloods after these hydraulic controls are lost or modified, and the
local cause of the elevated fluvial deposits is no longer evident.
In a regional paleoflood evaluation, Benito et al. (2008 [74-75]) addressing both bedrock and
alluvial reaches, found that there was evidence that paleoflood relations vary between cyclic
periods of channel and floodplain aggradation and those of degradation.
Harvey and Pederson (2011) also showed that the aggradation and deposition regimes of bedrock
and alluvial reaches within a single river system can be out of phase with each other. Therefore,
these two reach types may respond differently with the same climatic drivers because of the
sediment routing in each channel type and inter-relationships of sediment routing among these
channel reaches. Benito et al. (2008 [75, Fig. 3]) showed that on a regional scale paleoflood
evidence in bedrock and alluvial channel segments can either be in phase or out of phase, and
these phase relations can extend over protracted periods of climatic conditions.
As is addressed in some detail in Section 4, there is considerable evidence that the LAR channel
has under gone several cycles of late Holocene channel aggradation, and the formation of in-set
floodplain surfaces, followed by periods of degradation, and the loss of at least parts of the in-set
floodplain surfaces. With these changing channel conditions, the capacity of the channel and the
flood conveyance prism for translating floodflows varies. Therefore when hydraulic modeling is
used to estimate paleoflood magnitudes, of major importance, is the establishment of a back-intime limit beyond which paleoflood evidence may not directly correspond to present channel and
floodplain configurations. Even within the period that paleoflood evidence may apply, changing
geomorphic regimes can change the channel flood conveyance capacity and without knowledge
of this capacity at the time of the paleoflood, estimated magnitudes using present channel
conditions could have large errors.
If basic channel geomorphologic and channel conditions were different at the time of any
paleoflood than at the present, then the location of paleoflood evidence at a particular site cannot
be a reliable index to the possible stage height of the paleoflood in the context of the present
channel, and cannot be directly correlated to floodflow discharge under present channel
conditions.
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In addition to the questions concerning general geomorphic regime and channel configuration,
paleoflood evidence needs to be considered within the context of possible short-term channel
conditions, such as backwater hydraulics due to temporary log jams or sediment slugs, or even
non-hydrometeorological flow events that may be associated with channel unraveling and
sediment-rich geomorphic or geologic events, such as landslide washout, debris flow input, or
glacial lake outburst floods. These short-term and/or temporary conditions or nonhydrometeorologic events may be relatively common in some regions and in some channel types.
They could result in what might be assumed to be physical evidence of paleofloods but that
evidence may really indicate events that are not paleofloods and, therefore, not suitable for
addition to the floodflow frequency regime of the present channel.
Since, at the geologic time scale, the external factors driving channel dynamics are always
changing, all channels are changing and evolving towards new conditions and changing at
various rates. For example, it has been estimated that for a major trunk river with glaciated
headwater areas, following deglaciation it could take as long as 10,000 years for the channel
dynamics in downstream reaches to fully relax from the glacially dominated processes to those
reflecting “stable” background channel conditions (Ballantyne 2002 [1973]).
Over extremely long time periods it is reasonable to expect the channel dynamics of lower
reaches of major trunk streams can be progressively adjusting toward new driving conditions.
Hence, for the purposes of estimating the magnitude of paleoflood events, there is a limited time
span over which paleoflood evidence can be suitably compared against the geometry of the
modern channel. The issue of channel evolution should be addressed in any paleoflood study.
Not only is it important to carefully establish a defensible back-in-time limit for paleoflood
analysis based on a reasonable characterization of what may be considered to natural background
channel and geomorphic conditions, but it is also necessary to carefully construct those
background conditions by fully accounting for all the significant changes to the geomorphic
system that may be due to human activities since modern settlement. The FHA-FD [71-72]
adopted the assumption that the topographic mapping by the US-CDC (1907), based on 1906
surveying, best reflects the pre-mining and “natural” character of the landscape of the LAR. The
FHA-FD therefore assumed the geometric and geomorphic conditions of the LAR in 1906, prior
to the majority of the extensive dredger mining, best represent the modern pre-settlement
floodplain and terrace conditions.
Besides questions as to the accuracy of the 1906 mapping, discussed in Sections 2A and the
introductory portion of Section 4B, this assumption ignores the changes to the geomorphic
conditions of the LAR resulting from debris aggradation between about 1855 and 1906 due to
Sierra Nevada hydraulic mining. It also ignores the channel and landform modification that
could have occurred as a result of the 1862 floodflow.Thisevent on the LAR was probably
influenced by “artificially” elevated sediment loads due to both in-channel LAR mining activities
and Sierra Nevada hydraulic mining debris. Without a thorough analysis and without an explicit
statement, the FHA-FD has assumed that the conditions of the LAR in 1906, represents “natural”
conditions. This is a very questionable assumption.
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2. Regional Hydrometeorologic Precept
The regional hydrometeorologic precept assumes the storm and runoff conditions responsible for
producing a particular paleoflood are still active and operational in the watershed in the present
time. Meeting this precept depends on such factors as patterns of major regional atmospheric
circulation, patterns of major precipitation events including magnitude and duration, and patterns
of rain and snow relationships. All of these patterns have millennial-, centennial-, and decadalscale climate variability. It also depends on various watershed runoff factors often related to
long-term climatic conditions.
A basic question is: When was the modern climatic pattern in the American River watershed
established? Work by Street et al. (2012, 2013) indicated that in the LAR region there was a
shift to generally wetter conditions in the central Sierra Nevada at about 3,000 ybp, or just
earlier, attributable to some combination of increased winter precipitation and reduced summer
evaporation (2013 [22]). For other regions of the world, Benito et al. (2008 [73], referring to
Knox (1983)) also suggested this time frame for the on-set of the current late Holocene climate
regime.
Barron and Andersen (2011 [Fig. 2d]) presented information on orbital climate forcing
reconfigured from Berger and Loutre (1991) for the Holocene from 11,000 ybp to the present.
Variable orbital forcing refers to the variability in the rate of insolation over periods of 1,000’s to
100,000’s of years that result from the interaction of several different cyclical orbital attributes of
the earth’s revolution of the sun. This figure shows that orbitally forced insolation at 40 degrees
north latitude (about 95 miles north of the LAR) has varied notably over the Holocene. The
general pattern though the whole of the Holocene has been a reduction in the extreme
winter/summer differences in seasonal insolation.
With respect to present conditions, over the Holocene winter insolation has progressively
increased (from about -12% relative to the present) and summer insolation has progressively
decreased (from about +7-8% relative to the present). By the beginning of the late Holocene
(~4,000 ybp), winter insolation was only about -4% and summer insolation was only about +2%
relative to the present. This implies, with respect to insolation, that through the Holocene winter
seasons have tended toward somewhat warmer conditions and summer seasons toward cooler
conditions at the middle northern latitudes. These conditions are compatible with the
conclusions of Street et al. (2013 [14]) that evidence in the central Sierra Nevada indicates the
on-set of wetter conditions in the 4,000-3,000 ybp period.
Further, Barron and Anderson (2011 [4]) assessed various regional climate data of the eastern
Pacific Ocean - western North American area and concluded that between about 4,200 and 3,000
ybp a more modern pattern of El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) conditions developed,
which included an increase in the variability and strength of ENSO events. Similarly, Wanner et
al. (2008 [1808, Fig. 12]) showed that there was a “strong” increase in ENSO activity, both
frequency and intensity, between about 5,600 and 3,500 ybp, and that this level of activity
remained relatively high between 3,500 and 2,000 ybp.
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Their Fig. 12 indicated that following about 1,800 ybp, ENSO activity became much more
erratic with frequency and intensity fluctuations ranging both substantial greater than and
somewhat lesser than those of the 3,500-2,000 ybp period. Barron and Anderson (2011 [10])
concluded that the onset of essentially modern ENSO climatic conditions occurred along the
central and northern California coast at about 3,200 ybp. Based on regional climate and
vegetation data, Street et al. (2013 [21]) concluded that in the LAR region the middle - late
Holocene transition could be dated to the 3,100-2,900 ybp period.
Davis et al. (1985 [330]) suggested that at about the 7,200 ft elevation on the west slope of the
central-southern Sierra Nevada, the early Holocene was a dry period and vegetation was
dominated by sage until about 7,000 ybp, then transitioned to predominantly pine species, then at
about 3,000 ybp the climate changed to moister conditions with the development of a fir
component.
Similarly, Bowerman and Clark (2011 [1083]) found that the Sierra Nevada was largely glacierfree from 10,500 to 3,200 ybp, except for possibly a 400 year period with minor evidence of
glacial activity. However, between 3,200 and 170 ybp, they concluded that there were notable
cycles of glacial activity peaking at about 2,200, 1,600, 700, and 250-170 ybp, with the
possibility of another peak at about 2,800 ybp. They concluded that the peak of the Matthes
event of the Little Ice Age (1350-1850 CE) was the most extensive.
These findings, in conjunction with insolation relations presented by Barron and Anderson (2011
[Fig. 2d]) discussed above, suggest that the early Holocene, with lower winter and higher
summer insolation than at present, winters may have had lower precipitation and summers were
sufficiently warm as to melt essentially all of the winter snowpack. Starting at about 3,200 ybp,
winter precipitation may have increased and summer may have cooled to the degree that
snowfields could survive the summer and that minor climate forcing pressures could induce
minor glacial advances. Bowerman and Clark (2011 [1081, Fig. 18]) suggested that lower
summer temperatures of from 0.4 to 3.6 degrees F and higher winter precipitation of 1 to 10
inches relative to the present could account for the Matthes glacial event which peaked at 17501870 CE.
The NRC (1999 [73-94]) discussed decadal, multi-decadal, and centennial climatic variability in
the American River watershed area and the importance of establishing the possible relationship
between climatic variation and LAR floodflow magnitude. If a climatic pattern transition can be
dated to about 3,000 ybp and if the pattern of secular climatic variability over the last 3,000 years
can be confirmed for the LAR region by a definitive and defensible analysis, then it could be
assumed that over that timeframe there has been a characteristic pattern of climatological
conditions with millennial-, centennial-, and decadal-scale cycles of variable precipitation and
temperature.
Therefore, even within this period of late Holocene climate in which it may be possible to
characterize the present long-term regional climatic pattern, these shorted cycles could result in
extended periods of variable flood-producing weather and runoff conditions and in geomorphic
degradational or aggradational shifts in channel and floodplain systems.
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Generally and globally, the occurrence and magnitude of associated paleofloods and regimes of
channel aggradation or degradation have been related to extended periods of climatic shift within
the past 3,000 years (e.g. Benito and Thorndycraft 2005, Benito et al. 2008). It has also been
shown that the larger magnitude floods in the currently gauged historical period are very
sensitive to decadal-scale climatic conditions (Knox 2000, Redmond et al. 2002, Benito and
Thorndycraft 2005 [10-11], Benito et al. 2008 [73-74]).
In the upper Midwest, Knox (2000) found evidence of late Holocene paleofloods (3,300 ybp to
the present) which “strongly suggested … that relatively modest adjustments in hemisphericscale atmosphere circulation patterns were associated with major adjustments in magnitude and
frequency of floods” [450], and that in the historic period (1867-1981), an analysis of partial
duration series floods “indicated that sensitivity of flood magnitude to climate changes increases
geometrically rather than linearly” [440].
Climatic variability was also a major concern for Baker (2000 [370-71]). Referencing the work
of Hirschboeck (1987, 1988), he stated that
[u]ltimately the [climatic variability] ‘problem’ in flood-frequency analysis will
have to be viewed in the context of hydroclimatological models for long-period
climatic variation. Such models hold the promise of meshing paleoflood studies
and other aspects of flood geomorphology with relatively short time scales of
gauged flow records.
To add pre-historic floodflows to the present historic American River basin flood frequency
record, the FHA-FD used what it presumed to be physical evidence for paleoflood events on the
LAR, estimated the flow stage and magnitude of these events based on what were assumed to be
the “natural” pre-mining channel and geomorphic conditions, and estimated the age-date of these
events. As a result, the FHA-FD then should have demonstrated the validity of the assumption
that the potentially identified paleofloods occurred during an era when the regional
hydrometeorologic conditions and channel geomorphologic regime and channel conditions of the
LAR were suitably similar to those of the pre-mining present. These issues were not addressed
by the FHA-FD.

3. Use of Paleoflood Estimates for Project Planning/Design Precept
The third important precept in appropriate floodflow analysis concerns the validity of including
paleoflood estimates in modern floodflow frequency or for flood risk assessments, and for
project planning or design purposes. The stated objective of the FHA-FD was to estimate a peak
discharge frequency at the LAR Folsom Dam site for use in a dam safety risk analysis [2].
Redmond et al. (2002) in an evaluation of the significance of paleoclimate and variability of
paleoflood occurrence and magnitude noted that a flood frequency analysis is
most properly … viewed as a forecast problem … [and] … since all the events of
interest lie in the future, flood-risk estimation is of necessity a de facto forecast …
the unstated assumption is that the future will be like the past [24].
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In its review of paleoflood studies in various regions of the US, they concluded that there was a
strong link between variable paleoclimatic regimes and the occurrence, magnitude, and
frequency of paleofloods [39]. They stated that if the objective of a paleoflood assessment is to
support a decision-making process, the functional time-based horizon (10, 50, 200 years, etc.) of
the decision should be incorporated into the assessment.
A similar conclusion was stated by the NRC (1999 [34-35, 99]) for the LAR in its review of
preliminary USBR paleoflood findings (1998 written communication to the NRC). Because the
climatic factors associated with the USBR’s purported paleofloods were not specified, the NRC
concluded that the USBR’s findings could not be used to estimate future flood risk [34-35].
Should paleoflood information provide a reliable relationship between floodflow magnitudes and
climatic regime, then a stated project design-life horizon could provide the basis for addressing
the question of “which part of the climatic past is relevant to which part of the climatic future.”
Interestingly, the concern about specifying a project functional time horizon, or a project designlife, and an associated floodflow record for “forecasting” potential extreme events leads logically
to adopting different periods of floodflow records for decision-making for various projects, even
if these projects are along the same reach of channel. Extreme event forecasting for a land use
development drainage infrastructure project may only need a relatively short-range floodflow
forecast, while a dam project may require a longer-term forecast, and a land use planning
associated with floodplain management decisions may require a much longer-range floodflow
forecast. Therefore, if the objective of a paleoflood study is to estimate potentially future
floodflow magnitudes, an appropriate period of paleoflood climate or regime should be explicitly
chosen and tailored to the design-life of the project or the planning decision under consideration.
If the objective is to estimate potentially future floodflow magnitudes under changed regional
hydrometeorologic conditions (such as those that may be associated with global warming), it
may be very difficult to recognize near-term historical patterns as either normal variability or as
a signature of a climatic shift by assessing climatic and floodflow records (NRC 1999 [94-96]).
Given sufficient knowledge of past climatic factors and related floodflow magnitudes, it may be
appropriate to assume that paleofloods which may have occurred under earlier and now nonexistent regional hydrometeorologic conditions could be applicable. However, it may be the
case that the potential hydrometeorological conditions over a decision-making or project designlife horizon cannot be quantitatively generated from paleoclimatic and paleoflood conditions
(NRC 1999 [99]).
The NRC [100] suggested that over a reasonable decision-making or project design-life horizon,
future-casting floodflows on the LAR may be approached by stratifying the climate and
floodflow relation variability over decadal and centennial-scales, then selecting the most
representative climate pattern to project future floodflow conditions. This would require very
prudent meteorological constraints but would constraint the use of highly uncertain paleoflood
estimates to those occurring in an appropriate hydrometeorological environment.
However, with respect to the issues of using paleoflood magnitude estimates to develop flood
risk future-casts, it is important to consider the possible impacts of present and on-going climate
change on future floodflows. Wanner et al. (2008 [1813-1815, Fig. 16]) indicated that climate
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forcing due to human/industrial activities could, in the future, be greater that the forcing
influences of varying insolation and volcanic activity which may have been the driving factors
for the Little Ice Age of the 1350-1850 period. In addition to the possibility of changes in basic
climate forcing processes, the mechanisms of global circulation changes are not yet fully
understood [1815] which makes is difficult to translate climate forcing changes into estimates of
changes in climate at the regional scale. This implies that future-casting of floodflow risks based
on the paleoflood record may be an exceedingly complicated and uncertain enterprise.
The important point is that when a paleoflood assessment is to be used in decision-making (that
is when it is not simply a matter of geomorphic research) the objectives of the application need
to be explicit, the decision horizon and the project design-life need to be clearly stated, and the
“which part of the climatic past is relevant to which part of the climatic future” question should
be clearly addressed. It is necessary to explicitly state the objectives, assumptions, and
uncertainties, etc.
No further consideration of this hydrometeorologic regime issue is addressed in this present
review. Any future re-evaluation of paleofloods on the LAR should specifically address
hydrometeorological issues that relate to changing Holocene climate and the development of a
back-in-time limit for the natural background climatic conditions and factors, and importantly,
changing channel conditions within an accepted back-in-time period for paleofloods on the LAR.
Further, the use of paleoflood information for risk assessments or for project planning and design
requires a thorough assessment of future-casting issues.
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Summary of Conclusions
Section 3A
For all of the issues in Section 3A, from the current literature it appears there is little
justification for adopting any specific STREAM POWER value as a threshold for the disruption of
floodplain and geomorphic surfaces, and any such threshold value cannot be legitimately used to
reliably estimate the discharge of an unmeasured or unobserved floodflow.
There are several significant unresolved questions in the scientific literature that severely limit
the applicability of geomorphic modification based STREAM POWER estimates for estimating the
magnitude of an unmeasured or unobserved floodflow event. These include:
1) the absence of quantifiable systems to characterize varying degrees of channel and
floodplain geomorphic modification, those that can defensibly and discretely categorize
modest, moderate, and catastrophic levels of morphological modification;
2) the absence of a direct and consistent relation between STREAM
geomorphic modification;

POWER

and degrees of

3) the resolution to the complicating dimensions of floodflow duration and magnitude in
developing geomorphic modification; and
4) the absence of a well understood relationship between channel and floodplain types and
the styles and magnitudes of geomorphic modification due to floodflow magnitudes.
Without defensible research that allows for the specific relations between STREAM POWER and
geomorphic modification which covers the foregoing uncertainties, one cannot use post-flood
observations of geomorphic modification and hydraulic modeling of the channel and floodplain
to reliably estimate possible floodflow magnitudes. Also, without this defensible research, one is
free to adopt any particular STREAM POWER threshold value, say between 30 and 2,000 W/m2, that
may be conveniently useful in supporting particular findings and conclusions at a study site. If
investigators are free to select arbitrarily convenient STREAM POWER threshold values, then study
results cannot be adequately defended during a serious critique or cross-examination.
If a Magilligan style minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold approach (or a functional
equivalent) is to be used in an assessment of an unmeasured or unobserved flood, then as yet
unresolved technical issues must either be reduced to quantifiable and defensible parameters
established by rigorous science, or its use must incorporate substantial margins for error. The
development of a rigorous science necessary for the construction of defensible, quantifiable
parameters seems to be years out, if even possible. Therefore, the use of Magilligan style
minimum unit stream power (c-av) thresholds to estimate the magnitude of unobserved
floodflows must have suitable error considerations for each of the potential issues.
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It appears that at present, if a Magilligan style minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold is
used to estimate the magnitude of unknown floodflows, then the status of the research can only
either:
1) provide a range of possible minimum floodflow magnitudes that accommodate the
(product, sum? of) uncertainties (something like: a 95% chance of being in the range of
100,000 to 150,000 cfs), or
2) provide a specific possible floodflow minimum magnitude along with a percent
probability that the estimate is within some narrow range of error (say 10%) (something
like: 125,000 cfs, with a 5% probability of being within +/- 10%).
It seems that even with future research and possibly improved information on minimum unit
stream power (c-av) thresholds, there is inherent significant uncertainty. This uncertainty may
be acceptable in the world of low cost, low risk geomorphic sciences but it may not be
acceptable in the high cost, high risk world of project design and development.

Section 3B
The material presented in Section 3B indicates that even if the issues of Section 3A could be
defensible resolved, and geomorphic modification can be associated with a reliable floodflow
magnitude through a STREAM POWER threshold approach, there are still two significant problematic
issues when applying this approach to paleofloods and paleoflood studies. First are problems
with the use of a STREAM POWER approach to estimate the magnitude of a paleoflood event, and
second are problems with the use of paleoflood magnitude estimates for the purposes of project
design and decision-making.
The first issue is relating the location and elevation of identified paleoflood evidence to STREAM
POWER and then to floodflow magnitude within the context of the present or essentially modern
channel and floodplain configuration. The use of the present or essentially modern channel for
hydraulic modeling of floodflow magnitudes requires that the present and essentially modern
conditions are adequately similar to those that existed at the time of the paleoflood event. This
entails both an adequate and defensible assessment of channel and floodplain evolution and a
back-in-time limit beyond which hydraulic modeling of present or essentially modern conditions
cannot be applied to earlier paleoflood events.
The second issue concerns the application of paleoflood occurrence, magnitude, and age-date
estimates for flood risk assessments or project planning purposes. This entails:
1) the explicit specification of a project time-horizon, that is, the period over which
paleoflood estimates are to be applied to the project;
2) the explicit specification of the hydrometeorological conditions that are expected over the
project design-life time horizon;
3) the identification of what past-time hydrometeorological conditions best reflect the
project design-life time horizon, that is, the future-cast period; and
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4) the identification and use of those specific paleoflood events suitable for future-casting
that occurred during those appropriate periods.
From this present review of the FHA-FD and that of various reference materials, it is apparent
that paleoflood analyses are inherently loaded with unknowns and uncertainties. Further, within
the current state of the science, there are many uncertainties associated with the application of
STREAM POWER analysis to the questions of both determining the occurrence of a paleoflood from
field evidence and estimating the magnitude of any particular paleoflood. Importantly, an
uncertainty that must be explicitly addressed is whether a Magilligan-based minimum STREAM
POWER approach (or other methods that assume long-term channel stability) is even an appropriate
approach on the alluvial, semi-confined LAR channel.
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Section 4
Critique of FHA-FD's LAR Geomorphic Analysis and
Estimates of Paleoflood Occurrence,
Magnitudes, and Age-dates
Introduction
The issues addressed in this Section concern:
1) The modern pre-settlement geomorphic setting of the LAR and its geomorphic evolution
2) The appropriate identification of the various geomorphic units and surfaces
3) The evaluation of the putative paleoflood evidence presented in the FHA-FD
4) The use by the FHA-FD of that evidence to produce estimates of LAR paleoflood
occurrence, magnitude, and age-date
These issues are covered in four sections:
Section 4A is a general review of the geomorphic conditions of the LAR with an historical
perspective that highlights geomorphic evolution, and a critique of the FHAFD’s interpretation of channel and geomorphic conditions and surfaces.
Section 4B is a critique of the FHA-FD’s analysis of paleofloods derived from its detailed
assessment at two modeled cross-sections.
Section 4C is a critique of the FHA-FD’s analysis of a major overflow channel that the
FHA-FD used to estimate the occurrence, magnitude, and age-date of its largest
magnitude paleoflood range.
Section 4D is a summary of the conclusions of this Section.

Defining LAR “modern pre-settlement conditions”
In the issues addressed in this section, there are references to “modern pre-settlement
conditions.” To clarify, this term as used here includes both
1) the regional hydrometeorologic conditions that presently exist, and
2) the pre-settlement fluvial geomorphic conditions that existed immediately prior to the
anthropogenic changes of the region that may have influenced the conditions of the
channel geometry or geomorphic processes which can be directly observed today.
Specific to the LAR, “modern pre-settlement” fluvial geomorphic and channel conditions
represent conditions absent any water resource projects or flow regulation, absent any man-made
or man-influenced modifications to the channel and floodplains of the LAR, and absent any
constrictions or confinement of floodflows due to levee development. These modern presettlement geomorphic and channel conditions are assumed to be those existing prior to modern
settlement and those conditions reflecting the fluvial setting of the LAR to which relevant
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paleoflood evidence can be associated. The use of the terms “present” or “current” conditions on
the LAR are applied in this present review to contemporary conditions that may be observed in
the field.
Modern pre-settlement conditions do not extend back-in-time into an era in which either the
regional hydrometeorologic regime or the LAR channel geomorphologic regime were
importantly different from modern pre-settlement conditions. Taken together the components of
modern pre-settlement conditions are necessary assumptions when using the physical evidence
of paleofloods on the LAR to evaluate the present risk of floodflow events in terms of both
probability and magnitude.1 Paleoflood evidence that dates to channel and watershed conditions
prior to the modern pre-settlement regime cannot be reliably related to either, or both streamflow
magnitudes based on modern pre-settlement channel conditions or the present and modern presettlement hydrometeorological dynamics. Without analysis, the FHA-FD seems to have
assumed this back-in-time limit extends to the beginning of the Holocene, taken to be about
11,800 ybp (Pillans and Gibbard 2012 [981]).
This critique does not propose a specific back-in-time limit for paleoflood analysis on the LAR,
but it does discuss various relevant channel and geomorphic factors that should be considered in
setting such a limit. Hydrometeorology factors concerning a back-in-time limit are not here
considered any further.

Defining LAR Geomorphic Units and Surfaces
In this section, several different geomorphic units, bodies, and surfaces of the LAR are
addressed. These features have been referred to by different studies and authors by different
names and have been variously collapsed and combined into different unit assemblages. To help
clarify the profusion and variability of the nomenclature, this present review has adopted a less
technical naming approach and one that minimizes the combining of relevant geomorphic
surfaces and bodies.
The “less technical” refers specifically to the abandonment here of the more technical use of the
terms “lower” and “upper” members of geologic formations which refer to their relative
positions in the geologic column (lower being older) in favor of the terms “younger” and “older”
phases of a formation. This was adopted to minimize the potential confusion between the use of
“lower” and “upper” as relative age references with their use as references to relative
topographic position or elevation. When the various studies, used in this present review, referred
to a formation and its phases, they used the proper reference to their positions in the geologic
column as “upper” or “lower.” This terminology is reflected in Figure 3. However, throughout
the text of this review, these terms have been converted to the “younger” and “older” phase
references.
Figure 3 shows the names adopted in this present review for the various geomorphic units and
surfaces on the LAR and the relationship of these names to the nomenclatures (and stated agedates) of previous studies. Section 4A addresses all of the studies and geomorphic units shown
1

The use of paleoflood information in assessing future risks entails additional issues; see Section 3B.
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on Figure 3. In the two previous studies (FHA-FD and Helley and Harwood (1985)), where this
present review found issues with their findings, modified results are shown on Figure 3, and the
review text presents the rationale and explanation where suggested modifications are offered.
Note that this figure shows an idealized cross-section in the FHA-FD study site. The depicted
widths of surfaces are driven by the necessity for text space and the relative heights of the risers
are merely incidental. In particular, the relative width of the Holocene Xerofluvents surface is
highly exaggerated. The indicated backslope of the Holocene Xerofluvents surface is
purposeful.
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Figure 3
Comparative nomenclature of LAR geomorphic units

Section 4A

This present review

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Active channel
|
Holocene Xerofluvents
| younger phase of the Modesto Formation
|
older phase of the
(and 1 Holocene surface)
|
(suite of several [3?] elevated surfaces) |
(4 surfaces; “A,” “B,” “C,” “D”)
|
Modesto Formation
|
(possibly 200-9,000 ybp)
|
(presumed to be v. late Pleistocene
| (presumed to be late
|
|
to possibly early Holocene;
|
Pleistocene; possibly
|
|
possibly 8,000-33,000 ybp)
|
33,000-80,000+ ybp)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------William Lettis & Assoc.
Historical channel deposits
|
Historical alluvial deposits
|
upper Modesto Formation
| lower Modesto Formation
2008
|
|
|
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------FHA-FD (USBR) 2002
Riverwash
|
“Columbia”
|
“Rossmoor”
|
“Americanos”
[Tbl. 3-1, Fig. 3-3]
|
(200->1,500 ybp)
|
(<2,500->6,000 ybp)
| (10,000 ybp or greater)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------FHA-FD (USBR) 2002
|
“Columbia”
|
“Rossmoor terrace”
|
“Americanos terrace”
[Modified in this present review
|
p-M III (?) and |
-----------------------------------| upper Modesto Formation
based on the interpretation of the
|
possibly p-M IV |
Holocene Xerofluvents & Rossmoor series soil
|
(10,000 ybp or greater)
FHA-FD text and analysis]
| (200->1,500 ybp) |
possibly post-Modesto I & II (?) (<2,500->6,000 ybp)
|
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SCS 1993
Riverwash
|
Xerofluvents soil
|
Rossmoor series soil
|
Americanos series soil
[Shts. 3 & 7]
|
|
Fluventic Haploxerolls
|
Mollic Haploxeralfs
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SCS 1993
Riverwash
|
Columbia series soil
|
Rossmoor series soil
|
Americanos series soil
[Fig. 19]
|
(Xerofluvents)
|
(Haploxerolls)
|
(Haploxeralfs)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Busacca, et al. 1989
|
Holocene Xerofluvents
|
upper Modesto Formation
| lower Modesto Formation
[Adapted here from the
|
post-Modesto III
| post-Modesto II |
Typic Haploxerolls
|
Typic Haploxeralfs
Feather R.-Yuba R. area]
| (450 [600] 1,800 ybp) | (1.8 [3] 8.2K ybp) |
(3,000 [10,000] 29,000 ybp)
| (14,000 [40,000] 100,000 ybp)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Harden 1987
Holocene (1 surface)
| Holocene (3 surfaces) post-Modesto I-III |
upper Modesto Formation
| lower Modesto Formation
[Adapted here from the
post-Modesto IV
| Hanford & Xerorthents soils |
|
(4 surfaces), Hanford soil
|
Typic Haploxeralfs
Merced R.]
(essentially modern)
| p-M III (200<3K) p-M II (~3K) | p-M I (nd) |
(8,200 [8,200-14,100] 31,000 ybp)
| (14,100 [40,000] 103,000 ybp)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Helley and Harwood 1985
Holocene stream channel deposits
|
Holocene alluvium
| upper Modesto Formation
|
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Helley and Harwood 1985
Holocene stream
|
Holocene alluvium
|
upper Modesto Formation
| lower Modesto Formation
[Modified in this present review
channel deposits
|
|
|
using H&H mapping criteria [10]
|
|
|
with the detailed soils mapping
|
|
|
and descriptions of the SCS 1993]
|
|
|
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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North

Idealized LAR Cross-Section in the FHA-FD Study Site
(view looking upstream)

South

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Marchand and Allwardt 1981
Holocene (1 surface)
| Holocene (3 surfaces) post-Modesto I-III |
upper Modesto Formation
| lower Modesto Formation
[Adapted here from the
post-Modesto IV
| Columbia & Hanford soils among others |
(4 surfaces), Hanford soil among others
|
various Haploxeralfs
Merced R. and northeastern
(essentially modern)
| p-M III (<~200) p-M II (~ 3K) p-M I (4-9K) |
(~9,000-14,000 ybp)
|
(~30,000-80,000 ybp)
San Joaquin Valley]
|
|
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DWR
Holocene alluvium
| Holocene floodplain |
Holocene terrace deposits
1974
|
deposit
|
| (“D” surface only) |
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Shlemon 1967a
|
upper Modesto Formation-Holocene floodplain deposits
| lower Modesto Formation
[Plt. 1 Fig. 35B]
|
Hanford series soil
|
Honcut series soil
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Shlemon 1967a
|
Holocene alluvium
|
upper Modesto Formation
| lower Modesto Formation
[Inferred in this present review
|
Hanford channeled phase soil
|
Hanford un-channeled phase soil
|
Honcut series soil
from Shlemon’s text p187-8, 192-6,
|
|
|
and SCS 1954 & 1993]
|
|
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SCS
Riverwash
|
Hanford loamy fine sand,
|
Hanford loamy fine sand,
|
Huncut loam,
1954
|
channeled, nearly level soil
|
nearly level soil
|
nearly level soil
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bureau of Soils
Riverwash
|
Hanford fine sandy loam
1915
| (Lower surface: coarse texture and Draft 16
|
|
(Madera loam)
|
"subject to overflow")
|
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bureau of Soils
 Fresno gravel (Scattered bodies on all surfaces) 
1905
Fresno fine sand
|
Fresno sand
|
|
| San Joaquin fine sandy loam
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(Figure 3; continued)
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Section 4A
Geomorphic Analysis and Identified Geomorphic Units and Surfaces
Introduction
The FHA-FD developed its estimates of paleoflood occurrence, magnitude, and age-dates based
on its interpretation of constructed cross-sections and some limited field evidence. The FHAFD’s methods for paleoflood estimates are addressed in detail in Sections 4B and 4C, and the
FHA-FD’s interpretation of the geomorphology and geomorphic surfaces of the LAR were
fundamental to its estimates. This present Section 4A is a review and critique of the FHA-FD’s
assessment and interpretation of the geomorphic conditions on the LAR. Stressed here is the
identification of specific terrace and floodplain surfaces, their age-dates, and the geomorphic
evolution of the LAR channel and geomorphic conditions.
The FHA-FD asserted that at itsstudy site the surface reported as the “Rossmoor terrace” is
composed of modern floodplain material, and the surface has been erosively sculpted by
paleofloods whose magnitudes can be estimated and can be incorporated into a flood frequency
analysis of the present floodflow regime of the LAR. By implication, but not explicitly stated
nor defended by evidence, the FHA-FD assumed that what was taken as the physical evidence of
paleofloods on these surfaces was emplaced under the modern pre-settlement geomorphologic
regime and channel conditions of the LAR.
Factors included among these modern pre-settlement geomorphic conditions should be
 a reasonably similar balance between sediment transport and streamflow,
 a comparable channel gradient and size,
 a comparable suite of in-set floodplain bodies and surfaces, and
 comparable elevation relations between the channel and the specific surfaces with
paleoflood evidence.
The evaluation of such factors is important to the appropriate identification of surfaces that may
be subject to paleofloods within the bounds of back-in-time limits, and to the appropriate
identification of actual paleoflood event evidence and its discrimination from the morphological
results of progressive geomorphic processes and/or geomorphic regime shifts.
Both the hydrometeorologic and geomorphic assumptions of the FHA-FD appear to have been
based only on a county soil survey that mapped portions of FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” as
having “Rossmoor series” floodplain soils (SCS 1993) and a regional scale preliminary mapping
of surficial geologic deposits (Helley and Harwood 1985). From these sources, the FHA-FD
made several important assumptions that:
1) the presence of Rossmoor series soils on FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” at the study site
demonstrated this surface was a modern and active floodplain, and
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2) any evidence of floodflows on that surface fully conforms to the conditional precepts of
necessary correlation with modern regional hydrometeorologic and LAR channel
geomorphologic regimes.
Without acknowledgement or critical analysis, these conditional hydrometeorologic and
geomorphologic precepts were simply adopted for the “Rossmoor terrace” by the FHA-FD.
With respect to the geomorphic regime and channel condition assumptions, there are several
issues to consider as to the character of FHA-FD’s diagnostic “Rossmoor terrace” surface.
These issues address concerns as to the age and origin of the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace,” the
differentiation of event-based paleoflood evidence from evidence of progressive geomorphic
processes and regime shifts, the correct identification of age-correlated geomorphic units and
surfaces, the appropriate bounds for extending paleoflood evidence to other surfaces, the stability
of the LAR geomorphic regime and channel characteristics, the back-in-time limit for the
application of possible paleoflood evidence, and the accurate characterization of modern presettlement channel and geomorphic conditions.
In the following discussion, Section 4A is divided into three issues of concern. The first briefly
addresses some issues related to the FHA-FD’s conclusion that the Rossmoor series soil is of late
Holocene age. The second addresses issues related to the FHA-FD’s use of the Rossmoor series
soil as an indicator of a surface susceptible to paleofloods throughout the LAR. The third
extensively addresses issues related to the FHA-FD’s interpretation of the LAR geomorphology
within the context of paleoflood evidence. This third subsection specifically addresses most of
the issues identified in the previous paragraph.

First: Concerns the age-dating of the Rossmoor series soil.
The Rossmoor series soils of FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” were described as well-drained
soils on high floodplains and as subject to rare flooding (SCS 1993 [14, 94]). These soils were
taxonomically classified as Fluventic Haploxerolls. The USDA soil taxonomy manual (SCS
1975) describes this soil taxon as occurring on nearly level late Pleistocene floodplains and as
commonly stratified due to frequent flooding [315, 118]. Also mentioned was that some
Haploxerolls occur on surfaces which are older than late Pleistocene [315].
Therefore, unlike the assumption adopted by the FHA-FD [63] that these soils are modern or
“clearly late Holocene,” the SCS classified this soil as one that could be as old as, or possibly
older than, the late Pleistocene.2 The further discussion of the proper age-dating of these soils
and the geomorphic units on which they are found occurs through the rest of the discussion of
this section.

2

The late Holocene is generally considered to be <4,000 ybp but could vary regionally depending on the timing of
the on-set of modern climatic conditions, and the late Pleistocene is considered to be 110,000-11,800 ybp (Pillian
and Gibbard 2012 [985]).
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Second: Concerns the use of soil series mapping to identify geomorphic units.
The FHA-FD constructed two cross-sections on the LAR and used these cross-sections to assess
paleofloods.3 At the locations of FHA-FD’s cross-sections, those higher portions of its
“Rossmoor terrace,” also delineated by the Rossmoor series soil (as mapped by the SCS 1993),
was shown by FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling as only being fully inundated at flows substantially
greater than any flow observed since modern occupation of the region (400,000-500,000 cfs)
[Figs. 3-27, 3-28] (Figures 8, 10 in Section 4B). This means that if FHA-FD’s hydraulic
modeling is accurate, no modern observers have seen these soils at the FHA-FD study site
inundated by American River floods. However, as discussed below, these Rossmoor series soils
appear to be mapped on a geologic unit described by the California Department of Water
Resources (DWR, 1974) as the mid to late Pleistocene Victor Formation.
This unit is described as having a steep westward gradient that becomes buried by younger
material at about Cal Expo, about 12 miles downstream from the FHA-FD study site. Similarly,
the SCS (1993 [216, Shts. 3, 6, 7]) noted that along the LAR, the surfaces with Rossmoor series
soil decrease in elevation relative to the modern river channel from a height of 20 feet above the
channel in the FHA-FD study site (about RM 15 to 20) where it is considered as a high
floodplain by the SCS, to essentially the same elevation as the low floodplain surface at about 5
miles above the river mouth (RM 4 to 5.5). This location is in the reach of the LAR from about
the Business I-80 Bridge upstream to about Paradise Point.
Therefore, the soils mapped as Rossmoor series vary sharply in height above the present active
channel and, under modern pre-settlement conditions, varied dramatically in floodflow
susceptibility. While according to the FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling, floodflows of 400,000500,000 cfs may be required to fully inundate the “Rossmoor terrace” at the FHA-FD study site
cross-sections, the Rossmoor soils farther downstream may be inundated at flows in the range of
about 100,000 cfs and less, relatively frequent events under modern pre-settlement conditions.4
The SCS (1993) described the Rossmoor series soil as located on high floodplain geomorphic
surfaces that experience occasional flooding [217] which are about 20 ft above the channel at the
Sunrise Bridge (at about RM 19.9) but melds with the elevation of low floodplains at about RM
4 [216]. The term “low floodplains” as used by the SCS (1993) refers to features described as
the youngest geomorphic surface in the county; generically, they are considered active surfaces
where changing landscape features, such as the cutting of new channels, abandonment of old
channels, lateral migration of meanders, and the downstream movement of alluvial deposits may
still occur [216]. With respect to “rare flooding” associated with the Rossmoor series soil, the
SCS noted that
no stratification has been observed suggesting that the parent material may have
been deposited during one or a few catastrophic flooding events or that
bioturbation has produced a uniformly textured soil. [217] (Emphasis added)
3
4

See Section 4B for details.
It should be noted that the FHA-FD’s identification of the specific surfaces inundated at 400,000 and 500,000 cfs
at the two cross-sections are highly questionable due to, 1) significant questions concerning the FHA-FD hydraulic
modeling approach (see Appendix A), and 2) significant concerns about the veracity of the FHA-FD cross-section
profiles as discussed in Section 4B.
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The SCS was not specific as to the locations at which this character was recognized; it could be
limited to the type pedon location. It was presented as speculation and a speculation apparently
not associated with any paleoflood-directed analysis. Also, the SCS references to floodflow
susceptibility result from observations of soil characteristics and morphology which may be
insufficient for assigning flood effects to modern pre-settlement conditions versus conditions of
the late or mid Holocene that may be deeper in time than an appropriate paleoflood back-in-time
limit.
This indicates that when the SCS (1993) described the Rossmoor series soil as floodplain, the
reference was to the origin of the parent materials, but thatthe details of age-dating may not be
fine-grained enough to determine that they are necessarily formed on a modern and active
floodplain throughout the extent of the delineation of this soil along the LAR. Perhaps on the
lower elevation surfaces in downstream reaches this late Pleistocene soil has not yet been
sufficiently modified by Holocene or modern pre-settlement flood deposition to warrant a
different soil classification.
Qualifications of Use of County Scale Soil Surveys
Levish (2002), in addressing paleohydrologic bounds estimation procedures, emphasized the
importance of soil stratigraphy and soil dating in establishing geomorphic surface age-dates,
particularly with respect to identifying abandoned floodplain surfaces, and mentioned that the
proper investigation of these issues may be difficult. Harden (1987 [A12]) noted the specific
characteristics of soils on floodplain and terrace surfaces are only generally related to their age.
This can be due to either; 1) a non-linear relationship between time and soil development, or 2)
insufficient control over site-specific depositional circumstances and parent material mineralogy
which can influence soil development characteristics. Harden therefore offered caution in
developing specific age estimates of young deposits at specific sites, suggesting that a suite of
relative age estimates should be developed from multiple samples on sites of various apparent
ages [A21-22].
The Rossmoor series soil was recognized and delineated during a county scale soil survey
conducted by the SCS (1993). County scale soil surveys are generally designed for the purposes
of land use planning and best management practices. Discriminating soils for the purpose of
detailed geomorphic and floodflow research is not a primary objective. Specifically, for the soil
survey used by the FHA-FD, the soil “map unit descriptions can be used to determine the
suitability and potential of a unit for specific uses,” and “to plan the management needed for
those uses” (SCS 1993 [23]). The SCS [23] further stated,
(t)he objective of mapping is not to delineate pure taxonomic classes but rather
to separate the landscape into segments that have similar use and management
requirements” and “provide sufficient information for the development of
resource plans.
Also of interest is that the minimum soil mapping unit size for this soil survey was limited at 10
acres in areas of intensive agriculture. In less intensively used agriculture areas such as
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rangeland, or in urban areas, a 20 acre minimum size limit was used [24]. As a result, any soil
mapping unit along the LAR riverine setting may include other unmapped soil taxonomic units
up to 20 acres in size.
While the primary classification level used in the soil taxonomic hierarchy to delineate soils in
this survey was soil series mapping, when appropriate, soils complexes and soil phases were also
used. A soil complex “consists of two or more soils or miscellaneous areas in such an intricate
pattern or in such small areas that they cannot be shown separately on maps” [23-24]. Soil
phases are “subdivisions of a soil series based on features that affect its use and management, for
example, slope, stoniness and thickness” [235]. Therefore, if geomorphic applications had been
a main objective of the survey, the soils identified may have been considerably different and any
particular soil series could have been subdivided into several soil phase units that could have
been tailored to reflect the particular diagnostic features that depict salient geomorphic
variabilities.
It may be that, while the Rossmoor series soil was correctly described as derived of floodplain
parent material, the level of detail in this soil classification in the county scale survey was
insufficient for discriminating presently active but low energy modern floodplain materials from
those of relict early Holocene or late Pleistocene age. However, soil phase mapping of the
Rossmoor series soil could have revealed information much more useful for geomorphic
investigations if appropriately tailored geomorphic-specific soil morphological indicators had
been used.
A demonstration of the potential problems of using “soil series” level mapping as the single
means for identifying individual geomorphic surfaces is provided by Marchand and Allwardt
(1981). Along several main rivers of northeastern San Joaquin Valley, they identified a suite of
as many as 10 ancestral channel and floodplain surfaces that represent the progressive evolution
of these river channels dating over the full course of the Pleistocene and Holocene (Busacca et
al. 1989 [Tbl. 1]). While Marchand and Allwardt (1981) noted that soil series mapping often
correlated well with different geomorphic surfaces of different ages, they observed both that
several different soil series were often found on a single age-correlated geomorphic surface, and
that often a single soil series was found on different geomorphic surfaces of different ages [5860, Figs. 3, 4]. A similar point was made by Busacca et al. (1989 [Tbl. 2]) for soils on
geomorphic surfaces along the Feather River.
Conflated Soils Surfaces
The FHA-FD [66] stated that “based on field observations, it [was] apparent that some of the
terrace surfaces underlain by Rossmoor series soils have been overtopped by large floods”
(Emphasis added). From this it appears the FHA-FD investigators recognized
a) there were at least several different surfaces expressed on the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor
terrace,”
b) they vary in susceptibility to flooding, and
c)

evidence of flooding may be limited to “some” of these surface.
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However, after offering this observation, the FHA-FA made no further use in its analysis of the
various surfaces of its “Rossmoor terrace” or in the areas of Rossmoor series soil, rather the
FHA-FD seems to have freely collapsed them into a single unit and conflated paleoflood
evidence among these surfaces without critical assessment.5
An initial evaluation of 1937/1957/1984 aerial photos, undertaken as part of this present review,
shows that at the FHA-FD study site the geomorphic unit delineated by the SCS’s Rossmoor
series soil has likely four discrete terrace surfaces of differing elevations, ages, and susceptibility
to modern pre-settlement flooding.6
On the aerial photos these surfaces vary widely in their signatures with respect to indications of
flooding. In portions of the FHA-FD’s study site, the lowest Rossmoor series soil surface was
under irrigated truck farming at the time of both the 1937 and 1957 aerial photos. On aerial
photos, this land use practice highlights small scale slope and subtle soil texture patterns
indicative of overbank depositional swale channels on a floodplain surface. These aerial photos
indicate this lowest Rossmoor series soil surface had a reasonably strong signature of overbank
flows and depositional swale channels, and had been subject to overbank flooding during
geologically recent, but unspecified times.
The three higher Rossmoor series soil surfaces show a general absence of surface signatures that
could indicate geologically recent flood effects. According to the FHA-FD [69], the type pedon
for the Rossmoor series soil reported by the SCS (1993 [198]) is located near the Cordova High
School athletic fields. The 1937 aerial photos indicate the large majority of the Rossmoor series
soil in that area is on the lowest of the Rossmoor series soil surfaces. There is also a very small
portion of the Rossmoor soils in that area on a narrow remnant of the next higher surface which
had little expression of recent flooding. DWR (1974 [Plt. 1]) characterized the surficial geology
of this lowest Rossmoor series soil surface in the FHA-FD study site as ‘Holocene floodplain
deposits.’ While all the remaining LAR Rossmoor series soil bodies downstream of the study site
were also delineated as ‘Holocene floodplain deposits,’ none of the upstream Rossmoor series
soil terrace surfaces nor the three higher surfaces in the FHA-FD study site were so mapped.
No attempt was made in the present review to locate the exact position of the SCS type pedon on
the aerial photos, but if it is positioned on the lowest of the Rossmoor series soil surfaces the
situation could match the SCS description of the site circumstances of the Rossmoor series soil
as one of ‘rare flooding.’ In addition, two further FHA-FD conclusions [66] indicate that type
pedon is most probably located on the lowest Rossmoor series soil surface. These are:
1) The Rossmoor “soil description and soil classification suggest that flood deposits have
been added to the top of the profile.”
2) The most feasible explanatory process is the deposition of “fine-grained material when
the surface is inundated by flooding.”

5
6

See following discussion for details.
See subsequent discussions and Figure 5 for more details.
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In the FHA-FD’s study site these conditions are not apparent on the 1937 aerial photos for the
three higher geomorphic surfaces with Rossmoor series soil.
Conclusions
The conclusion drawn in this present review from these first two areas of concern is that there
are compelling reasons to accept that the portion of the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace”
geomorphic unit, which was also mapped as Rossmoor series soil, is of late Pleistocene age, and
that the soils are fundamentally late Pleistocene. The various surfaces of this geomorphic unit
vary widely in elevation relative to the modern pre-settlement LAR channel and vary widely in
floodflow susceptibility. For the LAR as a whole, the type pedon location for this soil series is
on a surface that may be near the mid-point in a range of flooding susceptibility, while at the
FHA-FD study site it is on the lowest and most flood-prone of the surfaces.
This lower “Rossmoor terrace” surface in the Cordova High School study reach shows surface
signatures of geologically recent flooding. But it is not certain whether the “rare flooding”
occurred within the post-settlement period, occurred under the modern pre-settlement conditions,
or occurred during past periods of the mid Holocene or late Holocene which could be deeper
than an appropriate back-in-time limit. Downstream of the FHA-FD study site the geomorphic
bodies with Rossmoor series soil are lower in elevation and more susceptible to flooding under
modern pre-settlement conditions. At the FHA-FD study site, the three higher surfaces with
Rossmoor series soil are unlikely to be susceptible to flooding under modern pre-settlement
conditions. Rather these surfaces are probably fully relict floodplain surfaces.7

Third: Concerns the FHA-FD’s characterization of geomorphic conditions and
the application of evidence for estimating paleofloods on the LAR.
There are three concerns:
1) The characterization of modern pre-settlement channel and geomorphic conditions of the
LAR
2) The identification of active and relict geomorphic features
3) The appropriate identification and application of paleoflood evidence in developing
paleoflood occurrence, magnitude, and age-date estimates
Identifying Channel and Geomorphic Features
As characterized by Shlemon (1967a,b), Converse Consultants (1986) and others, the general
evolutionary trends of the LAR over the last 500,000 years or so (Busacca et al. 1989 [Tbl.1])
has been the progressive northward swing from a southwesterly run of the river from near what
is presently the City of Folsom, to a near westerly run. As part of this northerly swing, the
7

See following discussion for details.
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ancestral LAR channels incised into and slowly cut back the relatively competent Turlock Lake
Formation material and other older formations leaving behind a sequence of progressively older
and higher terraces. At present, portions of the LAR are partially bound on the river-right or
north bank by steep Turlock Lake Formation bluffs, and on river-left or the south bank the
channel is bounded by a suite of fluvial terraces that step up in elevation and greater age at
greater distances from the LAR (partially indicated on Figure 3).
These fluvial terraces are composed of ancient floodplain and channel material that Shlemon
(1967a [Fig. 2]) concluded are superimposed on a variety of eroded older bedrock formations,
the eroded surfaces of which are buried at varying depths under these terraces. While there are
several very prominent Turlock Lake Formation bluffs along the river-right channel margin,
there are also a few sections of channel bank on the river-left side that are composed of
competent and erosion resistant material which form less prominent cliffs. These less prominent
cliffs are topped by some of younger phase of the Modesto Formation surfaces. The intermittent
bluffs on river-right and minor cliffs on river-left are channel bank features that largely confine
the present LAR channel resulting in a channel that can be characterized as semi-confined with
very little net channel erosion and migration, even though there are many miles of channel bank
composed of unconsolidated and erodible material.
That portion of the feature that the FHA-FD called the “Rossmoor terrace,” which was also
mapped by the SCS (1993) as Rossmoor series soil, has a notably steeper down valley slope than
the modern LAR channel, the lower floodplain surfaces, and the modern landscape. The various
surfaces with the Rossmoor series soil, as mapped by the SCS, progressively lower with respect
to the modern channel throughout the LAR. As mentioned above, at the FHA-FD study site
(about RM 15-20) the Rossmoor series soil surface is about 20 feet higher than the active
channel, while about 12 miles downstream the Rossmoor soil surface is the same elevation as the
low floodplains, and downstream from there this surface appears to dive below the modern
landscape (SCS 1993, DWR 1974, Shlemon 1967b).
Similarly, the geomorphic surface that the FHA-FD referred to as the “Americanos terrace,” into
which the “Rossmoor terrace” surface has been carved, has a notably steeper westward slope
than does the Rossmoor soil surface (Shlemon 1967a [Fig. 33, Tbl. 33]). At the FHA-FD study
site, the “Americanos terrace” surface is about 15 feet higher than the Rossmoor series soil
surface, but the two are at the same elevation at RM 7, about 8 miles downstream of the study
site (SCS 1993 [217]) or possibly are at the same elevation at about Watt Ave., at about RM 9.4
(Shlemon 1967a [Fig. 33]). At about RM 7, near Sacramento State University, Shlemon (1967a
[Plt. 1]) shows that the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” surface buries the “Americanos terrace”
surface and westward of that, the “Americanos” surface is largely buried by younger
“Rossmoor” surfaces.
At about RM 4-5 and downstream, the Rossmoor series soils are buried by the younger late
Holocene Columbia series soil surface, which the SCS (1993) considered low floodplain soil
with high seasonal water table. Therefore, along the LAR, the set of bodies of the Rossmoor
series soil surface is intermediate in both age and gradient between the older “Americanos”
surfaces, and the younger modern channel, and in the downstream direction both of these older
surfaces converge in elevation with the modern LAR channel.
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These terrace features along the present LAR were addressed by Shlemon (1967a). Using the
relative degree of soil development indicated by the SCS soil series-level mapping available at
that time (SCS 1954), existing regional studies of various geomorphic surfaces and their relative
topographic expressions, and well-logs, Shlemon identified three geomorphic surfaces along and
adjacent to the LAR that are associated with relatively recent (last ~80,000 years) stream channel
processes. From oldest and highest, they were
1) the older phase of the Modesto Formation,
2) the younger phase of the Modesto Formation, and
3) Holocene alluvium [192].
Shlemon further noted [187] that the younger phase of the Modesto Formation is
restricted to the first low terrace flanking the south bank of the LAR … [and in
the area] … there is little topographic distinction between the terrace and the
Holocene floodplain deposits although a 15 foot escarpment is present northwest
of Mills.
He also observed [187, 201] that due to possible human influences during the modern settlement
period, sedimentation has occurred on both the younger phase of the Modesto Formation and the
Holocene alluvial surfaces and that the soils on these surfaces were not distinguishable. As a
result, Shlemon collapsed his younger phase of the Modesto Formation and his Holocene
alluvium into one mapping unit [Plt. 1].
Shlemon (1967a [201]) noted that Holocene alluvium bodies along the LAR can reach
thicknesses of 30 feet, but observed that this material was confined in extent to the entrenched
channel. Explaining that he had concluded there was no stratigraphic marker for the Holocene
alluvium deposits and that it could not be clearly separated from the younger phase of the
Modesto Formation, Shlemon depicted both these geomorphic bodies together as one mapping
unit: ‘younger phase of the Modesto Formation-Holocene floodplain deposits’ [187, 201, Plt. 1].
Without evidence, analysis, or reference, Shlemon [187] conjectured that
“hydraulic mining and selective removal of natural vegetation has greatly altered
the hydraulic regime of the stream” … [and]… “recent channel change has been
effected by construction of upstream dams and downstream levees, [and] as a
consequence the younger phase of the Modesto Formation probably has received
periodic increments of sedimentation in historic times.”
No indication was provided by Shlemon as to what portion of this unit, or to where along the
LAR he was referring, so it is difficult to understand what he had in mind with this comment.
However, Shlemon, in an idealized block diagram [Fig. 2] apparently representing the mid-reach
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portions of the LAR (possibly in the FHA-FD’s study site), depicts Holocene surficial deposits
on his younger phase of the Modesto Formation.8
Unlike the conclusions of Shlemon (1967a [187, 201]), there appears to be a striking difference
between the geological character of the late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation
with Rossmoor series soil and many of the more recent Holocene geomorphic bodies with
Xerofluvents soil. The exposed channel banks of the geomorphic bodies with Xerofluvents soil
show that they are composed of cobble, gravel, and sand. This material is unconsolidated and
highly subject to channel erosion. These are entirely different conditions from the cliff forming
geologic character of the exposed banks of the geomorphic bodies with Rossmoor series soil
located intermittently along the river-left or south side of the channel.9
In addition, the SCS soils mapping of 1954 and 1993 showed that the soils of these units were
distinct enough in the FHA-FD study site to map separately. The 1937 and 1957 aerial photos
show that there were often clearly and distinctly different surface signature between Shlemon’s
Holocene alluvium and his younger phase of the Modesto Formation. In those cases where the
surface signatures were not distinctively different, there was often a notable riser showing
different surface elevations. Thus, it is uncertain why Shlemon identified and analyzed these
geomorphic units separately, and assigned them to different geologic age relations, but stating
that these soils were not distinguishable, mapped them as a collapsed category [201].10
Shlemon also presented cross-section profiles of the LAR at two locations [Figs. 34, 35]. The
cross-section at about RM 16.0 [Fig. 35B] is most closely representative of an ideal LAR crosssection represented in Figure 3 of this present review. However, at this location and at the time
of Shlemon’s work, there were likely no remaining elevated Holocene surfaces, and Fig. 34B
showed two prominent flat surfaces
1) the higher labeled as the older phase of the Modesto Formation and
2) the lower labeled as the combined younger phase of the Modesto Formation-Holocene
alluvium.
The figure also shows a third very low surface adjacent to the channel, but Shlemon makes no
reference to this feature. He noted [192] that in the mid-reach LAR area, the area of the FHAFD’s study site, his combined younger phase of the Modesto Formation-Holocene alluvium
mapping unit is characterized by Hanford series soils. Comparing Shlemon’s 1967a mapping
with the 1954 SCS soils mapping and the soils mapping of the SCS (1993) shows that;:
1) Shlemon’s combined younger phase of the Modesto Formation-Holocene alluvium unit
is the same as the combined Hanford channeled and the Hanford un-channeled soil
phases of the SCS 1954.

8

It is important to note that at the location of Shlemon’s cross-section at about RM 16.0 (Figs. 34, 35B) only the
“D” surface of his younger phase of the Modesto Formation is present. See subsequent discussion in this Section
concerning the “D” surface.
9
See following paragraphs for more details.
10
Perhaps this mapping approach was related to the size and complexity of his study area, the entire Sacramento
County. If his concerns were limited to the LAR he may have mapped these geomorphic units separately.
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2) The Hanford channeled soil of the SCS 1954 was mapped as the same area as the
Xerofluvents of the SCS 1993.
3) The Hanford un-channeled soils of the SCS 1954 were mapped as the same area as the
Rossmoor series soil of the SCS 1993.
Therefore, had the cross-section in Shlemon’s Fig. 35B been located downstream in the RM 1314.5 reach, where discrete Holocene Xerofluvents surface are present, his combined younger
phase of the Modesto Formation-Holocene alluvium mapping unit would have been depicted
with two discrete surfaces with perhaps a 15 foot elevation separation [187]. This would have
been similar to the idealized LAR configuration in Figure 3 of this present review.
From the foregoing mapping relationships, from the evaluation of early-date aerial photos of the
LAR, and the more recent literature, it is the conclusion of this present review that had Shlemon
mapped his combined younger phase of the Modesto Formation-Holocene alluvium mapping
unit as two separate units. From the soils mapping of SCS 1954, he would have used the
Hanford channeled soil to delineate his Holocene alluvium and the Hanford un-channeled soil to
delineate his younger phase of the Modesto Formation.
It is important to note that while Shlemon used the collapsed younger phase of the Modesto
Formation-Holocene alluvium mapping unit throughout his study area (the entire county), along
the American River he applied it in two very distinct geomorphic settings. First, along the LAR
and in the FHA-FD study site, his mapping unit included a suite of elevated Holocene surfaces
mapped as Hanford channeled (SCS 1954) and Xerofluvents (SCS 1993) soils. Second, in the
downstream most 4 or 5 miles of the LAR and in the off-channel American Basin, to the north
and northeast of the Sacramento River and American River confluence, his mapping unit
included low floodplain and basin surfaces that include Columbia, Sacramento, and Freeport
series soils (SCS 1954).
Conclusions
This present review concludes that for the FHA-FD study site portion of the LAR, Shlemon
(1967a) assigned the two higher identified surfaces to the late Pleistocene Modesto Formation.
Shlemon (1967a [Tbls. 1 and 2]) designated
 an older phase of the Modesto Formation (a surface and area equivalent to what the SCS
(1954) mapped as Honcut soil, and the SCS (1993) would later map as the Americanos
series soil; the FHA-FD’s “Americanos terrace” surface), and
 a younger phase of the Modesto Formation (a surface and area equivalent to what the
SCS (1954) mapped as Hanford un-channeled soil, that the SCS (1993) would later map
as the Rossmoor series soil; that portion of the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” surface
with Rossmoor series soil).
These surfaces were correlated with two separate late Pleistocene glacial periods (Shlemon
1967b [8, Tbl. 3]). He assigned the lowest elevated surface as Holocene alluvium (a surface and
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area equivalent to what the SCS (1954) mapped as Hanford channeled soil and the SCS (1993)
would later map as Xerofluvents soil).
Altogether over the entire duration of the Pleistocene, Shlemon (1967a) recognized four separate
channel and floodplain development phases along the LAR and organized them into three major
age classes. In so doing, for the LAR area, he subdivided what was then thought of as the
Pleistocene-aged Victor Formation of southeastern Sacramento Valley into (from older to
younger) the Fair Oaks, Riverbank, and the older and younger phases of the Modesto
Formations.
The Riverbank and Modesto Formations along the LAR were correlated to formations already
recognized in the northeastern San Joaquin Valley (Shlemon 1967b [Tbl. 2]). Shlemon also
recognized a fifth and older LAR channel that he thought pre-dated the Pleistocene. This is the
channel feature limited in extent to the vicinity of what is now the City of Folsom (1967a [Plt. 1],
1967b [Fig. 3]).
Through this sequence of four major Pleistocene terrace cycles, Shlemon showed that with
decreasing age the surfaces progressively lowered in elevation at the foothill front (in the vicinity
of what is now Lake Natoma), progressively decreased in gradient and are progressively buried
by subsequently-aged material as they extend into the valley. The differences in the slopes of
these ancestral channels are greatest at the foothill front, progressively decline downstream, and
few miles west of the location of the present Sacramento River, they have about the same slope
and depth of burial [221]. Shlemon concluded that the four sets of ancestral LAR channels and
terraces represent major alluvial sequences of aggradation followed by erosion (1967b [8]). He
also conjectured that the increasing landscape slope with unit age may be due to the progressive
tectonic uplift and westward tilting of the Sierra Nevada.

Glaciation and Sea Level Variation
During the 1960’s and 1970’s there were several studies of the various Pleistocene and Holocene
terraces and floodplain and channel sequences along rivers of the eastern side of the San Joaquin
Valley with headwaters in the upper portions of the Sierra Nevada. These studies generated a
general understanding of the landscape evolution in this area, relating sequences of general river
system aggradation and degradation with Sierra Nevada glaciation and sea level variation.11
After an assessment of ancestral river channels and floodplains along the lower Mokelumne
River (Shlemon 1971) with ages and sequences correlated with those identified along the LAR,
Shlemon (1972) further subdivided the LAR Fair Oaks Formation into older and younger phases
of aggradation and erosion with separate channel and floodplain sets. From this work, Shlemon
(1972 [79-84, Tbl. 1]) developed a five-stage model for the phases of aggradation and erosion
that may result in the sequence of ancestral channels and floodplains along the LAR and that
drives its geomorphic evolution. Slightly modified here, Shlemon’s model included the
following steps.

11

See Harden 1987 [A2-A3] for a summary and references.
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The first stage is a protracted duration of landscape stability during interglacial periods with sea
levels near those at the present and with ancestral LAR channels in grade-balance with sea level.
The second stage is the on-set and early portions of global glacial periods with much lowered sea
levels which induce downcutting and incision of ancestral LAR channels, forming narrow deep
canyons in the pre-existing depositional material.
The third and fourth stages are the protracted periods of global glaciation and lowered sea levels
along with regional glaciation in the Sierra Nevada in which the previously incised ancestral
LAR channels are transporting greater sediment loads locally derived from glacial erosion.
The fifth stage is a protracted period following global glacial maximum in which sea levels are
rising and the ancestral LAR channels are aggrading and burying the downstream portions of the
previously eroded channel and floodplains developed during the glacial period.
Finally, within a context of progressive Sierra Nevada uplift and westward tilting, the repetition
of the five-stage sequence would result in a suite of abandoned channel and landscape features
with increasing slope and elevation in the upstream direction.
This model is in general agreement with the later work of Marchand and Allwardt (1981) for the
area of northeastern San Joaquin Valley that has a similar suite of ancestral channels and
floodplains along the main rivers draining from the Sierra Nevada foothill front across the
eastern slope of the Central Valley. They found that the general diagnostic character of each set
of the Pleistocene ancestral river channels and floodplains was that, in the downstream direction,
they each progressively converged in elevation and topographic position with the modern
channel. Upstream near the foothill front, each has higher elevations than the subsequent
ancestral channels and toward the valley axis they approach the same elevation as the modern
channels and, farther toward the valley axis, they are progressively buried by younger
depositional material.
Marchand and Allwardt (1981) concluded that the elevation convergence was a result of each
phase of downcutting (with channel and floodplain formation) being succeeded by a period of
sea level rise, channel aggradation, and burial of the previous steeper channel and floodplain set
along the downstream reaches. Clearly the channel characteristics and geomorphic regimes that
were active during the development and formation of these ancestral river channels are not in
effect on the modern pre-settlement channels.
On-going research over the past 40 years or so can be used to somewhat extend and clarify the
models of Shlemon (1972) and Marchand and Allwardt (1981) for regional Pleistocene channel
and floodplain dynamics and the formation of Pleistocene and Holocene terrace features of the
eastern side of the Central Valley. This research has addressed the nature of the time-delayed
response in main trunk river systems over periods following watershed deglaciation and sea level
changes following global glacial maxima (See Ballantyne 2002 for a generic review.).
Studies of delayed responses to deglaciation, indicates that along the downstream reaches of
large trunk river systems with headwater glaciation, channel dynamics can be dominated by
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elevated sediment flux and elevated rates and styles of channel adjustments long after
deglaciation due to the cascading of fluvially re-worked glacially derived coarse sediment being
routed through the watershed channel network. These studies indicate that the time periods for
these downstream reaches to fully relax to background, or non-glacially influenced conditions,
can be several centuries to 10,000 years (Ballantyne 2002 [1973]). These periods of channel
adjustment can be longer than the interglacial periods including the present (Holocene)
interglacial [1993]. The influences of post-global glacial sea level rise can similarly have a
delayed response on the channel dynamics of downstream reaches of main trunk rivers.
Delayed response mechanisms relevant to the LAR and other east side Central Valley rivers
include both the re-working and routing of glacial sediment and the delayed influence of sea
level rise. Therefore, while the Pleistocene terraces of the LAR are most likely tied to both the
global glacial maximum and possibly local Sierra Nevada glacial maxima, their actual
developmental processes and configuration may be the result of complex post-glacial factors that
include delayed sediment flux and the delayed effects of sea level rise on the LAR over both the
glacial period and perhaps throughout much of the subsequent interglacial period. As a result,
the timing and age of specific terraces may be somewhat different than, and younger than, the
ages of the initial driving force; in this case local glacial maxima and the sea level responses to
global glaciation (Ballantyne 2002 [1995-6]).
Finally, of relevance to the suite of Pleistocene surfaces along the east side of the Central Valley
is the on-going uplift and westward tilting of the Sierra Nevada. Over the past 5 million years or
so, the height of the Sierra Nevada crest and the angle of its western slope have progressively
increased such as to have resulted in the incision of western slope rivers, like the three forks of
the American River and the development of the sharp and deep canyons of the western slope
(Unruh 1991, Wakabayashi and Sawyer 2001). If the hinge line for the on-going tilting is the
Willows Fault, located just east of the Sacramento River in the LAR area, evidence for continued
Pleistocene uplift of the Sierra Nevada crest (Howle et al. 2012) could account for the increasing
elevations and increasing slopes of the Pleistocene surfaces along the LAR with increasing age.12

Identifying Holocene-aged Geomorphic Surfaces
In addition to the various sets of Pleistocene ancestral channels and floodplains, Marchand and
Allwardt (1981) recognized four separate Holocene-aged geomorphic surfaces (post-Modesto IIV) along the rivers of northeastern San Joaquin Valley. These are nested along the channels
within the surfaces of the last Pleistocene cycle: the younger phase of the Modesto Formation.
Marchand and Allwardt (1981) attributed the higher Holocene surfaces (p-M I-III) to watershed
and climatic factors, including short periods of Holocene glacial activity in the Sierra Nevada.
While this may be the case, one must also keep in mind the possibility that Holocene climatic
and channel response dynamics may be superimposed on a process of delayed sediment flux
from the Pleistocene glacial erosion and along with on-going processes of channel incision and
aggradation associated with delayed responses to sea level changes.

12

For details and qualifications on the foregoing see the discussion in the tectonics footnote below in Section 4A.
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Shlemon (1967a, b, 1972) did not specifically address the various Holocene-aged geomorphic
surfaces along the LAR, but the SCS (1993) noted several elevated LAR surfaces in-set and
nested in-board of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation surface as mapped as Rossmoor
series soils. These younger nested surfaces were described by the SCS as low floodplains and
dissected remnants of high floodplains and classified the soils as Xerofluvents [118]. The SCS
(1975 [187]) described this soil taxon as an alluvial soil formed in recent water-deposited
sediments, mainly on floodplains, fans, and deltas of rivers. The SCS stated that the ages of
these soils (not necessarily the geomorphic units themselves) can be a few years to a few
hundreds of years and are frequently flooded.
For unexplained reasons, the FHA-FD also collapsed the Holocene Xerofluvents soil surfaces
with the older and higher surfaces of the Rossmoor soils series and referred to them combined as
its “Rossmoor terrace.” The FHA-FD’s main basis for its paleoflood assessment was associated
with two arch sites and its hydraulic modeling at the cross-sections at these arch sites.13 At one
site, arch site SAC-319 was clearly mapped on a Holocene Xerofluvents surface (Figures 7, 15
in Section 4B). At arch site SAC-320, while the evidence is indirect, it is the conclusion of this
review that, as positioned on FHA-FD’s Figs. 3-27 (Figure 10 in Section 4B), it was located on a
Holocene Xerofluvents surface prior to mining disturbance, and as positioned on FHA-FD’s Fig.
3-23 (Figure 9 in Section 4B) it could be on Holocene Xerofluvents or Rossmoor series soil
surfaces.14
At both sites, then the FHA-FD ignored the presence of Holocene Xerofluvents surfaces and
stated that the arch sites were on its “Rossmoor terrace.” As discussed in Section 4B, the
important problem with this FHA-FD approach was that it then extended the age-date of these
arch sites, on Holocene Xerofluvents surface, to its “Rossmoor terrace” which includes the entire
suite of Rossmoor series soil surfaces. Shlemon (1967a) recognized that these surfaces were of
different geomorphic units, age-dated to the Holocene and to the late Pleistocene, but mapped
them as a combined category unit, while the FHA-FD collapsed them together and stated that its
resulting “Rossmoor terrace” was not only Holocene in age but “clearly late Holocene” [63].

Assessing LAR Geologic Formations
General county scale geologic mapping in DWR (1974 [Plt. 1]) indicated the surficial geology in
the FHA-FD’s study site to be a mixture of extensive Holocene ‘stream channel deposits,’
‘floodplain deposits,’ and ‘terrace deposits.’ The mapped delineations of these units generally
follow Shlemon’s (1967a) identified differentiation of Holocene alluvium, younger phase of the
Modesto Formation, and older phase of the Modesto Formation, respectively, as were delineated
in the FHA-FD’s study site by the SCS (1993) as Riverwash plus Xerofluvents, Rossmoor series
soil, and Americanos series soil, respectively.
A major difference with respect to Shlemon (1967a) was that DWR identified the “D” surface
(as proposed in this present review) of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation, as
13
14

See Section 4B for detailed discussions.
See the SAC-320 portion of Section 4B for detailed discussion.
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‘Holocene floodplain deposits’ while the “A,” “B,” and “C” surfaces15 of the younger phase of
the Modesto Formation were combined with Shlemon’s older phase of the Modesto Formation
and delineated as ‘Holocene terrace deposits.’ The DWR categorization of the surfaces tends to
conform to the aerial photo signatures of these separate surfaces. Some differences in the map
unit patterns indicates that the DWR mapping, plotted at a small scale and having subsurface and
groundwater geology as a primary objective, was undertaken using a somewhat relaxed standard
for spatial accuracy for these surficial geologic units.
In addition, the age-date assignments of these units by DWR, all Holocene, seems to have been
casual as they were assigned without the presentation of evidence, assessment, or reference.
Similar to the mapped delineations, DWR’s (1974) primary study objective was county-scale
groundwater geology and the detailed precision and accuracy of the location and age-date of
these fluvial geomorphic units may have had secondary importance.
While the DWR surficial geology mapping (1974 [Plt. 1]) of the LAR indicated the presence of
Holocene ‘stream channel deposits,’ ‘floodplain deposits,’ and ‘terrace deposits,’ cross-section
profiles of the subsurface geology [Fig. 4] indicated that all of the LAR riverine setting in the
FHA-FD study site was underlain by what was referred to as the middle to late Pleistocene
“Victor Formation.” The description of this unit [37-38] included the presence of pedogenic
hardpan layers, and interbedded granitic sand, silt, and clay along with lenses of metamorphic
channel gravels. In the units exposed along the active banks of the LAR channel, the lenses of
metamorphic gravels have a clay rich matrix and the gravels are small indicating a low energy
channel environment. These features indicate that along the LAR this unit was formed in a
variable depositional setting with fluvial and overbank deposits associated with small local
streams and non-flood land surface conditions, while the buried pedogenic hardpan layers
indicate this unit developed over a long period of protracted landscape aggradation.
Further, DWR (1974 [38]) described the “Victor Formation” as having a surface slope gradient
of about 5 feet per mile and a basal slope gradient of 11 feet per mile to the west. Field review
of the FHA-FD study site shows that those portions of the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace”
surface that are also mapped with Rossmoor series soil by the SCS have exposed channel banks
composed of extensive cliff-forming hardpans with inter-layered members of indurated low
energy fluvial material rather than unconsolidated coarse sands, gravels, and cobbles that are
typical of modern floodplain materials. In an inventory of the LAR bank conditions, WET 1991
[261, Fig 9.17] indicated that “indurated Pleistocene alluvial deposits” constitute about 52% of
the channel margin in the RM 17-23 reach. The percent progressively declines downstream
 about 21% in the RM 11.5-17 reach,
 8% in the RM 8-11.5 reach, and
 0% downstream of RM 8.
This material appears to be the same as DWR’s (1974) description of what was referred to there
as the “Victor Formation.”

15

See Figure 5.
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Originally, the general term “Victor Formation” was used to identify the sequence of mid to late
Pleistocene-aged fluvial deposits in southeastern Sacramento Valley. In northeastern San
Joaquin Valley, this formation was later subdivided into the Turlock Lake, Riverbank, and
Modesto Formations of decreasing age by Davis and Hall (1959). For the LAR area, Shlemon
(1967a, 1971, 1972) replaced the general “Victor Formation” with the differentiated Fair Oaks,
Riverbank, and Modesto Formations of decreasing age.
In northeastern San Joaquin Valley, and following Davis and Hall (1959), Marchand and
Allwardt (1981) differentiated the Pleistocene fluvial formations into the Turlock Lake,
Riverbank, and Modesto Formations of decreasing age. They thought that the Fair Oaks
Formation of Shlemon in the LAR area was coeval with the extensively distributed Turlock Lake
Formation of the northeastern San Joaquin Valley and suggested that the Fair Oaks term be
dropped [24]. They also recommended that the general Pleistocene “Victor Formation” name be
dropped [51].
Subsequently, the Turlock Lake Formation and the Fair Oaks Formations have been recognized
as probably coeval and, for describing Pleistocene ancestral channel and terrace features of the
eastern Central Valley, the term Fair Oaks Formation has been abandoned in favor of the term
Turlock Lake Formation (Busacca et al. 1989). The Victor Formation term has also been
abandoned.
In light of the history of the formation naming convention for the Pleistocene fluvial units of the
east side of the Central Valley, it is problematic as to which of the main Pleistocene formations
DWR’s (1974) “Victor Formation” was supposed to apply. Marchand and Allwardt (1981)
noted that the three main Pleistocene formations are basically lithologically indistinguishable and
are recognized mostly by soil development, surface morphology, topographic position, erosional
and depositional overlap, gradient and slope, and the depth of subsurface burial. However,
comparing the DWR (1974 [Plt. 1]) mapping with that of Shlemon (1967a [Plt. 1]), indicates that
DWR’s “Victor Formation” is roughly equivalent to the combined extent of Shlemon’s
Riverbank, older phase of the Modesto Formation, and younger phase of the Modesto Formation.
Following Shlemon’s recognition of the progressive swing of the sequence of the ancestral LAR
channels from a southwesterly to a more westerly run, the slope of the “Victor Formation” as
described by DWR, and the relatively shallow degree of burial of channel gravels associated
with Shlemon’s older and younger phases of the Modesto Formation toward the valley axis, it is
possible to tentatively ascribe the buried paleosols and cliff forming units along the present LAR
(termed the “Victor Formation” by DWR), to be correlated with the older phase of the Modesto
Formation, the Riverbank Formation, or the Turlock Lake Formation.
In Riverbank times (perhaps 450,000-103,000 ybp; Busacca et al. 1989 [Tbl.1]), the areas of
these younger phase of the Modesto Formation terraces could have been sites of an extensive
plain of general landscape stability, with low rates of local erosion and deposition, and with
long-term soil development. Waelbroeck et al. (2002 [Figs 1,4]) indicated that during Riverbank
Formation times, sea levels were lower than at present almost continuously. While these figures
showed that for 3 or 4 very short periods sea levels were near or slightly higher than the present
sea levels, for the vast majority of the time (perhaps >95%) they were lower than at present.
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At two periods, about 340,000 ybp and 138,000 ybp, sea levels were as low as, or lower than
those of the last glacial maximum (about -130 to -140 m, or about -435 to -460 ft). Following
the last Riverbank Formation low sea level stand at about 138,000 ybp, sea levels rose reaching a
high stand at about 125,000 ybp with sea level elevations near that of the present. Based on
these sea level relations, Riverbank Formation times could have extended for perhaps several
tens of thousands of years after the 125,000 ybp high sea level stand (perhaps to 103,000 ybp) as
the rivers of the Central Valley continued to adjust to changed conditions. These conditions over
the 350,000 year long Riverbank Formation period could have been favorable for the
maintenance of a stable landscape in the LAR area necessary for the development of the
competent intermittent cliff forming banks exposed along the lower terraces of the LAR.
Shlemon 1967a [Fig. 33] plotted the profiles of various geomorphic surfaces and geologic units
along the LAR. In that figure, he noted that at the Sunrise Bridge Riverbank Formation basal
gravels are exposed at the elevation of the present LAR channel bed. Also indicated was that at
a point about 72% of the distance from the Watt Ave. Bridge to the Sunrise Bridge, the present
channel bed transitions from being bounded by the Riverbank Formation (upstream) to the older
phase of the Modesto Formation (downstream). The actual location of this transition is not
clearly indicated on this figure and cannot be determined from his (1967a) Plt. 1.
However, if these profiles were plotted along the valley slope of the LAR instead of along the
channel alignment, the 72% transition location would have been at about RM 16.3. In addition,
Shlemon (1967a [Fig. 35B]) indicated that the resistant channel margin at about RM 16.0 is
composed of Riverbank Formation material. This indicates that the cliff forming material on
river-left along Rossmoor Bar (at about RM 18.3-18.6) and along the channel margin along
Cordova Park (at about RM 15.1-16.2) should be of the Riverbank Formation. At both of these
locations, the resistant material that form the channel margins are topped by younger phase of the
Modesto Formation surfaces.
In its analysis of bluff stability and erosion risk along the LAR, Converse Consultants (1986
[Drw. 4-3]) modified Helley (1979) and Bartow and Helley (1979) to map geology upstream of
about RM 12. On that map, they indicated that the intermittent cliff forming units along the
river-left or south bank and along some of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation surfaces
was material of the Turlock Lake Formation [8-5]. They provided no explicit evidence for, or
explanation of that conclusion.
From the foregoing, it is not certain in this present review whether these intermittent river-left
cliff forming channel bank features along the margins of some of the younger phase of the
Modesto Formation terraces upstream of about RM 15 are materials of the older Turlock Lake
Formation or of the relatively younger Riverbank Formation.
Particularly resistant members of this cliff-forming unit not only form part of the cliff-like banks
of FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace,” they are also form the main rapids on the LAR (San Juan
Rapid, Arden Bar Rapid), and contrary to the WET (1991 [Fig. 9.14]) findings, are exposed
across much of the bed at various locations as far downstream as about RM 7, upstream of the H
St. Bridge, about 8 miles downstream of the FHA-FD study site. These resistant members are
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also exposed at the channel banks as far downstream as Cal Expo, at RM 5.5, about 10 miles
downstream of FHA-FD’s study site where they are only a few feet above the lowflow water
surface elevation.
Farther downstream, at about RM 3.7, just downstream of the Union Pacific Railroad bridge,
these members are at the lowflow water surface elevation and form portions of the channel
perimeter below the water surface. At about RM 1.8, just downstream of the Highway 160
Bridge, these members are several feet below the lowflow water surface elevation and form
portions of the channel perimeter below the water surface. WET [250. Plt.40] referred to these
features as Pleistocene deposits that are resistant and form “strath surfaces” upon which the LAR
“skates” as it progressively migrates northward over a geologic timeframe.
As reviewed above, Shlemon (1967a [Figs. 33, 35B]) found that at about RM 15.2 there is a
transition in the bank material of the present LAR from the older Riverbank Formation
(upstream) to the relatively younger older phase of the Modesto Formation (downstream). This
information indicates that Shlemon apparently concluded that the resistant channel bed features
from this location through to their downstream most occurrence, at about RM 1.8, are of the
older phase of the Modesto Formation. However, the very resistant channel bed clay material
observed in these downstream locations closely resemble the channel bed clay material observed
upstream in the reaches that Shlemon assigned to material of the Riverbank Formation.
On the other hand, Converse Consultants (1986 [Drw. 4-3]) indicated that not only are the
intermittent low cliffs along the river-left that form the channel margins of some of the younger
phase of the Modesto Formation surfaces composed of material of the Turlock Lake Formation,
they also assigned the clay channel bed features at San Juan Rapid and along the channel margin
near Cordova Park to the same formation. These clay features appear to have the same
characteristics as those observed on the present LAR as far downstream as about RM 1.8.
Conclusions
Therefore, considering the foregoing information and absent definitive assessments and
additional evidence, in this present review it is uncertain whether these significant channel bed
features are composed of material of the Turlock Lake Formation, the Riverbank Formation, or
the older phase of the Modesto Formation.
The FHA-FD [71] referred to these resistant channel bed features as bedrock controls to which
the LAR has “regraded” subsequent to Folsom Dam closure. But several of these exposures are
apparent in the 1937 aerial photos, and others are so shallow that it appears that under modern
pre-settlement conditions, they were thinly veneered with gravel which was likely to be scoured
and re-deposited with each substantial floodflow. Therefore, it appears that the LAR was “grade
adjusted” to these features prior to the closure of Folsom Dam, and that they form resistant nickpoints in the LAR channel that prevent unimpeded LAR incision. Their presence is reflective of
ongoing LAR incision trends under modern pre-settlement conditions.16
16

It is inconsequential to the general finding of this present review whether these channel bed features are hardpans
of the older phase of the Modesto Formation, remnants of the Riverbank Formation, or the clay member of the
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The surfaces of the older phase of the Modesto Formation are separated from the modern LAR
channel by the surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation. Further, not only does
the valley slope of the paleosols and the indurated material of the cliff forming unit seem more
similar to the younger phase of the Modesto Formation than the steeper older phase of the
Modesto Formation17 , but Shlemon plotted the surface slope of his younger phase of the
Modesto Formation at about 5 ft/mi between Sunrise Bridge and the Watt Ave. Bridge (Shlemon
1967a [Tbl. 33]), the same slope that DWR (1974) attributed to its “Victor Formation.”
However, the cliff-like banks at the FHA-FD study site occur where, during younger phase of the
Modesto Formation times, the floodplains were adjacent to presumably high energy ancestralLAR channels. This would make the presence of a low energy depositional setting for this unit
during these times problematic. Also of concern is that the relatively young age of the younger
phase of the Modesto Formation may not provide sufficient time for the development of hardpan
soil morphology much less the induration of sediments .18
Considering the foregoing, and absent other definitive information, for the purposes of this
present review it remains uncertain if the river-left cliff forming material upstream of about RM
15.1 identified by DWR (1974) as ”Victor Formation” is the older Turlock Lake Formation or
the relatively younger Riverbank Formation material. It is also uncertain if the resistant channel
bed features throughout the LAR are of the Turlock Formation, the Riverbank Formation, or the
older phase of the Modesto Formation.

Short Summary of LAR Geomorphic Mapping
Figure 3 represents the sequence and mapped unit relationships for the geomorphic surfaces of
the LAR within the FHA-FD’s study site as referred to in a variety of studies. From the
foregoing discussion, this present review has attempted to correlate the various geomorphic units
mapped on the LAR to specific topographic surfaces. Using the SCS (1993) soil mapping as a
reference datum, the following is a short summary of the geomorphic mapping in this area.
- Comparing the SCS 1954 soils map with that of the SCS (1993) shows that the surfaces
mapped as Hanford channeled soil, Hanford un-channeled soil, and Honcut soil by the SCS
(1954) would be mapped in 1993 as Xerofluvents soil, Rossmoor series soil, and Americanos
series soil, respectively.
- Comparing the analysis and mapping of Shlemon (1967a) with that of the 1993
SCS mapping shows that what he identified as Holocene alluvium, younger phase of the
Modesto Formation, and older phase of the Modesto Formation would be mapped, respectively,
Turlock Lake Formation. Irrespective of their age or origin, these features, their presence across the bed of the
modern LAR, and the valley slopes of the Pleistocene formations seem to necessitate that at least in the
downstream portion of the LAR, they have been exposed at the channel bed in Holocene times by Holocene
channel realignment and incision rather than in-place channel downcutting in the very late Pleistocene. The
important considerations are that the modern channel slope is controlled by these resistant channel-bed features,
and it is notably less than the slope of the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation surface.
17
But this was not measured.
18
See following discussion of soil age-dating.
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as Xerofluvents soil, Rossmoor series soil, and Americanos series soil by the SCS (1993).
Shlemon’s (1967a) mapping collapsed the Holocene alluvium and the younger phase of the
Modesto Formation into the ‘younger phase of the Modesto formation-Holocene floodplain
deposits’ map unit.
- Comparing the mapping of Helley and Harwood (1985) to that of the SCS (1993) shows
that what they mapped as Holocene stream channel deposits, Holocene alluvium, and younger
phase of the Modesto Formation are equivalent to what would be mapped, respectively, as
Riverwash plus Xerofluvents soil, Rossmoor series soil, and Americanos series soil in 1993.19
- Comparing the mapping of William Lettis & Assoc. (WLA) (2008), which only
included about the downstream most 0.3 miles of the FHA-FD’s study site, to that of the SCS
(1993), shows that what was mapped by WLA as Historical alluvial deposits, younger phase of
the Modesto Formation, and older phase of the Modesto Formation in the study reach,
corresponds to what was mapped in 1993 as Xerofluvents soil, Rossmoor series soil, and
Americanos series soil, respectively.20

Age-dating of Modesto Surfaces on Other Rivers
In addition to the mapping of geomorphic surfaces and soils along the LAR, several geomorphic
studies conducted on some regional rivers along the east slope of the Central Valley (Marchand
and Allwardt 1981, Harden 1987, and Busacca et al. 1989), offer insight to the geomorphic
surfaces of the LAR and their age-dates.
Marchand and Allwardt (1981) mapped several surfaces along the Merced River and other rivers
of the northeastern San Joaquin Valley. They identified an older phase of the Modesto
Formation which had several soil series mostly classified as Haploxeralfs [56-57] and by
definition have argillic Bt horizons, indicative of relatively advanced soil development. The
SCS (1993) classified the Americanos series soil as Haploxeralfs. The soil taxon Haploxeralfs
was described by the SCS (1975) as occurring on late Pleistocene surfaces. The SCS (1993)
mapped this soil on the geomorphic surface that Shlemon (1967a) identified as the late
Pleistocene older phase of the Modesto Formation.

19

Converse Consultants (1986 [Drw. 4-3]) also presented a map of the geologic units of the LAR upstream of about
RM 12. This map was a modification of the mapping of Helley (1979) and Bartow and Helley (1979) which were
the bases of Helley and Harwood (1985). The modifications by Converse Consultants appear to include ( 1) some
minor changes to the unit boundaries which mostly resulted in more generalized unit shapes, and (2) the call-out of
the very limited extent of what they concluded were exposures of the Turlock Lake Formation at intermittent
locations along the river-left channel margin. With respect to the geology of the main terraces of the LAR,
Converse Consultants adopted the mapping of Helley and Harwood (1985) without critique or evaluation.
Therefore, this mapping was not presented on Figure 3 of this present review.

WET (1991 [Fig. 9.3]) also presented a map of the geologic units of the LAR, however, it adopted the mapping of
Helley and Harwood (1985) without critique or evaluation. Therefore, this mapping was not presented on Figure
3 of this present review.
20
This mapping only covered the LAR downstream of about RM 15.
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They also identified the younger phase of the Modesto Formation, which had a suite of four
different terrace surfaces [58]. There were several soils mapped on these surfaces, among which
was the Hanford soil [59]. On the LAR, the un-channeled phase of the Hanford series soil was
mapped by the SCS (1954) on the geomorphic surface that Shlemon (1967a) identified as his
younger phase of the Modesto Formation. This is the same geomorphic surface that the SCS
(1993) would map with the Rossmoor series soil and would classify as Fluventic Haploxerolls,
which was described as a soil taxon occurring on late Pleistocene surfaces by the SCS (1975
[315]).
The driving factors attributed by Marchand and Allwardt (1981) to the older and younger phases
of the Modesto Formation features were glacial activity in the Sierra Nevada and sea level
lowering due to global glacial periods. For the older phase of the Modesto Formation, Marchand
and Allwardt [57] reported several radiometric age-dates including 95,000-45,000, 42,400, and
29,400 ybp, and assigned the 29,400 ybp date as a probable minimum age. They concluded that
the older phase of the Modesto Formation “encompasses a substantial span of time of early and
middle Wisconsinan time, and perhaps more than one period of alluviation” [57].
But it is possible that older phase of the Modesto Formation time covered the span 79,000 to
39,000 ybp, a period of perhaps three major and three minor Sierra Nevada glacial maxima, and
39,000 to 33,000 ybp, the period of the last inter-glacial (Bischoff and Cummins 2001 [21-25,
Fig. 9], Howle et al. 2012) in which sea levels remained significantly lower than at present (more
than about -160 ft, Clark et al. (2006 [Fig. 2])).
Based on sea level elevations, the record of Sierra Nevada glaciation, and the present
understanding of the age-date range of the early to middle Wisconsinan (Pillans and Gibbard
2011 [989]), a possible age range of 33,000 to 80,000+ ybp is adopted in this present review to
represent Marchand and Allwardt’s older phase of the Modesto Formation age-date conclusions.
For the younger phase of the Modesto Formation, Marchand and Allwardt [60] reported several
radiometric dates ranging from 27,000 to 9,000 ybp and several at about 14,000 ybp. They
stated that “[p]ending further radiocarbon results we suggest an age range from about 14,000 to
9,000 ybp for the [younger phase of the Modesto Formation]” [61].
Harden (1987) conducted an age-dating study along the Merced River on the geomorphic
surfaces of Marchand and Allwardt’s (1981) younger and older phases of the Modesto Formation
using evidence of progressive soil development. She classified the characteristic soil on the
older phase of the Modesto Formation surface as Typic Haploxeralfs [Tbl. 1]. She noted that the
95,000-45,000 ybp date reported by Marchand and Allwardt (1981) had been recalibrated to
around 42,500 ybp. Based on a range of reported radiometric dates, Harden [Tbl. 2] set the
likely unit bounding dates as 14,100 and 103,000 ybp and within-unit dates of 29,400 and 42,000
ybp. An age-date of 40,000 ybp was tentatively adopted for this unit [A7].
The younger phase of the Modesto Formation was noted by Harden [A5] to have four surfaces
that were all dominated by Hanford soils. Based on a range of reported radiometric dates,
Harden [Tbl. 2] set the likely unit bounding dates as 8,200 and 31,000 ybp and within-unit dates
of 14,100 and 31,000 ybp [Tbl. 2]. Harden noted that “the surface and soil could [date]
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anywhere from about 8,200 to 14,000 ybp” [A6], and concluded that its base could date to the
27,000 to 29,000 ybp range [A5].
Along channels of the Feather River-Yuba River area, Busacca et al. (1989) used quantitative
measures of soil development to age-date surfaces of the younger and older phases of the
Modesto Formation. Based on a range of reported radiometric dates for the older phase of the
Modesto Formation, Busacca et al. [Tbl. 3] set the likely unit bounding dates as 14,100 and
103,000 ybp and within-unit dates between 29,400 and 43,000 ybp. They concluded that
“aggradation of the [older phase of the Modesto Formation] began sometime before 40,000 ybp”
[G41]. They estimated the age of the both Typic Haploxeralfs and Abruptic Durixeralfs of the
older phase of the Modesto Formation at 40,000 ybp [Tbl. 5] with an uncertainty ranging from
14,000 to 100,000 ybp [Tbl. 3].21
Busacca et al. (1989 [G41]) reported that following the channel incision into the older phase of
the Modesto Formation, the aggradation of the alluvial cycle of the younger phase of the
Modesto Formation took place at about 10,000 ybp. Based on a range of reported radiometric
dates for the younger phase of the Modesto Formation, Busacca et al. [Tbl. 3] set the likely unit
bounding dates as 3,000-8,200 and 29,000-31,000 ybp and a within-unit date of 14,100 ybp.
They estimated the age of the Typic Haploxerolls of the younger phase of the Modesto
Formation at 10,000 ybp [Tbl. 5] with an uncertainty ranging from 3,000 to 29,000 ybp [Tbl. 3].
Based on the foregoing information on sea level elevation information and the record of Sierra
Nevada glaciation, it is assumed in this review that the younger phase of the Modesto Formation
could possibly have a 8,000-33,000 age-date range.
Age-dating of Post-Modesto Surfaces
Marchand and Allwardt (1981) also recognized four Holocene geomorphic surfaces. The three
highest Holocene surfaces (from oldest and highest; post-Modesto I, II, and III) had notable
elevations above modern channels. Based on limited radiometric dating and degree of soil
development, the post-Modesto I unit was dated at “sometime in the interval of 9,000 to 4,000
ybp” [62]. The post-Modesto II was noted as having a wide range of soils on various surfaces
including Xerofluvents and Haploxerolls [63]. Some field evidence was cited as indicating a
relative significant time gap between the post-Modesto I and II units [63].
Using radiometric dates from the region ranging from about 4,500 to 2,000 ybp, Marchand and
Allwardt [64] stated that “it appears that the post-Modesto II deposits are about 3,000 years old.”
The post-Modesto III unit was described as having soils with very immature developmental
characteristics and as surfaces that are part of the modern floodplain, but standing slightly above
(6-13 ft) modern channels. From field evidence, they concluded that this unit “probably spans
the last few hundred years” [64].

21

Durixeralfs like Haploxeralfs is a great group of the Xeralfs soil suborder; both have argillic horizons, have a
relatively advanced degree of soils development, and are found on late Pleistocene surfaces (SCS 1975 [95-6, 1089, 146-50).
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The lowest (post-Modesto IV) was noted by Marchand and Allwardt (1981 [64-65]) as including
unvegetated channel, point bar alluvium, and modern overbank deposits and, therefore, may be
considered as essentially representing presently on-going channel fluvial processes.
Harden (1987) only age-dated two of the three elevated Holocene surfaces along the Merced
River. For the post-Modesto II surface, Harden [A5] reported radiometric dates from regional
studies ranging from 2,000 to 4,500 ybp along with a “very conservative maximum age” of 8,300
ybp. However, she concluded
a reasonable age estimate of the post-Modesto II deposits is about 3,000 ybp, but
the post-Modesto II surface and soil could be younger if covered more recently
by flood deposits. [A5]
For the post-Modesto III unit, based on field evidence Harden dated surface deposits at about
200 years, but
the surface could be as old as the 3,000 ybp on the basis of the age of postModesto II deposits, or as young as a few years if there has been recent
aggradation on the surface. [A5]
For the Holocene in the Feather River-Yuba River area, Busacca et al. (1989 [G41]) reported that
early on, the incision of the confined Feather River floodplain sweep out much, if not all, of the
younger phase of the Modesto Formation deposits. Deposition of the post-Modesto II floodplain
of the Feather River was dated at about 3,000 ybp [G41]. Based on a range of reported
radiometric dates, Busacca et al. [Tbl. 3] set the likely post-Modesto II unit bounding dates as
1,800 and 8,200 ybp and a within-unit date as 3,000 ybp. They did not offer an age estimate for
the surface soils on this unit.
Busacca et al. (1989) reported there was a post-Modesto III period of the reworking of the
Feather River floodplain between 1,800 and 450 ybp [G41]. Based on a range of reported
radiometric dates, Busacca et al. [Tbl. 3] set the possible post-Modesto III unit bounding dates as
the present and 3,000 ybp and a within-unit dates of 450 and 1,800 ybp. They concluded that the
age of the Xerofluvents soil on this unit was about 600 ybp and the bounding dates were most
likely 450 and 1,800 ybp.
Based on the foregoing, it is assumed in this review that these post-Modesto Holocene units
could possibly have a 200-9,000 ybp age-date range.22

22

It should be critically noted that most researchers of Central Valley Holocene geomorphic surfaces along Sierra
Nevada draining rivers attribute these surfaces to Sierra Nevada glaciation periods. However, recent research on
the age-dates of Sierra Nevada Holocene glaciation indicates that there was no glacial activity prior to about 3,000
ybp and that only relatively weak glacial advances occurred at about 2,000, 1,600, 700 and 250-170 ybp
(Bowerman and Clark 2011 [1083]). Therefore, the proposed age-dates of the riverine Holocene surface are not
fully consonant with the reported age-dates of peak Sierra Nevada Holocene glacial activity. In particular,
Marchand and Allwardt (1981) post-Modesto I, at an age-date range of >4,000 ybp, could have resulted from other
watershed processes than glaciation, such as elevated sediment production from >3,000 ybp arid Sierra Nevada
conditions with much reduced tree cover than is present today.
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Key Findings of Regional Surface Age-dating
There are two key findings that result from the evaluation of the three regional studies of late
Pleistocene and Holocene river terraces and floodplain bodies.
First each of these studies associated Haploxeralfs soils with the surface of the older phase of the
Modesto Formation and dated this surface at about 40,000 ybp (with a bounding age-range of
about 14,000 and 100,000 ybp). The SCS (1993) classified the Americanos series soil as
Haploxeralfs and mapped this soil on the same elevated surface that Shlemon (1967a) mapped as
his older phase of the Modesto Formation. This offers considerable support to the conclusion
that along the LAR, the geomorphic surface with Americanos series soil is the late Pleistocene
older phase of the Modesto Formation.
Second, Marchand and Allwardt (1981) and Harden (1987) both associated Hanford soils with
the surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation, and in the FHA-FD study site the
un-channeled phase of the Hanford soil, which was mapped by the SCS (1954) on the surface
that Shlemon (1967a) identified as the younger phase of the Modesto Formation, was mapped by
the SCS (1993) as the Rossmoor series soil.
The SCS (1993) classified the Rossmoor series soil as Haploxerolls, and Busacca et al. (1989)
associated Typic Haploxerolls with the younger phase of the Modesto Formation. This soil
taxon was described by the SCS (1975 [315]) as occurring on late Pleistocene floodplains, and
the regional geomorphic studies date this surface as about 8,000-14,000 ybp (with a bounding
age-range of about 3,000 and 30,000 ybp). Since the Rossmoor series soil was mapped by the
SCS (1993) on the same surface that Shlemon (1967a) identified as the younger phase of the
Modesto Formation, this offers considerable support to the conclusion that along the LAR, the
geomorphic surface with Rossmoor series soil is the very late Pleistocene (and possibly even into
the early Holocene) younger phase of the Modesto Formation.

Conclusion: Four Basic Geomorphic Units in FHA-FD Study Site
From the preceding summary of LAR geomorphic surface mapping supplemented with other
geomorphic studies conducted in the region, with LAR site visits, and with the evaluation of
aerial photos, etc., this present review concludes that there are four basic geomorphic units in the
FHA-FD study site (Figure 3).
- First, is the Active channel. This was mapped as Riverwash by the SCS (1993, 1954)
and includes active secondary channels of the modern pre-settlement LAR channel. This
includes Marchand and Allwardt’s (1981) post-Modesto IV surface; it may also include some
lower Holocene Xerofluvents surfaces mapped in the FHA-FD study site by the SCS (1993) that
have elevations within a few feet of the channel.
- Second, is the elevated Holocene Xerofluvents unit. This includes the higher elevation
areas mapped as Xerofluvents soil by the SCS (1993). In this present review, in certain
circumstances, this geomorphic unit includes a few areas mapped by the SCS (1993) as
‘Xerorthents, dredger tailings.’ These are included in the Holocene Xerofluvents unit when the
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1911 USGS topographic mapping, the 1937 aerial photos, or the 1906 US-CDC (1907) crosssections and/or topographic representation indicate that a surface shown as a disturbed tailings
field by the SCS (1993) was a Holocene Xerofluvents surface under pre-disturbance conditions.
This elevated Holocene Xerofluvents unit was mapped by the SCS (1954) as the channeled phase
of the Hanford soil and identified as Holocene alluvium by Shlemon (1967a). There may be a
suite of two or three separate surfaces in this unit (post-Modesto I, II, and III), and the bodies and
surfaces may age-date from 200 to possibly as old as 9,000 ybp. Although, as Harden noted,
there is a difference between the development date of a geomorphic unit and the age-date of the
surface soil, particularly if the surface has had floodflow deposition subsequent to geomorphic
development.
- Third, is the very late Pleistocene (and possibly even into early Holocene), younger
phase of the Modesto Formation which could possibly have an age-date of about 8,000-33,000
ybp. This includes the surface mapped as Rossmoor series soil by the SCS (1993) and the unchanneled phase of the Hanford soil mapped by the SCS (1954). Shlemon (1967a) identified this
geomorphic unit as having the Hanford soil. Marchand and Allwardt (1981) and Harden (1987)
also noted that the younger phase of the Modesto Formation on other regional rivers had Hanford
soils. The SCS (1993) classified this soil as Hapolxerolls, and Busacca et al. (1989) noted that
Typic Haploxerolls dominated the younger phase of the Modesto Formation in the Feather River
area.
Aerial photo interpretation of the LAR indicates that this unit may have four separate surfaces
(“A,” “B,” “C,” and “D.”)23 Marchand and Allwardt (1981) and Harden (1987) also noted that
the younger phase of the Modesto Formation had four separate surfaces in their study areas.
Preliminary aerial photo interpretation on the LAR (Figure 5 below), in conjunction with an
understanding of the LAR geomorphic evolution, indicates that this unit may be age-associated
with the last major global glacial cycle (33,000-14,000 ybp) and that the four surfaces may be
age-associated with the any of the many of the separate glacial maxima of Sierra Nevada of that
period
 Tenaya at about 31,000 ybp,
 four separate glacial cycles during the Tioga 25,000 to 14,000 ybp with the last Tioga
retreat at 15,000-14,000 ybp (James et al. 2002, Howle et al. 2012), and
 the Recess Peak advance 14,000-13,000 ybp (Gillespie and Clark 2011 [457]).
While the driving geologic factors for the development of the younger phase of the Modesto
Formation could be of the very late Pleistocene (Sierra Nevada glaciation, global glaciation, and
lowered sea levels), the progressive development of this unit could stretch well into the early
Holocene due to a time-delayed process of fluvial system relaxation back to non-glacial
conditions.24 Therefore, the four separate surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto
Formation could have age-dates of about 30,000 ybp to as young as 8,000 ybp. The “A” surface
23
24

See following discussion for details.
See Ballantyne 2002 for a general discussion of delayed processes, and see detailed discussion below and in
Sections 5B and 5C.
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may age-date to as early as 25,000-30,000 ybp, and the “D” surface may age-date to as late as
about 14,000-8,000 ybp.
In addition, Harden (1987) noted that overbank flooding following the development of the
surface can result in soils with a younger age-date than the geomorphic unit. Shlemon (1967a
[187]) noted that on the LAR this geomorphic unit may have experienced appreciable overbank
deposition of mining debris during and following the period hydraulic mining in the Sierra
Nevada of the late 19th century. Aerial photo interpretation indicates that this characterization
may apply only to the lowest “D” surface.
- Fourth, is the late Pleistocene, older phase of the Modesto Formation which could
possibly have an age-date of about 33,000-80,000+ ybp. This includes the surface as mapped
with Americanos series soil by the SCS (1993) and the Honcut soil as mapped by the SCS
(1954). This is the unit that Shlemon (1967a) mapped as the older phase of the Modesto
Formation. The SCS (1993) classified the Americanos series soil as Haploxeralfs which by
definition has an argillic Bt horizon indicating relatively advanced soil development. Marchand
and Allwardt (1981) also noted that many of the soils on the older phase of the Modesto
Formation of their study area were Haploxeralfs. Harden (1987) and Busacca et al. (1989) found
that Haploxeralfs dominated the surfaces of the older phase of the Modesto Formation on other
regional rivers.
The age-date of this unit is assumed here to be 33,000-80,000+ ybp, such that it conforms to the
possible age-date of Tahoe II (or earlier) glacial time in the Sierra Nevada (Gillespie and Clark
2011 [455, Fig. 34.6]), but it could be much older. For example, several workers set a possible
deep-time bounding age-date at about 100,000 ybp (see Figure 3). Bischoff and Cummins (2001
[21-23, Fig. 9]) concluded that in the Sierra Nevada there was a relatively long inter-glacial
period from 39,000 to 30,000 ybp that followed a 2-glacial period cycle that extended from about
48,000 to 39,000 ybp, and there was another protracted glacial period that extended from about
79,000 to 68,000 ybp.
Howle et al. (2012 [1090]) age-dated the Tahoe glaciation at about 75,000 to 64,000 ybp. In a
summary paper of Sierra Nevada glaciation, Gillespie and Clark (2011 [451, Tbl. 34.1]) indicate
major glacial periods at 80,000-60,000 ybp (Mono Basin), 50,000-42,000 ybp (Tahoe II), and
31,000 ybp (Tenaya). These could have been associated with Shlemon’s (1967a) and Marchand
and Allwardt’s (1981) older phase of the Modesto Formation.

Disagreement with FHA-FD's Age Dates for LAR Geomorphic Units
The foregoing view of the geomorphic units of the LAR is in basic disagreement with the FHAFD’s conclusion that its “Rossmoor terrace” is “clearly late Holocene” in age [63], rather than
very late Pleistocene (and possibly into the early Holocene). In its conclusion, the FHA-FD [64]
seems to have adopted
a) the preliminary mapping and interpretation of surficial geologic deposits of Helley and
Harwood (1985),
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b) an interpretation by the FHA-FD [63] of the SCS (1993) that this Rossmoor series soil
has experienced “recent flooding,”
c) an inappropriate extension of a minor mistake in an SCS (1993 [Fig. 19]) cross-section
diagram,
d) a mistaken conflation of Xerofluvents and Rossmoor series soil surfaces in its analysis at
both of its LAR arch sites25 , and
e) the results of FHA-FD’s paleoflood analyses at two of its upper watershed study sites as
being appropriately applicable to LAR geomorphic surfaces.26
The FHA-FD’s conclusions concerning the geomorphic units and surfaces of the LAR and their
age-dates are summarized on its Tbl. 3-1 (Table 2) and Fig. 3-3 (Figure 4) and discussed in the
FHA-FD [31-34, 63-64]. Refer to that FHA-FD material when considering the following.
The title of FHA-FD’s Tbl. 3-1 (Table 2) is “Correlation Chart of latest Quaternary Terrace and
Floodplain Deposits and Associated Soil Series in the Western-Central Sierra Nevada.” It
appears to have been an attempt to correlate various geomorphic surfaces of the FHA-FD’s upper
watershed study sites with the geomorphic surfaces along the LAR. When evaluating FHA-FD’s
Tbl. 3-1, it is important to keep three considerations in mind.
First, the three referenced sources of geomorphic surface assignments for the LAR (Holms et al.
[Bureau of Soils] 1915, Cole et al. [SCS] 1954, and Tugel et al. [SCS] 1993) are all soil surveys.
The objectives of these surveys were to identify and describe the soils in their survey areas. The
soil descriptions include such things as
 physical and biological characteristics,
 degree and style of soil development,
 parent material,
 topographic and geomorphic setting,
 soil development processes, and
 on-going physical processes.
These were not geologic or geomorphic surveys and while they assigned soils to specific
topographic surfaces, none independently assigned soils to specifically named and recognized
geomorphic units with specific age-dates 27 The geomorphic unit-soil assignments found in Tbl.
3-1 (Table 2) were made by the FHA-FD through its own interpretation and do not represent the
conclusions of these referenced soil surveys. For additional discussion, see: Appendix D:
Disagreement with FHA-FD's Table 3-1 (Table 2) Showing Soil-Geomorphic Unit
Designations.

25

Discussed in detail in Section 4B.
These upper watershed study sites are not addressed by this present review.
27
For example see, the “Geomorphic Surface” section [215-223] and the soil series descriptions of SCS (1993), the
“Soil Series and Their Relations” section [18-19] and the soil series descriptions of SCS (1954), and the soil series
descriptions of the Bureau of Soils Holmes (1915).
26
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Figure 4
Reproduction of FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-3
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Second, the FHA-FD’s assignment of soils to specific geomorphic-geologic units is somewhat
confused and contradictory when compared to the 2002 status of information on soils, terraces,
geomorphology, and Pleistocene and Holocene geology on the LAR and along other regional
rivers.
Third, the age-date assignments to the geomorphic units in Tbl. 3-1 (Table 2) are referenced as
those of Harden (1987) for the Modesto Formation portion of the table. These are roughly the
ages attributed to the younger and older phases of the Modesto Formation by regional studies
(Figure 3). The age-dates for the post-Modesto portion of the table were developed by the FHAFD from radiometric dating conducted at its upper watershed study sites. The age-date
correlation of the upper canyon study sites to the LAR geomorphic surfaces was that of the FHAFD alone.

Analysis of FHA-FD's Tbl. 3-1 and Fig. 3-3
An initial consideration of the FHA-FD material in its Tbl. 3-1 (see Table 2) and Fig. 3-3 (see
Figure 4) is that the surfaces presented in FHA-FD’s Tbl. 3-1 were apparently intended to
correlate with the surfaces indicated on its cross-sectional diagram [Fig. 3-3] of the LAR. FHAFD’s Fig. 3-3 was taken from Fig. 19 of the SCS (1993) and not from Shlemon (1967a) as
indicated in the FHA-FD figure caption. The SCS noted that its Fig. 19 was based on
[t]he relationship of soils and geomorphic surfaces ... ascertained in the
Cosumnes River watershed ... [and] were extended by reconnaissance to other
portions of the county. [215]
The SCS [215] stated that the subsurface stratigraphy for its figure was based on Shlemon
(1967a, 1972), and the figure does basically follow Shlemon’s subsurface characterization of the
main terraces of the LAR. While the SCS’s Fig. 19 used Shlemon’s (1967a) subsurface
stratigraphy, it made no attempt to designate and correlate the various geomorphic surfaces to the
surfaces and age-dates assigned by Shlemon or any other work [215]. To the geomorphic
surfaces along the LAR, SCS’s Fig. 19 assigned only a reference to relative position (i.e. low
floodplain, high terrace etc.) and the dominate series soil. In so assigning the dominate soil
series to the surfaces, the designations largely followed Shlemon’s characterizations of the
geomorphic surfaces as traced between the mapping of Shlemon (1967a), the SCS (1954), and
the detailed soil maps of the SCS (1993). There was one notable exception.
As discussed earlier in this Section, recall that:
1) Shlemon (1967a) collapsed his younger phase of the Modesto formation and his
Holocene alluvium geomorphic units into a single mapping unit.
2) In the FHA-FD’s study site portion of the LAR, he noted both of those geomorphic units
have the Hanford series soil on their surfaces.
3) The delineation of Shlemon’s ‘younger phase of the Modesto Formation-Holocene
alluvium’ mapping unit closely corresponds to the mapping of the Hanford series soil by
the SCS (1954).
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4) The Hanford channeled and the Hanford un-channeled soil phases most likely
correspond, respectively, to Shlemon’s Holocene alluvium surface and the younger
phase of the Modesto Formation surface.
5) The mapping of Xerofluvents and Rossmoor series soil of the SCS (1993) correspond,
respectively, to the Hanford channeled and Hanford un-channeled soil phases of the SCS
(1954).
6) In the FHA-FD’s study site portion of the LAR, Xerofluvents of the SCS (1993) most
likely reflect the suite of elevated Holocene geomorphic surfaces.
Also recall, from an earlier discussion, that at the location of Shlemon’s cross-section at about
RM 16.0, no elevated Holocene surfaces are present, and his cross-section shows a single flat
surface for his younger phase of the Modesto Formation-Holocene alluvium mapping unit. Had
he created this cross-section at about RM 14, he would have indicated his younger phase of the
Modesto Formation-Holocene alluvium mapping unit with two discretely separate elevation
surfaces, because he noted [187] in that location, there was a 15 ft terrace riser between these
two surfaces.
The lower of the two surfaces would have been Shlemon’s Holocene alluvium unit, the Hanford
channeled soil phase of the SCS (1954) and Xerofluvents soil of the SCS (1993).28 The location
of the SCS cross-section [Fig. 19] is at about RM 14, and it does indicate that Shlemon’s
combined younger phase of the Modesto Formation-Holocene alluvium mapping unit has two
discrete surfaces with different elevations.29
Fig. 19 of the SCS (1993) assigned the Columbia series soil to Shlemon’s Holocene alluvium
surface instead of Xerofluvents which was the SCS (1993) descendent of the Hanford channeled
soil phase of the SCS (1954), the soil correlated with Shlemon’s Holocene alluvium. The
detailed soils map sheets of the SCS (1993), however, identified the soils on the lowest elevated
surface in this area of the LAR as Xerofluvents, instead of the Columbia series soil. In fact,
contrary to SCS Fig. 19, its detailed soils mapping [Shts. 3, 7] show no delineated Columbia soil
in the FHA-FD study site, and that the delineated Columbia soils closest to the FHA-FD study
site are at about RM 4.5, near Cal Expo, about 10 miles downstream [Sht. 6].
Shlemon included the Columbia soil with his Holocene alluvium geomorphic unit, but this soil
was noted by Shlemon to only occur in the downstream end of the LAR and in the off-channel
American Basin to the north and northeast of the Sacramento River and American River
confluence. No explanation was offered in the SCS (1993) as to why the lowest surface on the
cross-section diagram [Fig. 19] was labeled as the Columbia series soil.
The SCS (1993) described the Columbia series soil as occurring on occasionally flooded, low
floodplains that were considered to be the youngest geomorphic surfaces in the county. It was
classified as Aquic Xerofluvents (SCS 1993 [162]) which is a Xerofluvents with high seasonal
water tables (SCS 1975 [194]). On the various elevated Holocene surfaces in the FHA-FD study
28
29

This is the configuration shown in Figure 3.
Even though the caption for Fig. 19 refers to it as an “idealized” cross-section, the draft version of this figure in
SCS (1990 [Fig.23]) has an inset location map that indicates its intended position.
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site, as opposed to the aquic Columbia soils, the SCS (1993 [Shts. 3, 7]) delineated a generalized
Xerofluvents soil and described the surfaces as low floodplains and dissected high floodplains.
While the detailed soils mapping of the SCS (1993) in the FHA-FD study site appears to include
all of the post-Modesto Holocene units in its Riverwash and Xerofluvents delineations, it is
possible that small patches of Columbia series soils could be present on some lower surfaces, but
generally the LAR in the FHA-FD’s study site is too energetic to have protected low surfaces
where deep deposits of clay would develop.
Columbia series soil surface are the youngest of the county (SCS 1993 [216]) which are still
dynamic within the historical period (SCS 1993, Shlemon, 1967a, WLA 2008). They generally
are developed on low floodplain surfaces and off-channel basins near the Sacramento River.
Since these soils are very young, depositional material of equivalent age could occur on the
surfaces of the post-Modesto III which may age-date to 200-2,000 ybp. In addition, Marchand
and Allwardt’s (1981) post-Modesto IV includes unvegetated channel, point bar alluvium, and
modern overbank deposits, and therefore may be considered as essentially representing presently
on-going fluvial processes, and which could age-correlate with the Columbia series soils (as
delineated on the detailed soils maps of the SCS 1993) but with dissimilar physical
characteristics.
It appears then that the “Columbia soil” attributed in the SCS cross-section to the lowest elevated
geomorphic surface depicted on Fig. 19 should appropriately apply only to some possibly,
isolated and small very late Holocene bodies that are too small to delineate, or possibly, to recent
surficial deposits on post-Modesto III units that age-correlate to Columbia times. However, as it
was applied in the cross-section figure, it appears to include bodies of all the earliest, elevated
Holocene post-Modesto surfaces (p-M I-III). It is possible that the FHA-FD, using the SCS’s
Fig. 19, accepted the conclusion that the entire suite of three elevated Holocene surfaces was that
of only the post-Modesto III surface (possibly with surficial deposits of the historical period),
and from that, interpreted the Rossmoor series soil surface as yet older Holocene post-Modesto
surfaces.
The FHA-FD interpretation that the Rossmoor series soil surface as the older of two Holocene
surfaces was perhaps facilitated by the FHA-FD’s conflation of the Holocene Xerofluvents and
Rossmoor series soil surfaces at its two LAR arch-site assessment locations.30
So although it appears that the FHA-FD faithfully adopted the surface designations of the SCS’s
1993 Fig. 19 cross-section diagram, it seems that it did not assess the detailed soils mapping and
the descriptions of the soil series to the degree necessary to identify the potential problems that
would result from uncritically accepting the “Columbia” designation for the entirety of the
lowest elevated surface of that figure.
This present review assessment results in the invocation of some changes to the FHA-FD’s
surface designation configuration presented in its Tbl. 3-1 (Table 2) and Fig. 3-3 (Figure 4).31
Based on the conflicting soils information above, the FHA-FD’s cross-section was slightly
30
31

See Section 4B for details on this finding.
Compare with Figure 3.
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reconfigured in Figure 3 from the original [Fig. 3-3] in a way that seems to best resolve these
issues. The changes made reflect the evidence as presented in, and analyzed by the FHA-FD and
reflect the findings of the present review discussed throughout this Section. This present review
1) limits the FHA-FD’s younger Holocene, “Columbia” surface to the post-Modesto IV
surfaces and the recent surficial soil cover on possibly the post-Modesto III unit on the
basis that the surficial deposits may age-correlate to the SCS’s Columbia series soils,
and
2) includes the older and higher post-Modesto I and II surfaces (Holocene Xerofluvents)
along with the Rossmoor series soil surfaces as the FHA-FD’s older Holocene
“Rossmoor terrace.”
It is the conclusion of the present review that this configuration best reflects the analysis
conducted by the FHA-FD. For the “Columbia” designation, it is important to keep separate
“Columbia”-age surficial overflow deposits on surfaces of post-Modesto units from those
“Columbia series soils” with seasonally high water tables, and located in off-channel basins near
the Sacramento River/American River confluence.
Summary of Geologic Studies Conflicting with Surfaces in Tbl. 3-1
Following is a short summary of the some of the attributes of FHA-FD’s Tbl. 3-1 that conflict
with the general body of Pleistocene and Holocene geology studies of the river terraces of the
LAR and the region as of 2002. This is based on the foregoing evaluation of the possible FHAFD analysis.
- The surface indicated as “Americanos” (under Tugal et al. (SCS) 1993) was assigned by
the FHA-FD to the younger phase of the Modesto Formation. The geomorphic unit, with the
Americanos series soil as mapped by the SCS (1993), was that which Shlemon (1967a) mapped
as the late Pleistocene older phase of the Modesto Formation and was mapped by the SCS ([Cole
et al.] 1954) as the Honcut soil. This soil is classified as Haploxeralfs by the SCS (1993), which
has been attributed to the older phase of the Modesto Formation by other studies (including
Harden 1987), and were age-dated to about 40,000 ybp in contrast to the FHA-FD’s age-date of
about 10,000 ybp. It is assumed in this review that this surface age-dates to 33,000-80,000+ ybp.
- The surface indicated as “Rossmoor” (under Tugal et al. (SCS) 1993) was assigned by
the FHA-FD to an older Holocene post-Modesto geomorphic unit. In describing this
“Rossmoor” surface, the FHA-FD [34] presented soil and geologic characteristics from its upper
watershed, and canyon-dominated, study sites about 30 and 75 miles upstream of the LAR on the
South Fork of the American River. At those sites, the FHA-FD found radiometric dates of 1,000
to more than 1,500 ybp and reported for an unspecified arch site an occupation age-date of 3,500
ybp in the upper watershed area from a second-party reference. The FHA-FD attributed the arch
sites age-dated at 2,000-2,500 ybp along the LAR to this upper watershed surface. While the
FHA-FD determined that the LAR arch sites were on its “Rossmoor terrace,” it is concluded in
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this present review that the detailed SCS soils mapping indicate they are actually on Holocene
Xerofluvents surfaces.32
The FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor” surface of Tbl. 3-1(Table 2) is assumed here to include older and
higher portions of the post-Modesto suite (possibly the post-Modesto I - III surfaces) and the
various terrace surfaces of the Rossmoor series soil. This conclusion is drawn here from the
FHA-FD’s discussion of this unit [34] and
 its radiometric age-dating of 1,000-1,500+ ybp,
 its attribution of the LAR arch sites to its “Rossmoor terrace,” and
 its conflation of the SCS’s (1993) Holocene Xerofluvents and Rossmoor series soil units
at these arch sites.
The FHA-FD age-dated this surface at “less that 2,500 to more than 6,000 ybp” which roughly
conforms to the age-dating of the post-Modesto I and II units in various regional studies; about
3,000 ybp for post-Modesto II, and possibly about 4,000 to 9,000 ybp for post-Modesto I.
However, Harden (1987) offered no age-date estimate for the post-Modesto I unit. The
Rossmoor series soil portion of the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” was identified by Shlemon
(1967a) as his very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation and was mapped
by the SCS (1954) as an un-channeled phase of the Hanford soil.
The SCS (1993) classified this soil as Haploxerolls and other regional studies have assigned this
soils class to surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation. These studies indicate a
probable age-date for this surface at about 8,000-14,000 ybp (Harden 1987) and could even date
to as early as 30,000 ybp in contrast to the FHA-FD’s age-date of “less than 2,500 to more than
6,000 ybp.”33
- The surface indicated as “Columbia” (under Tugel et al. (SCS) 1993) was assigned by
the FHA-FD to a younger Holocene post-Modesto geomorphic unit. In describing this
“Columbia” surface, the FHA-FD [32-34] presented the characteristics of the lower surfaces that
were identified by the FHA-FD at its upper watershed study sites in the canyon-dominated
portion of the South Fork of the American River located about 30 and 75 miles upstream of the
LAR. It is assumed here that the FHA-FD’s “Columbia” surface was intended to be equivalent
to post-Modesto IV surface (and perhaps as recent overbank deposits on some post-Modesto III
bodies) at the FHA-FD’s LAR study site because
a) of the FHA-FD’s physical description of the “Columbia” surface at the upstream sites,
and
b) FHA-FD’s radiometric age-dating at 200-1,500 ybp.

32
33

For a detailed discussion leading to this conclusion at these LAR arch sites see Section 4B.
The age-dating by the FHA-FD only correlates with regional studies, (a) if and only if, this surface includes the
post-Modesto I and II units, and (b) if only if, the “>6,000” ybp extends to at least to the 8,000-14,000 ybp range
to accommodate the likely age-date of the youngest “D” surface of the Rossmoor series soil, Haploxerolls, and
would have to extend to a much earlier date (possibly ~20,000-30,000 ybp) to accommodate the older and higher
“A” “B,” and “C” surfaces of this unit. See below for details.
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Low elevation post-Modesto III surfaces with Columbia series soil could occur in the FHA-FD’s
study site as unmapped units within the Holocene Xerofluvents delineated by the SCS (1993),
but other more elevated post-Modesto III surfaces could also have Columbia-aged (historical)
surficial deposits but these would not be soils of the Columbia series. From the FHA-FD’s
description, its “Columbia” surface may also include post-Modesto IV surfaces along the LAR
that may have been mapped as Riverwash by the SCS. However, to-date there has been no
known detailed mapping of the various post-Modesto units along the LAR and the actual
presence of post-Modesto III surfaces is currently uncertain.
The FHA-FD’s age-dating of this surface at 200 to 1,500 ybp conforms to the age-dating
estimates of the post-Modesto III surfaces in the region (including Harden 1987). It should be
noted that contrary to the FHA-FD’s conclusions found in Tbl. 3-1, the review of the detailed
soils maps of the Bureau of Soils (1915), the SCS (1954), and the SCS (1993) shows that the
Riverwash surface of the Bureau of Soils and the SCS (1954) are not equivalent to the surface
shown by the SCS’s (1993) Fig. 19 as “Columbia.” Both of the earlier soil surveys show this
SCS (1993 [Fig, 19]) “Columbia” surface as Hanford soils.
From an overall review of the FHA-FD, it appears that the assignment of the Rossmoor soil to an
older post-Modesto Holocene geomorphic unit and the Americanos soils to the younger member
of the Modesto Formation in its Tbl. 3-1 (Table 2) results from several aspects of the FHA-FD
analysis and, of all the studies related to the LAR, is supported only by the conclusions of Helley
and Harwood (1985). The correlations of soils and age-dates in the Holocene “post-Modesto”
portion of its Tbl. 3-1 largely result from the FHA-FD’s investigation of the study sites in the
upper watershed, along with some age-dating of the archaeological sites of the LAR. In the
following, these two portions of FHA-FD’s Tbl. 3-1 are discussed separately.

Modesto Formation Portion of FHA-FD’s Tbl. 3-1
For the Modesto Formation portion of FHA-FD’s Tbl. 3-1, it appears that the mapping of Helley
and Harwood (1985) may have been the basis for some of the changes made by the FHA-FD in
the correlations and age-dating of these geomorphic units compared to other studies. The FHAFD [64] explicitly concluded that “… the Rossmoor terraces are mapped as part of a Holocene
alluvium unit …” of Helley and Harwood (1985), and that most of the Pleistocene deposits of the
Modesto Formation along the LAR are limited to the area mapped with Americanos series soil.
The FHA-FD also concluded that on the LAR “deposits underlying the Rossmoor terrace
surfaces are clearly late Holocene as they are described [by the SCS] as having characteristics
indicative of recent flooding” [63].
However, the SCS 1993 [14, 94] indicated the Rossmoor series soil as subject to “rare flooding.”
If this “rare flooding” descriptor was for the type location of the Rossmoor series soil, then it
may only apply to the lowest of the Rossmoor series soil surfaces present in the FHA-FD’s study
site. The surface, that
a) Shlemon (1967a) identified as the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto
Formation, and
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b) regional studies have age-dated to 8,000-14,000 ybp (or to 30,000 ybp) by the degree of
soil development,
was interpreted by the FHA-FD not only as Holocene but as “clearly late Holocene.”
Because the FHA-FD did not accommodate the multiple surfaces of the younger phase of the
Modesto Formation in its analysis, all portions of its “Rossmoor terrace” which was also mapped
by the SCS (1993) as Rossmoor series soil (and Hanford un-channeled soil by the SCS 1954),
were also considered by the FHA-FD as late Holocene regardless of which of the Rossmoor
series soil surfaces may be under consideration.34
Helley and Harwood (1985) mapped only three relevant units along the LAR. From older to
younger they were the
 ‘younger phase of the Modesto Formation,’
 ‘Holocene alluvium,’ and
 ‘Holocene stream channel deposits.’
While they mapped no bodies of Shlemon’s ‘older phase of the Modesto Formation’ along the
LAR, their mapping of their ‘younger phase of the Modesto Formation’ was delineated much the
same as Shlemon (1967a [Plt. 1]) delineated his older phase of the Modesto Formation (and the
SCS 1954 mapped as the Honcut soil). Also much of what Helley and Harwood mapped as
‘Holocene alluvium’ closely resembles Shlemon’s identification of his younger phase of the
Modesto Formation, as was delineated as the Hanford un-channeled soil phase by the SCS
(1954), and as would be later delineated by the SCS in 1993 as the Rossmoor series soil.
In effect, Helley and Harwood (1985) reassigned the highest terrace surfaces along the LAR
from Shlemon’s (1967a) older phase of the Modesto Formation age-dated to about 40,000 ybp
(or earlier) by most studies, to the younger phase of the Modesto Formation possibly age-dated
to 8,000-33,000 ybp, and reassigned the lower terrace surfaces along the LAR from Shlemon’s
(1967a) younger phase of the Modesto Formation to ‘Holocene alluvium’ (dated to <9,000
ybp).35
Helley and Harwood’s (1985) ‘Holocene alluvium’ unit along the LAR included not only what
would later be mapped by the SCS in 1993 as Rossmoor series soil, but possibly also some
bodies mapped as Xerofluvents soil noted by the SCS (1993) as occurring on low floodplains
and dissected remnants of high floodplains.36 Further, along the lower reaches of the LAR near
the Sacramento River, Helley and Harwood’s ‘Holocene alluvium’ unit included areas that the
SCS (1993) later mapped as having Columbia, Cosumnes, and Sailboat series soils, described as
occurring on low floodplains [36, 42, 94]. Helley and Harwood (1985 [10]) described their
‘Holocene alluvium’ as a depositional unit, composed of unweathered gravel, sand, and silt
deposited by present-day streams.

34

See detailed discussions in Sections 4B and 4C.
For details on age-dating, see Figure 3 and discussion above.
36
The detail and precision of Helley and Harwood’s mapping are inadequate for a definitive conclusion.
35
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Their youngest mapping unit, ‘Holocene stream channel deposits,’ was delineated using only the
banks of active stream channels [10]. However, along the LAR, the resulting delineation of this
unit by Helley and Harwood not only included the active channel, but also most of the relatively
high Holocene deposits with Xerofluvents soil on dissected remnant high floodplains that are
clearly outside the active channel.
Besides the issue that the Helley and Harwood’s (1985) regional mapping was presented at a
relatively small scale (1 in.=1 mi.), there are a number of concerns with the mapping which
should receive critical evaluation before being accepted as a basis for an important paleoflood
analysis.
Of particular concern is the mapping and description of Helley and Harwood’s ‘Holocene
alluvium’ unit. As mentioned above, the spatial delineation of this unit is similar to Shlemon’s
(1967a) younger phase of the Modesto Formation that would result from the delineation of the
SCS’s (1993) Rossmoor series soil. Herein lies an interesting turn of interpretation. Shlemon
(1967a [187, 210]) noted that the Holocene deposits were present along the LAR as bodies up to
about 30 ft deep, but were present only within the “entrenched channel” margin. As such, in the
FHA-FD’s study site, the majority of his ‘younger phase of the Modesto Formation-Holocene
floodplain deposits’ mapping unit was composed of the very late Pleistocene, younger phase of
the Modesto Formation that also included unmapped bodies of Holocene alluvium present within
the “entrenched channel.” Farther downstream in the vicinity of the Sacramento River
confluence and the American Basin, Shlemon included extensive areas of Holocene floodplain
and basin soils (Colombia, Freeport, Sacramento [203-206]) in this map unit.
To the contrary, Helley and Harwood (1985) separated Shlemon’s (1967a) ‘younger phase of the
Modesto formation-Holocene floodplain deposits’ two-unit mapping category, delineating the
younger geomorphic unit as ‘Holocene stream channel deposits’ and the older unit as ‘Holocene
alluvium.’ Helley and Harwood’s ‘Holocene stream channel deposits’ was a combination of the
Riverwash of the SCS (active channel area) with what was then mapped as the Hanford
channeled soil (SCS 1954), which was identified by Shlemon as Holocene alluvium, and would
be later mapped as Xerofluvents (SCS 1993). Their ‘Holocene alluvium’ is that surface that was
at that time mapped as Hanford un-channeled soil (SCS 1954), which was identified by Shlemon
as the younger phase of the Modesto Formation, and what would be later mapped (SCS 1993) as
the Rossmoor series soil.
As a result, Helley and Harwood (1985) changed the description and age assignment of
Shlemon’s (1967a) very late Pleistocene, younger phase of the Modesto Formation surface that
age-dates to possibly 8,000-30,000 ybp, to a Holocene alluvium that age-dates to possible <9,000
ybp. Thus while eliminating the younger and lower Xerofluvents portion of Shlemon’s younger
phase of the Modesto Formation-Holocene floodplain deposits mapping unit (that is Shlemon’s
Holocene alluvium), Helley and Harwood changed the interpretation of the remaining older and
higher Rossmoor series soil portion to ‘Holocene alluvium.’
Also as described earlier, the channel margin of Shlemon’s younger phase of the Modesto
Formation (bodies with Rossmoor series soil) is generally cliff-like and shows the subsurface
material composition of these geomorphic bodies to be of pedogenic hardpan layers, and
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interbedded granitic sand, silt, and clay along with lenses of metamorphic channel gravels in a
clay matrix.
These conditions do not match Helley and Harwood’s descriptors for their ‘Holocene alluvium’
unit; “unweathered gravel, sand, and silt deposited by present-day streams and river systems”
[10]. These cliff-like banks are also very different from those along the edges of the SCS’s
Holocene Xerofluvents bodies. These exposures show the subsurface composition of
Xerofluvents bodies to be of unconsolidated coarse sands, gravels, and cobbles that are typical of
modern floodplain materials.
In addition, as discussed above, resistant members of either the older phase of the Modesto
Formation, the Riverbank Formation, or clay members of the Turlock Lake Formation form the
major rapids along the LAR and form the bed and or the channel margin of the LAR in many
locations. The location, depth, and elevation of these resistant channel bed features makes it
difficult to conceive of this unit being Holocene in age given the geomorphic history of the LAR
and the geometric relations among the various surfaces.
A major issue for the understanding of the geomorphology of the LAR concerns the conflicting
interpretation of and the age-date for the unit that Shlemon identified as the younger phase of the
Modesto Formation. In the FHA-FD’s study site, the unit that forms the majority of Shlemon’s
(1967a [Plt. 1]) delineation of his ‘younger phase of the Modesto Formation-Holocene floodplain
deposits’ was assigned a very late Pleistocene age by Shlemon, while Helley and Harwood
(1985) identified it as ‘Holocene alluvium.’
In this present review, that portion of this surface with Rossmoor series soil is accepted as best
reflecting the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation and in the FHAFD’s study site the ‘younger phase of the Modesto Formation-Holocene floodplain deposits’ map
unit of Shlemon (1967a [Plt. 1]) also includes undelineated bodies of Holocene deposits. There
are three primary reasons for this conclusion.
- First, Helley and Harwood (1985) described the soil of their younger phase of the
Modesto Formation as having “A/C horizon profiles … [and] they lack argillic B horizons” and
described the soil of their older phase of the Modesto Formation as containing “an argillic B
horizon, which is marked by a noticeable increase in clay content …” [10]. The SCS (1993)
description of Rossmoor series soil morphology indicates that it has an A/C horizon profile [198]
without an argillic horizon. The SCS (1993) description of the Americanos series soil indicates
that it has an A/B/C horizon profile with a 38 inch thick clay enriched Bt horizon [156-157].
The Americanos series soil was classified as Mollic Haploxeralfs (SCS 1993 [156]) and the SCS
(1975 [148]) noted that this soil taxon occurs on late Pleistocene surfaces and by definition has
an argillic horizon. For regional rivers, various studies (Marchand and Allwardt 1981 [56, Tbl.
2], Harden 1987 [Tbl. 1], and Busacca et al. 1989 [Tbl. 5]) indicate that the soils on their older
phase of the Modesto Formation surfaces were a variety of Haploxeralfs with argillic Bt
horizons.
Taking Helley and Harwood’s (1985) descriptors for their mapping units and SCS’s (1993) soil
morphological descriptions together, leads to the conclusion that Helley and Harwood, following
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their own delineation parameters, should have mapped the surface they delineated as their
‘Holocene alluvium’ as a unit of the late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation,
and should have mapped the surface they delineation as their ‘younger phase of the Modesto
Formation’ as a unit of the late Pleistocene older phase of the Modesto Formation. Therefore,
had they followed their own mapping criteria, their surface delineations and assignments in the
FHA-FD study site would have closely followed Shlemon (1967a).
- Second, Marchand and Allwardt (1981 [58]) noted that
[u]nlike the [Holocene] post-Modesto surfaces, the longitudinal profiles of
the younger phase of the Modesto Formation surfaces converge
significantly downstream toward the modern river profiles
with a gradient ranging from about 6.6 ft/mi to 7.9 ft/mi. [Tbl. 1]. These slopes are greater than
that of Shlemon’s younger phase of the Modesto Formation at about 5 ft/mi. (1967a [Fig. 33,
Tbl. 33]) on the LAR between the Fair Oaks Bridge and the Watt Ave. Bridge, but nonetheless
this surface is steeper than the modern channel and shows a distinct downstream convergence
with the present LAR channel. This implies that the portion of Helley and Harwood’s ‘Holocene
alluvium’ that would later be mapped in 1993 as the Rossmoor series soils has too steep a slope
gradient to be a late Holocene geomorphic unit.
- Third, the interpretation of early-date aerial photos (Figure 5 below), undertaken for
this present review, shows that (except for the “D” surface) the surface signature of what
Shlemon identified as the younger phase of the Modesto Formation had a very smooth texture,
much closer to the surface character of what was identified as the older phase of the Modesto
Formation than to the often clearly different surfaces of Holocene terrace and floodplain features.
From the foregoing assessment of Helley and Harwood (1985), it seems that because of its broad
regional coverage their mapping was at a very coarse grain, was conducted at a relatively low
scale of discrimination of geomorphic variability, and may have suffered from insufficient field
work and site verification in the LAR area.
The most reasonable interpretation for the features in the vicinity of the FHA-FD study site
seems to be that the geomorphic bodies of those portions of the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace”
that are composed of the SCS Rossmoor series soil, are equivalent to Shlemon’s (1967a) very
late Pleistocene, younger phase of the Modesto Formation, and that on the lowest “D” surfaces
of that unit there is perhaps a thin veneer of Holocene overbank deposits. These thin Holocene
overbank deposits may be Helley and Harwood’s ‘Holocene alluvium,’ however, Helley and
Harwood extended the ‘Holocene alluvium’ from this lowest surface of the “Rossmoor terrace”
to the entire surface of what was known at that time as the Hanford un-channeled soil (SCS
1954), and the entire surface that would be mapped as the Rossmoor series soil by the SCS
(1993) (possibly as well as to some other soil and geomorphic bodies).
Helley and Harwood (1985) may not have applied the same caution as Harden (1987) in which
there may be a difference in the age-date of a geomorphic unit, and the age-date of the soils of a
surface should it have subsequently experienced floodflow inundation and surface aggradation.
Also, for unknown reasons, two of the three important geomorphic units of the LAR were
identified and mapped by Helley and Harwood in violation of their own established map
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category descriptions. For the third unit, ‘Holocene stream channel deposits,’ the delineation
was extended to include essentially all of the elevated Holocene surfaces (post-Modesto I-III)
associated with previous, presently non-existing channel conditions.

Post-Modesto portion of FHA-FD’s Tbl. 3-1
For the post-Modesto portion of FHA-FD’s Tbl. 3-1, the changes made by the FHA-FD in the
correlation and age-dating of these geomorphic units compared to other studies37 appear to be
first based on the FHA-FD assumption that the Rossmoor series soil on the LAR was late
Holocene (see above discussion), and second on the FHA-FD conclusion that the Rossmoor
series soil occurs on the older of two post-Modesto geomorphic units. These two post-Modesto
geomorphic units were primarily identified and age-dated from the features at two of the FHAFD’s study sites located in canyon-dominated reaches in the upper watershed [32-34, Appendix
A and B] and located roughly 30 and 75 miles upstream of the FHA-FD’s LAR study site.
The FHA-FD then correlated its higher and older post-Modesto geomorphic units at the upper
watershed study sites to its “Rossmoor terrace” of the LAR using the archaeological site
occupation dates of 2,000-3,500 ybp [34]. However, as discussed in detail elsewhere in Sections
4A and 4B, in its LAR study site the FHA-FD
 did not recognize its “Rossmoor terrace” as being composed of both the Holocene
Xerofluvents and the Rossmoor series soil geomorphic units, and
 did not mention that archaeological site SAC-319 (age-dated to 2,000 ybp) is actually on
a Holocene Xerofluvents soil surface as mapped by the SCS (1993), not the Rossmoor
series soil surface.
Also, while the FHA-FD provided conflicting information as to the location of SAC-320 (agedated to 2,500 ybp), all available information assessed in the present review indicates that under
modern pre-settlement conditions, it remains questionable whether it is on a Holocene
Xerofluvents surface or a surface with Rossmoor series soils.38
The conclusion of this present review concerning the post-Modesto portion of FHA-FD’s Tbl. 31 (Table 2) includes the following. The FHA-FD may have appropriately identified two
Holocene surfaces at its upper watershed study sites and may have appropriately age-dated them
as 200 to greater than 1,500 ybp and as less than 2,500 to greater than 6,000 ybp.39 However,
given the very limited data set on a very small sample of geomorphic surfaces over a very
restricted spatial range, it may be inappropriate to correlate the upper watershed surfaces with
LAR geomorphic surfaces 30 and 75 miles downstream.
At the upstream canyon-dominated sites, geomorphic surfaces can be dominated by local
sediment and streamflow relations, tributary influences, mass wasting, etc., and local bedrock
controls can influence geomorphic surface dynamics (see Hereford et al. 1996, Lancaster et al.
37

Compare with Figure 3.
See discussion above and Section 4B for details; also see Figure 16.
39
The evaluation of the FHA-FD’s assessment of these upper watershed study sites is not part of the present review.
38
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2010, O’Conner et al. 1994). In contrast to the canyon-dominated upstream reaches, the LAR is
a reach of river where there is much less confinement and where the creation and preservation of
surfaces are dominated by cycles of major climatic changes and sea level changes.
It is possible the best that can be said is that the FHA-FD age-ranges for the specific upstream
study sites are similar to the age-date estimates of some of the post-Modesto units developed for
valley river reaches. The age-range of the FHA-FD’s younger unit (200-1,500 ybp) is similar to
the age-date estimates for the post-Modesto III period (200-3,000 ybp), and age-range of the
FHA-FD’s older unit (<2,500->6,000 ybp) is similar to the reported age-date estimates for postModesto II and I periods combined (1,800-8,000 ybp) along Central Valley rivers (see Figure 3).
However, the geomorphic units dated by the FHA-FD in the bedrock-dominated canyon sections
of the upper watershed can result from different driving processes from those that lead to the
development of depositional surfaces in alluvial reaches far downstream in the Central Valley.
Further, in a large watershed, sediment re-working and watershed scale sediment routing can
actually lead to depositional units in different portions of the channel network being out of phase
with respect to age correlation (Harvey and Pederson 2011, Benito et al. 2008 [75, Fig. 3]). That
is, depositional units in the upper watershed can be eroding and degrading in the same period
where downstream depositional units are under construction through aggradation (Harvey and
Pederson 2011, Lewin and Macklin 2003, Lewin 1983, Daniels 2008).
Harden et al. (2010 [Fig. 3]) showed that it is also possible that the preservation potential of
evidence for paleofloods as well as for geomorphic regimes shifts are different in these two
geomorphic settings and can result in different age-date relations. Harden et al. stated that
[t]he fluvial record in bedrock systems has therefore a natural bias towards the
preservation of more recent Holocene flood units, [while] [i]n alluvial channel
… with more erodible banks and beds, channel migration and incision can shift
flood flow away from previously deposited sediments, increasing the
preservation potential of older fluvial units. [709-710]
While the LAR is not fully alluvial, being semi-confined by entrenchment into resistant mid to
late Pleistocene materials, the channel dynamics differ substantially from the canyon dominated
portion of the watershed. Therefore, any translation of age-dated surfaces between these
environments must be undertaken carefully, and the conclusions must be highly qualified.
During the preparation of this review, no reference papers were found that correlated the ages of
geomorphic surfaces in the upstream canyon reaches of main Sierra Nevada rivers with
Pleistocene or Holocene geomorphic surfaces along the downstream reaches in the Central
Valley. While the FHA-FD Tbl. 3-1 (Table 2) “age” column may be an adequate representation
of the surfaces at these specific upper watershed sites, the FHA-FD provided no defensible or
independent basis for correlating these surfaces
 to geomorphic surfaces throughout the canyon-dominated portions of the Sierra Nevada
west slope,
 to the regionally recognized post-Modesto surfaces of the Central Valley,
 to the specific surfaces along the LAR, or
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 for the assignment of those ages to specific LAR geomorphic units.
If the two surfaces, age-dated to the Holocene at the upper watershed sites by the FHA-FD, do
indeed conform to Holocene surfaces along the LAR, then it is most likely that this age-date
would apply to the several Holocene surfaces mapped with Xerofluvents soil by the SCS (1993).
It is likely that some of these mapped Holocene Xerofluvents surfaces may include the postModesto IV unit and surficial deposits on the post-Modesto III unit that may age-correlate to the
FHA-FD’s “Columbia.” It is assumed here that the post-Modesto II, and I units and the four
Rossmoor series soil surfaces were included by the FHA-FD within its general “Rossmoor
terrace.” The upper watershed units may correlate to
1) the post-Modesto III, and
2) the post-Modesto II and post-Modesto I combined, but these correlations are suspect and
are not yet confirmed.
In addition to the problematic age-date correlation undertaken by the FHA-FD between the
upstream canyon-dominated study sites and the downstream LAR alluvial semi-confined study
site, there is the issue of its use of very limited radiometric age-dates for the LAR: second-person
age-dates at two arch sites. Chiverrell et al. (2009 [12]) stressed that to formulate a reliable
understanding of a suite of Holocene terrace surfaces, their aggradational sequence, and the
determination of erosional degradation and depositional aggradation phase shifts, a relatively
thorough radiometric analysis is required with numerous samples.

Summary: Evaluation of FHA-FD's Conclusions on LAR Geomorphic Units
The evaluation of the FHA-FD conclusions regarding the geomorphic units of the LAR, the
background studies used by the FHA-FD in its analysis, and a careful evaluation of other
pertinent studies that were available to the FHA-FD leads to the following summary:
- At the FHA-FD study site, the geomorphic surfaces delineated by the SCS (1993) as
having Rossmoor series soil are equivalent to Shlemon’s (1967a) very late Pleistocene (and
possibly even into the early Holocene) younger phase of the Modesto Formation. This complex
geomorphic unit has likely four separate erosional and depositional surfaces developed through a
long period of lowered sea levels and under a persistent channel incision regime.40
- That under modern pre-settlement conditions, these surfaces each have varying degrees
of flooding susceptibility, and that only the lowest surface has evidence of geologically recent
flooding but of an unknown age range. Shlemon (1967a [187]) implied that this material may be
the result of debris deposition during the Sierra Nevada mining period of the late 19th century.
- That the SCS (1993) type pedon location is probably on this lowest Rossmoor series
soil surface and appropriately reflects the descriptor of “rare flooding” of Holocene age but
without sufficient constraints to identify a specific age-date range.

40

See below for further discussion.
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- That the Helley and Harwood (1985) ‘Holocene alluvium’ unit designation may only
appropriately apply to the lowest Rossmoor series soil surface and then only as a veneer of
Holocene (or perhaps post-settlement) floodplain materials resulting from overbank flows and
deposition by swale channels.
- That Helley and Harwood’s description of the structure and texture of its ‘Holocene
alluvium’ applies appropriate only to the SCS (1993) Holocene Xerofluvents bodies.
- That Helley and Harwood inappropriately extended this ‘Holocene alluvium’ unit to the
entire Rossmoor series soil surface area (mapped at that time as Hanford un-channeled soil by
the SCS 1954) including all the various surfaces.
- That in violation of their own mapping criteria, Helley and Harwood inappropriately
reassigned the surface delineated by Shlemon as the older phase of the Modesto Formation to the
younger phase of the Modesto Formation.
- That the FHA-FD inappropriately accepted the Helley and Harwood delineations and
the SCS Rossmoor series soil descriptors for the lowest Rossmoor series soil surface as reflecting
the condition of all of the Rossmoor series soil surfaces, and as representing all these surfaces
(four Rossmoor series soil surfaces) as “clearly late Holocene,” and, because the reputed
paleoflood evidence on the higher surfaces was used by the FHA-FD to extend the floodflow
frequency record, they were assumed to be modern pre-settlement floodplains.
- That the FHA-FD inappropriately accepted the SCS (1993 [Fig. 19]) designation of the
Holocene Xerofluvents surface of the SCS’s detailed soils mapping (1993 [Shts. 3, 7]) as the
very late Holocene post-Modesto IV (“Columbia”) unit, mistakenly identified the LAR arch sites
as occurring on Rossmoor series soil surfaces instead of Holocene Xerofluvents surfaces, and
used these results to conclude that the Rossmoor series soil surface was an older post-Modesto
Holocene unit.
Therefore, while the FHA-FD [61] stated that “[n]o new information regarding the stratigraphy
or age of deposits along the LAR was developed …”, this present review concludes that the
analyses and interpretations developed and presented in the FHA-FD result in significant
changes to the most likely, and most defensible age-surface correlations of essentially all the
geomorphic units and surfaces of the LAR.

Geomorphic Mapping of LAR after FHA-FD Published
Subsequent to the FHA-FD (2002), some limited geomorphic mapping along the LAR was
conducted by William Lettis & Associates (WLA) dated 2008. At the time of this present review,
the WLA material was in a draft form and, for the purposes of this present review, probably
should be considered as tentative. The focus of this geomorphic mapping was the Sacramento
and American Rivers in the vicinity of the confluence and the off-channel American Basin to the
north and northeast of the confluence. Along the LAR, the mapping extended from the mouth to
about RM 15.3, and included only about 0.3 miles of the FHA-FD’s study site.
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WLA concluded that the surfaces with Americanos series soils and Rossmoor series soils of the
SCS (1993) correspond to the older phase of the Modesto Formation and the younger phase of
the Modesto Formation, respectively. This conforms to the findings of Shlemon (1967a). The
elevated surfaces mapped with Xerofluvents soils by the SCS (1993 [Sht. 7]) were delineated as
‘Historical alluvial deposits’ by WLA.
In its description of ‘Historical alluvial deposits,’ WLA [9] stated:
Deposits of undifferentiated historical alluvium are common on the lowest
elevations adjacent to the American River and flood basins near the American
River’s confluence with the Sacramento River. This deposit, as with other
historical deposits, contains sediment contributed from upstream gold mining
activities, and consists of a mixture of sand, silt, and clay. In the American
River area, the Columbia sandy loam soil (Tugel et al. 1992) is correlated to
historical alluvium; its profile is generalized as: one foot of silty sand, over three
feet clayey sand, over two feet of mucky clay (total of six feet, Tugel, et al.
1992).
The soil morphology presented above was for the Columbia sandy loam as mapped by the SCS
(1993). Detailed soils mapping show this soil as occurring along the LAR downstream of Cal
Expo (RM 4-5). The only surface of ‘Historical alluvial deposits’ mapped by WLA in the FHAFD’s study site was mapped by the SCS (1993) as Xerofluvents. This particular surface has a
height of about 20 ft above the channel and is composed very coarse unconsolidated materials
very unlike the morphological description presented by WLA, above. It is the conclusion of this
present review that the mapping of the elevated Holocene Xerofluvents surface in the FHA-FD
study site by WLA as ‘Historical alluvial deposits’ resulted from WLA’s interpretation of this
particular surface (and others between RM 4-5 and RM 13) having surficial deposits of historic
age, that is as an active floodplain of the present LAR.
Since this particular surface had active overflow channels during the 1986 floodflow event, this
would be an accurate interpretation; however, it seems that its surface could not be characterized
as composed of the Columbia sandy loam soil. It is assumed here that WLA used a description
of the Columbia series soil as characteristic of its ‘Historical alluvial deposits’ mapping unit
because it appropriately reflects the conditions of that mapping unit in the area of focused
attention (American River/Sacramento River confluence area, American Basin), and that in the
upstream LAR reaches of its mapping area (LAR RM 5-15), the materials on the higher
Holocene surfaces age-correlates to the Columbia series soil and did not consider the age-date of
the geomorphic units and bodies as worthy of separate delineation.

Age-dating the Modesto Formation
Regional studies of the Pleistocene terraces along rivers of the eastern side of the Central Valley
have led to age-date estimates for the older and younger phases of the Modesto Formation
(Busacca et al. 1989 [Tbl. 3], Harden 1987 [Tbl. 2]). Regionally, the younger phase of the
Modesto Formation may date to about 14,100 ybp and may have age-date limits of about 8,00030,000 ybp. With these date estimates, the terraces of the younger phase of the Modesto
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Formation may correlate to the entirety of the last major global glacial cycle; approximately
33,000 to 14,000 ybp (Clark et al. 2009 [710, Fig. 2]).
The generally preferred age-date of about 14,100 ybp may correlate with the end of the Tioga
glacial maximum at about 20,000 or 17,000 to about 14,000 ybp, the last significant local Sierra
Nevada glacial maximum of the last major global glacial cycle (Howle et al. 2012 [1090, Tbl. 1],
Gillespie and Zehfuss 2006 [Tbl. 1], James et al. 2002 [416], Clark and Gillespie 1997 [35],
Dorn et al. 1987 [41]), but it could have been in the process of development for the longer period
of the whole of the last major global glacial cycle (33,000-14,000 ybp) and even into the early
Holocene (at about 8,000 ybp).
The last Pleistocene glacial advance in the Sierra Nevada was the Recess Peak advance (14,00013,000 ybp) but in the American River watershed, as with all of the Sierra Nevada, this was a
minor event with only a small cirque glaciers and a few short cirque outlet tongues (Whiting,
1986, Clark and Gillespie 1997 [28-30], Gillespie and Clark 2011 [Tbl. 34.1, 457], Bowerman
and Clark 2011 [Figs. 4, 6]).
Regionally, the older phase of the Modesto Formation has been variably dated to about 29,400
and to about 42,500 ybp, with age-date limit bounds of about 14,000-103,000 ybp. Generally an
age-date of 40,000 ybp is currently accepted. With these date estimates, the terraces of the older
phase of the Modesto Formation may correlate to the Tenaya glacial maximum at about 31,000
ybp (Gillespie and Clark 2011 [Tbl. 34.1]) or 23,000-26,000 ybp (an early local glacial
maximum of the last major global glacial cycle), but more likely to the Tahoe II (or earlier)
glacial maximum dated at about 42,000-66,000 ybp (Gillespie and Clark 2011 [Tbl. 34.1],
Sampson and Smith 2006 [Tbl. 1], Gillespie and Zehfuss 2006 [Tbl. 1]) or for the Tahoe Basin,
dated at about 64,000-76,000 ybp (Howle et al. 2012 [1090, Tbl. 2].41
To accommodate the possible age-date of the Tahoe glaciation to about 80,000 ybp and sea level
information that indicates declining elevations following a high stand at about 128,000 ybp (see
below), it is assumed in this present review that the older phase of the Modesto Formation could
have a 33,000-80,000+ ybp age-date range.

Global Sea Level Fluctuations and LAR Geomorphic Evolution
The general Pleistocene history of the ancestral LAR has been fairly well described and mapped
by Shlemon (1967a, b, 1972), however, the details of later Pleistocene and Holocene geomorphic
evolution are uncertain. Shlemon (1972) proposed that major cycles of global sea level
fluctuations over much of the Pleistocene may have led to major cycles of erosion and
aggradation along the LAR. Other studies show a similar pattern along regional rivers of the
Central Valley (Shlemon 1971, Marchand and Allwardt 1981, Harden 1987, Busacca et al.
1989). These cyclic processes could have major implications for the geomorphic evolution of
the LAR and the geomorphic surfaces and features which the FHA-FD assumed to have resulted
41

It should be noted that age-dating of the various Tahoe glacial maxima of the Sierra Nevada vary among the
studies and researchers. For example, Bischoff and Cummins (2001 [21-23, Fig. 9]) reported evidence of various
Tahoe glacial periods; two 4,000 year long glacial periods between 49,000 and 39,000 ybp and a longer period
extending from 79,000 to 68,000 ybp, along with several other much shorter glacial maxima.
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from paleoflood events occurring under conditions of modern pre-settlement watershed
hydrometeorology and LAR geomorphology.
The general understanding of variation in global sea level elevations during both the Pleistocene
and Holocene periods is well established.42 For example Miller et al. (2005 [Figs. 3, 4])
indicated that over the last 2 million years, global sea levels have almost always been lower than
at present. Sea levels were reported as having been most commonly between about 65 and 295
feet (about -20 and -90 meters) lower than at present, but having been about 65-80 feet (about
20-25 meters) above the present sea level elevation for a few short periods during some
interglacial times, and as having been as much as about 395 feet (about -120 meters) lower than
present sea level several times during various global glacial maxima.
Rittenour et al. (2007 [Fig. 13]) and Shen et al. (2012 [Fig. 10]), following Waelbroeck et al.
(2002 [Fig. 1]), indicated that sea levels were most recently at near the present elevation about
128,000 ybp. From that time, sea levels have lowered in a complex saw-blade pattern with four
somewhat distinct lows of progressively lower elevations centered at about
 110,000 ybp at about -125 ft (-38 m),
 89,000 ybp at about -150 ft (-45 m),
 63,000 ybp at about -255 ft (-78 m), and
 19,000 ybp at about 395 feet (about -120 m).
These progressive lows could be associated with the development of the various surfaces of the
older and the younger phases of the Modesto Formation. Waelbroeck et al. (2002 [Fig. 4])
showed at about 137,000 ybp sea levels were about as low as they were during the last global
glacial maximum ̶ about 400 ft below the present. Following this low stand, sea levels quickly
rebounded to about the elevation of present conditions and at about 100,000 ybp aggradation
could have occurred along the ancestral LAR. This date could mark the end of Riverbank time
which in total, could have been about a 350,000 year period starting at about 450,000 ybp
(Busacca et al. 1989 [Tbl. 1]).
Clark et al. (2009 [Fig. 2]) can be used to characterize sea level dynamics over the past 50,000
years. Since about 50,000 ybp, sea levels have been more than 160 ft (-50 meters) lower than at
present. Starting at about 33,000 ybp, sea levels started dropping sharply due to the on-set of the
last major global glacial cycle, and that they reached a low stand of about -395 ft (-120 meters) at
about 26,500 ybp and remained at or near this low level until about 19,000 ybp. At this lower
sea level elevation, the mouth of the Sacramento River system was positioned about 18 miles
west of what is now San Francisco (Atwater 1979, Sloan 1991). Clark et al. [Fig. 2] indicated
that at about 19,000 ybp, sea levels started to rise sharply and by about 14,000 ybp they were
back to about 230 ft (-70 meters) lower than at present.
From these sea level relations, they concluded that the period 33,000-14,000 ybp when sea level
was greater than about 230 ft (-70 meters) lower than at present may be thought of as the last
major global glacial cycle, while the 26,500-19,000 ybp period of maximally lowered sea levels
42

The details are the subject of on-going research; see e.g. Bird et al. 2010 and references therein.
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(-395 ft) could be identified as the last global glacial maximum [710]. This is the period when
globally, the amount of water stored as ice was at a maximum and was essentially constant. At
about 20,000 or 19,000 ybp, net global glacial retreat was initiated [711] and glaciers of the
Sierra Nevada were active until about 14,000 or 13,000 ybp (Gillespie and Zehuss 2004 [Tbl. 1],
Bischoff and Cummins (2001 [Fig. 9], James et al. 2002, Gillespie and Clark 2011, Howle et al.
2012 [1090, Tbl. 1]).
Clark et al. (2009 [711]) indicated that in the last major global glacial cycle many of the world’s
mountain glaciers had reached or nearly reached their maximum extent by about 30,000 ybp.
This global glacial period was reflected in the Sierra Nevada by as many as four identifiable
local glacial maximal advances. Due to variable dating techniques, study site locations, and
uncertainties associated with paraglacial dynamics, with lag-time relations of downstream
cascading, re-worked sediment from glaciers and deglaciation (e.g. Benn et al. 2006), the precise
ages of the various Sierra Nevada maxima are uncertain. However, the last significant local
maximum (Tioga) probably dates from about 20,000 or 17,000 to about 14,000 ybp (James et al.
2002, Benson et al. 1996, Phillips et al. 2009, Gillespie and Zehuss 2004, Gillespie and Clark
2011).
Cronin (2010 [211, Fig. 7.13]) presented information on global sea level elevation recovery for
the last major global Pleistocene glacial melt period. This includes the main global melt period
that extended from about 20,000 to 14,000 ybp, and the sea level response that has extended over
the last 20,000 years or so. Atwater (1979 [35-42, Figs. 5, 6]) presented information on sea level
rise in the San Francisco Bay and Delta area since about 9,700 ybp.
Throughout the main glacial retreat period of the last global glacial maximum, between about
19,000 and 14,000 ybp, glaciers of the American/Yuba River drainage complex were still active
(James et al. 2002, Howle 2012) and delivering large amounts of coarse sediment to the channel
network of the American River. These coarse sediments were both exported from the channel
system by transport through the ancestral LAR, and stored in the channel network of the
watershed and the canyon reaches by way of bed aggradation forming deposits from 40 to nearly
100 feet deep. Over this time span, global sea levels gradually increased in elevation from about
395 ft to about 295 ft (-120 to -90 meters) lower than at present; a rate of about 17 ft/1000 years.
At about 14,100 ybp, the glaciers of the American/Yuba River drainage complex quickly receded
(James et al. 2002 [418]), and the delivery of coarse sediment to the channel network declined.
However, coarse sediment was still being transported through the channel network as a result of
the erosion and re-working of previously aggraded channel reaches of the watershed and the
resulting release of stored coarse sediment left from the glacial period. At about the same time,
there appears to have been a short period of rapid global glacial retreat.
During this period of rapid global glacial retreat, global sea levels rose very quickly from about
295 ft to about 260 ft (-90 to -80 meters) lower than present. After this quick sea level change,
from about 14,000 to about 8,000-7,000 ybp, sea levels progressively rose from about 260 ft to
about 40 ft (-80 to -12 meters) lower than present; a rate of about 31 ft/1000 years. Over this
long period of sea level rise, coarse sediment transport on the American River was still at a high
rate but may have been progressively diminishing.
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Global (Cronin 2010) and local (Atwater 1979 [Fig. 5]) information on sea level rise indicated
that by about 8,000-7,000 ybp the rates diminished markedly; Atwater indicated a rate of about
5.7 ft/1000 years between 7,000 and 3,000 ybp, and a rate of about 4.8 ft/1000 years since 3,000
ybp. He estimated [Fig. 6] that high tide had just penetrated the Golden Gate at about 10,000
ybp, by 5,000 ybp it was in the central portion of today’s Delta at about the present location of
Isleton, and by 1850 (160 ybp) it had expanded east, south, and north and to about the present
location of Freeport on the Sacramento River.43
The sea level conditions necessary for the initial development of the modern pre-settlement Delta
are generally understood to have come into existence between 6,000 and 4,000 ybp (MalamudRoam et al. 2007 [9]). However, at the time of modern settlement, sea level rise was still ongoing, and there is evidence of the progressive conversion of floodplain to tidal marsh along the
landward periphery of the Delta that was age-dated to about 2,500 ybp (Brown and Pasternack
2004 [1255]). Therefore, under modern pre-settlement conditions, the Delta was a dynamic and
changing region with a regime of landward transgression in progress. The modern presettlement conditions of the Delta should probably be considered those at the time of modern
settlement (i.e. 1850).
Along the rivers of the northeastern San Joaquin Valley, the oldest Holocene surface (postModesto I) recognized by Marchand and Allwardt (1981) was dated to between 9,000 and 4,000
ybp and, unlike the three subsequent Holocene surfaces, has a slight downstream elevation
converging character diagnostic of relict channel regimes. They concluded that this indicates
that prior to about 4,000 ybp the channels and floodplains were graded to slightly lower sea level
elevations than at present. Following Atwater (1979), at about 4,000 ybp local sea level was
about 19 ft (- 5.5 m) lower than at present, and the Delta is purported to have expanded from its
central core to its present extent in the past 5,000 years.
Brown and Pasternack (2004) studied an upper deltaic plain tract at the periphery of the modern
Delta along the lower Mokelumne River and concluded:
At about 6,700 ybp, this site had as much as 20 feet of local relief in a relatively small spatial
extent.,
Until about 4,000 ybp, the fluvial setting was one dominated by dynamic channels and
relatively high energy floodplains with both sand and gravel
transport.
At about 4,000 ybp, the channel alignments near this tract became set in their present
configuration.
From 4,000 to 2,500 ybp, there was a general regime of land surface aggradation with
progressively finer sediments.
At about 2,500 ybp, the land tract along the lower Mokelumne River was incorporated into
the Delta with the establishment of tidal marshes.
Since 2,500 ybp, the modern pre-settlement tract has continued to aggrade from both organic
material and fine sediment deposition [1252-1255].
43

These locations were estimated here by the visual inspection of the general map of Fig. 6.
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Therefore, the early or middle Holocene post-Modesto I geomorphic surface may then represent
a channel and floodplain aggadation phase in effect during the final stages of significant sea level
rise just before sea level reached nearly those of the present. It would be a channel and
floodplain set and geomorphic surface graded to a notably different base level elevation prior to
the initiation of the modern pre-settlement geomorphologic regime. It could correlate to the
middle Holocene 6,000-4,000 ybp period during which floodplain aggradation in the Delta
region had progressed to the point that at the periphery of the Delta, channel morphology shifted
to narrower and deeper cross-sections and banks progressively became more stable and more
resistant to channel pattern changes because of progressive increases in fine sediment deposition
and increasing organic material on the aggrading floodplain surfaces.

Ancestral Fluvial Setting of LAR
During the course of preparing this present review, no detailed and comprehensive investigation
was discovered of the fluvial setting of the LAR and the lower Sacramento River that addressed
the conditions during the last glacial maximum when sea levels were about 395 feet lower than at
present. These are the conditions in effect from about 26,500 to 19,000 ybp (Clark et al. (2009
[710]), or for the period of the last 19,000 years when sea levels gradually rose to the present
elevation. These are protracted periods when the integrated LAR and lower Sacramento River
system delivered water and sediment to a much lower, and much more distal, base level.
In spite of the apparent lack of existing comprehensive research on the ancestral LAR and the
integrated ancestral LAR and lower Sacramento River system, the following is a possible
scenario that would have substantial implications to the geomorphic evolution of the LAR.
These include implications concerning the geomorphic surfaces that the FHA-FD
1) assumed to be active floodplains under modern pre-settlement conditions,
2) assumed to show evidence of age-datable paleofloods, and therefore
3) assumed that the paleoflood magnitudes are determinable and suitable for statistical
integration into the present LAR flood frequency record.
In the following discussion, the ancestral LAR of the Pleistocene and Holocene is divided into an
early-ancestral LAR and a later-ancestral LAR. The early-ancestral LAR includes in age-order,
the Pre-Fair Oaks, Turlock Lake, Riverbank, and the older phase of the Modesto channels and
floodplains identified by Shlemon (1967a [206-223]), the last identified by the FHA-FD as its
“Americanos terrace.”
The later-ancestral LAR is limited to Shlemon’s younger phase of the Modesto (mapped with
Rossmoor series soil and could date in the 33,000-14,000 ybp period or possibly even to as late
as 8,000 ybp), and the channel and floodplains associated with Marchand and Allwardt’s (1981)
post-Modesto I surface (mapped as Xerofluvents soil and dated to between 9,000 and 4,000 ybp
but possibly toward the later portion of that date range). These two surfaces (along with postModest II and possibly post-Modesto-III units) combined were identified by the FHA-FD as its
“Rossmoor terrace.”
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Early-ancestral LAR Channels and Floodplains
The earliest known early-ancestral LAR channel probably existed immediately prior to the
Pleistocene (Shlemon’s (1967a, b) Pre-Fair Oaks channel). It flowed to the south and west from
what is now the Mormon Island sill at Folsom Reservoir to the vicinity of what is now Lake
Natoma (DWR 1974 [36], Shlemon 1967b [Fig. 3], Bartow and Helley 1979). At the Mormon
Island sill, the Pre-Fair Oaks channel had a bed elevation of about 375 ft (relative to modern
mean sea level). From Mormon Island the channel hooked to the west for a short distance
through what is now the City of Folsom then flowed south and somewhat westerly, directly
toward the location of the present Delta and toward the drainage outlet of the Central Valley at
Carquinez Strait.
Possibly at about the start of the Pleistocene, the American River shifted its foothill outflow
location westward from the Mormon Island area and starting cutting what is referred to, in this
present review, as the “Folsom Canyon.”44 Over the period of the erosional development of the
Folsom Canyon, the bed elevation of the early-ancestral LAR channels in the vicinity of what is
now the City of Folsom lowered by about 225 feet from an elevation of about 375 ft to possibly
about 150 ft.45
Contemporaneously with the erosion and downcutting of the Folsom Canyon, the early-ancestral
LAR Turlock Lake, Riverbank, and older phase of the Modesto channels may have discharged
from the Sierra Nevada foothills at a point near the location of what is now Lake Natoma at
progressively lower elevations. These early-ancestral LAR channels formed channel and
floodplain surfaces with progressively lower elevations at the foothill front and with time
progressively swung from an earlier southwesterly run to a more westerly run. At about RM
24.5, near Willow Creek, on what is now the south side of Lake Natoma, Shlemon (1967a [Plt.
1]) mapped a surface of the older phase of the Modesto Formation at an height of about 65 ft
above the LAR channel.46
Immediately upstream of the FHA-FD study site, at about RM 21, Shlemon (1967a [Figs. 34,
35A]) mapped these early-ancestral LAR channel/floodplain surfaces in descending age from the
Turlock Lake, through the older phase of the Modesto Formation at progressively lower heights,
varying from about 100 to about 30 ft higher than the present LAR channel invert. Toward the
downstream end of the FHA-FD study site, at about RM 16.0 [Fig. 35B], they were mapped at
heights ranging from about 90 to about 40 ft higher than the present LAR channel invert.47
US California Debris Commission (US-CDC) (1907 [Shts. 4, 9]) cross-sectional surveys indicate
that in the upstream portion of the FHA-FD study site at about RM 19.3, the surface that
Shlemon would later designate as the older phase of the Modesto Formation was about 48 ft
44

Located about 7 miles upstream of the FHA-FD study site.
The erosional “downcutting” of the Folsom Canyon could have occurred in conjunction with the progressive uptilting of the Sierra Nevada block (Unruh 1991) along with the progressive incision of the main trunk Sierra
Nevada rivers into the up-tilted Sierra Nevada (Wakabayashi and Sawyer 2000, 2001).
46
Here using the 1914 USGS Folsom quad map for elevations.
47
These heights are estimated here from the generalized cross-sections presented by Shlemon (1967a [Fig. 35]).
45
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higher than the LAR channel invert (Cross-section I, at about station 63), and in the downstream
portion of the FHA-FD study site at about RM 15, it was about 38 ft higher than the channel
invert (Cross-section III, at about station 21).48
Later-ancestral LAR Channels and Four Distinct Floodplain Surfaces
Mapping by Shlemon (1967 [Plt. 1]) and WLA (2008 [Plt. I] indicate that while the Riverbank
channels flowed southwesterly, the landscape of Riverbank time and the time period up to the
initiation of older phase of the Modesto Formation time (perhaps about 450,000 to ~103,000 ybp
(Busacca et al. 1989 [Tbl. 1])), is preserved as the present surface northward to about the center
of what is now the City of Sacramento. From this mapping, it appears that at the initiation of the
older phase of the Modesto Formation time, possibly as early as about 100,000 or 80,000 ybp,
the early-ancestral older phase of the Modesto Formation LAR was aligned along the northern
border of the Riverbank landscape. From these maps, it appears that the alignment of the older
phase of the Modesto Formation channel was roughly that of, or somewhat south of, the present
LAR. The incision of the older phase of the Modesto Formation channel was into the Riverbank
Formation material.
This mapping also indicates that the later-ancestral younger phase of the Modesto Formation
channel incised into the older phase of the Modesto Formation material with an alignment
basically following the present LAR. Mapping of recently buried LAR channels and the pattern
of multiple younger phase of the Modesto Formation terrace surfaces indicate that downstream
from the location of what is now Nimbus Dam to a point perhaps within a mile downstream of
the FHA-FD’s study site (RM 14-15), the later-ancestral younger phase of the Modesto
Formation channel was aligned largely within the riverine system of the modern pre-settlement
LAR (DWR 1974 [Fig. 3], Natomas Consolidated of California 1912). From a point just
downstream of the FHA-FD study site and downstream, the later-ancestral LAR was aligned
mostly somewhat south of the present LAR (DWR 1974 [Fig. 3]).
Section
2C when
The younger phase of the Modesto Formation time was possibly a 19,000 year long
period
sea levels were at least 230 ft lower than at present (~33,000 to 14,000 ybp) and the
approximately 7,500 year period when sea levels were maximally low (-395 ft) (Clark et al. 2009
[Fig. 2]). During this 19,000 year period the integrated LAR and lower Sacramento River
system would have been cutting a shallow inner-valley system into the pre-existing Pleistocene
sediments and also transporting coarse sediments of glacial origin (along with non-glacial
sediment) that were delivered to the Central Valley by the American River and other tributaries
(Shlemon 1971, 1972).

An initial evaluation of 1937/1957/1984 aerial photos of the FHA-FD study site conducted for
this present review indicates a somewhat complex floodplain and terrace development pattern for
the ancestral LAR during this period (see Figure 5). In this short 5 mile FHA-FD study site
reach of the LAR, there appears to be four separate floodplain surfaces that may be associated
with the younger phase of the Modesto Formation channel. This indicates that during this
48

At the time of the 1906 survey the LAR channel may have been notably aggraded due to the Sierra Nevada
mining debris.
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Figure 5
Geomorphic units and surfaces discussed in the review text.
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prolonged period of downcutting to meet lowered sea levels, there may have been several
discrete steps or phases of channel downcutting and incision separated by periods of relative
stability and floodplain formation.
With each discrete phase of channel incision, a previously developed floodplain would become
somewhat more separated (in elevation and distance) from the incising active channel. This
four-surface configuration is similar to the findings of Marchand and Allwardt (1981 [58-59])
and Harden (1987 [A5]) for the northeastern San Joaquin Valley where evidence for a suite of
four separate terrace surfaces in the younger phase of the Modesto Formation unit was found.
The aerial photo evidence of multiple discrete surfaces of the late Pleistocene younger phase of
the Modesto Formation are most favorably expressed in the Rossmoor Drive and the Cordova
High School study reaches of the FHA-FD study site (Figure 5). This is due to the relative
absence of early gold and gravel mining in these areas and the revealing surface signature
associated with the agricultural activity in practice at the times of the 1937 and 1954 aerial
photos.
In the Fair Oaks study reach, the geomorphic surface configuration is particularly complex and
subtly expressed, and the various surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation are
difficult to discern. Developing relative age-dating of these surfaces in this area may be difficult
and particular surfaces may be missing. Because of the greater channel confinement, the
development of later surfaces may have eliminated early surfaces.
Four tentatively identified surfaces of younger phase of Modesto
Formation
For the purposes of the following short discussion of these multiple surfaces, the four tentatively
identified surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation at the LAR are designated
here, from oldest to youngest and topographically from highest to lowest, as “A,” “B,” “C,” and
“D.” These surfaces are nested between the “Americanos terrace riser” of the older phase of the
Modesto Formation on the out-board edge, and on the in-board edge either by the present bank
of the active channel or various Holocene Xerofluvents bodies. Where they form the bank of the
active channel, they are characterized by the cliff-forming suite of geologic material discussed
above. The cliff-forming material may be composed of the Riverbank or Turlock Lake
Formation material which indicates that at least some portion of the younger phase of the
Modesto Formation surface may be strath terraces that result from the erosional sculpting of
older surface and materials and veneered by thin floodplain deposits of younger phase of the
Modesto Formation time.
Within the FHA-FD’s Rossmoor Drive study reach, on the river-left side of the channel (which is
the Rossmoor Bar portion of the LAR), all four of these separate younger phase of the Modesto
Formation surfaces are discernable on the 1937/1957 aerial photos (Figure 5). They occur in a
downstream sequence, with a slight in-board overlap, from the “A” surface at the upstream end,
to the “D” surface at the downstream end. From this spatial and elevation pattern, it appears that
during the period of progressive incision of the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the
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Modesto Formation, there may have been discrete steps of incision with discrete phases of
relative stability and floodplain development.
Through this sequence, the later-ancestral younger phase of the Modesto Formation channel in
this short reach may have progressively migrated northward and to the river-right. Except at the
upstream end of Rossmoor Bar, where the bank is cliff-like, the suite of surfaces is boarded on
the in-board side by Holocene Xerofluvents bodies. Downstream in the Cordova High School
study reach the lowest “D” surface expresses a cliff-like bank at the edge of the channel.
The several surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation terrace in the Rossmoor Bar
study reach appear to be remnant bodies that, on the out-board edge are somewhat severed from
the “Americanos terrace” riser by a large overflow channel. On the 1937/1957 aerial photos, this
overflow channel appears as a very broad, very shallow, and very flat-floored feature. It has the
character of a very shallow and broad trapezoidal channel with low but sharp banks. The banks
at the upstream end of the overflow channel appear particularly sharp, but in the downstream
direction they become progressively softer and more muted.
Also toward the downstream end, it truncates and isolates a “B” surface remnant, and then over
most of its width, it appears to blend in elevation into the “C” surface. Along the river-right edge
of the overflow channel, along the edge that truncates the “B” surface, a small, well defined
return channel is incised into the general overflow channel floor. This return channel is short
and steeper than the general overflow channel, its cross-section is somewhat open and its
features are not sharp or fresh. Along this same alignment is an extension of the return channel
that crosses the “C” surface, but here the surface expression of the channel appears more muted
than at the edge of the “B” surface. The incised return channel is clearly shown on a 1920 site
survey topographic map prepared by Natomas Consolidated (1920).
On Rossmoor Bar, the remnant “A” and “B” surfaces are separated from each other by the
tailings of gold dredger operations that followed an ancestral channel. Because this channel
apparently underlies and crosses the overflow channel, it is probably a feature of Shlemon’s
(1967a) older phase of the Modesto Formation.
In the FHA-FD’s Cordova High School study reach, the various surfaces of the younger phase of
the Modesto Formation are more simply represented. On river-left, the side represented by the
FHA-FD cross-section [Fig. 3-28] (Figure 8 in Section 4B), almost the entire area mapped by
the SCS as Rossmoor series soil is on the “D” surface.49 This surface was in irrigated truck
farming at the 1937 and 1957 aerial photo-dates and had a relatively strong signature of
overbank flooding and deposition of sediment by swale channels. These aerial photos indicate
that the SCS’s (1993 [217]) observation that the Rossmoor series soil shows evidence of
floodflow deposition was from this lowest Rossmoor series soil surface.
Shlemon (1967a [Figs. 34, 35B]) indicated that at about RM 16.0, near the upstream end of the
Cordova High School study reach, the surface of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation
was about 20 ft higher than the LAR channel invert. The US-CDC (1907) indicated that at about
49

Also see Figure 7.
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RM 15.3 this surface was about 29 ft higher (Cross-section III, at about station 70) than the LAR
invert.
The 1937 aerial photos show that on the river-left side of this reach there was one small body of
“C” surface against the “Americanos terrace” riser. In the 1937 aerial photos, most of the “D”
surface appears to have been separated from the active channel by a narrow string of Holocene
Xerofluvents bodies. Since then, these narrow bodies appear to have been largely removed by
lateral erosion. Presently these narrow Xerofluvents features are limited to the area of
archeological site SAC 155/156 at the downstream end of the Rossmoor Drive study reach and
arch site SAC-319 at the downstream end of the Cordova High School study reach.
On the Hoffman Bar side (river-right) of the Cordova High School study reach, there are also
several bodies and surfaces with Rossmoor series soil. One was mapped by the SCS located
toward the edge of the channel and is surrounded by a Holocene Xerofluvents surface. The other
was mapped by the SCS as a body located toward the downstream end of Hoffman Bar and set
against the base of the Carmichael Bluff. On the 1937 aerial photos, it had a surface expression
similar to that of the Rossmoor series soil “D” surface on river-left, and the US-CDC (1907)
indicated that this surface was at about the same elevation (Cross-section III, at about station
105) as the “D” surface on the river-left side. While it is presently uncertain which of the
surfaces these river-right bodies may be, their elevation and surface expression makes it possible
they are of the lowest “D” surface or less likely, the “C” surface.
In the Fair Oaks study reach, there are a few surfaces of relevance on the early 1937/1957 aerial
photos. In the vicinity of the FHA-FD Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section at
about RM 19.7, these aerial photos show some evidence of overbank flows on two separate
surfaces. In-board of the mapped location of SAC-320, as plotted on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23
(Figure 9 in Section 4B) and a subtle terrace riser, these photos indicate a relatively flat
Holocene body possibly with a Xerofluvents soil surface that extended to the edge of the active
channel.50
However, downstream from the cross-section location, the aerial photos show the surface of this
body to have had features indicative of overbank flows. These features were relatively large
scale topographic lineations sub-parallel to the active channel, that imply the past occurrence of
overbank flows of such magnitude as to create spatially extensive overflow channels with
enough velocity and depth to have imparted spatially complex deposition across the surface. The
surface expression of the topographic relief is muted and rounded such that the age-dating of a
causal event from these photos is difficult, but appears to be relatively old. Farther downstream
at RM 19.3, the US-CDC (1907 [Sht. 9]) indicated the presence of two Holocene surfaces on the
river-left side (Cross-section I, at about station 30+50 through 42) about 20 and 26 ft above the
LAR channel invert. Both had backslope surfaces indicative of active or recently active
floodplain construction.51

50
51

See the SAC-320 portion of Section 4B for a detailed discussion.
Figure 16C shows the higher Holocene backsloped terrace between about position 400 ft and 1100 ft and the outboard portion of the lower Holocene backsloping terrace starting at about position 1150 ft.
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As discussed in detail in the SAC-320 portion of Section 4B, the lower terrace at this crosssection (most accurately depicted in Figure 16C, (9) USGS profile), most likely was composed
of both a Holocene Xerofluvents geomorphic unit (the in-board 2/3) and a younger phase of the
Modesto Formation geomorphic unit (the out-board 1/3). Downstream of the cross-section
location, the early aerial photos show the Rossmoor series soil surface of the lower terrace to
have had features indicative of overbank flows. The surface expression of overbank flows was
in the form of slightly modulated surface and the presence of small backslope, shallow scour
channels that collected and routed overbank flows to a downstream return flow location.
US-CDC (1907 [Sht. 4]) topographic representation and 1937 aerial photos indicate that these
backslope channels delivered overflow water to a local LAR tributary channel incised into the
geomorphic surface with Rossmoor series soil. The local tributary was Buffalo Creek that
drained from the east and southeast with an LAR confluence at about the location of
archaeological site LAR-3, at about RM 18.6 (See FHA-FD [Fig. 3-24]). Unlike the larger scale
features on the in-board Holocene body, the features on the Rossmoor series soil surfaces are
small scale and indicate erosion only in the backslope channels where overbank flows
accumulated.
These fluvial features of the Rossmoor series soil surfaces are not strong or fresh, but when
compared to the surface expressions shown on the four Rossmoor series soil surfaces in the
Rossmoor Drive and Cordova High School reaches, this surface could be preliminarily assigned
to the youngest and lowest “D” surface, but could also be of the slightly higher and older “C”
surface.
Farther downstream at RM 19.3, the US-CDC (1907 [Sht. 9]) survey indicated a surface that
would be later mapped with Rossmoor series soils (Cross-section I, at about station 42 through
49+50). The lower surface is narrow and backsloped, and the high surface is indicated to be
nearly flat surface with a slight foreslope toward the LAR channel.52 The US-CDC’s
topographic representation of this area [Sht. 4] indicates that the higher surface is slightly
crowned, and the flat foreslope is simply incidental because the cross-section alignment cuts
diagonally across a gently crowned slope of this surface. At this cross-section the out-board
edge of this surface, at the “Americanos terrace” interface, the surface was deeply dissected (7 or
8 feet) by the incision of Buffalo Creek. The early aerial photos show no expression of overbank
flows on the higher Rossmoor series soil surface at this cross-section.

LAR Channel Evolution during Modesto Formation Time
From the foregoing review of the conditions evident on the early aerial photos, a preliminary
overview of the evolutionary history of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation at FHAFD’s study site may be constructed. An age-date of about 33,000 ybp marks the beginning of the
last major global glacial cycle (Clark et al. 2009 [Fig. 3]) and probably the end of the older phase
of the Modesto Formation time. Evidence presented by Bischoff and Cummins (2001 [Fig. 9])
indicated that for the Sierra Nevada in the period of about 79,000 to 39,000 ybp there were three
major and several minor glacial periods. Clark et at. [Fig. 2] showed that sea level in the 50,000
52

These surfaces are indicated on Figure 16C from position 0 ft to about position 400 ft.
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to 33,000 ybp period varied between about 160 ft (-50 m) to 260 ft (-80 m) below the present
elevation. As a result the early-ancestral older phase of the Modesto Formation channel was one
of
1) a very long-term, but slow regime of landscape aggradation in the process of channel
grade adjustment to lowering sea levels in conjunction with
2) repeated cycles of glacially derived sediment input at the foothill front.
These conditions probably resulted in the complex structure of the older phase of the Modesto
Formation including a relatively high energy gravel channel up to 2 miles wide (Shlemon 1967a
[216]) as well as extensive areas of lower energy over bank deposits and non-flood land surface
conditions. The older phase of the Modesto Formation channel and non-flood landscape was
positioned on the deeper Riverbank Formation material composed of pedogenic hardpans,
interbedded granites sand, silt, and clay along with small caliper metamorphic channel gravels
which represents the long-duration period of stable landscape in the off-channel terrace of this
old formation.
Starting from a time at the initiation of a regional channel incision phase, starting with the
initiation of the last global glacial cycle, at about 33,000 ybp, there was an initial cutting of an
overflow channel on the surface of the older phase of the Modesto Formation (FHA-FD’s
“Americanos terrace”). On the 1937/1957 aerial photos, this channel was discernable and was
located near and somewhat parallel to the main overflow channel mentioned above, but was
covered by grading for urbanization prior to 1984 and was not noted in the FHA-FD (Figure 5).
The initial overflow channel may have developed in an initial phase of downcutting but appears
to have been short-lived. The initial overflow channel appears to have been severed by the main
overflow channel that may have initiated during a second phase of incision and whose inflow
location from the active channel appears to have migrated somewhat downstream from that of
the previous overflow channel.53
During and after an initial incision phase of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation (FHAFD’s “Rossmoor terrace”) into the older phase of the Modesto Formation material (FHA-FD’s
“Americanos terrace”), a floodplain formed (the “A” surface) and enlarged during a phase of
relative stability.
Following the phase of stability that created the “A” surface, another phase of incision occurred
followed by a period of stability in which the “B” surface was formed (Figure 5). One possible
attribute of the incision period between the development of the “A” and “B” surfaces was the
development of the main overflow channel that separated the body of remnant “A” surface from
the “Americanos terrace” riser. This main overflow channel also appears to truncate the body of
the “B” surface and seems to have been active during the interval between the incision of the
“A” surface and an incision phase subsequent to the floodplain development of the “B” surface.
During the relatively stable period when the “B” surface was an active floodplain, floodflow may
have occurred both in the main overflow channel and on the floodplain surface of the “B”
surface. However, floodflows on the “B” floodplain may have occurred more frequently during
53

The older overflow channel feature is indicated on the 1911 (Mills) and 1954 (Carmichael) USGS quad maps.
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more minor floodflow events and occur preferentially later during the post “B” surface incision
phase.
Field observations of the present active channel banks at the inflow location to this main
overflow channel near LAR-3, at about RM 18.6 (FHA-FD [Fig. 3-24]), show that the uppermost several feet of the exposed bank is composed of a unit of large gravel that appears to be a
cross-section of an old shallow channel bed. This unit is indurated but not fully cemented. It is
heavily stained by weathering processes, and appears to be very old but younger than the
materials into which it is entrenched. This indicates the possibility that at least early in its active
phase, this main overflow channel may have had an invert elevation closer to that of the main
LAR channel, and that it was an active secondary channel that regularly carried flows and
sediment.54
Following the relative stability of the “B” surface formation, a subsequent incision phase
occurred. During that incision phase, floodflow in the main overflow channel may have ceased,
and overbank flows on the “B” surface that may have occurred during major floods during “C”
surface times, collected in a backslope channel on the “B” surface which drained to the then
inactive main overflow channel and cut a fresh return channel in the floor of the old overflow
channel. This is the narrow and steep return channel incised into the floor of the downstream
portion of the main overflow channel discussed above.
The portion of floodflows that did not overtop the “B” surface may have muted the sharpness of
those features of the main overflow channel which were lower than the “B” surface. The
development of the “C” and “D” surfaces followed subsequent to two additional incision phases.
During these times, it is unlikely that floodflows occurred in the main overflow channel because
the downstream features of this channel seem to have become modified and softened by flows
that occurred near the active channel and across the downstream alignment of the overflow
channel.
Along the river-left side of the Cordova High School study reach, the “C” surface may have
originally been somewhat extensively represented. During the subsequent period of incision,
overbank flows on the “C” surface were likely reduced in frequency and magnitude, but much of
this surface may have been removed by lateral erosion. Following this period of incision and
bed lowering there was a period of relative stability during which the “D” surface formed as a
floodplain. It is assumed here that this lowest Rossmoor series soil surface in the FHA-FD study
site represents the last stage of late Pleistocene incision and may date to about 14,000 ybp.
However, this surface could date to as late as 8,000 ybp if paraglacial sediment re-working
delayed the recovery of the LAR channel dynamics from glacially dominated conditions.

54

This may be the same gravel unit referenced in the FHA-FD [68-69] which was described there as underlying
what appeared to be “Americanos series soil.” If the overlying soils are as advanced in development as indicated
by the FHA-FD, and if the FHA-FD’s gravel unit is the same as the one observed buried at the main overflow
channel inlet, then the channel could have formed and the gavels deposited at an age sufficient for the Americanos
soil to subsequently develop on its surface. If these observations are correct, this main overflow channel could
actually be of late Pleistocene, older phase of the Modesto Formation time and age-date in the >33,000 ybp range
but it is most likely of early younger phase of the Modesto Formation time.
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Following the development of the “D” surface, there has been a complex history of Holocene
channel aggradation and degradation but over this period, this reach of the LAR channel has
most likely been in a state of net incision and bed lowering. The surface condition of the “D”
surface at the time of the 1937/1957 aerial photos shows the distinct character of overbank flows
and the deposition of flood material in swale channels. It is uncertain from these aerial photos
whether these depositional swales were active under modern pre-settlement channel conditions
or date to an earlier Holocene time beyond an appropriate back-in-time limit.55

Sea Level Change Impacts on LAR Channel Incision, Aggradation, and Gradient
Because the gradient of the integrated ancestral LAR and lower Sacramento River system should
have become largely adjusted to low sea levels, at least by the end of this period of late
Pleistocene incision, it should have reached some degree of equilibrium grade to a sea level of 395 ft.56 A channel near grade would have had a concave (upward) profile with a gradient that
asymptotically approaches zero at the base level point (the coast line) and a steeper gradient at
the upstream portion of the reach and grade upstream to a point of resistant geology. Therefore,
under equilibrium graded conditions, the channel slopes along the later-ancestral LAR would
have been greater than segments of the integrated LAR and lower Sacramento River system
farther downstream. This would account for the relatively steep later-ancestral younger phase of
the Modesto Formation channel gradient (Shlemon 1967a [Fig. 33]), which is indicated by the
presence of buried LAR gravel channels at a depth of at least 35 ft at the mouth of the LAR.57
The later-ancestral younger phase of the Modesto Formation channel then may have been
somewhat incising into the pre-existing mid Pleistocene geologic units as well as the late
Pleistocene older phase of the Modesto Formation. The valley gradient slope of the younger
phase of the Modesto Formation channel segment that flowed from the Folsom Canyon
westward toward the ancestral lower Sacramento River, but aligned mostly south of the present
LAR, could have been a relatively steep channel with abundant coarse sediment (possibly a
valley gradient of about 8 ft/mi. or greater). By contrast, the present LAR has a valley gradient
of about 5 ft/mi. as measured between the outlet of the Folsom Canyon and the confluence with
the Sacramento River.58
From about 14,000 to 7,000 ybp, sea level rose progressively and steadily from about 260 ft (-80
m) to about 40 ft (-12 m) below the present (Cark et al. 2009, Atwater 1979). Under this
condition, this 7,000 year long period would have been one in which the base level mouth of the
integrated LAR (early post-Modesto period) and lower Sacramento River system increased in
elevation at a rate of about 31ft/1000 years. The rate of coastal transgression upstream along the
55

Or even possibly a result of Sierra Nevada mining activities and local aggradation in the period after about 1855
(Shlemon 1967a [187], Gilbert 1917, NRC 1995 [72-75]).
56
A complication could be associated with bedrock channel incision and tectonic uplift at Carquinez Strait
(Shlemon 1971 [438]).
57
Shlemon’s estimating technique entailed making inferences from a gravel compaction boundary which does not
necessarily indicate an age boundary, or indicate a specific channel for the gravel (LAR, Sacramento River,
ancestral NF American River (DWR 1974 [Fig.3])), or indicate the maximum depth that a particular channel could
have in a geologic period.
58
See Appendix E - Method Used to Estimate LAR Slope in Younger Phase of Modesto Formation.
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lower Sacramento River channel system is uncertain because the pattern would depend on the
balance of transported sediment and rate of sea level rise. For the San Francisco Bay and Delta
region, Atwater (1979 [39, 40, Figs. 5, 6]) indicated that between about 10,000 and about 8,000
ybp sea levels rose at about 65 ft/1000 years (2 cm/yr) and during this same period transgressed
inland at a rate of about 100 ft/year (30 m/yr).59
In spite of a lack of comprehensive details about landform evolution of the lower Sacramento
River during this period of rapid sea level rise, the LAR and lower Sacramento River system
during the early post-Modesto period would be adjusting under the influence of changing fluvial
processes backstepping upstream through the channel network because of increasing base level
elevations. On channels that are initially near grade, the backstepping influences would be
toward a regime of channel aggradation, propagating throughout the upstream reaches of the
integrated LAR and lower Sacramento River system (at least to the point of resistant geology) as
the channel system adjusts toward graded conditions.
The rate and pattern of this upstream channel aggradation would depend on the balance between
transported sediment and the rate of sea level rise. Aggradation along upstream reaches could
have been slow and progressive over the entire period if the sediment in transport was sufficient
to retard the rate of coastal transgression inland and aggradation occurred throughout the reaches.
However, if coastal transgression was rapid due to insufficient sediment, the point of channel
aggradation would be focused near the moving coast line and the aggradation of upstream
reaches could have been delayed until late in the period, and then could have occurred in these
upstream reaches at very rapid rates. The observation that sea level has penetrated inland to the
Delta, about 80 miles from the low stand coast line, indicates that the pattern, until the geologic
recent, has been that sediment supply was insufficient to retard transgression. This implies that
backstepping aggradation along the upper reaches of the LAR during early post-Modesto times
probably occurred relatively late in the period of sea level rise.
Following Atwater (1979 [Fig. 5]), from about 7,000 to 5,000 ybp, sea level rose at a slower rate
of about 5.7 ft/1000 years to an elevation about 25 ft (-7.5 m) lower than at the present, and since
about 3,000 ybp has continued to rise at about 4.7 ft/1000 years. At about 6,000-5,000 ybp the
Delta started to develop, and Atwater (1979 [Fig. 6]) estimated that high tide extended to about
the present location of RM 20 on the Sacramento River, near Isleton, and by 1850 it had
extended to the present location of about RM 50, near the inlet to Babel Slough.60
Reed et. al (1890 [16, 31-36]) presented Sacramento River cross-section profiles at six locations
along the Sacramento City waterfront showing the progressive bed aggradation from 1854 to
1890. In 1854, at seasonal lowflow, reported as 6,000 cfs [18] 61, the maximum water depth at
these cross-sections ranged from 20+ to 30+ ft; at the majority of the cross-sections maximum
59

It should be noted that Atwater’s local sea level rise rate in this period is about twice that of reported global rates
(e.g. Cronin 2010). No known replication of Atwater’s work as been undertaken since 1979 using additional agedate information and newer dating techniques. Therefore, Atwater’s findings should be used cautiously.
60
These locations were estimated here from the inspection of Atwater’s Fig 6.
61
This was taken from an unspecified 1880 US Army Corps of Engineers report authored by Colonel Mendell; the
lowflow at Sacramento was reported as being composed of 200 cfs from the American River, 1,800 cfs from the
Feather River, and 4,000 cfs from the Sacramento River upstream of the Feather.
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lowflow depths were in the 25-30 ft range. Prior to 1856, lowflow water surface elevations were
near the zero mark on a staging rod. As aggradation progressed, the lowflow water surface
elevations on the staging rod increased to 5.5 ft in 1878, 7-8 ft in the 1880-1889 period, and to
10.5 ft in 1890.
They presented information from an unspecified 1886 US Army Corps of Engineers report [31]
which can be interpreted to show that, when compared to 1854 conditions at the six cross-section
locations there was an average of an 83% reduction in channel cross-sectional area in the 31
years to 1885 consisting of a 64% reduction in the 1854-1878 period, and a 19% reduction in the
1878-1885 period. By 1890 the aggraded bed had reached a higher elevation than was the
lowflow water surface in 1854. They reported that prior to 1860 at Sacramento there was a 2 ft
tidal flux, but due to the continued aggradation there was a 9 inch tidal range in 1871 and by
1878 there was none; the head of tidal influence which was at the Feather River confluence in
1854 had, by 1882, moved about 31 miles downstream to a point about 9 miles below the City of
Sacramento [31-32].
Following the 1884 cessation of major hydraulic mining activities in the Sierra Nevada and
during the 1893-1940’s period of limited hydraulic mining, degradation of the in-channel sand in
the lower reaches of the Feather, Yuba, and the American rivers as well as the lower Sacramento
River has been the dominate regime (James 1997 [485-486]). Sand loads in these rivers have
progressively diminished. Following the construction of major dams on the main-stems of
Feather, Yuba, and the American rivers in 1950’s and 1960’s, sand in-put to the Sacramento
Valley from these rivers have essentially been reduced to near zero.
Taylor (1913 [87]), referred to an unspecified 1909 US Army Corps of Engineers report (by
Capt. Jackson) which noted that in the 1896-1908 period, the Sacramento River bed had lowered
2 ft through a distance of 14 miles below the City of Sacramento. Taylor reported [88] that by
1910 tidal influence had reached the mouth of the American River and tides of 0.4 ft were
experienced at the city waterfront. Presently, as a result of on-going degradation, tidal influence
is observable to about RM 5 on the LAR, 14 miles above the inlet to Babel Slough on the
Sacramento River which was about the head of tidal influence in the late 1800’s. Since the head
of tidal influence on the LAR, at about RM 5, is now at the downstream most gravel riffle, it
probably has returned the position it had prior to the aggradation of Sierra Nevada mining debris.
Because the present confluence of the LAR with the Sacramento River is now near sea level, the
timing of this changing base level is an important parameter in the geomorphic processes and
evolution of the LAR. It is possible that the base level of the modern pre-settlement LAR was
established progressively between about 4,000 ybp and the time of modern settlement.
During and throughout the period of sea level rise there would have been aggradation and
channel grading pressures on the channels of the integrated LAR and lower Sacramento River
system. But the details of the actual pattern and character of aggradation are apparently
unknown. On the early post-Modesto LAR channel, fluvial processes were dominated by gravel
sediment transport during much of the period of sea level rise. Possibly late in the period of sea
level rise and channel response, with progressive aggradation and reduced gradient, transport
capacity progressively declined.
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At specific locations along the early post-Modesto LAR, when the gradient and the resulting
STREAM POWER became insufficient to transport gravel, there would have been a sudden shift to a
sand transport dominated channel. Because of backstepping, the location of the shift from gravel
to sand transport would progressively move upstream as aggradation progressively flattened the
channel. This process could account for Shlemon’s (1972 [85-86]) observed abrupt sediment
regime shift in older ancestral LAR channels. Presently this pattern of a gravel to sand transport
transition is demonstrated along the LAR between about RM 6.5, near the H St. Bridge, and
about RM 5.0 near Cal Expo.
Taylor (1913 [86-87]) reported that in 1849 and prior to the sedimentation effects of Sierra
Nevada mining debris, Marysville was the main port of entry to the Sierra Nevada gold district.
Even in August, a very low water period, loaded steamers could reach that city. From this
information, it appears under modern pre-settlement conditions, that neither sand nor gravel bars
were an impediment to navigation, about 33 miles upstream of the mouth of the LAR. These
conditions imply that the lower reaches of the Sacramento and American Rivers were channels
that, at the time of modern settlement, had recently been drowned by sea level rise, The sand
load to these reaches were comparatively low and low enough that the sand was flushed through
the system. Channel bed aggradation then was minimal.
In spite of uncertainties concerning the late Pleistocene and Holocene evolution of the lower
Sacramento River and the LAR, the possibility of a very late-time realignment of a portion of the
LAR channel is proposed here. Mapping of the buried younger phase of the Modesto Formation
channels and along with the 1937 aerial photo interpretation of multiple floodplain/terrace
surfaces associated with this channel, indicate that, downstream of the location of the FHA-FD
study site, the post-Modesto LAR channel occupied several different alignments within the
general younger phase of the Modesto Formation riverine system. From that location and
downstream to the confluence with the Sacramento River, the modern pre-settlement LAR
alignment could be newly established. Subsequent to establishing its present locale, with further
erosional lowering of the outlet elevation of the Folsom Canyon, the LAR channel has incised
into the pre-existing material of both the younger and the older phase of the Modesto Formation
and the Riverbank Formation both upstream and downstream of the FHA-FD study site.
The expression of an LAR channel incision regime under modern pre-settlement channel
conditions is not only in the form of the resistant members of what could be material of the
Turlock Lake, Riverbank, or the older phase of the Modesto Formations forming the bed of the
channel in several locations, as discussed earlier in this Section, but also in the channel form
upstream of the FHA-FD study site. The 1914 USGS topographic mapping (Folsom quad)
indicates that the channel of the American River in the reach now inundated by Lake Natoma
was a sharply incised feature. It had a rectangular inner canyon cross-section as narrow as
several hundred feet to about 1400 ft wide at the floor with near vertical walls about 45-60 ft
high. In this reach, the topographic mapping shows no evidence of elevated Holocene bodies
(which may have been entirely eliminated during the gold mining period) but shows the various
Modesto Formation terrace bodies (as mapped by Shlemon 1967a [Plt. 1]). The channel gradient
through this reach was about 8 ft/mi., much steeper than the 4.5 ft/mi. gradient at the FHA-FD
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study site. These attributes are best explained by general channel incision with possibly a
headward incision wave backstepping upstream.62
Since about 4,000 ybp, along with a general regime of net channel incision, there likely were
several cycles of deposition and erosion on the LAR resulting in the development of several sets
of late Holocene geomorphic surfaces (post-Modesto II and III, Marchand and Allwardt 1981).
In the Feather River-Yuba River area, Busacca et al. (1989 [Tbl. 5]) dated post-Modesto II
surfaces at about 3,000 ybp and post-Modesto III surfaces at about 450-1,800 ybp.
Along the Merced River, Harden (1987 [Tbl. 2]) dated post-Modesto II at about 3,000 ybp and
the post-Modesto III at 200 to possibly 3,000 ybp.
For regional rivers (Merced River and northeastern San Joaquin Valley, and the Feather RiverYuba River area), the in-set post-Modesto II and III geomorphic features indicate cycles of
geomorphic regime shifts between extended phases of aggradation and degradation. Most likely
these shifts were due to long-term regional climatic patterns influencing the balance between
streamflow and sediment yield and transport.
In the Feather River-Yuba River area, Busacca et al. (1989 [G14-15]) concluded that there was a
dominate episode of floodplain building (p-M II) “as much as” 3,000 ybp and that this
geomorphic surface has been subjected to “channelization” since about 1,700 ybp.

Holocene Climate Variability and Channel Regime Changes
Marchand and Allwardt (1981) attributed these geomorphic regime shifts to periods of minor
magnitude Sierra Nevada glacial activity of the Holocene. This conforms with the findings of
Denton and Karlen (1973) who analyzed the records of glacial advances from many areas of the
northern hemisphere and concluded that during the Holocene there was a general pattern of
cooling and glacial advances that occurred on about a 2,500 year cycle [202]. General northern
hemisphere cooling events occurred at about
 5,800-4,900,
 3,300-2,400, and
 500-80 ybp.
A fourth at 1,250-1,050 ybp was evident only in the mountains of the western North America
[159].

62

A qualification to the foregoing comes from early-date observations of mining activities in this reach of the LAR.
WET (1991 [243]) reported observations that mining of the “gold-bearing banks” of the LAR and near Alder
Creek, at about RM 24, started about 1849, and that the “tailings from such mines as were opened were dumped
into the bed of the river.” The magnitude of channel-bed tailing deposits could have reached 5-30 ft deep. The
1862 floodflow could have distributed these tailing materials substantially downstream and smoothed the crosssection profile of the channel in this incised reach. These activities could have contributed to the LAR channel
configuration indicated by the 1914 USGS mapping.
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Bowerman and Clark (2011 [1083]) concluded that in the late Holocene there were four distinct
glacial maxima in the Sierra Nevada. These glacial maxima were age-dated at about
 2,200,
 1,600,
 700, and
 250-170 ybp
with some evidence for another maximum at about 2,800 ybp.
While they did not explicitly offer estimates of the duration of these events, periods of increased
magnetic susceptibility of lake sediments, a signature of glacial activity [Fig. 10], indicates that
the four glacial events were progressively more intense and of longer duration through the late
Holocene. From this figure, it appears that the periods of more active glaciation comprise about
50% of the total time since 3,200 ybp, with this proportion progressively increasing toward the
present. The largest was the Matthes event of the Little Ice Age and, in areas where glaciers
developed in both the late Pleistocene Recess Peak advance and the late Holocene Matthes
advance, this later advance could have had an areal extent about 40% of the former [Figs. 4, 6]).
These late Holocene glacial advances were most strongly expressed along the crest of the central
and southern Sierra Nevada and in the northern Sierra Nevada. In the American River
watershed, there were some very limited and scattered cirque glaciers. While only a small
portion of any of these watersheds were glaciated, it is possible that the climatic conditions also
resulted in changes in weathering, sediment production and transport, and changes in floodflow
and streamflow patterns. These changed sediment and streamflow patterns could induce changes
in stream channel aggradation and degradation regimes leading to the development or destruction
of floodplain surfaces.
Covault et al. (2010) and Inman and Jenkins (1999) found that multi-decadal and multicentennial cycles of ENSO (El Nino Southern Oscillation) activity can account for relatively
long-term shifts in net sediment flux of the rivers of coastal central and southern California.
Nederbragt and Thurow (2005) analyzed the pattern of Holocene sedimentation in the Santa
Barbara Basin off of the southern California coast. Based on the variability of deposition two
cycles were recognized; a 2,200 year and a 1,000 year cycle which superimposed to create a
1,500 year cycle of sedimentation.
These cycles of near-shore sediment deposition implies similar cycles of sediment flux in
channels of the region and periodic channel process and geomorphic regime shifts. Nederbragt
and Thurow attributed these cycles to multi-centennial phases of sun spot activity. Helama et al.
(2010 [198]) analyzed multi-centennial patterns of sun spot activity and suggested that the
Holocene cooling and glacial advance periods identified by Denton and Karlen (1973) may
correlate with solar activity variation on a mixture of millennial and multi-centennial timescales.
In a general review of middle and late Holocene climate, Wanner et al. (2008 [1816-1819])
found that regular cyclic climate patterns were difficult to discern. They suggested that at the
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regional spatial scale and the decadal to multi-century time scales, climate variability is complex
and that it may be driven by
 progressive changes in orbital parameters,
 changing patterns in ENSO and North Atlantic Oscillation variability,
 rapid changes in solar activities,
 changes in oceanic vertical circulation, and
 complex feedback mechanisms within the ocean-atmosphere-sea ice-vegetation system.
They determined that the most likely cause of the Little Ice Age (1350-1850 CE) was a
combination of reduced northern hemisphere insolation due to
 orbital parameters,
 reduced solar activity, and
 increased volcanic activity; partially cyclic, partially coincidental factors.

Sea Level Rise, Aggradation, and Flood Basins of Sacramento Valley
Regardless of the driving factors and mechanisms involved, there have been major variations in
the climate of the Holocene with long-term pattern shifts that have caused shifts in geomorphic
regimes of river channels. These geomorphic regime shifts would involve changing balances
between sediment flux and streamflow and involve cycles of floodplain construction and erosion
(Leeder et al. 1998). These climate-driven changes along major rivers of the Central Valley
draining the Sierra Nevada, including the American River, resulted in extended periods of
aggradation and floodplain development followed by degradation and the erosion of floodplain
bodies.
The long-term pattern of sea level rise probably also had backstepping aggradation influences on
the Sacramento River well upstream of the LAR confluence. The possible signature of this
modern pre-settlement aggradation regime on the Sacramento River is found nearly as far north
of the Delta as a point near Chico. The evidence for a modern pre-settlement aggradation regime
induced by sea level rise is in the form of a series of nearly continuous off-channel flood basins
on both sides of the channel that at the time of settlement extended upstream from the Delta and
Rio Vista over about 110 miles of the lower Sacramento Valley (about 190 river miles of the
lower Sacramento River) (see Figure 6).
A river that is close to grade in a broad valley typically results in generally “U” shaped crossvalley contours with the curved line segment of the “U” pointing upstream. Floodplains in these
graded river valleys typically are in-set surfaces that transition between the lower elevation
channel and the higher elevation valley side slope surfaces. A river tending toward grade in a
canyon typically results in “V” shaped cross-canyon contours with the point pointing upstream.
Maps prepared for the California Commissioner of Public Works in 1895 show that (in the 18781894 survey period) the portion of the Sacramento River downstream of about Chico had cross-
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Sacramento River off-channel basins
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Figure 1: Flood basins of Sacramento Valley and the Sacramento-San Joaquin delta.
Source: Gilbert, G. K., 1917.
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valley contours shaped like an “m;” that is with a sharp downstream pointing “V” at the channel
and with upstream pointing “U” shaped contours on either side between the channel and the
alluvial fans that extended from the foothills. These maps indicate that the off-channel basins,
contained by the ‘U” shaped contour segments, typically had mid axial lines that roughly parallel
the Sacramento River at distances ranging between 2 and 5+ miles from the river, and the basins
typically varied from 4 to 6+ miles wide.
The elevation of the axis of the basins were approximately the same as that of the baseflow water
surface elevation of the adjacent river reach and the enclosing contours indicate basin depths of
about 20 (+/-) feet. Therefore the elevation of the river bed was essentially equal to the bottom
elevation of the two parallel off-channel basins, and the river itself was contained within a broad
set of natural levees with a total levee-river-levee width of about 2+ miles. Within the leveeriver-levee cross-section was a suite of in-set constructed and re-cut floodplain surfaces.
However, from a strictly geomorphic perspective, the off-channel basins were not floodplains63
but were simply flood-prone depositional basins (Wahrhaftig and Birman 1965 [312]).
Taylor (1913 [14]) noted that along about the lower 100 miles of the Sacramento River were
flood basins on each side of the river, 2 to 7 miles distant separated from the river by natural
levees 5-20 ft high. On each side of the Sacramento River, these basins were essentially
continuous down valley, only being interrupted at major tributaries to the Sacramento River
where these tributaries had enough sediment to construct depositional fans across the low basin
floors and to aggrade in concert with the Sacramento River (Gilbert 1917 [14]). The total basinriver-basin width varied from about 10 to about 25 miles, and was typically about 14 miles wide.
The flood pattern in a broad river valley nearly at grade is typically one of overbank flooding of
constructed and re-cut floodplain surfaces, and with increased flood magnitude, deeper
floodplain and valley side slope inundation occurs. The modern pre-settlement flooding
character for this portion of the Sacramento River was considerably different. Gilbert (1917 [1415]) noted that the natural conditions of flooding on this reach of the Sacramento River was one
in which
1) smaller tributaries delivered flood flows and sediment directly to the off-channel basins,
2) flood flows on the Sacramento River regularly overtopped the natural levees and filled
the off-channel basins,
3) the off-channel basins functioned as major off channel storage features which delayed,
metered, and conveyed floodflow down valley, and
4) fine-grained flood sediment was deposited in the off-channel basins.
He further noted that the natural levees were constructed and the crest heights were set during
basin-inundating floods, and that these levees then indicate the general stage height of flood
waters in the off-channel basins [15]. He also noted that the effectiveness of these basins as offchannel storage and their influence on flow conveyance was such that the capacity of the
Sacramento River channel between Colusa and the Feather River gradually declined to about “10
percent of the flood discharge” [15]. Reed et al. (1890 [16]) reported that capacity of the
63

Stream-margin geomorphic bodies that are constructed and re-cut by channel processes.
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Sacramento River in this reach is “less than a quarter of that required to pass the extreme
floodflow of the river.”
Taylor (1913 [88-89]) referred to a 1894 report of the American Society of Engineers, that
estimated the storage capacity of these off-channel basins totaled 3,826,000 acre-feet, not
including the relatively small Sacramento Basin. With the Sacramento Basin, the total could be
in the neighborhood of 4,000,000 acre-feet. Reed et al. (1890 [11]) reported (from unreferenced
sources; “estimates by the State Engineering Department”) that of the total of 4242 sq mi. of the
Sacramento Valley (foothill front to front, downstream of Red Bluff)
 2500 sq mi. was hill lands and high plains not subject to overflow,
 450 sq mi. was subject to occasional overflow from tributary streams,
 1254 sq mi. was naturally subject to flooding, and
 38 sq mi. was the channel area of perennial streams.
These figures indicate that about 40% of the Sacramento Valley was subject to flooding.
From the foregoing discussion, it is possible to characterize the modern pre-settlement pattern for
Sacramento River floods of smaller magnitude as one of the inundation of, and the construction
and re-cutting of, a suite of floodplain surfaces within the natural levee system. The pattern for
moderate to major flood magnitudes, however, was not as one of deeper near-channel floodplain
inundation typical of a graded river valley, but rather entailed the outbreak flooding of the offchannel basins. These events were relatively frequent.64
These conditions characterize an actively aggrading river, and Gilbert (1917 [14]) characterized
them as typical of a stream in a “depositional phase.” With the more modern understanding of
variable sea level elevations, these modern pre-settlement conditions may indicate a river in the
process of adjusting toward grade under the influences of raised base level elevations. The
backstepping geomorphic conditions imposed by relatively recent sea level rise and the low
valley gradient of the Sacramento Valley combine to extend the pressures for a regime of
channel aggradation substantially upstream from the base level location. At the time of modern
settlement, the river channel system, composed of its natural levees and channel-edge
floodplains, was perched on what may be thought of as a regional flood-prone basin.
The surface of this regional flood-prone basin had too low a gradient and lacked sufficient
confinement to transport the coarse sediment delivered by tributaries from the surrounding
mountains. The superimposed Sacramento River channel was then a natural self-construction,
necessary to transport and route sediment. The two components, the river-channel system and
the off-channel basins, operated as an internally related valley aggradation process, and the rate
of aggradation of these two components progressed in balance with each other. This basin-riverbasin aggradation regime appears to have been a process by which the modern pre-settlement

64

Singer et al. (2008 [106]) reported that flood records in the period 1878-2001 indicate that in 17% of the years
flood flows occurred at magnitudes sufficient to have resulted in outbreak flooding of the off-channel basins of the
valley.
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Sacramento River was filling and burying the late Pleistocene ancestral inner-valley of the
Sacramento Valley that had been previously cut to grade to match lower sea levels.65
Intensive hydraulic mining in the Sierra Nevada, and the delivery of mining debris to the
Sacramento Valley by major tributaries, had notable influences on the channel process regime of
the Sacramento River in the time during and just before the survey period for the 1895 maps.
However, these influences would not account for the channel aggradation regime, proposed as
characterizing the modern pre-settlement conditions, because the mapped-based evidence for the
aggradation extended along the Sacramento River substantially upstream of the tributaries that
were delivering the mining sediment to the Sacramento River (Gilbert 1917 [38]). In addition,
this conclusion is supported by other early-date mapping of the region, which reflects essentially
the modern pre-settlement conditions along this reach of the Sacramento River and prior to the
time of significant mining debris delivery to the Sacramento Valley.
John Bidwell’s hand-drawn map, probably executed in 1844, shows the off-channel basins as
extensive marshes along the Sacramento River as far upstream as the lower end of the Butte
Basin, comparable to about RM 160, just upstream of Sutter Buttes. An 1857 map (California
Survey General’s Office) depicts portions of these off-channel basins as marshes as far north as
the upper end of the Colusa Basin, comparable to about RM 175. Gilbert referred to the natural
summer and fall season conditions of these basins as, “either empty or partly occupied by
swamps with a growth of rushes” [15]. These topographic and flood pattern conditions indicate
that at the time of settlement, this reach of the Sacramento River was actively undergoing grade
adjustment, probably to match recent changes in sea level elevation through extensive
aggradation.
The LAR was one of those tributaries with sufficient sediment to form a depositional fan that
crossed the off-channel basin to reach the Sacramento River. The 1895 maps and Gilbert’s 1917
map (Figure 6), indicate that the fan of the LAR was about 7 miles wide along the east side of
the Sacramento River. It separated the off-channel American Basin and the off-channel
Sacramento Basin to the north and south, respectively. The modern pre-settlement LAR channel
alignment was along the northern edge of this fan immediately adjacent to the American Basin.
The modern pre-settlement LAR alignment along the northern edge of this depositional fan is a
further indication that the present LAR along its downstream most 15 miles or so may be a very
recent configuration associated with a late-time channel realignment.
Early-date soils mapping (Bureau of Soils 1915) indicated that at about RM 7.5-10, overbank
and outbreak flooding occur to the southwest from the LAR channel. The 1895 maps indicated
that the outbreak flows were routed along the southern edge of the LAR fan and floodwater was
delivered to the off-channel Sacramento Basin at a point about 8-9 miles south of the LAR
mouth.
The Leet et al. (1862 [147-148]) report to the Board of the Sacramento County Swamp Land
Commission reviewing the 1862 floodflow on the LAR noted that at Brighton, at about RM 8, an
unspecified volume of water broke out of the channel and flowed southwest to the Sacramento
65

For a similar example for the Mississippi River and examples from other rivers see Bloom 1983 [Fig. 11.7],
Rittenour et al. 2007, Shen et al. 2012, and Blum and Tornqvist 2000.
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Basin with a split into “Burns Slough” and some water flowed to Sutterville, located at what is
now the south side of Land Park. At about RM 3-5 water broke out to the north and an
unspecified volume of water flowed into the America Basin and other local basins in the area of
the present locations of Cal Expo, Arden Fair, and lower Del Paso. At about RM 2-3 about
46,000 cfs broke out of the channel and flowed southwest into the city. At about RM 1 another
southern outbreak occurred with an unspecified volume flowing into the city. The estimated
peak discharge at the mouth of the LAR was 114,860 cfs [148] and, with an estimated discharge
at Brighton of 321,850 cfs [146], the estimated outbreak flow along the lower 8 miles of the
LAR was 206,990 cfs into off-channel basins.66
These estimates indicate that, like observations on the Sacramento River made by Gilbert (1917
[15]), the modern pre-settlement floodflow conveyance of the LAR channel between about the
present location of the Watt Ave. bridge at about RM 9 and the confluence with the Sacramento
River could have been progressively reduced to about 35% of the capacity that which existed
farther upstream on the LAR. As discussed in Section 2A above, Givan and Grunsky (1912)
noted that unlike conditions farther upstream on the LAR, in the downstream most reaches the
larger magnitude 1862 floodflow event had lower water surface elevations than the smaller 1907
floodflow. They attributed the higher water surface elevations of the 1907 event in the
downstream reaches to three possible causes
1) the closures of several outbreak floodflow sites and levee enclosures which reduced the
spread of flood waters,
2) possible backwater conditions due to the construction of several bridges, and
3) channel bed aggradation due to the accumulation of Sierra Nevada mining debris [22].
Using the view that at the time of modern pre-settlement conditions, the Sacramento River
system was undergoing a depositional phase adjustment due to recent and on-going sea level
rise, then the possible future of the aggradation regime could be speculatively anticipated in
general (and in a highly simplified abstract way) if it is assumed that sea level remains the same
as at the time of settlement and that no human modifications to the water and river system have
occurred.
Under these assumptions, for some time into the future this two-component (channel and the offchannel basin) system, would continue to operate as an internally related valley and channel
aggradation process and proceed to aggrade in concert. The basins would continue to aggrade by
deposition of fine grained sediment from outbreak flooding and by coarse sediment from minor
tributaries. The river channel would continue to receive coarse sediment from surrounding
mountains by way of main tributaries, and continue to aggrade eventually toward the point that it
approaches graded balance with sea level.
The main tributaries to the Sacramento River would also aggrade in concert with increasing
Sacramento River bed elevations. In the process of the Sacramento River approaching graded
conditions, the aggradation regime would progress upstream toward the head of the valley by
66

Note that the alignment of the downstream-most mile of the present LAR was changed and straightened some
years after the 1862 floodflow so the river mile locations of these outbreaks are estimates made in this present
review.
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way of backstepping, and extend downstream toward the Delta area by way of sediment delivery.
When the channel aggradation process slows toward graded conditions, the off-channel basins
would continue to aggrade by way of sediment delivered during outbreak flooding and delivery
from minor tributaries. As a result, the off-channel basins would progressively lose water
storage capacity and provide less off channel storage during outbreak floods. In compensation,
the channel capacity of the river would progressively increase.
Eventually the surfaces of the off-channel basins would increase in elevation toward the
floodflow surface elevation of the river. With continued sediment delivery from minor
tributaries and overbank flooding from the main channel, these surfaces would progressively
develop into typical functioning floodplains and reach elevations near the floodflow surface and
become graded between the river channel and the alluvial fans and the foothills of the
surrounding mountains. As the off-channel basins fill and transition from flood-prone sediment
basins to functioning floodplains (and “U” shaped cross-valley contours are established), the
lower Sacramento River would experience greater inchannel floodflow discharges, would widen,
and would progressively route coarse sediment to reaches farther downstream.67
The sediment delivery along the lower Sacramento River to the Delta area would eventually
become much enhanced. With increased transport of coarser material through the lower reaches
of the river, the Delta area would aggrade and dewater, and the mouth of the Sacramento River
would prograde by progressively filling the Delta area and then Suisun, San Pablo, and San
Francisco Bays. With the progressive extension of the river mouth, backstepping would induce a
slow rate of channel aggradation throughout the valley channels which would be necessary to
maintain a configuration approaching graded conditions.

Summary of Conjectural Scenario of Fluvial Conditions Evolution in LAR
The summary of the foregoing conjectural scenario of the evolutionary development of fluvial
conditions is that, between about 33,000 and 14,000 ybp, the LAR and the lower Sacramento
River had much lower bed elevations (possibly 30-50 ft, or even to 80 ft lower than at present at
the Sacramento-American River confluence). Possibly by 19,000 ybp, they were cut to match
sea levels that were about 400 ft lower than at present. During the last 19,000 years, during a
long period of sea level rise, the ancestral lower Sacramento River and the early post-Modesto
LAR were under regime pressures for channel aggradation.
At some unknown but probably relatively recent time, the later-ancestral LAR shifted its course
to the river-right and began incising into mid to late Pleistocene materials. It is possible that at
about 4,000 ybp, when sea levels were about 19 ft (-5.7 m) lower than at the present, channel
regime transitions may have occurred at the landward extent of the present Delta that could have
established the conditions driving modern pre-settlement LAR valley gradient, channel gradient,
sediment transport characteristics. However, Atwater (1979 [Fig. 5]) indicated that over the past
3,000 years sea level has continued to rise at a rate of about 4.8 ft/1000 years.

67

Modern pre-settlement coarse sediment transport on the Sacramento River was essentially arrested at about
Colusa, at about RM 145.
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At the time of settlement, the LAR channel (except for possibly the downstream most 6.5 miles)
was in a regime of net incision and downcutting into the materials of the late Pleistocene older
phase of the Modesto Formation. It appears that under modern pre-settlement conditions, the
lower Sacramento River and the downstream-most several miles of the LAR were essentially
drowned channels with their alignment and size set in earlier times when the sea levels were
somewhat lower. At the transition between these two reach regimes was a regime of active
aggradation and grade adjustment to recently increased sea level elevations. It is likely that this
transitional regime was progressively marching downstream into the drowned stream reaches.
Regardless of details of the cause of LAR realignment, it is apparent that the present LAR
channel below about Nimbus Dam is relatively young. The post-Modesto I geomorphic surfaces
of the region, dated to possibly as late as 4,000 ybp, unlike the three subsequent Holocene
surfaces, have characteristics that indicate development when sea levels were somewhat lower
than at present. It may reflect the last geomorphologic regime in effect prior to the establishment
of the basic base level grade point of the modern pre-settlement channel (but not necessarily the
last geomorphic regime prior to the establishment of modern pre-settlement conditions).
Therefore, the modern pre-settlement LAR channel alignment downstream of about the FHA-FD
study site appears to date no deeper in time than about 4,000 to 5,000 ybp, while the entire LAR
channel (except the downstream most 6.5 miles) has been in a regime cycle of net incision and
channel lowering from about 4,000-5,000 ybp to the present. Within this general pattern of net
incision over the past 4,000 to 5,000 years, there has likely been two late Holocene cycles of
aggradation and geomorphic surface construction, post-Modesto II and III, followed by
degradation and erosion of floodplain bodies.

Tectonic Activity and Development of Central Valley Rivers
Tectonic activity has been suggested as a possible alternative to sea level change
and climatic factors as an explanation for the fluvial character of the Sacramento
River and aspects of many of the major tributaries to the Central Valley (e.g.
Harwood and Helley 1987 [16], Schumm et al. 2000 [226-235], and for good
summaries, Fischer 1994, Singer et al. 2008 [105-109]). However, many of the
researchers investigating the Quaternary geomorphic history of Central Valley
rivers have concluded that the observed geomorphic patterns of valley-ward
burial of the ancestral channel/terrace sequence have been set by cycles of global
sea level change and regional climate; concluding that tectonic influences alone
have been too moderate to have been responsible (e.g. Shlemon 1967a, 1972,
Atwater and Belknap 1980, Marchand and Allwardt 1981, Brown and
Pasternack 2004). See Appendix F: Review of Tectonic Activity and
Development of Central Valley Rivers for additional discussion of findings.
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Summary of Conflicting Geomorphic Interpretations of "Rossmoor terrace"
The implications of the proposed scenario of the geomorphological history of the LAR
developed in this present review are in serious conflict with the findings of the FHA-FD. This
includes conflicting findings as to the characteristics of various geomorphic bodies and surfaces
of the LAR and in the FHA-FD study site.
Most significant to the general paleoflood findings are conflicting results associated with five
aspects of FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace.”
First, the FHA-FD accepted Helley and Harwood’s (1985) conclusion that what the FHAFD referred to as the “Rossmoor terrace,” is a Holocene alluvium unit. This is in stark
contradiction to Shlemon’s (1967a) conclusion that this surface is his younger phase of the
Modesto Formation and is of very late Pleistocene age. It also ignored the evidence from
regional rivers (Marchand and Allwardt 1981, Harden 1987, Busacca et al. 1989) using soil
development parameters that in conjunction with the SCS (1993), tend to confirm Shlemon’s
conclusions. Also the FHA-FD did not critically review Helley and Harwood (1985) and,
therefore, did not recognize the mistakes made in that study which caused the geomorphic units
along the LAR to be misidentified by Helley and Harwood.
Second, the FHA-FD did not recognize in its analysis that the portion of its “Rossmoor
terrace” that is also mapped as Rossmoor series soil may have four discrete terrace surfaces that
may reflect discrete steps in the progressive incision of the younger phase of the Modesto
Formation that occurred in the very late Pleistocene, and that these surfaces have different
elevations above the present LAR channel and are variously susceptible to floodflow inundation.
The FHA-FD also failed to note that the suite of Rossmoor series soil surfaces that are present
along about 20 miles of the LAR (RM 25 to RM 5) vary greatly in height above the modern LAR
channel (about 60 ft at RM 25 and about 15 ft at RM 5).68 The FHA-FD failed to note that
evidence of geologically recent floodflow inundation of the Rossmoor series soils terraces occurs
only on the lowest and youngest surface and that the age-date of these deposits is unknown.
Third, the FHA-FD extended the SCS Rossmoor series soil descriptors, taken at the type
pedon location on the lowest (and most floodflow-prone) of the Rossmoor series soil terrace
surfaces, as a characterization of all of the Rossmoor series soil terrace surfaces.
Fourth, the FHA-FD did not explicitly recognize that its “Rossmoor terrace” is composed
both of geomorphic bodies with Rossmoor series soil, and bodies with Holocene Xerofluvents
soils. It also accepted detailed stratigraphic investigation of archaeological sites located on
Holocene deposits as characterizing the stratigraphy of the Rossmoor series soil and, therefore,
its entire “Rossmoor terrace” surface.69

68

The height at RM 25 (60 ft) is based here on the assumptions that Shlemon (1967a [Plt. I]) correctly identified
younger phase of the Modesto Formation surfaces in the Mississippi Bar area, and that had these surfaces not been
disturbed by mining, the SCS (1993) would have classified the surface as composed of Rossmoor series soil.
69
See Section 4B for detailed discussion.
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Fifth, the FHA-FD stated that the “Rossmoor terrace” was “described as having
characteristics indicative of recent flooding” [63], however, the SCS (1993 [14, 94]) used the
phrase “rare flooding,” and aerial photos indicate that this characterization should be limited to
the lowest and youngest surface. As a result, in conjunction with the other foregoing points, the
FHA-FD concluded that all of its “Rossmoor terrace” was “clearly late Holocene” [63] in age.

Proposed Age-date of "Rossmoor terrace"
The findings of this present review of LAR conditions indicate that the Rossmoor series soil
portion of the FHA-FD’s paleoflood diagnostic “Rossmoor terrace” unit is a relict floodplain
surface that dates to the very late Pleistocene (and possibly into the early Holocene) younger
phase of the Modesto Formation. It formed over a protracted period of lower sea level and has a
steeper slope than the present landscape and the modern pre-settlement channel. During the
possibly 19,000 year long period (33,000-14,000 ybp) of its development,70 there were probably
discrete periods of incision/stability that produced four separate terrace surfaces on this late
Pleistocene geomorphic unit; the youngest surface could age-date into the early Holocene.
This early date and multiple terrace surface elevations would still allow for the “Rossmoor
terrace” surface at the FHA-FD study site to have been created by floodflows. But they could
have been moderate magnitude flows occurring when the channel bed was at a higher preincision elevation and/or when it had a steeper gradient with higher energies and higher rates of
geomorphic activity, or could have even been modest floodflows occurring during the erosional
and depositional development phases of the several floodplain surfaces. This early date would
also conform to the likely age range of the soil taxon and provide a wide range of floodflow
susceptibility and flooding date-ranges for the various surfaces.
Finally, only the lowest of the Rossmoor series soil terrace surfaces (the surface on which the
SCS type pedon for the Rossmoor series soil is likely located) has evidence of extensive
Holocene overbank flows, but the specific age-date of these flows is unknown.

Proposed Age-date of LAR Modern Pre-Settlement Geomorphic Regime
Absent compelling alternative evidence, the age-date of the modern pre-settlement geomorphic
regime of the LAR should not be considered to be greater than about 4,000 ybp as that is the
likely time period in which the basic gradient of the modern LAR was first established. Any
paleoflood evidence dated to earlier than that could have occurred on an LAR channel
fundamentally different than those of modern pre-settlement conditions.
Prior to that time, channel and floodplain slopes were likely steeper, the conformation of the
active channel and inner floodplain surfaces are unknown and could have been significantly
different, and because of subsequent incision, channel invert-floodplain surface elevation
differences were less. As a result, the elevations of any paleoflood evidence dated earlier than
this possible back-in-time limit likely cannot be reliably extrapolated to form an estimate of flow
magnitudes in the context of the modern pre-settlement channel.
70

Or possibly a 25,000 year long period (33,000-8,000 ybp).
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Also, due to the ongoing net incision and bed lowering regime, and the late Holocene cycles of
floodplain construction and erosion on the LAR, paleoflood evidence dating in the period since
4,000 ybp needs to be evaluated within the context of both progressively and cyclically changing
channel conditions. These changes could include both
1) progressively increasing elevation separation between the bed invert and the floodplain
surfaces that may have paleoflood evidence, and
2) the variability in the active channel capacity and the capacity of the flood conveyance
prism of the LAR to conduct floodflows that may result from the cycles of depositional
development of late Holocene floodplain bodies and their subsequent erosion.
Harvey and Pederson (2011 [856]) observed that often paleoflood assessments assume that the
channel boundary is stable and that paleoflood magnitudes are estimated from the stage height of
paleoflood evidence relative to the present channel invert and relative to the present channel
flood conveyance capacities; ignored are any accommodation of different channel conditions that
may have existed at the time of the paleoflood.
In addition, Benito and Thorndycraft (2005 [7]) not only recognized this issue, they also
recommended that because of channel instability, hydraulic modeling should not be used in
alluvial channel reaches to estimate the magnitude of paleofloods from elevations of paleoflood
indicators. Baker (2000 [366]) stated that the problem of channel configuration consistency in
paleoflood studies was such that channel stability and evolution should be specifically addressed
at each site.

Most Likely LAR Modern Pre-Settlement Channel and Geomorphic Conditions
From the information developed in this present review, some possible attributes of the most
likely modern pre-settlement channel and geomorphic conditions of the LAR could be proposed.
A review of the LAR channel conditions and the likely scenario of channel adjustments to postglacial sea level rise indicate that, except in the downstream most 6.5 miles, the channel was in a
long-term regime of general incision. It also appears that under modern pre-settlement
conditions some portions of the various terrace surfaces of the LAR were basically stable, while
some were under aggradation and some were being degraded through lateral erosion.
The surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation appear to have been fundamentally
stable in upstream reaches, however, the “D” surface from about RM 16.5 and downstream could
have been under active surface aggradation. The surfaces of the older phase of the Modesto
Formation were stable in the upstream reaches, however, this surface in the RM 7.5 to 10 reach
was the site of LAR outbreak flooding. At that location, major floods would overtop this surface
and floodwater and sediment left the LAR channel and flowed southwesterly on the surface of
the American River fan toward the Sacramento River, and into the off-channel Sacramento Basin
at a point about 8-9 miles south of the American River confluence, and into a minor basin near
the present location of Land Park (Leet et al. 1862).
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In this process, the surfaces of the older phase of the Modesto Formation, at the outbreak
location and the Riverbank Formation on the American River fan downstream from that point
were in a state of aggradation. The post-Modesto III surfaces may have formed the active
floodplain of the modern pre-settlement LAR. However, under modern pre-settlement
conditions it is possible that these surfaces, while aggrading on the surface with overbank flows,
were also in a state of degradation through lateral erosion due to a sediment-deficit cycle.
The LAR channel degradation and incision upstream of about RM 6.5 was the result of on-going
backstepping adjustment to long-term sea level lowering. The channel aggradation downstream
of about RM 6.5 was the result of on-going and active backstepping aggradation along the
Sacramento River under grade adjustment pressures in response to recently increasing sea level
elevations. The surface aggradation of the post-Modesto III bodies was the result of on-going
major streamflow events on the modern pre-settlement LAR, while the possible lateral erosion
and degradation of these bodies could have been the result of a recent cycle of reduced sediment
flux in the watershed.
The aggradation regimes on the downstream portions of the “D” surface of the younger phase of
the Modesto Formation (downstream of about RM 16.5) and portions of the older phase of the
Modesto Formation surface (downstream of about RM 7.5-10) were the result of broad scale
deposition and land surface elevation increases along the axis of the Central Valley as a grade
adjustment to recently raised seal levels. These are the same processes of long-term aggradation
that followed older periods of sea level lowering and channel downcutting, and are the processes
by which the features along the river that resulted from lowered sea levels were buried by a
subsequent protracted period of upstream backstepping aggradation; the post-Turlock Lake, postRiverbank, and post-older phase of the Modesto aggradation cycles.
Therefore, from the perspective of the channel geomorphic regime precept, the back-in-time
limit for reliable estimates of paleoflood magnitudes on the LAR is presently uncertain but
should be considered to be no greater than 4,000 ybp, however, no particular back-in-time
threshold is proposed here. Also for paleoflood evidence dated to the period since 4,000 ybp,
paleoflood magnitude estimates need to be carefully qualified by the variable and changing LAR
channel and floodplain conditions that occurred subsequent to any particular paleoflood event
such that magnitude estimates of past paleofloods are not based on the likely modern presettlement channel conditions nor on the present channel conditions, but on the likely channel
and floodplain conditions at time of the flood event.

Probable Modern Pre-settlement Geomorphic Sub-reaches of LAR
The analysis undertaken in this Section 4A not only points to the importance of understanding
and setting a back-in-time limit on relevant paleoflood evidence based on the likely modern presettlement channel and geomorphic conditions of the LAR, but also concludes that within any
modern pre-settlement condition back-in-time limit, accommodation must be made for possible
changing bed and floodflow prism capacities that would alter the computation of paleoflood
magnitudes.
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This analysis also shows that the basic pattern of LAR modern pre-settlement channel and
geomorphic conditions varied along the LAR. From the foregoing assessment, it appears that the
modern pre-settlement LAR channel and geomorphic conditions can be organized into
geomorphic sub-reaches between the LAR mouth and Folsom Canyon. From downstream to
upstream, these probable modern pre-settlement geomorphic sub-reaches were:
- Sub-reach 1, RM 0 to RM 4.8:
• The channel was essentially drowned due to recent sea level rise.
• The bed was under minor aggradation pressure mostly by sand deposition from
upstream sources.
• Outbreak flooding occurred both north into the American Basin and south into
what is now the City of Sacramento.
• The Holocene surfaces were under active aggradation both by construction and
overbank deposits on the younger phase of the Modesto Formation surfaces.
• The aggradation and depositional regime was due to late-stage backstepping
aggradation from sea level rise.71
- Sub-reach 2, RM 4.8 to RM 6.5:
• The channel bed was aggrading from the deposition of gravel and other coarse
materials from upstream sources.
• It was a transition reach between gravel transport upstream and sand transport
downstream due to backstepping influences from recent sea level rise.
• The Holocene surfaces were under active aggradation and construction but may
have been under lateral erosive stresses due to the accumulation of gravel material
in the channel bed.
• Perhaps minor outbreak flooding was occurring to the north into a minor basin in
the area that is now the location of Cal Expo, Arden Fair, and lower Del Paso.
• Holocene overbank deposition was occurring on the younger and possibly the
older phase of the Modesto Formation surfaces.
- Sub-reach 3, RM 6.5 to RM 10:
• The channel bed was in a degradational and incision phase due to the residual
consequences of earlier lowered sea levels, perhaps a late-time channel alignment
change, and a sediment-deficit cycle.
• Near channel Holocene bodies were under lateral erosive stresses due to a
sediment-deficit cycle.
• Surface aggradation was occurring on bodies and surfaces of the Holocene and
the younger phase of the Modesto Formation.
71

At about RM 2, there is a body of gravel on the channel bed, however, since this body appears somewhat
indurated and is located about 3 miles downstream of the next notable in-channel gravel body (a distance equal to
more than 30 channel widths), it is not considered here as an element of the modern pre-settlement conditions of
the LAR. The origin and significance of this body was not considered in this present review.
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•
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.

Outbreak flooding was occurring across lower elevation bodies of the older phase
of the Modesto Formation into the Sacramento Basin resulting in overbank
deposition and aggradation of the American River fan to the southwest.
The pattern of deposition on the surfaces of the younger and older phases of the
Modesto Formation was due to late-stage backstepping aggradation resulting from
sea level rise.

- Sub-reach 4, RM 10 to RM 16.5:
• The channel bed was in a degradational and incision phase due to residual
consequences of earlier lowered sea levels, perhaps a late-time channel alignment
change, and a sediment-deficit cycle.
• Near channel Holocene bodies were under lateral erosive stresses due to a
sediment-deficit cycle.
• Surface aggradation was occurring on some Holocene surfaces and possibly on
the “D” surface of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation, possibly due to
late-stage backstepping aggradation resulting from sea level rise.
• The “C” surface of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation (the “A’” and
“B” surfaces may not be present in this reach) and the surface of the older phase
of the Modesto Formation were stable.72
- Sub-reach 5, RM 16.5 to RM 22:
• The channel bed was in a degradational and incision phase residual from earlier
lowered sea levels and a sediment-deficit cycle.
• Near channel Holocene bodies were under lateral erosive stresses due to a
sediment-deficit cycle.
• Surface aggradation was occurring on some Holocene surfaces due to floodflow
deposition.
• The four surfaces of younger phase of the Modesto Formation (in some places
some may not be present) and the surface of the older phase of the Modesto
Formation were stable.
• However, it is possible that the lowest elevation surface of the younger phase of
the Modesto Formation present in this area may have been overtopped (at shallow
depths) occasionally by paleofloods.73
- Sub-reach 6, RM 22 to RM 27:
• The channel bed was in a degradational and incision phase residual from earlier
lowered sea levels and a sediment-deficit cycle.
• Near channel Holocene bodies were limited and were under lateral erosive
stresses due to a sediment-deficit cycle.

72
73

This is the reach containing the FHA-FD’s Cordova High School Cross-section addressed in Section 4B.
This is the reach containing the FHA-FD’s Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section addressed in
Section 4B, and the main overflow channel discussed in Section 4C.
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•
•

The “C” and “D” surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation may be
absent.
The “A” and “B” surfaces of younger and phases of the Modesto Formation and
the surface of the older phase of the Modesto Formation were stable.74

Unsubstantiated FHA-FD Assumption of LAR Geomorphic EvolutionGiven this possible
pattern of modern pre-settlement channel and geomorphic conditions, any given major floodflow
event would have imparted different physical alterations to each of the geomorphic surfaces in
each of the various geomorphic sub-reaches of the LAR. Therefore, for paleoflood
investigations on the LAR, not only would any physical evidence found on a particular
geomorphic surface have to be correlation-constrained to the same geomorphic surface, but the
correlation-constraint also should apply to the particular surface within the particular sub-reach
of similar modern pre-settlement channel and geomorphic conditions. The extension of evidence
beyond these correlation limitations would require a careful and explicit explanation and
justification, and should incorporate suitable uncertainty bounds.
The FHA-FD ignored the complex and uncertain geomorphic history and progressive
geomorphic evolution of the LAR over the span of the Quaternary and appears to have assumed
that all fluvial features of the very late Pleistocene and the Holocene LAR are directly related to
the present geomorphic regime. This is an unsubstantiated assumption.

Impacts of Hydraulic and In-channel Mining Debris on 1906 Topographic Map
In constructing a characterization of modern pre-settlement channel and geomorphic conditions,
it is not sufficient to consider the geomorphic history of a study reach along with its possible
near-recent variability. It is also necessary to clearly identify any post-settlement changes to the
study reach and to adequately reconstruct the channel and landform conditions at the time of
settlement. This is particularly important in cases where hydraulic modeling is employed to
estimate paleoflood magnitudes from purported paleoflood evidence in the context of a
hypothetical pre-settlement channel and floodplain configuration.
In its use of the 1906 characterization of topography of its study site (US-CDC 1907), the FHAFD concluded that the 1906 topographic information “better represent[s] the natural conditions
of the LAR terraces than any existing contemporary map” [72]. As discussed elsewhere in this
review (Sections 2A and 4B), although a description of the methods by which the FHA-FD
developed its topography for its 2-D modeling of the study site are very limited, it is assumed
here that the US-CDC (1907) was the basis for characterizing the floodplain and terrace
configuration [71].
Besides the issue that it is very likely that the US-CDC topographic representation of the LAR is
largely imaginary and unreliable, any mapping of this early date would include the channel and
floodplain aggradation associated with debris resulting from Sierra Nevada hydraulic mining
activity. These unregulated hydraulic mining activities occurred in the Sierra Nevada, primary
74

Most of this reach is now inundated by Late Natoma.
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north of the South Fork of the American River between 1853 and 1884, and aggradation in the
Central Valley rivers were already serious by 1862 (James 1997 [485]).
WET (1991) and the NRC (1995) provided observations from the 1880’s which indicate
substantial channel and floodplain aggradation along the LAR. From a field review, the NRC
[73] concluded that
… a left-bank historical terrace 4 m [13 ft] high of erodible unconsolidated sand
and gravel at RM 21 is representative of historical deposits in the LAR from RM
15 to 22 … [and] … [t]he high terrace of historical sediment on river-left at
Watt Ave [RM 9.4] extends laterally beneath the levees on both sides of the
river and downstream below H Street [Bridge] … (possibly to RM 6.0).
Subsequent to the cessation of hydraulic mining in 1883, Taylor (1913 [87]) reported on a 1908
survey of the Sacramento River below the Feather River confluence by the Corps of Engineers
which indicated that compared to a 1895-96 survey, the Sacramento River was slowly degrading
its channel of sand, but that the Feather River and the LAR were “still full of debris” and that the
sand transport on the LAR had notable effects on the Sacramento River. WET (1991 [Fig.
9.17]), James (1997 [Figs. 2, 5]), and Fairman (2007 [Figs. 2-10, 5-1 through 5-10, Tbl. 5-1]) all
presented information that the LAR channel has progressively degraded through at least the late
1990’s.
Fairman (2007 [Tbl. 5-1]) indicated that channel bed degradation from 1906 until 1998 could
have averaged about 23.6 ft (7.2 m) in the reach between the mouth and RM 5, 18 ft (5.5 m)
from RM 5 to RM 13.6, 4.3 ft (1.3 m) from RM 13.6 to RM 18, and 5 ft (1.5 m) from RM 18 to
RM 23. This table also indicated that at least half of the 1906-1998 change occurred in the 19621998 period.
During reconnaissance field work undertaken for this present review, several large and thick
bodies of depositional sand were identified that may be residual from the progressive evacuation
of Sierra Nevada mining debris from the LAR. These are sand deposits to 7-10 ft above the low
water surface along the edge of mid-channel islands at about RM 11 and at about RM 8.5, the
entire mid-channel island at RM 8, and the deep deposits at Paradise Beach. The sand deposition
on the mid-channel islands can be dated to the 1972-1984 period and following, by aerial photos.
In the period 1957 to 1963, gravel extraction of the Holocene surface on river-right created large
off-channel pools separated from the LAR proper by narrow residual bank features. Probably
during the Dec. 1964, 115,000 cfs floodflow, the residual bank features were breeched at several
locations and flow through the ponds was initiated. Between the 1972 and 1984 aerial photo
dates, the narrow residual banks features were substantially augmented and enlarged by thick
sand deposits standing up to 5-10 ft above the low flow water surface elevations and thick
riparian forest vegetation had become established.
Presently, portions of the banks of these islands are undergoing erosion and bank retreat. This
newly liberated sand material is in part aggrading the channel bed in areas downstream that have
been over-widened due to gravel extraction. These depositional/erosional sequences indicate
that the process of evacuating the Sierra Nevada mining debris from the LAR is still active, and
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the sediment routing of that sand material through the LAR is still a consequential factor in
channel dynamics and ongoing changes to the LAR channel. The erosion, sediment routing, and
deposition of this mining debris material, along with the movement of in-channel gravel, is
ongoing within the context of
1) the modern pre-settlement LAR channel and geomorphic conditions and trends,
2) the closure of the new Folsom Dam and attendant changes in streamflow in the LAR and
sediment flux to the LAR,
3) the various gold and gravel mining activity incursions that have changed various aspects
of the channel and floodplain surfaces, and
4) in limited areas, channel adjustment to in-channel and channel bank infrastructural
elements.
Not only did the LAR channel aggrade as result of the 1853-1884 Sierra Nevada hydraulic
mining period, but anecdotal reports of the late 1800’s and observations of the NRC (1995 [73])
indicated that at least portions of the LAR floodplain was aggraded, and that there could be
residual alluvial bodies up to 13 ft (4 m) thick composed of these materials. Although the LAR
channel has degraded back to near pre-mining debris conditions, there has been no
characterization of the LAR floodplain and terrace landforms as they may have existed prior to
the aggradation of the late 1800’s.
Because the FHA-FD merged the 1906 topographic representation with 1996 information of the
channel bed configuration, it apparently accommodated the majority of the channel bed
degradation associated with the progressive evacuation of the hydraulic mining debris from the
channel. However, it did not consider the location and magnitude of floodplain aggradation,
associated with post-settlement human activities, which could have changed the character and
configuration of LAR landforms from their modern pre-settlement conditions.
Not only does the use of 1906 era topography to characterize modern pre-settlement conditions
ignore the possibly significant floodplain aggradation of the late 1800’s, it also ignores the
potential channel and landform changes that could have resulted from the 1862 floodflow event.
The significance of the 1862 flood on the LAR may have been aggravated by the presence of
both the hydraulic mining debris from the Sierra Nevada and in-channel mining activities that
had occurred as of that date.
WET (1991 [241-243]) reported early-date observations (1881) which indicated that from
Folsom to about RM 22.5
the river flows between high gravelly banks. These banks are composed of
cobbles-stones, gravel, sand, and argillaceous material, packed together in
various degrees of hardness, and overlaying hard cement familiarly known as
‘bedrock and hardpan.’ Gold occurs in all of the material above the cement, and
in many places has been extensively mined in past years. … Mining operations
were commenced on the American River in 1849; the auriferous banks, near
Alder Creek, were particularly rich. The tailings from such mines as were
opened were dumped into the bed of the river. The filling of the channel
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consequent to these operations cannot now [1881] be accurately ascertained, and
is variously reported at from 5 to 30 feet. The first noticeable effect of this
filling was produced in 1862. The regime of the river having been materially
changed, much destruction was wrought. Large tracts of land were swept away
in some places, and immense deposits caused in others. At one point, some 12
miles above Sacramento, and on the left bank, 400 acres were cut down to a
depth of some 5 feet, and on the opposite bank half this area was similarly swept
off.
Therefore, there is a likelihood that the “cobbles-stones” that were side-cast into the channel
(between about RM 22.5 and RM 27) prior to 1862, were entrained by the 1862 floodflow and
were distributed in downstream reaches of the LAR. Also these observations indicate that
several of the floodplain and terrace surfaces, some perhaps in the FHA-FD’s study site, could
have been significantly eroded by the floodflow events while other surfaces had significant
deposition. One of the surfaces with significant deposition could have been the “D” surface of
the younger phase of the Modesto Formation (the lower Rossmoor series soil surface).
Thus, while the 1906 mapping may include more un-mined land area in the study site “than any
contemporary map” this present review concludes that
1) it did not accurately characterize the actual surface topography at that date,
2) it did not indicate the location and depth of the post-settlement period mining debris
aggradation on floodplain surfaces of the LAR, that could have been many feet to tens of
feet deep, and
3) it did not indicate landform surfaces that had been degraded or aggraded as a result of the
artificially sediment-rich 1862 floodflow event.
Therefore, the 1906 US-CDC topographic representation does not accurately reflect pre-mining
topography, and does not reflect the “natural,” modern pre-settlement conditions.
The construction of an adequate modern pre-settlement channel and geomorphic character of the
LAR must include a careful analysis of the remaining residual hydraulic mining debris and needs
to incorporate the changes that the artificially sediment-rich 1862 floodflow event wrought to the
channel and landforms of the LAR.

Geomorphic Information Required for Defensible Paleoflood Estimates
The possible geomorphic development scenario for the LAR presented in this present review was
constructed from existing studies, a preliminary evaluation of early-date aerial photos, early-date
topographic mapping, and very limited and informal site visits. Although the scenario was not
developed from a thorough and complete analysis of all the pertinent literature and was not based
on formal field work, it strongly correlates with the geomorphic conditions and relict geomorphic
features reported on the LAR and those of other regional rivers.
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It also strongly correlates with the Quaternary geologic history of the region as presently
understood, as well as with the present scientific understanding of channel and floodplain
dynamics and responses within the context of changing sea level and climatic conditions of the
Quaternary (see e.g. Blum and Tornqvist 2000, Ballantyne 2002). Even so, the scenario is
presented here as a hypothesis.
While it is not presented as fact-certain, it suggests that a much more detailed and defensible
analysis of the geomorphic development of the LAR is necessary before paleoflood magnitude
estimates can be reliably developed and can be accepted as relevant to modern floodflow
frequency relations.
If a Magilligan style minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold is to be used to determine the
magnitude of an unknown flood and to integrate that floodflow into the modern floodflow
frequency statistics, the analysis must develop a defensible back-in-time limit for the meaningful
application of paleoflood evidence in estimating flood magnitudes within the context of modern
pre-settlement channel conditions. Also, a careful analysis is required to accurately characterize
the modern pre-settlement conditions of the LAR channel and landforms.
Further, if the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” at the FHA-FD’s study site is to be considered as
an active floodplain, that is, a feature subject to paleoflooding under the modern pre-settlement
hydrological regime of the region and geomorphic regime of the LAR, then the analysis needs to
present positive, definitive, and defensible evidence that demonstrates that in spite of the above
evidence, this surface is not a relic of early LAR geomorphic evolution but is modern, and
developed under the present geomorphic regime of the LAR.
Because the FHA-FD relied on its “Rossmoor terrace” as a diagnostic paleoflood feature there
must be a thorough geomorphic and soils investigation of the relevant LAR surfaces which
1) separates Rossmoor series soil surfaces from Holocene Xerofluvents surfaces,
2) disaggregates and delineates the multiple Rossmoor series soil surfaces,
3) carefully assesses these various surfaces with respect to LAR channel evolution, agedates, and susceptibility to modern pre-settlement flooding,
4) carefully delineates the various geomorphic surfaces within the context of likely
geomorphic processes in play in different portions of the LAR under modern presettlement conditions, and
5) restricts the extrapolation of paleoflood evidence to appropriately correlated surfaces.
Also, additional soils evaluation is necessary to definitively eliminate the possibility that the soils
at the study site could be dated to the late Pleistocene or early Holocene times and are not
necessarily modern. This should include the differences in soil development of the multiple
Rossmoor series soil surfaces at the FHA-FD’s study site and the restriction of soil conditions to
the appropriately correlated Rossmoor series soil surface.
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Paleoflood Analysis at Two Modeled Cross-section Locations
Introduction to Issues
The FHA-FD relied heavily on two archaeological (arch) sites (identified as SAC-319 and SAC320) to develop paleoflood occurrence, magnitude, and age-date estimates. At these arch sites,
the FHA-FD constructed cross-section profiles, and from its purported paleoflood evidence at the
cross-sections and its hydraulic modeling, it was concluded [75-76] that:
1) Multiple paleofloods in 400,000-550,000 cfs range were supported both by evidence at
the Cordova High School Cross-section and general observations along the LAR
(including the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section).
2) At least one paleoflood with a minimum discharge of about 600,000 cfs was required by
the evidence at the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section.
3) The age-dates for the lower magnitude paleoflood range (400,000-550,000 cfs) are in the
150-700 ybp range and for the higher magnitude paleoflood range (600,000-850,000 cfs)
are in the 700-2,000 ybp range (FHA-FD [Tbl. 3-5]).
This section reviews and critiques the FHA-FD’s assessment and conclusions derived from these
arch site cross-sections.
At arch site SAC-319 at the Cordova High School Cross-section (Figures 7, 8), the FHA-FD
concluded that archaeological evidence indicated that the site had been inundated in the past
2,000 years [71]. The FHA-FD asserted that SAC-319 was located on an “eroded terrace
margin” of the “Rossmoor terrace” near the edge of the active channel. From this the FHA-FD
concluded that the age range for deposits underlying its “Rossmoor terrace” surface was about
1,500 to 2,500 years [71]. Applying the FHA-FD’s STREAM POWER analysis at a cross-section
positioned through this arch site, the FHA-FD found, that at a modeled flow of 400,000 cfs, a
2
MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) of about 20 W/m occurs over much of the “Rossmoor terrace” surface
and that MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) approaches 200 W/m2 at the “terrace margin near SAC-319” [73].
The FHA-FD stated: “The geomorphology at the site as well as stratigraphic descriptions
indicate the site has been modified by erosion related to large floods” [73]. In addressing its
paleoflood magnitude estimates, the FHA-FD [76-77] stated:
Geomorphic features on the ‘Rossmoor terrace’ and data from several
archaeological excavations along the LAR require much higher peaks flood
stages than were produced by the 1862 flood.
Further, the FHA-FD stated that hydraulic model results indicated that:
1) Most of the LAR archaeological sites “are preserved in locations of relatively low
STREAM POWER up to … about 550,000 cfs” [74-75].
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2) Peak discharges in the range of 400,000 to 550,000 cfs are required to inundate the
“Rossmoor terrace” surfaces to a sufficient depth and velocity to account for this
information.
The FHA-FD concluded that these results indicate the occurrence of paleofloods in a lower
magnitude range of about 400,000-550,000 cfs.
At arch site SAC-320, at the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section (Figures 9,
10), the FHA-FD [73] concluded that a discharge of about 400,000 cfs results in a STREAM POWER
of “less than 10 W/m2 over much of the inundated terrace surface and only increased to about 50
W/m2 at the terrace margin near arch site SAC-320.” At this cross-section, the FHA-FD
followed the conclusions of an archaeological report and accepted that there was evidence of
flood-transported artifacts from this disturbed arch site [66].
From its hydraulic modeling, the FHA-FD [75-76] concluded that at least one paleoflood with a
minimum discharge of 600,000 cfs is required to account for the FHA-FD’s assumed
archaeological evidence. The hydraulic modeling also indicated that in the flow range of
600,000-850,000 cfs STREAM POWER ranged from 100 to less than 200 W/m2, and from these
results the FHA-FD concluded that there was a higher magnitude paleoflood range of 600,000850,000 cfs with at least one event.
The FHA-FD [77] concluded:
While the geomorphic, stratigraphic and archaeological dates do not constrain
the maximum paleoflood magnitude, these data can be used to reconstruct a
minimum number of paleofloods and a range of associated peak discharges.
With these statements the FHA-FD asserted the following:
- The archaeological sites are on the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace.”
- The occupation age-dates of these sites range from 1,500 to 2,500 ybp.
- The sites have been inundated several times since these occupation age-dates
and, therefore, inundation events have occurred more frequently than once since
1,500-2,500 ybp.
- The flows necessary to account for the archaeological and geomorphic features
on its “Rossmoor terrace” at the Cordova High School Cross-section are in the
400,000-550,000 cfs range, and these flows are supported by geomorphic
evidence at the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section.
- A paleoflood of at least 600,000 cfs is required to account for the archaeological
evidence at the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge cross section.
- The paleoflood occurrence and magnitude estimates in FHA-FD’s Tbl. 3-5 are
minimum values; there could have been more paleofloods and they could have
had greater magnitudes.
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Two Common Concerns with Two Modeled Cross-sections
While specific concerns with the FHA-FD’s assessment of each modeled cross-section are
addressed in detail in the following sub-sections, there are two concerns that are generic to both
sites.
First Common Concern: Involves FHA-FD’s STREAM POWER assessment approach used
at both modeled cross-sections.
The paleoflood magnitude estimates were developed by the FHA-FD using its hydraulic
modeling and its modeled MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) results along with its conclusion that from the
work of Magilligan (1992),
it was determined that the minimum STREAM POWER required to produce
significant geomorphic change is between 100 and 300 W/m2 depending on a
variety of geologic and geomorphic controls. [76]
However, the FHA-FD’s statement concerning the STREAM POWER value threshold for significant
geomorphic change is particularly ambiguous. The FHA-FD [76] implies, but does not explicitly
state, that this threshold STREAM POWER value was from Magilligan (1992). It is unclear,
explicitly, whether the FHA-FD is stating that Magilligan concluded that significant geomorphic
change occurs at a minimum STREAM POWER of between 100 to 300 W/m2, or that the FHA-FD
independently drew that conclusion from the material presented in Magilligan (1992). A review
of Magilligan (1992) clearly shows that he concluded that his proposed thresholds were
minimums of, (1) a unit stream power (c-av) of 300 W/m2, and (2) a shear stress (c-av) of 100
N/m2 [385].
It is also clear that Magilligan drew these proposed minimum value thresholds from his Figs. 11
and 12, in which he plotted various values for catastrophic-effects floodflows against watershed
size, which he had extracted from the peer-reviewed literature at that time. The values on his
Fig. 12, in unit stream power (c-av), ranged between about 30 and 2,000 W/m2.
In the context of the foregoing, it is unclear from where the FHA-FD drew its 100-300 W/m2
2
STREAM POWER threshold. Did it conflate the unit stream power (c-av) of 300 W/m , with shear
stress (c-av) of 100 N/m2? Or did it select the 100-300 W/m2 range from Fig. 12 which indicated
a range of about 30-2,000 W/m2? If the latter is the case, why did the FHA-FD select 100-300
W/m2 out of the ~30-2,000 range reported by Magilligan?
A third possibility is that the FHA-FD abandoned the idea of a threshold altogether and was
reporting on a range of STREAM POWER values that had been reported as resulting in “significant
geomorphic change.” If so, then with a range of about 30 to 2,000 W/m2 values to pick from,
almost any stream flow magnitude could account for surficial erosion so long as the site is
inundated; there is really no predictive capacity in this approach because one could attribute any
evidence of floodplain erosion to unit stream power (c-av) values of 30 to 2,000 W/m2 and
assign paleofloods any magnitude that produce these unit stream power (a-cv) values.
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Either there is a defensible threshold value of broad ranging application or there are only
examples. It is clear though that the FHA-FD conflated Magilligan’s proposed thresholds in
terms of unit stream power (c-av) with its own MANNING'S POWER (P-SV), and with this conflation
the numeric values of Magilligan’s unit stream power are not equivalent to those of the FHAFD’s MANNING’S POWER. 1
The FHA-FD appears to have used the STREAM POWER values associated with the whole crosssection average unit stream power (c-av) as a geomorphic threshold criterion while its
assessment determined continuously distributed MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) at specific locations.2
Mixing these STREAM POWER concepts in this way would necessitate very high streamflows to
generate suitably high MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values on low energy floodplains such that at
that specific locations, the cross-sectional average unit stream power (c-av) threshold value is
exceeded. All other factors excluded, this FHA-FD approach would result in exaggerated
floodflow magnitude estimates for a specific floodplain surface for any given situation.
In addressing the issue of adopting a STREAM POWER value for use as a threshold for estimating
paleoflood magnitudes, the FHA-FD [76] referred to Magilligan (1992) which proposed a
minimum threshold for “major geomorphic modification” of 300 W/m2 in terms of unit stream
power (a-cv).3 From that Foundation Paper, the FHA-FD [76] appears to have adopted a
2
MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) threshold of 100-300 W/m for “significant geomorphic change.”
However, it has been noted that Magilligan’s (1992) unit stream power (a-cv) is not a compatible
with the FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV).4
In addition to the apparent discrepancies between the FHA-FD and its Foundation Paper
(Magilligan 1992) with respect to (1) STREAM POWER threshold values and (2) the incompatible
STREAM POWER concepts employed, the FHA-FD also appears to have adopted a different definition
for the threshold conditions of geomorphic disruption. Magilligan (1992 [384-385]) described
this threshold condition as “major geomorphic modification” and considered these to be due to
wholesale changes to the floodplain and channel associated with catastrophic floodflow events.5
The FHA-FD [76] simply describes its threshold condition as “significant geomorphic change.”
With respect to field evidence, there is considerable uncertainty as to the objective relationship
between Magilligan’s “major geomorphic modification” associated with catastrophic events and
the FHA-FD’s “significant geomorphic change.”
The FHA-FD also offered no description of actual ground conditions that would be characterized
as “significant geomorphic change,” so there appears to be no adopted objective standard for
identifying “significant geomorphic change.” The FHA-FD offered no justification or
explanation for adopting its STREAM POWER value threshold for “significant geomorphic change”
and offered no discussion as to the objective relationship between its threshold parameter and
criteria and those of Magilligan (1992).

1

See Section 2 for details.
2 See Section 2.
3 See Section 3A.
4 See Section 2C.
5 See Section 3A for details.
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It is fair to note that Magilligan (1992) also offered no explicit criteria for objectively identifying
“major geomorphic modification.” A detailed review of Magilligan (1992) and the references
used by Magilligan to develop his proposed STREAM POWER threshold values show that the
examples entailed wholesale modifications to both channel and floodplain features, rather
that site-specific changes of limited extent and significance.6 Other studies on this subject
indicated that if channel and floodplain changes are limited in extent, even if significant in
degree, they can easily result from unit stream power (c-av) values well below Magilligan’s
proposed threshold values.7
Therefore, Magilligan’s (1992) proposed threshold value is best applied to circumstances
involving wholesale “major geomorphic modifications” due to catastrophic floodflow events
that entail widespread and very significant restructuring of channel and floodplain surfaces.
While Magilligan proposed a STREAM POWER threshold value of 300 W/m2 for unit stream power
(c-av) for “major geomorphic modification,” he stressed that the threshold was proposed as
tentative and recognized that these levels of modification have occurred over a unit stream power
(c-av) range of about 30 to 2,000 W/m2 for various circumstances.
Besides the foregoing problems with FHA-FD’s STREAM POWER assessment approach, the
uncertainty considerations of using a universal minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold
(assessed in Section 3A, above) need to be addressed. The three main concerns are
1) the uncritical application of a ‘proposed general threshold’ as a universally applicable
threshold to any particular site-specific circumstance,
2) the extension of the intended meaning of FHA-FD’s “significant geomorphic change”
from catastrophic and wholesale changes at a cross-section (Magilligan 1992 [385]) to
evidence of any degree of erosion on specific surfaces of interest as applied by the FHAFD, and
3) the general inattention to the poor and unreliable relationship between unit stream power
(c-av) values at a particular cross-section and the occurrence of morphological
modification to any particular geomorphic surface at the cross-section.
Thus, Magilligan’s proposed minimum unit stream power (c-av) value should not be invoked as
a universally applicable value. If used at all, then it applies to the whole of an inundated crosssection and should not be applied to specific geomorphic surfaces. If applied at all, then the
minimum threshold values should not be arbitrarily decreased in order to accommodate
apparently low STREAM POWER values at a particular surface or site. Of equal importance, the
treatment of STREAM POWER issues in Sections 2 and 3A indicates that erosional modification of
floodplain surfaces is too variable with respect to STREAM POWER the occurrence of erosion cannot
be reliably used to estimate a floodflow magnitude from site evidence alone.
The FHA-FD [74] also noted that STREAM POWER values (presumably MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)
values) in the 50-75 W/m2 range can be expected to “result in only minor erosion, but more
likely in deposition of fine-grained sediment.” While the FHA-FD offered no justification for or
6

Addressed in Sections 2B and 3A.
7 See Section 2C for details.
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explanation of this conclusion, these process circumstances at these values were reported in
Denlinger et al. (2002), one of FHA-FD’s Foundation Papers. It is assumed here that FHA-FD’s
STREAM POWER depositional threshold was base on Denlinger et al. (2002).
As a result, it is assumed in this present review that STREAM POWER threshold values adopted by the
FHA-FD to assess the magnitudes of paleofloods were;
1) <50 W/m2 results in fine-grained sediment deposition,
2) 50-75 W/m2 results in fine-grain sediment deposition and minor erosion [74],
3) 75-100 W/m2 results in minor to some substantial erosion,
4) 100-300 W/m2 results in the initiation of significant geomorphic change [76].
Also all these values are assumed to be in terms of MANNING'S

POWER (P-SV).

Therefore, without explanation or defensible justification, the FHA-FD drew its adopted STREAM
POWER threshold values for “significant geomorphic change” from a proposed threshold for
wholesale “major geomorphic modification” due to catastrophic floodflows, conflated its
MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) with unit stream power (c-av) as the basis for the threshold, and lowered
its threshold value to 100-300 W/m2 from the proposed 300 W/m2. The FHA-FD provided no
objective criteria for the field recognition of “significant geomorphic change” and ignored the
difference between its use of isolated and site-specific effects and the wholesale floodplain
catastrophic effects of the proposed threshold. As a result, the FHA-FD approach allowed the
application of these criteria to about any purported evidence of paleoflood-based erosion
regardless of degree or extent.

Second Common Concern: Involves FHA-FD’s choice and use of early-date
topographic information to characterize modern pre-settlement conditions.
The FHA-FD reported that its hydraulic modeling was based on a pre-mining topography which
was developed from the US-CDC (1907) that presented 1906 topographic conditions.8 The
FHA-FD modified the 1906 topography by using a 1996 channel bathymetric survey to account
for the progressive flushing of in-channel fine-grain sediment residual from the Sierra Nevada
gold mining activities in the late 1800’s. The FHA-FD assumed that the 1906 topographic
representation of the LAR terrain by the US-CDC (1907 [Sht. 4]) represents the best
characterization of the “natural” landform conditions of the FHA-FD study site [71].
However, the FHA-FD’s methods for developing “natural” LAR topography were seriously
flawed and led to erroneous topographic results of such a magnitude that it is unsuited for
hydraulic modeling and for the development of the cross-section profiles. Critically, it led to
erroneous FHA-FD geomorphic and paleoflood interpretations.
Although the FHA-FD did not explicitly explain the source of its surface profiles of its crosssections [Figs. 3-27, 3-28] (Figures 10, 8) or how these cross-section profiles were actually
8

The field work to produce the map was done in August-November 1906 and map published in 1907.
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developed, it is assumed here that the contour lines shown on the US-CDC (1907) topographic
representation were used directly in their construction. The evaluation of the US-CDC material,
which was undertaken for the present review, shows that the three US-CDC surveyed crosssections located within the FHA-FD study site reach (Cross-sections I, II, and III) may accurately
represent the 1906 topography along the cross-section alignments. However, it was also found
that the US-CDC topographic representation of the terrain in the “fields” between the US-CDC
surveyed cross-sections did not accurately or even adequately represent the likely pre-mining
1906 or the modern pre-settlement LAR terrace and floodplain surface configurations.
This conclusion is derived here from the observation that the 1906 topographic representations of
the field areas
a) do not conform to the pre-mining conditions reflected by the 1911 USGS topographic
maps or the 1937 aerial photos of the FHA-FD study site, and
b) do not conform to the present topography in those areas of the LAR where no mining or
other notable land surface modifications have occurred during the modern settlement
period.
Developing an accurate representation of the modern pre-settlement terrain of the FHA-FD
study site is an important prerequisite for its modeling methods and its STREAM POWER assessment
approach.
The differences between the 1906 US-CDC topographic representation and other early-date
primary sources of topographic information, contemporary topographic mapping, and present
site conditions, would have very significant influences on the 2-D hydraulic modeling results of
the study site. Some, but certainly not all, divergences were acknowledged in the FHA-FD.
Those mentioned by the FHA-FD were related to differences in the channel alignment between
the 1906 topographic representation and the 1996 bathymetric survey.
The major differences not mentioned by the FHA-FD included the significant discrepancies in
the topographic characterization of the un-mined areas between the 1906 topographic
representation and later-date topographic sources ̶ the 1911 USGS topographic (topo) map, the
1937 aerial photos, and present day site visits to these areas. It is very difficult to explain these
discrepancies by any potential land use or management actions that could have occurred between
1906 and 1911-1937.9 The FHA-FD concluded that “[d]espite these problems, the 1906
mapping was considered to better represent the ‘natural’ conditions of the American River
terraces than any existing contemporary map” [72].
It appears that in the fields between the several surveyed cross-sections, the 1906 topographic
representation may have been “dry-labed” and simply represents the cartographer’s attempt to tie
together the surveyed cross-sections with the general terrain of the LAR system, possibly using
personal idealizations of how such a topographic setting should appear. In detail, particularly
with respect to geomorphic interpretation and hydraulic modeling, the 1906 topographic
9

If it should be claimed that the major floodflow of 1907 caused the topographic changes to the LAR between the
US-CDC 1906 survey and the 1911 USGS topo mapping, then the LAR would be too dynamic to establish a
particular modern pre-settlement configuration for the purposes of estimating a paleoflood magnitude through
hydraulic modeling. If such modeling is proposed, it should be fully, explicitly, and defensibly justified.
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representation did not accurately represent the 1906 pre-mining topography, and is largely
imaginary.
The FHA-FD cross-sections were not located at or along the most probably reliable surveyed
US-CDC cross-sections but were positioned to bisect age-dated archaeological sites. In the
Cordova High School study reach, the FHA-FD positioned its Cordova High School Crosssection (Figure 7) to correlate with arch site SAC-319, about 1600 ft downstream of the USCDC’s surveyed Cross-section III (Figure 12). In the Fair Oaks study reach, the FHA-FD
positioned its Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section (Figure 9) to correlate
with arch site SAC-320, about 3400 ft upstream of the US-CDC’s surveyed Cross-section I
(Figure 17). Therefore, the FHA-FD cross-sections could not have been constructed from the
US-CDC surveyed cross-section, but they must have been constructed from the contours in the
field portions of the US-CDC topographic representation. Although the field portion of the USCDC topographic representation was likely largely imaginary, the FHA-FD apparently did use it
to construct its cross-sections.
The early-date topographic information evaluated for this present review indicated that a much
more reliable “pre-mining” characterization of the LAR and the terraces of the LAR in the FHAFD’s study site could have been created by using the 1911 USGS topographic maps of the study
site, along with reconstructing pre-mining topography for those few areas disturbed by on-site
mining at that time.
Accounting for Sierra Nevada hydraulic mining debris
However, a further concern10 is that the 1906 survey (US-CDC), as well as all the subsequent
topo mapping of the LAR , regardless of accuracy, did not separate the potentially significant
landform aggradation of the late 1800’s due to Sierra Nevada hydraulic mining debris. The
FHA-FD [71] stated that the 1906 US-CDC (1907) topography was digitized and melded with
the LAR channel bed bathymetry of 1996. While the FHA-FD’s approach of modeling 1906
landform topography in conjunction with 1996 channel bathymetry may largely account for the
channel aggradation in the late 1800’s from Sierra Nevada mining debris and its subsequent near
return to pre-aggradation conditions, it would not account for floodplain aggradation from the
same source.
Anecdotal reports of the late 1800’s and observations of the NRC (1995 [73]) indicated that at
least portions of the LAR floodplain was aggraded by these debris, and that as of 1994, there
could be residual alluvial bodies up to 13 ft (4 m) thick composed of these materials. Therefore,
to accurately characterize modern pre-settlement LAR conditions, it is necessary to abstract the
possible mining debris deposits that had resulted from hydraulic mining in the Sierra Nevada
from the pre-mining topographic representation. This step would require considerable field work
using defensible techniques and methods. If these materials are not abstracted from the topo
mapping of the LAR, then any hydraulic model based on pre-mining terrain would not represent
the actual modern pre-settlement conditions.

10

As discussed in Section 4A.
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Accounting for the 1862 Floodflow
In addition, its pre-mining mapping approach did not reflect the potentially significant channel
and landform effects of the 1862 floodflow event. This was an artificially sediment-rich flood
and could have induced greater channel and landform modifications to the LAR than presettlement flood flows of comparable magnitude. It could have also resulted in higher stage
heights than would have otherwise occurred. According to 1881 testimony (WET (1991 [241244])
[t]he first noticeable effect [of the in-filling of the channel with sidecast cobbles
from mining activities in the area of what is now Lake Natoma] was produced in
1862. The regime of the river having been materially changed, much
destruction was wrought. Large tracts of land were swept away in some places,
and immense deposits caused in others. At one point, some 12 miles above
Sacramento, and on the left bank, 400 acres were cut down to a depth of some 5
feet, and on the opposite bank half this area was similarly swept off.
Therefore, any representation of LAR modern pre-settlement channel and geomorphic conditions
should include a reconstruction of conditions prior to the 1862 floodflow event.
Developing an adequate modern pre-settlement characterization of LAR topography would
include an assessment of the possible geomorphic results of the sediment-rich 1862 floodflow
event, and constructing a possible pre-1862 channel and landscape topography configuration of
the LAR. If it is argued that the sediment-rich 1862 floodflow event was characteristic of the
modern pre-settlement, “natural” regime, and that the changes to the LAR channel and landform
modifications that may have resulted from that that floodflow event could be ignored, then the
LAR should be considered as too dynamic to justify the use of the 1906 topography, or any other
particular topographic mapping, as a basis for hydraulic modeling on a modern pre-settlement
LAR for the purposes of estimating paleoflood magnitudes. Further, in accord to the concerns
raised in Section 3B that using hydraulic modeling for assessing paleofloods should only occur
in bedrock gorge sections, a dynamic LAR landscape would not be suited to the FHA-FD
assessment approach.
Because of
1) the questionable accuracy of the US-CDC (1907) pre-mining topographic representation
as a characterization of the actual pre-mining conditions,
2) the disregard for the potentially significant debris aggradation of the floodplain and
terrace surfaces that occurred in the late 1800’s, and
3) the disregard for the potentially significant changes to the LAR channel and landforms
due to the artificially sediment-rich floodflow of 1862,
it is concluded here that the baseline topography used by the FHA-FD for hydraulic modeling
does not adequately represent either the 1906 pre-mining topography or the “natural,” modern
pre-settlement conditions.
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Figure 7
Reproduction of FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-25
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Figure 3-25: Vertical aerial photograph of the Cordova High School study reach on the lower
American River (see Figure 3-21). The open area between the housing and the river
delineates the preserved Rossmoor terrace. The housing and Cordova High School are
constructed on the Americanos terrace and marks the location of the terrace riser.
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Figure 8
Reproduction of FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-28
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Figure 9
Reproduction of FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23

Figure 3-23: Vertical aerial photograph of the Fair Oaks study reach on the lower American River
(see Figure 3-21). Most of the undeveloped areas along the south side of the river
covered with vegetation are Rossmoor terrace deposits. The area covered by housing
on the south side of the river roughly coincides with the Americanos terrace surfaces.
The town of Fair Oaks on the north side of the river is built on a rock bluff formed of
the Pliocene Mehrten Formation (Shlemon, 1967).
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Figure 10
Reproduction of FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27
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Conclusions
Therefore, this present review concludes:
1) Neither the pre-mining nor the modern pre-settlement “natural” conditions are accurately
reflected by the FHA-FD’s assumed LAR topography.
2) The FHA-FD’s cross-section profile at each of the two modeled locations is not based on
an appropriate characterization of modern pre-settlement topography.
3) The degree of divergence, between the contour configuration in the "fields" of the USCDC topographic representation and other early-date primary topographic information
sources, was such that the US-CDC mapping should not be used to characterize the LAR
geomorphology or landforms, and should not be used to construct cross-sections for
hydraulic modeling.
4) As a result, the FHA-FD modeled STREAM POWER results, geomorphic interpretation, and
paleoflood conclusions at each cross-section are based on erroneous background
topography and should not be considered reliable.
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Arch Site SAC-319 and Cordova High School Cross-section Paleoflood
Assessment
The FHA-FD used its cross-section at the location of arch site SAC-319 to estimate the
occurrence of paleofloods in the lower magnitude range of 400,000-550,000 cfs. The FHA-FD
appears to have developed its lower paleoflood magnitude estimate (400,000-550,000 cfs) from
1) primarily an estimate for a 400,000 cfs paleoflood using its purported paleoflood
evidence at the Cordova High School Cross-section [71],
2) the general observation that flows as large as 550,000 cfs are required to completely
inundate its LAR ‘Rossmoor terrace’ surface [73],
3) the observation that at floodflows up to about 550,000 cfs, most of the archaeological
sites along the LAR are preserved in locations of relatively low STREAM POWER [74-75],
and
4) the general observation that floodflows up to about 550,000 cfs result in MANNING'S POWER
2
(P-SV) values of about 50-100 W/m across most of the FHA-FD’s LAR ‘Rossmoor
terrace’ surfaces [74].
In addressing its paleoflood age-date estimates the FHA-FD [71] stated:
The stratigraphy at site SAC-319 was the primary source of data reviewed in
this part of the reach to establish evidence of inundation and erosion resulting
from large magnitude floods. Age information from this archaeological site is
consistent with ages estimated for other sites in similar positions on the
landscape in the immediate area. These data indicate an age range for the
deposits underlying the ‘Rossmoor terrace’ surface of about 1500 to 2500 years.
Younger ages recovered from the surface of many of these sites in combination
with the stratigraphy indicates that the sites have been inundated, perhaps
numerous times during the period represented by the older ages.
The critique of the FHA-FD’s paleoflood assessment at this location involves five main
concerns.
First Concern: Involves FHA-FD’s construction of the cross-section profile.
FHA-FD's Early-date Cross-section Profile
The FHA-FD’s Cordova High School Cross-section [Fig. 3-25] (Figure 7) and [Fig. 3-28]
(Figures 8) was positioned to correlate with arch site SAC-319, about 1600 ft downstream of
the US-CDC’s surveyed Cross-section III.11 Apparently the FHA-FD constructed its cross11

The 1600 ft difference is measured as a straight line between the two cross-sections at the points where they are at
the center of the channel as mapped on the US-CDC topographic representation (see Figure 12).
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section profile using the contours depicted in the “field” portion of the US-CDC’s topographic
representation [Sht. 4]. The surface profile depicted in FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-28 (Figure 8) indicates
a steep river-left channel margin, the location of SAC-319 at the edge of an “eroded terrace
margin,” an “eroded terrace margin” with a relatively steep foreslope that is about 225 ft wide,
then a relatively gentle foresloping surface that extends about 425 ft past the Cordova High
School athletic fields to the river-left edge of the cross-section window.
However, in addition to the issues concerning the accurate characterization of pre-mining and
modern pre-settlement landforms addressed in the introductory portion of Section 4B above,
there are also some special apparent problems with the FHA-FD’s surface profile for this crosssection. There are considerable discrepancies between FHA-FD’s Figs. 3-25 (Figure 7) and 328 (Figure 8) with respect to the dimensions and alignment of this cross-section. The location
and aspect plot of the cross-section of Fig. 3-25 does not run through the “Cordova High School
athletic fields” as is indicated in Fig. 3-28. Also the horizontal distances indicated on the two
figures appear to be significantly different and incompatible. For example, Fig. 3-28 shows the
water surface to be about 275 ft wide at 50,000 cfs, while Fig. 3-25 indicates the floor of the
active channel to be about 675 ft wide. The US-CDC (1907 [Sht. 4]) topographic representation
indicates an active channel bed width of about 300 ft along FHA-FD’s cross-section alignment
(See Figure 12). These various channel cross-section widths appear to be in conflict. From the
material presented in the FHA-FD, the origin of these differences is uncertain.
See Appendix C for a short description of post1937 to 1986 evidence of channel and bank
instability in the half mile of the LAR at and near
the Cordova High School Cross-section.
A specific assessment of FHA-FD’s Cordova High School Cross-section was conducted here in
the present review because
a) The FHA-FD cross-section profile was used to display the results of the hydraulic
modeling.
b) The profile seems to have been based on the US-CDC topographic representation.
c) A preliminary review of this topographic information indicates that it did not adequately
reflect (1906) pre-mining or modern pre-settlement terrace and floodplain conditions.
d) There are apparent special problems with FHA-FD’s surface profile at this cross-section.
Alternative Early-date Cross-section Profiles
The first step in this assessment was locating the position and orientation of FHA-FD’s crosssection, as it was presented on Fig. 3-25 (Figure 7), on other early-date primary topographic data
sources. Land use features were located on the aerial photo image of Figure 7 that were also
present in all the aerial photos and maps back to the 1907 US-CDC material. Using these
features, the FHA-FD’s cross-section location and aspect were transferred progressively to the
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1984, 1957, and 1937 (Figure 14) aerial photos, to the 1954 and 1911 (Figure 13) USGS
topographic maps (Carmichael and Mills quads), to the US-CDC topographic representation
(1907 [Sht. 4]) (Figure 12), and to the 1993 SCS soils map [Sht. 7] (Figure 15). Subsequently,
using Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator, the cross-section alignments were checked and as
necessary slightly modified using scale-adjusted overlays.
Figure 11 (A-C) was prepared for the purposes of reviewing FHA-FD’s Cordova High School
Cross-section [Fig. 3-28] (Figure 8). The “Caption” for this figure presents only the processes
by which the various cross-section profiles were developed. As a general comment, the various
cross-section profiles were developed to compare the over-all configuration of channel bank and
terraces as interpreted by the FHA-FD with those as represented by other various early-date
sources of primary topographic information.
Three basic rules were applied in preparing the profiles in this figure:
1) The elevations found in the primary information source are presented in these profiles as
reported by the primary sources without adjustment.
2) The horizontal positioning of each profile is adjusted such that the top-of-bank
configurations are correlated with the top-of-bank position of the FHA-FD profile,
that is, at the position of FHA-FD’s location of SAC-319 and the in-board edge of its
“eroded terrace margin.”
3) Only the minimum possible level of topographic interpretation was used to supplement
the contour information in the construction of the profiles.
This approach allows for a direct comparison of the overall configuration the various crosssection profiles.
Figure 11A shows (1) FHA-FD which is the FHA-FD’s cross-section profile plot that was
presented in Fig. 3-28 (Figure 8). Included on this profile are the FHA-FD’s inferred
“Projection of terrace surface,” FHA-FD’s inferred “Eroded terrace margin,” and the location of
arch site SAC-319 as plotted by the FHA-FD. Not shown in Figure 11A is the FHA-FD’s
delineation of the Cordova High School athletic field because on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-25 (Figure 7)
the cross-section does not transit this feature. The important features of this profile include the
FHA-FD’s interpretation of a high terrace surface on river-left at about elevation 75 ft and an
“eroded terrace margin,” about 225 ft wide, located immediately adjacent to the top-of-bank.
For comparative purposes the profile of (1) FHA-FD is shown on Figures 11B and 11C.
Also shown in Figure 11A is the (2) US-CDC topo cross-section profile plot that was
constructed using the contours found on the US-CDC [Sht. 4] topographic representation
(Figure 12) along the alignment of the FHA-FD cross-section as was indicated on FHA-FD’s
Fig. 3-25 (Figure 7) . The only interpretative supplements to the contour information were those
used to
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1) estimate the location and elevation of the terrace crown (at about position 560 ft),
2) estimate the location and elevation of the backslope swale axis (at about position 160 ft),
and
3) estimate the elevation of the edge of the channel floor.
The resulting cross-section profile using the US-CDC topographic contour information shows no
essential resemblance to the profile indicated by the FHA-FD. In particular, the US-CDC
contour information does not indicate the presence of the higher terrace surface elevations, or
any indication of an “eroded terrace margin” along the cross-section profile. The US-CDC topobased profile indicates the presence of a backsloping terrace while the FHA-FD interpretation of
the same primary source data indicates a higher foresloping terrace.
If the two cross-sections were aligned not only horizontally at the presumed top-of-bank, but also
were adjusted in elevation such that the top-of-bank points were equal (say at 65 ft), then at
position 100 ft (550 ft from the edge of the bank) the (1) FHA-FD profile indicated a surface
elevation about 16-17 ft higher than that indicated by the (2) US-CDC topo profile.
If the FHA-FD cross-section were to be extended along its alignment about another 1070 ft to the
southeast (about 1700 ft from FHA-FD’s location of SAC-319), then the US-CDC topographic
representation indicates that the cross-section would intersect the toe of a slope which, from
other sources (Shlemon 1967a, SCS 1993), is interpreted here as possibly the riser of the older
phase of the Modesto Formation terrace (FHA-FD’s “Americanos terrace”).
If the cross-section was extending about another 2900 ft, then the profile would obliquely
traverse the US-CDC slope increasing from an elevation of about 70 ft to about 90 ft. This slope
is west-facing, running perpendicular to the alignment of the LAR channel and could not
possibly be the result of paleoflood erosion under modern pre-settlement LAR conditions.
If the FHA-FD cross-section had been aligned normal to the LAR, that is perpendicular (northsouth), and bisecting the SAC-319 location, then the US-CDC topographic representation
indicates that only at a distance of about 5300 ft south of SAC-319 would the profile encounter
any significant terrace riser slope.
Figure 11B shows (3) US-CDC X-S III which is a plot of a surveyed cross-section profile
developed by the US-CDC for a location in the vicinity of FHA-FD’s cross-section (See Figure
12). At the top-of-bank location, the US-CDC Cross-section III is about 1200 ft upstream of the
top-of-bank position on the FHA-FD’s cross-section (measured as a straight line). While this
cross-section has a different alignment than the FHA-FD’s cross-section, it crosses the same
river-left terrace surface as does the (2) US-CDC topo cross-section plot in Figure 11A.
This profile indicates that the US-CDC surveyed cross-section shows the river-left terrace as a
gentle (and potentially depositional) backsloping feature, very different from a high foresloping
and erosional terrace depicted by the FHA-FD cross-section. However, river-right of the top-ofbank location, this US-CDC cross-section profile is considerably different from that shown by
the (1) FHA-FD and the (2) US-CDC topo plots on Figure 11A. This is because:
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Described below is the process used to construct the profiles depicted in this figure.
(1) FHA-FD profile represents the cross-section profile presented in FHAFD’s Fig. 3-28 (Figure 8). Here the elevation axis has been converted from
meters to feet to allow easy comparison with other topographic source data that
is reported in feet. The FHA-FD apparently used the topographic information
reported by the US-CDC (1907) as a topographic baseline and adjusted the
vertical and horizontal datum based on more recent mapping, however the
adjustments and justifications were not reported by the FHA-FD [72]. Therefore,
all elevations shown in Figure 11 A-C are those indicated by the source
information without any elevation adjustments. As described for each profile,
horizontal adjustments were made to align profiles.

(2) US-CDC topo profile represents the locations of US-CDC topographic
contour lines as they cross the FHA-FD’s cross-section alignment and the
resulting cross-section profile. The location and orientation of the FHA-FD
cross-section, as presented on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-25 (Figure 7), was transferred to
the US-CDC’s topographic representation by using common landmarks identified
on both sources when traced back from FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-25 through the 1984,
1957 and 1937 aerial photos and the 1954 and 1911 USGS topographic maps to
the 1907 US-CDC topographic representation.
The horizontal datum was coordinated by aligning the position of the highest
contour on the edge of the channel bank found on the US-CDC topographic
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representation with the location of the in-board edge of the FHA-FD’s “eroded
terrace margin.”

In the horizontal range of the river-left, or south side, of the cross-section
presented in FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-28 (Figure 8) only five US-CDC contours cross the
cross-section alignment ̶ the 70 ft twice, the 68 ft, the 60 ft and the 50 ft.
Although the US-CDC generally indicates contours in 2 ft intervals in this portion
of the topographic representation, at the location of the cross-section the
channel bank is so steep that the mapping collapsed the contours to 10 ft
intervals between the 70 ft and 40 ft contours.
The depicted profile representing the US-CDC topo-based data was developed
using a minimum level of interpretation. The profile of the terrace segment of
the cross-section was developed by

a) estimating the crown-crest location at about position 560 ft at an elevation
of about 70.5 ft using the configuration of the near-by 70 and 72 foot
contours,
b) locating the position of the 70 and 68 foot contours on the backsloping
portion of the terrace at about positions 375 ft and 210 ft respectively,
c) estimating the location of the axis of the backslope swale at about position
160 ft at an elevation of about 67.5 ft the using the configuration of the
near-by 68 and 70 foot contours,
d) estimating the location of the 68 foot contour south of the swale at about
position -12 ft, south of the cross-section window of this figure, and
e) striking straight profile lines between the points estimated in a-d above.

The profile of the channel bank segment of the cross-section was developed by

a) striking a straight slope between the 70 ft, the 60 ft, and the 50 ft contour
locations,
b) estimating the elevation of the water surface edge as 42 ft using local
elevations indicated on the US-CDC topographic representation and
locating the edge of water (at position 735 ft) using the US-CDC
topographic representation, and
c) striking a straight slope between the 50 ft contour location and the
indicated edge and elevation of the edge of water.
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1) This part of the US-CDC cross-section alignment is about 1600 ft upstream of the FHAFD cross-section and crossed the channel bank and channel at a point where the channel
bed is considerable more distant from the top-of-bank than at the FHA-FD cross-section.
2) The (3) US-CDC X-S III alignment crosses the channel bank area at an angle oblique to
the channel alignment which extenuates the apparent width of the channel bank area.
3) The conditions of the banks at the two locations were different at those early-date
times.12
The (4) USGS profile of Figure 11B shows the cross-section plot of the contours of the 1911
USGS topographic mapping (See Figure 13) along the alignment of FHA-FD’s cross-section as
plotted on Fig. 3-25 (Figure 7). The profile was constructed from the USGS contours except for
the interpretive estimates of the position and elevation of the terrace crown, and the elevation of
the edge of the channel floor. This USGS 1911 topography shows the river-left terrace as a low
and backsloping feature, which is a profile that conforms to the configuration represented by the
(2) US-CDC topo of Figure 11A and (3) UC-CDC X-S III of Figure 11B, but in contradiction
with the interpretation of (1) FHA-FD of Figure 11A. In particular, the USGS topographic map
information does not indicate the presence of the higher terrace surface elevations, or any
indication of an “eroded terrace margin.” The USGS profile indicates a backsloping terrace
while the FHA-FD interpretation indicates a higher foresloping terrace.
Figure 11C shows the results of an attempt in this present review to identify a cross-section
location on the US-CDC [Sht. 4] topographic representation that would result in the (1) FHA-FD
cross-section profile in Figure 11A. If, as shown in Figure 12, the FHA-FD cross-section is
split and off-set at the river-left top-of-bank location (the location of SAC-319 as plotted on
FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-28 (Figure 8)), a profile somewhat similar to (1) FHA-FD can be constructed.
The profile shown as (5) US-CDC split is constructed by


using the US- CDC contour information along the FHA-FD cross-section alignment
from the river-left top-of-bank location and toward the river-right (See Figure 11A),
and



using the US-CDC contour information of its topographic representation starting at a
point about 1600 ft upstream of the FHA-FD cross-section location, and at the 70 foot
contour and moving river-left parallel to the FHA-FD cross-section alignment.

By this splitting and off-setting approach, the US-CDC contour information results in a profile
similar to that shown by the FHA-FD. If the two cross-sections were aligned not only
horizontally at the presumed top-of-bank, but also were adjusted in elevation such that the topof-bank points were equal (say at 65 ft), then at about position 200 ft (450 ft from the edge of the
bank) the FHA-FD profile would have similar elevations as a split profile developed from the
US-CDC topographic representation. The main difference is that the FHA-FD’s inferred

12

It should be noted that on the (3) US-CDC X-S III plot that the lower backsloping terrace feature between about
positions 650 and 900 ft may be a Holocene, post-Modesto body (either post-Modesto II or III) that has been lost
to lateral erosion since the 1906 US-CDC survey date.
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“eroded terrace margin” would be about half as wide as that indicated in the US-CDC split
profile.
The (6) USGS split profile of Figure 11C shows the cross-section plot of the contours of the
1911 USGS topographic mapping (Figure 13) along the same split and off-set cross-section
alignment used to develop the (6) US-CDC split profile. The interpretations used to supplement
the contour information included the locations and elevations of the terrace crown, the midterrace swale invert (at about position 250 ft), and the mid-terrace mound (at about position 70
ft). This split cross-section profile indicates a low backsloping terrace configuration with strong
implications for depositional process development. This result strongly contradicts the results of
the split cross-section profile developed from the US-CDC topography representation and the
interpretation developed by the FHA-FD.
However, the 1937 aerial photos (Figure 14) support the profile results developed using the
1911 USGS topographic mapping ̶ the 1957 and 1984 aerial photos, the 1954 USGS topographic
mapping, and SCS (1993) soils mapping (Figure 15) and the SCS type-location for the
Rossmoor soil series (located on this surface) also support the results developed from the 1911
USGS mapping. The geomorphic mapping of WLA (2008) on this surface indicated the
presence of several Holocene channels paralleling the LAR on the surface of a younger phase of
the Modesto Formation unit. These channels could not be present unless this surface was
configured in part by surface swales on an undulating and backsloped surface.
A second possible method that the FHA-FD could have used to develop its cross-section profile
was to have constructed an ideal cross-section across the LAR at the location of the US-CDC’s
higher terrace surface about 1600 ft upstream of arch site SAC-319. While this would have been
a more appropriately constructed cross-section, it would not be located as indicated in FHA-FD’s
Fig. 3-25 (Figure 7). If this was the actual FHA-FD approach, then the FHA-FD cross-section
profile would have been reasonably faithful to the US-CDC topographic representation with
respect to the slope the FHA-FD interpreted as an “eroded terrace margin” and the width of the
active channel. An important attribute of this cross-section alignment is that it would not then
bisect the age-dated arch site SAC-319. It may also then bisect the “Cordova High School
athletic fields” as noted on the FHA-FD’s cross-section profile (Figure 8).
Conclusions Regarding FHA-FD Cross-section Profile
The conclusions of this assessment of the FHA-FD’s Cordova High School Cross-section
that are:
1) The actual location, alignment and configuration of the FHA-FD cross-section are
uncertain.
2) The FHA-FD created its profile from its US-CDC baseline topographic representation
which may have imbedded biased assumptions concerning landforms and geomorphic
surfaces.
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Described below is the process used to construct the profiles depicted in this figure.
(1) FHA-FD profile is described on Figure 11A.

(3) US-CDC X-S III profile represents (a) the locations of US-CDC
topographic contour lines depicted on the US-CDC topographic representation as
they cross the alignment of US-CDC Cross-section III alignment and (b) the
representation of the profile of the US-CDC’s survey of Cross-section III. In the
vicinity of the FHA-FD cross-section, the alignment of US-CDC Cross-section III is
composed of three line segments. Two segments run north-south and are off-set
from each other at the top of the bank location on river-left. The third segment
connects the two north-south segments with a southwesterly alignment along the
top of the bank on the river-left side.

In preparing the US-CDC Cross-section III for this figure, the southwesterly segment
was abstracted from the cross-section depicted on the US-CDC cross-section profile,
joining the two north-south segments, although they are off-set by about 300 ft. The
adjusted US-CDC cross-section shows ( 1) the river-left terrace starting at the riverleft top of the bank (elev. 72 ft) from a point about 800 ft upstream of the FHA-FD
cross-section, and (2) the river-left bank from a point about 1300 ft upstream of the
FHA-FD cross-section.
The US-CDC cross-section runs approximately 45 degrees easterly of the FHA-FD
cross-section and the two intersect about 1550 ft south of the top-of-bank of the
FHA-FD cross-section. Along this adjusted US-CDC cross-section, the 72 ft contour
was assumed to represent the top-of-bank, and the horizontal datum was
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coordinated by aligning the cross-section to match that top-of-bank contour with
the location of the in-board edge of the FHA-FD’s “eroded terrace margin” indicated
on its cross-section. In the horizontal range presented in FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-28
(Figure 8) only five of US-CDC’s contours cross the cross-section alignment; on the
terrace, the 70 ft contour (at position 147 ft) and the 68 ft contour (at position 55
ft), and on the bank, the 60 ft contours are shown twice (at positions 757 ft and 880
ft) and the 50 ft contour (at position 950 ft).

(4) USGS profile represents the contour data points found on the USGS
topographic map (7.5’ Mills quad, 1911) along the alignment of the FHA-FD’s crosssection, and the cross-section profile was developed using minimum levels of
interpretation. The horizontal datum was coordinated by aligning the position of
the highest bank contour (65 ft) shown on the USGS map with the location of the inboard edge of the FHA-FD’s ‘eroded terrace margin’ indicated on its cross-section.
In the horizontal range presented in FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-28 (Figure 8), five USGS
contours cross the cross-section alignment ̶ the 65 ft twice, the 60 ft, the 55 ft, and
the 50 ft. The 65 ft contour is located at the top-of-bank and at a location 44 ft outboard (at position 603 ft) of the top-of-bank representing a backsloping terrace
feature.
The profile of this terrace portion of the cross-section was developed by

(a) locating the mid-point of a mid-terrace swale (at position 0 ft) and
estimating the elevation of the swale invert as 62 ft using local elevations
indicated on the USGS topographic map,
(b) striking a straight slope from the location of the assumed 62 ft elevation
through the out-board 65 ft contour to an assumed terrace crown elevation
point near the indicated edge of the channel (at position 623 ft),
(c) resulting in an assumed terrace crown elevation at about 65.5 ft (at position
623 ft), and
(d) striking a straight slope from assumed terrace crown elevation to 65 ft
contour location at the assumed top-of-bank.

The profile of channel bank portion of the cross-section was developed by

(a) striking a straight slope between the 65 ft, 60 ft, 55 ft, and 50 ft contour
locations,
(b) estimating the elevation of the water surface edge as 47 ft using local
elevations indicated on the USGS topographic map and locating the edge
of water (at position 728 ft) using the USGS topographic map, and

(c) striking a straight slope between the 50 ft contour location and the indicated
edge and elevation of the edge of water.
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Described below is the process used to construct the profiles depicted in this figure.

This is an attempt to use the US-CDC topographic representation to develop a crosssection profile that best matches the FHA-FD’s profile interpretation; presuming the
FHA-FD used that source information. The best match was developed by splitting
the FHA-FD cross-section into two segments. The best match occurs when the
cross-section is split at the top of the river-left bank, that is, at the in-board edge of
FHA-FD’s “eroded terrace margin,” the location of archeological site SAC-319 and
the location of the 70 ft contour, and then off-set by 1600 ft.
(1) FHA-FD profile is described on Figure 11A.

(5) US-CDC split profile represents the locations of US-CDC topographic
contour lines as they cross a split cross-section alignment and the resulting crosssection profile when (1) date points from the top of bank 70 ft contour location and
river-right along the channel bank are from the (1) FHA-FD cross-section alignment
of Figure 11A, and (2) data points from the top-of-bank 70 ft contour location and
river-left along the terrace surface are from a line segment that is parallel to, and
1600 ft upstream from the location of the FHA-FD cross-section.
The profile of the river-left terrace segment of the cross-section was developed in
the same way as that for the (2) USGS topo (Figure 11A) as above. The profile of
the terrace segment of the cross-section was developed by
(a) striking straight slopes between the 70 ft, 72 ft, 74 ft, 76 ft, 78 ft, and 80 ft
contour locations,
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(b) estimating an elevation of 80.3 ft at the 0 ft position using local elevations
indicated on the US-CDC topographic
representation at a distance of
647 ft from the top of bank at the 70 ft contour location, and
(c) striking a straight slope from 80.3 ft (at 0 ft position) to the 80 ft contour
location.

(6) USGS split profile represents the locations of contour lines on the USGS
topographic map (7.5’ Mills quad, 1911) as they cross the split cross-section
alignment and the resulting cross-section profile along the split cross-section as
described above. The profile of the channel bank segment of the cross-section was
developed in the same way as that for the (2) USGS topo in Figure 11A as above.
There are only three USGS contours lines located on the terrace portion of the split
cross-section segment ̶ the 65 ft contour twice, and the 70 ft contour.
The profile of the terrace segment of the cross-section was developed by

(a) striking straight slope between the 70 ft contour location (at position 73 ft)
and the out-board 65 ft contour location (at position 227 ft),
(b) extending the straight slope 70-65 line segment in-board to an assumed
invert position of a mid-terrace swale biased out-board to accommodate
a backsloping terrace configuration resulting in an assumed invert elevation
of about 64.5 ft (at position 250 ft),
(c) striking a straight slope from the assumed swale invert elevation of 64.5 ft
through the in-board 65 ft contour location to an assumed terrace crown
point biased in-board to accommodate a backsloping terrace configuration
resulting in an assumed terrace crown elevation of about 67 ft (at position
557 ft),

(d) striking a straight slope from the assumed terrace crown point of 67 ft to the
in-board 65 ft contour location,

(e) defining the high point of an enclosed contour at about 70.7 ft (at position 29
ft), and
(f) striking a straight slope between the assumed high elevation point of 70.3 ft
and both the 70 ft contour location (at position 73 ft) and the 70 ft contour
location 28 ft off of the cross-section range (at position -28 ft).
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3) The configuration of the river-left terraces as depicted by the FHA-FD is contradicted by
all other early-date primary sources of topographic information and present site
conditions.
4) The higher US-CDC elevation surface on river-left 1600 ft upstream of the FHA-FD
cross-section which may have been used by the FHA-FD, if a split cross-section
approach was employed, did not actually exist but was likely the result of the
imagination of the US-CDC cartographer.
5) The high terrace surface on river-left and the “eroded terrace margin” of the FHA-FD are
fictitious and did not exist.
As a result, the FHA-FD’s profile either did not faithfully reflect the topographic representation
of the US-CDC and the FHA-FD interjected implications of geomorphic features not found on
the US-CDC mapping, or the FHA-FD cross-section did not bisect arch site SAC-320.
Further, as discussed in Section 2 and the introductory portion of Section 4B, it is a conclusion of
this present review that the topographic representation of the US-CDC is largely imaginary and
does not adequately reflect the likely LAR topography of 1906. It is clearly apparent that the
1911 USGS topographic mapping in this area better represents the potential pre-mining
floodplain and terrace configurations than does the “field” portions of the US-CDC (1907)
topographic representation.
A better pre-mining LAR topography could have been created by using the 1911 USGS mapping
corrected by 1937 aerial photography and site visits to presently un-mined areas. As a result, the
FHA-FD’s assumed baseline topography representing pre-mining conditions of the LAR was
significantly inaccurate and should not be used for hydraulic modeling, for the computation of
STREAM POWER, or for geomorphic interpretation.
Also, as discussed in Section 4A and in the introductory portion of Section 4B, the 1906 USCDC survey did not account for major geomorphic processes of the late 1800’s that may have
significantly altered the LAR conditions form its “natural” or modern pre-settlement state. The
FHA-FD’s use of the 1906 mapping did not account for mining debris deposits from Sierra
Nevada mining activities that could have been present along the LAR, and the FHA-FD did not
account for this material in its use of the US-CDC topographic representation in estimating the
pre-mining conditions of its study site.
Also ignored was the potentially significant channel and landform restructuring that may have
resulted from the artificially sediment-rich 1862 floodflow event. Both these factors could have
resulted in post-settlement changes to the modern pre-settlement conditions of the LAR not
accommodated by the FHA-FD’s 1906 pre-mining conditions.13
In summary, no information was discovered that supporting the FHA-FD’s profile interpretation
of its Cordova High School Cross-section as characteristic of “natural,” pre-mining, or modern
pre-settlement LAR conditions. The cross-section profile shown in FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-28 (Figure
8) indicates a terrace configuration on river-left that is contradictory to all alternative early-date
13

See Section 4A for details on these issues.
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(1911-1937) topographic informational sources used in this present review. Consequently, any
hydraulic modeling results from the use of this FHA-FD cross-section profile (water surface
elevations and MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) cannot be defensibly used for the purposes of
understanding floodflow dynamics, conducting geomorphic analyses, or constructing a
paleoflood assessment.
Second Concern: Involves the FHA-FD’s Interpretation of Geomorphic Conditions
and Units at its Cross-section.
The FHA-FD used its constructed cross-section profile as a basis for its geomorphic
interpretation of its cross-section through arch site SAC-319, and used its geomorphic
interpretation as evidence for the occurrence of large paleofloods in its lower magnitude
paleoflood range (400,000-550-,000 cfs). This present review identified three issues with the
FHA-FD analysis:
1) Further aspects of the construction and alignment of the FHA-FD cross-section profile
2) The FHA-FD’s geomorphic interpretation of the cross-section profile, primarily its
interpretation of an “eroded terrace margin” at the location of SAC-319
3) The identification of geomorphic units at the cross-section [76-77] by the FHA-FD.
First Issue: Development of FHA-FD’s split cross-section by FHA-FD
As discussed in detail in the First Concern above, all available information indicates that the
FHA-FD’s cross-section profile was constructed either as a split cross-section, split and off-set
by about 1600 ft, or as an ideal cross-section, but located about 1600 ft upstream of the location
indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-25 (Figure 7). The information presented in the FHA-FD is
ambiguous as to which cross-section configuration was in fact used.
If the FHA-FD used a split and off-set configuration approach, then its most likely method was
to construct its cross-section profile (Figure 11A), from its purported baseline topographic
information (US-CDC 1907), with one cross-section segment starting at the river left top-of-bank
at arch site SAC-319 and extending to the north across the LAR channel to the river right bank,
and a second cross-section segment starting at the river left top-of-bank about 1600 ft upstream
of the location of SAC-319 and extending to the south across terrace surfaces.
In a standard 2-D hydraulic modeling environment (with modeled water depth, water velocity,
and STREAM POWER) results are scattered across the fluvial landscape at a very large number of
point-specific nodes. In this case, it is perfectly reasonable to depict these modeled results along
any alignment, either as an ideal cross-section across the channel, or in any other alignment even
if discontinuous, whether zig-zagged or as a series of separated and off-set line segments.
However, when using the modeled STREAM POWER results, it is only appropriate to draw
geomorphic inferences and geomorphic interpretation from a profile when the constructed profile
alignment is an ideal continuous cross-section.
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It is inappropriate to propose geomorphic relationships between two juxtaposed features on a
profile when there is a discontinuity between these features on the profile, particularly when they
are on separated line segments. With a split and off-set approach on the FHA-FD’s cross-section
(Figure 11C), there is about a 1600 ft off-set discontinuity between the line segments
that included the “eroded terrace margin” and the line segment that included the location of
SAC-319. Therefore, the FHA-FD cannot appropriately use its evidence for an “eroded terrace
margin” to explain the occurrence of a paleoflood at the location of SAC-319, and erosion of
that surface.
The possible FHA-FD alternative approach to developing its cross-section profile was to have
used an ideal cross-section alignment across the landscape and channel about 1600 ft upstream of
arch site SAC-319. This approach would have resulted in a cross-section profile similar to the
topographic representation of the US-CDC, however, and importantly, this cross-section
alignment would not bisect arch site SAC-319 nor the geomorphic surface on which it is located.
In this situation, while the FHA-FD could argue that the steep slope on the river-left side of the
channel may represent an “eroded terrace margin,” it could not conclude that there is any causal
relation between that feature and geomorphic conditions and history at SAC-319.
Second Issue: FHA-FD’s interpretation of “eroded terrace margin”
at cross-section
While the FHA-FD concluded that there was an “eroded terrace margin” which implied the
occurrence of a large paleoflood, this present review found a complete absence of independent
evidence for this feature in other early-date sources of topographic information. The review of
the FHA-FD cross-section presented in the First Concern above, and the initial evaluation of the
1911 USGS topographic mapping, the 1937 aerial photos, and site visits conducted for this
present review, found no corroboration for an eroded slope on the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor
terrace.” Rather, under modern pre-settlement conditions, this area appears to have been a
relatively flat surface composed largely of what appears to be the lowest (“D” surface) of the
suite of possibly four discrete surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation
represented by Rossmoor series soils (See Figures 3, 5).
The 1911 USGS topographic map (Mills quad) indicates that through the full length of the FHAFD Cordova High School study reach on river-left, the area that would be mapped by the SCS
(1993) as Rossmoor series soil is on a nearly flat but gently undulating and backsloping surface
ranging from about 500 ft wide at the upstream end to about 1200 ft wide at the downstream end
of the study reach. This surface was about 15+ ft higher than the edge of the channel floor, and
contours indicate the presence of some very shallow, very broad, and very open swale channels.
At its out-board edge, this surface had a rise of about 10-15+ ft to the next higher surface (FHAFD’s “Americanos terrace”).
This 1911 USGS topographic mapping in the general vicinity of the cross-section (Figure 13) is
significantly different from the 1906 topographic representation of the US-CDC (1907 [Sht. 4])
(Figure 12). Instead of a relatively flat 500-1200 ft wide surface paralleling the LAR channel
with a well defined and discrete out-broad terrace riser, the US-CDC indicates the presence of a
generally dissected terrain originating from minor tributaries draining to the LAR channel from
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the south. On the US-CDC topographic representation, this results in broad foreslopes toward
the LAR (apparently representing gravity dominated hillslope processes), the absence of discrete
terraces and terrace risers (that would result from fluvial dominated processes), and contours
with broad crenulations representing the tributary alignments mainly perpendicular to the LAR.
The 1937 aerial photos corroborate the conditions indicated by the 1911 USGS topographic
mapping. No known or indicated land use or disturbance activity can possibly explain the
discrepancies between the US-CDC topographic representation of 1906 conditions and the 1911
USGS topographic mapping.
As concluded in the introductory portion of Section 4B above, the baseline topography used by
the FHA-FD, the US-CDC (1907), was found to be largely fictional in the “fields” between the
several US-CDC surveyed cross-sections. The degree to which the US-CDC topographic
representation differs from the likely 1906 LAR landforms were such that it should not be used
as a basis for refined geomorphic interpretation.14
Therefore, this present review has concluded that the FHA-FD’s “eroded terrace margin” did not
exist under 1906 pre-mining conditions nor probably under modern pre-settlement conditions
and further, neither did the higher terrain necessary to hold an eroded slope.
Third Issue: Identification of geomorphic units at the cross-section by
FHA-FD
While the FHA-FD referred to the entire river-left portion of its cross-section as a “Rossmoor
terrace,” not reflected in the cross-section diagram nor noted in the FHA-FD text is that the
plotted location of arch site SAC-319 (Figure 11A) is located on a narrow floodplain of younger
material which the SCS (1993 [Sht. 7]) mapped as Xerofluvents soil (See Figure 15).
Information presented by the FHA-FD [69-71] concerning arch site SAC-319 also leads to the
conclusion that this surface is a Holocene Xerofluvents geomorphic unit. With an occupation
age-date of about 2,000 ybp, a site stratigraphy indicating that archaeological artifacts are
integrated with flood deposited sediments to at least a depth of 5 ft, and the site located on a low
mound, together, indicate that the site is on a Holocene surface under construction by floodflow
deposition over at least the last 2,000 years.
This small surface, which is discernable on the 1937/1957/1985 aerial photos, is notably flat and
may have a slight backslope indicative of active floodplain construction. This flat floodplain
surface is easily confirmed in the field. The slope transition between it and that portion of the
FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” which was mapped as the Rossmoor series soil is distinct.
Upstream of arch site SAC-319, arch site SAC-155/156 [FHA-FD’s Figs. 3-24, 3-25] is located
on a similar narrow younger, probably Xerofluvents floodplain surface which was possibly too
small to meet the minimum mapping size criteria of the SCS (1993 [24]). It also may have a
slight backslope.

14

See the First Concern above.
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Figure 12
US-CDC 1906 topographic representation
at the Cordova High School Cross-section

Possible “split and off-set”
cross-section segment

Section 4B
SAC-319

FHA-FD’s baseline topography, the approximate location and alignment of FHA-FD’s
cross-section and the location of SAC-319 as indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-25. Also shown
is the alignment of the US-CDC’s surveyed cross-section III, and the location of one line
segment of the possible FHA-FD’s segmented and off-set cross-section alignment as
discussed in the text.
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Figure 13
USGS 1911 topographic map at the
Cordova High School Cross-section

Possible “split and off-set”
cross-section segment

SAC-319

Showing the approximate location and alignment of FHA-FD’s cross-section and the
location of SAC-319 as indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-25 (Figure 7). Also shown is the
location of one line segment of the possible FHA-FD’s segmented and off-set
cross-section alignment as discussed in the text.
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Figure 14
1937 aerial photo at the Cordova High School Cross-section

SAC-319

Showing the approximate location and alignment of FHA-FD’s cross-section
and the location of SAC-319 as indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-25 (Figure 7).
Refer to Figure 5 for geomorphic unit delineations.
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Figure 15
SCS 1993 soils mapping at the
Cordova High School Cross-section

2 42
18 5

SAC-319

2 42

10 2

Showing the approximate location and alignment of FHA-FD’s
cross-section and the location of SAC-319 as indicated on FHA-FD’s
Fig. 3-25 (Figure 7). Indicated soils are:
102, Americanos soils;
185, Orangevale-Kaseberg-Urban land complex (soils on 8-25% hill
slopes, weathered from consolidated sediments of what is referred
to in this review as “the Fair Oaks uplands”);
203, Riverwash;
204, Rossmoor soils;
205 Rossmoor-Urban land complex;
242 Xerofluvents.
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As discussed in Section 4A, the ages and correlations among the various Holocene geomorphic
bodies of the LAR are presently unknown, and the Holocene Xerofluvents body at the Cordova
High School Cross-section could be equivalent to any of Marchand and Allwardt’s (1981) postModesto I, post-Modesto II, or post-Modesto III surfaces. Based on the reported age-date of
arch site SAC-319 of about 1,500-2,000 ybp (FHA-FD [70-71]), this geomorphic unit could
likely be either the post-Modesto II or III. Based on the observed inundation patterns of the
130,000 cfs 1986 floodflow on Holocene surfaces in the vicinity of SAC-319, the surface at
SAC-319 is slightly higher and may be older than the large Holocene Xerofluvents surface at
River Bend Park, just downstream. This may indicate that the Holocene Xerifluvents surface at
SAC-319 is a post-Modesto II unit, and the River Bend Park surface is a post-Modesto III unit.
In spite of the foregoing concerns about age-dating this geomorphic unit, it was concluded in
Section 4A that the Holocene Xerofluvents bodies in this geomorphic sub-reach, under modern
pre-settlement conditions, were probably undergoing surface aggradation and lateral erosional
degradation. Therefore, surface aggradation is probably a component of on-going geomorphic
processes.
The circumstance at this site is a prime example of the FHA-FD’s conflation of the Holocene
Xerofluvents surfaces and the various surfaces of the Rossmoor series soils of the very late
Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation geomorphic unit and its combination of the
various surfaces and geomorphic units into the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace.”
Although the archaeological evidence indicates that this particular Holocene Xerofluvents
surface has been under depositional construction since at least 2,000 ybp, this age-date does not
translate directly to the Rossmoor series soil surface portion of the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor
terrace” (younger phase of the Modesto Formation). While there appears to be surficial
Holocene sediment deposition on the “D” surface of the younger phase of the Modesto
Formation, geomorphic evidence is not yet sufficient to determine the age-date or process-origin
of these deposits. Given the present level of knowledge of the details of the geomorphic history
and geomorphology of the LAR, it is uncertain whether these Holocene surficial deposits on the
“D” surface
1) are early to mid Holocene post-Modesto I deposits that occurred during an early
aggradation cycle when sea levels were slightly lower than at present,
2) occurred due to large magnitude paleofloods prior to the on-set of modern pre-settlement
conditions on the LAR,
3) occurred under modern pre-settlement conditions due to large paleofloods,
4) occurred under modern pre-settlement conditions after younger phase of the Modesto
Formation times due to aggradation backstepping up the LAR from aggradation on the
lower Sacramento River and therefore not necessarily due to large paleofloods, or
5) are depositional remnants of mining debris deposits from the late 1800’s resulting from
hydraulic mining activities in the Sierra Nevada (Gilbert (1917), Shlemon (1967a [187]),
NRC (1995 [72-75]).
Concerning the last possibility, Shlemon speculated that the portion of his younger phase of the
Modesto Formation surfaces had surficial deposits derived from this debris and the NRC (1995
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[73]) reported evidence of wide spread mining debris deposits on LAR floodplain surfaces. The
SCS (1993 [217]) reported that the surficial deposits, possibly on this “D” surface, were
unstratified, however, James (1991 [728-729]) found that on the Bear River, the mining debris
deposits were strongly stratified. Therefore the origin and age-date of these deposits remain
uncertain. The SCS (1993 [217]) stated that the unstratified nature of these surficial deposits
could be due deposition in a single flood event which does not preclude the possibility they are
the result of the 1862 floodflow.15
Also as treated in detail in Section 4A, a defensible back-in-time limit has not been established
for the LAR. Because there has been no determination of an age-date for the initiation of
modern pre-settlement channel and geomorphic conditions on the LAR, there is no established
paleoflood date limit that can be used to determine which paleoflood events can be appropriately
incorporated into the modern floodflow frequency statistics.
Conclusions
To summarize, the FHA-FD’s approach in developing its cross-section profile was insufficiently
constrained to allow its appropriate use for geomorphic interpretation. Arch site SAC-319 is not
located at the toe of an “eroded terrace margin” feature of the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace.”
The FHA-FD’s “eroded terrace margin” did not exist, nor did the higher topography necessary to
hold the “eroded terrace margin,” under modern pre-settlement LAR conditions. On-site review,
early aerial photo coverage, and soils mapping evidence indicate that arch site SAC-319 is
located on a constructional floodplain surface of late Holocene age. This site is on a Holocene
Xerofluvents surface, not on a surface with Rossmoor series soils. The surfaces with Rossmoor
soils most likely represent the surfaces of the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto
Formation.
The FHA-FD inappropriately conflated the Holocene Xerofluvents and the very late Pleistocene
younger phase of the Modesto Formation into a single unit referred to as its “Rossmoor terrace.”
Therefore, the stratigraphy and age-date of this Holocene Xerofluvents geomorphic body cannot
be simply and directly extrapolated to that portion of the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” which
was mapped as Rossmoor series soils. While Holocene deposition has occurred on both the
Holocene Xerofluvents surface and perhaps on the lowest of the various Rossmoor series soil
surfaces, the age of the possible Holocene deposition on the “D” surface is not known, and the
back-in-time limit for the appropriate application of paleoflood magnitudes is not known.
All defensible geomorphic evidence at this cross-section indicates on-going progressive
floodflood sediment deposition on geomorphic surfaces and no evidence of major paleoflood
erosion.

15

It should be recalled that Harden (1987) stressed that the age-dating of a soil surface can be much younger than
the age of the geomorphic unit upon which it is found. She indicated that in the downstream reaches of east side
Central Valley rivers which have been, or are, in a general aggradational regime, overbank flows and sediment
deposition can significantly post-date the development age of the floodplain or terrace feature. Therefore, it is
possible that at the SCS (1993) Rossmoor series soil type pedon location, there could be Holocene deposits (of
varying possible ages) on top of a surface which formed earlier.
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Third Concern: Involves the FHA-FD’s use of archaeological information
associated with arch site SAC-319 to develop estimates of paleoflood
occurrence and magnitude.
The FHA-FD used the results of two archaeological investigations to reach conclusions on
paleofloods at this site [70].16 First the FHA-FD accepted the conclusion of these reports
that occupation of the site dates to 2,000 ybp [70-71], and that the site had been continuously
occupied over the past 2,000 years. Then apparently from the interpretation of the
archaeological findings from auger hole and trench investigations, the FHA-FD concluded
that there was evidence of flood-deposited fine-grained materials from shallow inundation [71]
and stated [73] that “[t]he geomorphology at [SAC-319] as well as stratigraphic descriptions
indicate that the site has been modified by erosion related to large floods.” The FHA-FD
concluded that “it appears that the site has been inundated in the last several thousand years”
[71]. The FHA-FD [73] stated that both the geomorphology and the stratigraphy at arch site
SAC-319 “indicate that the site has been modified by erosion related to large floods.”
However, the FHA-FD was ambiguous has to who really concluded that the materials revealed
by the stratigraphic investigation were actually floodflow deposition in origin or that there was
evidence of floodflow erosion. Since, as discussed in the Second Concern above, this is a
Holocene Xerofluvents floodplain and geomorphic body. This conclusion is perfectly
reasonable, but the FHA-FD is not clear as to whether this conclusion was made by the
investigating archaeologists or by the FHA-FD from the stratigraphic results.
Also, the FHA-FD’s paleoflood conclusions drawn from the evidence at SAC-319 are very
questionable. The FHA-FD [70-71] reported that the arch site SAC-319 was possibly a major
village site, was located on a low and narrow mound, extended to a depth of at least 5 ft, and had
a stratigraphy composed of “flood deposits” including “a thick lenses of sand interpreted to be a
flood deposit was encountered at a depth of 5 ft.”
The FHA-FD [71] stated that “based on the presence of flood deposits …, it appears that this site
has been inundated in the last several thousand years.” The FHA-FD [71] went on to state that
[t]he stratigraphy at site SAC-319 was the primary source of data reviewed in
this part of the reach to establish evidence of inundation and erosion resulting
from large magnitude floods,
and concluded [73] the geomorphology and site stratigraphy indicate that the arch site has been
modified by erosion related to large floods.
The FHA-FD may have used the foregoing evidence of net deposition at SAC-319, and on the
surface upon which it is located, in conjunction with its finding that SAC-319 is located at the
toe of an “eroded terrace margin,” to conclude that arch site conditions imply flood deposition
and site occupation following the formation of the FHA-FD’s “eroded terrace margin.” This was
as not explicitly stated or defended by the FHA-FD, but it seems the only available route to a
16

Peak 1973, Peak and Associates 1983: Neither was available for evaluation for this present review. See the FHAFD for citations.
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finding of evidence for erosion at this site. However, as presented in detail in the First Concern
and the Second Concern above, this review
a) found no evidence for the actual presence of any “eroded terrace margin” under modern
pre-settlement conditions, and
b) found that SAC-319 was actually located on a flat and backsloping Holocene
Xerofluvents depositional surface not at all associated with any “eroded terrace margin”
or similar feature.
Also, in spite of assertions that arch site stratigraphy indicated major floodflow erosion events,
the FHA-FD only presented information which indicates progressive site deposition.
Finally, the FHA-FD [71] seems to have bolstered its conclusion for erosion at arch site SAC319 with the statement that for LAR arch sites of similar age to that of SAC-319 (1,500-2,500
ybp)
[y]ounger ages recovered from the surface of many of these [various] sites in
combination with the stratigraphy indicates that the sites have been inundated,
perhaps numerous times during the period represented by the older ages.
However, while the FHA-FD [64-71] identified 11 arch sites in its study site, it found that the
only useful site stratigraphy was that for SAC-319. This stratigraphy and the informal site
observations presented in the FHA-FD for the other sites all indicated net site disposition rather
than erosion. Therefore, the inundation referred to above are observations of depositional
inundation rather than erosional inundation.
The only site that the FHA-FD identified with evidence for erosional inundation was at SAC320, however the stratigraphy and archaeology of that site was not directly investigated, and the
erosion conclusions were associated with the higher paleoflood magnitude range of at least
600,000 cfs17. The actual meaning and implication of FHA-FD’s phrase “[y]ounger ages
recovered from the surface of many of these [various] sites” was not made explicit and remains
uncertain.
It is the conclusion of this review that while the FHA-FD stated that the stratigraphy of SAC-319
was the primary source of evidence for “inundation and erosion” [71, 73] due to large
paleofloods, the evidence reported indicated only the occurrence of flood deposition rather than
erosion. This reported stratigraphy indicated that archaeological material is fully integrated with
flood-deposited sediments to at least a depth of 5 ft, and no evidence for erosional
unconformities of the site stratigraphy was reported by the FHA-FD. Also it was stated that the
site was located on a low mound indicating the lack of significant erosion within the age-date of
this site.
From all this information, it appears that:
1) The only floodflow processes reported for the arch site SAC-319, and the surface on
which it is located, is for floodflow inundation and flood deposition, not erosion.
17

For a detailed review of SAC-320 see Arch Site SAC-320 and the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge
Cross-section Paleoflood Assessment, Fourth Concern and related issues below.
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2) On-site evidence only supports paleofloods of such magnitude as to inundate the
Holocene Xerofluvents surface to a depth necessary to result in a progressive surficial
deposition.
3) While an occupation age-date to 2,000 ybp may be appropriate for this site, the
defensible evidence of floodflow impacts to the site presented by the FHA-FD was
limited to depositional processes, not erosional processes.
4) Therefore, the use of an erosional stream power threshold for estimating possible
paleoflood magnitudes at this site is not appropriate.
Fourth Concern: Involves the FHA-FD’s use of STREAM
occurrence and magnitude.

POWER

to estimate paleoflood

The FHA-FD applied its STREAM POWER assessment approach at this cross-section, using its crosssection profile (Figure 8), and found that modeled flows of 400,000 cfs result in a MANNING'S
2
POWER (P-SV) of about 20 W/m over much of the “Rossmoor terrace” surface and that MANNING'S
2
POWER (P-SV) approaches 200 W/m at the “terrace margin near SAC-319” [73]. FHA-FD’s Fig.
3-28 (Figure 8) indicates that at a modeled floodflow of 550,000 cfs its modeled MANNING’S
2
POWER (P-SV) on its “Rossmoor terrace” surface ranged between about 50 W/m to a little over 300
W/m2 at the location of arch site SAC-319.
The FHA-FD also concluded that the geomorphology of the terrace and the available
stratigraphic information from this arch site (among others) “are supportive of paleofloods with
peak discharges in the range of about 400,000-550,000 cfs” [75]. These estimates were
apparently based first, on the FHA-FD’s contention of the presence of an “eroded terrace
margin,” second, on FHA-FD’s adopted MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) thresholds for various
depositional/erosional processes, and third on FHA-FD’s modeling results that indicating
that flows in the 400,000-550,000 cfs range are required to inundate its “Rossmoor terrace”
surface.
Summary of Earlier Issues with FHA-FD's Use of STREAM
Paleofloods Occurrence and Magnitudes

POWER to Estimate

With respect to the FHA-FD’s use of STREAM POWER to estimate the occurrence and magnitudes of
paleofloods at this cross-section, many issues addressed in other portions of this review are
germane:
First, as presented in Section 2A and in the introductory portion of Section 4B, the
FHA-FD’s topographic depiction of 1906 pre-mining, “natural,” conditions was based on
erroneous early-date topographic information in that it did not accurately depict the actual
topography of 1906. Actual topographic conditions in 1906 should not be assumed to
adequately represent “natural” or modern pre-settlement LAR conditions because of
important alterations in the late 1800’s. The resulting FHA-FD baseline topography is
unsuited for the hydraulic modeling for potential paleoflood magnitudes.
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Second, as presented in Section 2A, there may be significant problems with the
FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling approach, particularly with respect to its adopted
Manning’s roughness value which may result in erroneous water surface elevations,
water velocities, and MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values.
Third, as presented in the First Concern above, the FHA-FD’s constructed crosssection profile does not reflect the topography depicted by the early-date source of
topography that the FHA-FD purported as the basis of its own topography. Rather it
seems to reflect a bias toward presenting evidence for paleofloods and is thus rendered
inappropriate for hydraulic modeling and for interpreting results as part of a paleoflood
assessment.
Fourth, as presented in the First Concern and Second Concern above, the FHAFD’s cross-section and profile was either first, a split and off-set cross-section
constructed from separated and discontinuous line segments or, second, an ideal crosssection but located about 1600 ft upstream from the alignment indicated on FHA-FD’s
Fig. 3-25 (Figure 7).
If the first, this approach created the situation where it is inappropriate to draw causal
relations between geomorphic features (the FHA-FD’s “eroded terrace margin” and the
surface at arch site SAC-319) which are represented on the profile as immediately
juxtaposed when they are really separated by about 1600 ft and when there may be no
real causal relation.
If the second, then the arch site SAC-319 and the geomorphic surface upon which it is
located are about 1600 ft downstream of the cross-section alignment. It is inappropriate
to draw geomorphic causal relations from the cross-section alignment to the actual
location of SAC-319.
Fifth, as presented in the Second Concern above, the FHA-FD’s geomorphic
interpretation of its cross-section is inaccurate. In particular, there is no evidence for the
FHA-FD’s “eroded terrace margin” on any other early-date sources of topographic
information. This feature which is critical evidence for the FHA-FD’s higher magnitude
paleoflood did not exist under pre-mining conditions and was apparently a fiction of the
FHA-FD.
Sixth, as presented in Section 2 and the introductory portion of Section 4B above,
the FHA-FD has conflated the conflicting concepts of unit stream power (c-av) and
MANNING'S POWER (P-SV). The FHA-FD has adopted and modified average cross-section
unit stream power (c-av) values that Magilligan (1992) used to propose a threshold
criterion for major geomorphic modification, but used point-specific MANNING'S POWER (PSV) modeling results to compare against the cross-section average threshold values.
Seventh, as presented in the introductory portion of Section 4B, the FHA-FD
appears to have adopted a set of MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) criteria as indicating various
floodflow depositional/erosional processes:
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1) <50 W/m2 results in fine-grained sediment deposition

2) 50-75 W/m2 results in fine-grain sediment deposition and possibly some
minor erosion [74]
3) 75-100 W/m2 results in minor to some substantial erosion
4) 100-300 W/m2 results in the initiation of “significant geomorphic change”
[76]
Eighth, as presented in the introductory portion of Section 4B above, the FHA-FD
adopted a MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) value of 100-300 W/m2 as a range for the initiation of
“significant geomorphic change” even though, without justification or evidence;
1) the tentative threshold of 300 W/m2, proposed by Magilligan (1992
[385]), was changed by the FHA-FD to 100-300 W/m2;
2) the proposed tentative threshold, expressed by Magilligan [375] in terms
of unit stream power (c-av), was assessed by the FHA-FD in terms of
Manning's power (p-sv);
3) the proposed tentative threshold by Magilligan [384-385] was for “major
geomorphic modification” entailing wholesale changes to channels and
floodplains due to catastrophic floodflow events, was applied by the FHAFD as “significant geomorphic change;” and
4) the criteria of “significant geomorphic change” was applied by the FHAFD to the LAR without any stated objective standards for this degree of
modification and for identifying this condition in the field.
These issues result in the absence of any justified or defensible STREAM POWER threshold for
geomorphic disruption which is a necessity when the assessment employed requires the use of
STREAM POWER to estimate floodflow magnitudes from evidence of paleoflood geomorphic
disruption.
Three Additional Concerns with Cross-section Modeling
(1) A further concern is an extension of the issues related to the FHA-FD’s construction
and location of its cross-section addressed in the First Concern and Second Concern above. If, as
is most likely, the cross-section was constructed from separated discontinuous line segments, and
if the hydraulic modeling results depicted on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-28 (Figure 8) were appropriately
derived from 2-D modeling, these results should indicate a discontinuity at the line segment offset break. Nothing of the sort is noticeable on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-28. The modeling results
depicted on this figure could result from two possible causes:
1) The FHA-FD’s cross-section was ideal in form but was located about 1600 ft upstream
of SAC-319.
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2) The modeling results were developed by making hydraulic computations only along an
off-set discontinuous cross-section composed of separated line segments, rather than
being derived from a standard 2-D approach with hydraulic modeling results composed
of computations across the landscape area but with only those results along the crosssection alignment itself actually being displayed.
If the first possibility is the case, then there are no MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) results for the location
of arch site SAC-319, because the cross-section alignment did not bisect it.
If the second possibility was the case, then the FHA-FD modeling results are erroneous because
they really are not a result of standard 2-D modeling, but rather a hybrid approach (a series of
point-specific hydraulic computations only along the cross-section without any 2-D upstream or
downstream inter-relations). This could have entailed an approach that included running the
shallow water 2-D modeling computations, discussed in Section 2A, at point-specific nodes
located only along the cross-section alignment, rather than running the computations over the
channel and floodplain landscape area in a 2-D grid, both upstream and downstream of the crosssection location. With a standard 2-D modeling approach, with the 2-D grid of computation
nodes extending across the channel and landscape area, when the hydraulic results are presented
for a particular cross-section alignment the results reflect variability associated with all the
hydraulic characteristics of the landscape (both upstream and downstream).
On the other hand, if the computations were only run along the cross-section alignment, the
upstream and downstream hydraulic characteristics of the channel and landscape areas are
ignored. When the results of this approach are presented along a cross-section they really
constitute a 1-D modeling approach albeit with variability along the cross-section due only to
variable computed water depth and velocity along the cross-section (without any hydraulic
influences of the landscape upstream and downstream). This is in effect a partitioned 1-D
approach.18
In any case, whether the hydraulic modeling results were derived from an appropriate 2-D model
of the ideal, but mis-located cross-section, or from a separated line segment and discontinuous
cross-section using an inappropriate hybrid 2-D modeling approach, the MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)
results depicted along the FHA-FD’s cross-section (Fig. 3-28) (Figure 8) cannot be used to
accurately draw STREAM POWER causal relations along the cross-section. This is particularly true
along the FHA-FD’s river-left portion of its cross-section where its “eroded terrace margin” and
arch site SAC-319 are located. If the hydraulic modeling results were derived at an ideal crosssection, they are irrelevant because they do not bisect arch site SAC-319. If the hydraulic
modeling results were developed along separated discontinuous line segments, there are no 2-D
STREAM POWER causal relations between “eroded terrace margin” and SAC-319 because of the
1600 ft off-set separation between these features.
(2) As presented in the Third Concern above, the FHA-FD has presented stratigraphic
information for arch site SAC-319 that implied nearly continuous occupation over the past 2,000
years in conjunction with a predominantly floodflow depositional regime, and purported
18

See Section 2B for details.
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evidence for surficial erosion on the Holocene Xerofluvents surface at this site. The FHA-FD’s
hydraulic modeling results includes MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values of about 20-200 W/m2 across
its “Rossmoor terrace” surface at 400,000 cfs [74] and about 50-300 W/m2 at 550,000 cfs [Fig.
3-25] (Figure 7).
The modeled MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) values for the location of SAC-319 (200-300 W/m2 for the
400,000-550,000 cfs range) are considerably greater than the FHA-FD’s apparently adopted
upper STREAM POWER thresholds for fine-grained sediment deposition or minor erosion (<75 W/m2)
and for minor to some substantial erosion (75-100 W/m2). Therefore, FHA-FD’s interpretation
of its hydraulic modeling results do not support a floodflow depositional regime at the location
of SAC-319, but rather implies that over the floodflow range of 400,000-550,000 cfs, the site
should have experienced “significant geomorphic change” in the parlance of the FHA-FD. Or in
the parlance of Magilligan (1992), wholesale “major geomorphic modification” to the channel
and floodplain surfaces due to catastrophic floodflow events. As a result, the FHA-FD’s
reported conditions at SAC-319 (long-term surficial deposition) are not supported by the FHAFD’s interpretation of its hydraulic modeling results.
(3) A further issue is the various aspects of the FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling. As
presented in Section 2A, the introductory portion of Section 4B, and the First Concern and
Second Concern above, FHA-FD’s baseline pre-mining topography is significantly inaccurate,
FHA-FD’s cross-section alignment and location is uncertain and the profile is questionable,
FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling approach is questionable, and the modeling MANNING'S POWER (PSV) results are unreliable.
From aerial photos taken during the 1986 130,000 cfs event, it is possible that under present
conditions, flows in the 200,000-300,000 cfs range may be adequate to account for deposition on
the Holocene Xerofluvents surface at SAC-319.19 The floodflow range of 400,000-550,000 cfs,
which the FHA-FD [73] found necessary to fully inundate its “Rossmoor terrace” surface, is not
required:
1) because only inundation of the Holocene Xerofluvents surface is necessary to account
for site conditions, not the whole landscape that the FHA-FD refers to as its “Rossmoor
terrace;”
2) because of FHA-FD’s flawed topography and hydraulic modeling; and
3) because according to FHA-FD’s STREAM POWER criteria, only a MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) of
<75 W/m2 would be required to account for floodflow deposition at SAC-319.
19

Aerial photos of 2/21/86, taken near the peak discharge, show a water surface width at arch site SAC-320 of about
880 ft and indicate a remaining freeboard at the Holocene Xerofluvents surface of perhaps about 5 ft. If an
average water velocity of 10 ft/sec is assumed, then an additional 44,000 cfs (or a total of 174,000 cfs) would be
required to initiate inundation of this surface (5 (ft, additional depth) x 880 (ft, water surface width) x 10 (ft/sec,
average water velocity) = 44,000 cfs). If 3 ft of water depth over a surface such as this is required for finegrained sediment deposition, as is asserted by the FHA-FD [e.g. 39], then an additional 36,000 cfs (or a total of
210,000 cfs) would be required for surface aggradation (3 ft, additional depth) x 1330 (ft, water surface width) x 9
(ft/sec, average water velocity accounting for main channel flow and shallow flow over new surfaces) = 36,000
cfs).
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Conclusions
In conclusion, the FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeled MANNING'S
upon for a wide range of reasons:

POWER (P-SV)

results cannot be relied

1) The baseline topography used by the FHA-FD did not accurately reflect 1906 LAR
topographic conditions.
2) The 1906 LAR topographic conditions did not reflect “natural” or modern pre-settlement
LAR conditions because of significant activities and events in the late 1800’s.
3) The FHA-FD did not accurately use the 1906 topographic representation in developing
its cross-section profile.
4) The alignment and configuration of the FHA-FD’s cross-section is uncertain.
5) The position and juxtaposition of critical features on its cross-section profile may not be
so positioned on the ground, eliminating possible causal relations.
6) Questions regarding the use of Manning’s roughness values used in FHA-FD’s hydraulic
modeling.
7) Questions regarding the application of the hydraulic computation along the cross-section
alignment.
8) Questions regarding the FHA-FD’s adopted Manning's power (p-sv) threshold for
geomorphic change.
9) The absence of reported evidence for surficial erosion at arch site SAC-319.
10) The complete absence of FHA-FD’s diagnostic paleoflood disruption features, its
“eroded terrace margin,” under modern pre-settlement conditions.
Finally, FHA-FD’s interpretations of the MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) results of its modeling at arch site
SAC-319 do not support the geomorphic and archaeological stratigraphy at this site. No estimate
of paleoflood magnitudes (regardless of the level of uncertainty qualifications) can be developed
until all of the hydraulic modeling, topographic, and cross-section problems are resolved along
with all the remaining questions above.
Fifth Concern: Involves the FHA-FD’s age-dating for the lower paleoflood
magnitude range at this site.
The FHA-FD [70-71] stated that the evidence at the LAR arch sites, and in particular the
evidence at SAC-319, was used to conclude that the age-date of the paleofloods in its lower
magnitude range of 400,000-550,000 cfs was 150-700 ybp [77, Tbl. 3-5]. It concluded that the
various LAR arch sites had occupation age-dates of about 2,000-2,500 ybp, and that arch site
SAC-319 was nearly continually occupied over the last 2,000 years. It noted that geomorphic
and stratigraphic information at this site, as well as at other LAR arch sites, indicated evidence of
erosion by major paleofloods. The FHA-FD stated that there was younger aged material on the
surfaces containing these arch sites [71], leading to the conclusion that these surfaces have been
overtopped by floods several times since the occupation date [76-77].
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However, the FHA-FD provided no explicit statement concerning the methods and data used to
age-date the 400,000-550,000 cfs paleoflood range to 150-700 ybp. The line of logic employed
by the FHA-FD was apparently predicated on the assumption that significant on-site erosion
occurred at SAC-319 due to a major paleoflood that created the “eroded terrace margin” at the
Cordova High School Cross-section. The FHA-FD conclusion also demands the assumption
that this >700 ybp erosional event eroded some, but not all of the archaeological material at
SAC-319. Further, it must be assumed that subsequent to this major erosional event, on-going
floods occurred over this surface that depositing additional material. This could be the meaning
and intent of the FHA-FD statement that there is younger aged material on the surfaces
containing these arch sites.
A different set of conclusions was derived by this present review when reviewing the FHAFD’s Cordova High School Cross-section assessment. They are:
1) FHA-FD’s “eroded terrace margin” was a result of FHA-FD’s erroneous interpretation of
fictitious topography, and that it did not exist under pre-mining, or modern presettlement conditions.
2) There was no spatial or causal relationship between FHA-FD’s “eroded terrace margin,”
indicated on its cross-section profile, and the conditions at SAC-319.
3) There was no independent evidence for surface erosion at SAC-319, only evidence for
deposition.
4) Arch site SAC-319 is positioned on a depositional Holocene Xerofluvents surface and
not a surface of the Rossmoor series soil.
5) The FHA-FD’s STREAM POWER results are suspect due to concerns about the FHA-FD’s
hydraulic modeling, topography, and cross-section profile configuration.
As a result, there appears to be no basis for the FHA-FD’s use of the conditions at SAC-319 as
evidence for major erosional paleofloods events. There is no support for a paleoflood event prior
to 700 ybp that created the FHA-FD’s “eroded terrace margin” and no support for the erosion of
SAC-319 due to that or subsequent paleofloods. At arch site SAC-319, there is only reported
evidence for floodflow deposition throughout the 2,000 year period of occupation, and only
depositional events are necessary to account for site conditions.
However, FHA-FD’s topography and hydraulic modeling indicates that at the location of SAC319 that MANNING’S POWER is about 200 W/m2 at 400,000 cfs [73, Fig. 3-25] (Figure 7), which is
well above its apparently adopted upper threshold for minor erosion (75 W/m2 [74]), and is
slightly greater than 300 W/m2 at 550,000 cfs [Fig. 3-28] (Figure 8). These modeling results at
these discharges offer little support for evidence of predominantly floodflow deposition at SAC319. In accord with the FHA-FD's apparently adopted STREAM POWER threshold criteria, addressed
in the Fourth Concern above, multiple paleofloods in the 400,000-550,000 cfs range within the
last 700 years should have left abundant erosional evidence, but which is absent.
As discussed elsewhere (Section 2A, the introductory portion of Section 4B, and in First
Concern, Second Concern, and Third Concern above), FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling results are
highly questionable because of issues regarding its baseline topography, its cross-section profile,
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and its hydraulic modeling approach. It is concluded that evidence for FHA-FD’s lower
magnitude paleoflood range of 400,000-550,000 cfs at this site is completely indefensible.
The presence of younger material on the geomorphic surface containing this arch site (if this was
the intent of the FHA-FD) can be equally explained by on-going site occupation in the late
Holocene along with on-going overbank constructional floodflows inundating this Holocene
Xerofluvents surface. No major erosional event is necessary to explain the reported
archaeological information.
Additionally, a thorough review of the FHA-FD material finds absolutely no evidence for, or a
discussion of the methods used to estimate that age-date range for these paleofloods. The only
evidence presented was for floodflow deposition on this Holocene Xerofluvents surface was in
conjunction with 2,000 years of nearly continuous occupation. Based on 1986 floodflow
inundation conditions at 130,000 cfs, it appears that under present LAR channel and landform
conditions, surficial floodflow deposition could occur on this surface, as an approximation, at
about and somewhat greater than 200,000 cfs, perhaps even to 300,000 cfs. Based on historical
records (FHA-FD [Tbls. 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, Fig. 2-5), flood flows of this magnitude could occur
several times per century and could very well be part of the on-going Holocene Xerofluvents
surface constructional regime of the modern pre-settlement period.
In summary, the information presented by the FHA-FD does not support the conclusion
that major paleofloods of 400,000 to 550,000 cfs have occurred repeatedly in the age-date range
of 150-700 ybp. No evidence was found in the FHA-FD that could be used to age-date these
lower magnitude paleofloods to the 150-700 ybp period. All that is required to account for the
geomorphic and arch site conditions is on-going overbank floods of modest magnitude on
Holocene Xerofluvents surfaces and the on-going surficial development and construction of
that surface. The on-going construction of Holocene surfaces by surficial deposition is an
expected circumstance, and large paleofloods are not necessary. The defensible information
presented in the FHA-FD supports Holocene surface constructional paleofloods perhaps in the
200,000-300,000 cfs range, or slightly greater, over the last 2,000 years.
Conclusions on Arch Site SAC-319 and Cordova High School Cross-section
Paleoflood Assessment
From the foregoing discussion, and when applying a “full-constraint” criterion, the following is
what can be determined about possible paleofloods considering evidence at archaeological site
SAC-319 and the defensible assertions concerning site conditions at the FHA-FD’s Cordova
High School Cross-section.


The age-date of SAC-319 occupation may be about 2,000 years and may have been
occupied nearly continuously since then.



SAC-319 is located on a Holocene geomorphic body with Xerofluvents soils.



SAC-319 stratigraphy indicates a pervasive depositional environment with no
defensible evidence presented indicating the occurrence significant surficial erosion.
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FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” includes two basic geomorphic units, each with multiple
surfaces; several Holocene Xerofluvents surfaces, and several Rossmoor series soil
surfaces.



The geomorphic units with Xerofluvents and Rossmoor series soil are genetically
different with different stratigraphic characteristics: units with Xerofluvents soils tend
to be deep and composed of sand and gravel and are susceptible to lateral erosion, units
with Rossmoor series soils tend to be shallow surficial material located on eroded strath
terraces of older Pleistocene units, which are composed of consolidated sand and clay
material, and are typically resistant to lateral erosion.



The elevated Holocene Xerofluvents units of the LAR are probably those of Marchand
and Allwardt’s (1981) post-Modesto I, II, and III, but this needs to be confirmed, and
the specific bodies of the LAR need to be properly assigned by an appropriate
assessment.



Based on relative conditions in the vicinity of the SAC-319 Holocene Xerofluvents unit,
this may be a body of the post-Modesto II geomorphic unit, variously age-dated to
about 2,000-3,000 ybp. The assignment of this body to a post-Modesto geomorphic
unit must be confirmed by a proper assessment.



The geomorphic unit on the LAR with the Rossmoor series soil is the younger phase of
the Modesto Formation, most likely of very late Pleistocene to possibly the early Holocene in
age. As proposed in this review, along the LAR this formation may have four separate
surfaces, “A,” “B,” “C,” and “D,” but this needs to be confirmed by a thorough field
investigation.



As a group, the surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation have a steeper
valley slope than does the modern pre-settlement channel. They are as much as 45-60 ft
above the modern channel in the vicinity of the present Lake Natoma at about RM 23,
and are buried by Holocene deposits at, and downstream of about RM 4-5.



Each of these four surfaces vary in age and elevation above the present channel and are
variably susceptible to flooding. Most likely only the lowest (“D” surface) has
experienced later Holocene floodflow deposition.



At present, the most reliable early-date source of topographic informationat this crosssection location is probably the 1911 USGS topo map (Figure 13) which may show a
reasonably accurate depiction of pre-mining 1906 topography. At present, the most
reliable cross-section profile of pre-mining, 1906 conditions, at this location is probably
that shown on Figure 11B.



This 1911 profile does not incorporate potentially significant events or their effects of
the late 1800’s and should not be assumed to accurately reflect “natural,” or modern
pre-settlement conditions at this location.



That area that was mapped with Rossmoor series soils by the SCS at this cross-section
is the lowest and youngest “D” surface.



Early-date aerial photos indicate that this surface has experienced overbank flows and
floodflow sediment deposition via shallow swale channels in the geologically recent,
but the age-date of these flows is not known.
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The type location of the SCS Rossmoor series soil is probably on this lowest Rossmoor
series soil terrace surface (“D”).



The SCS (1993 [217]) noted that the soil column of the Rossmoor series soil, possibly
at the type location on the “D” surface, may be indicative of fine-grained sediment
having been added to the surface by floodflows.



The SCS (1993 [14, 94] noted that this soil experiences “rare flooding,” but at this
cross-section and at the type location of this soil on the “D” surface, there were no
known inundation events in the 20th century. Regular floodflow inundation of the
Rossmoor series soil surfaces occurs on downstream units where they are closer in
elevation to the modern channel.



The SCS (1975 [118, 315]) noted that this soil taxon can date to the late Pleistocene, or
earlier.



At this cross-section, that area mapped with Rossmoor series soil by the SCS, is the “D”
surface of the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation, has a
veneer of ‘Holocene alluvium.’



There is presently no definitive evidence presented that indicates the Holocene veneer
material has been deposited under modern pre-settlement channel conditions, however
this cross-section is in geomorphic sub-reach 4 (as proposed in this present review,
Section 4A). It is possible that this is late Holocene deposition that is part of the latetime post-younger phase of the Modesto Formation aggradation regime, or it could have
resulted from post-settlement sediment routing conditions.



FHA-FD’s “eroded terrace margin” is not defensibly supported by evidence. It did not
exist under modern pre-settlement conditions, and cannot be defensibly attributed to
‘erosion’ under the influence of modern pre-settlement channel and geomorphic
conditions. Nor did the higher terrace elevations exist that would be necessary to hold
an “eroded terrace margin.”



The FHA-FD presented no defensible basis for the occurrence of paleofloods in its
lower magnitude paleoflood range of 400,000-550,000 cfs at this site.



Surface elevation of the Holocene unit at arch site SAC-319 and the apparent long-term
history of surficial deposition indicates a pattern of repeated floodflows in the range of
about 200,000 cfs to perhaps 300,000 cfs or somewhat greater.



The FHA-FD presented no defensible age-date evidence that paleofloods in its lower
magnitude paleoflood range of 400,000-550,000 cfs have occurred in the 150-700 ybp
period.



The evidence at arch site SAC-319 for pervasive surficial deposition since at least 2,000
ybp indicates that paleofloods in the 300,000 cfs range may have been typical over the
last 2,000 year.



The geomorphic history of the LAR implies, that within an appropriate back-in-time
limit, the possible geomorphic process regime in the FHA-FD’s Cordova High School
study reach could include
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a) overbank floodflow and net surficial deposition on Holocene Xerofluvents
bodies (and possibly on the lower “D” surface of the younger phase of the
Modesto Formation unit),
b) progressive lateral erosion of the Holocene Xerofluvents bodies,
c) progressive channel bed incision, and
d) progressive widening of the active channel resulting in the progressive
increase in the floodflow capacity of the active channel.


The occasional presence of resistant channel bed features probably limits the rate of
vertical LAR incision and may enhance the rate of lateral erosion of Holocene bodies.



All site evidence indicates net floodplain surface deposition at the cross-section during
the later portions of the Holocene, and there is no apparent evidence of surficial
erosional events under modern pre-settlement conditions, and none was defensibly
presented by the FHA-FD.



The US-CDC topographic representation did not appropriately reflecteither the 1906
pre-mining or the modern pre-settlement conditions of the LAR and should not be used
as a basis for hydraulic modeling. The USGS 1911 topographic mapping, with
necessary modifications, may adequately characterize modern pre-settlement LAR
topography. Necessary adjustments include
a) correcting deranged landforms and surfaces along the LAR due to surface
mining,
b) correcting for channel and landform sediment aggradation in the late 1800’s
due to Sierra Nevada mining activities,
c) correcting for major channel and landform changes that may have resulted
from the artificially sediment-rich 1862 floodflow event, and
d) adjustments of the position and alignment of major landform features using
the 1937 aerial photos.



The FHA-FD’s cross-section location, alignment, and configuration is uncertain and at
present causal relations between the conditions at arch site SAC-319 and other portions
of the cross-section profile cannot be defensibly asserted.



If in the future a STREAM POWER based approach to paleoflood analysis is to use the
evidence at SAC-319, then the cross-section must bisect this arch site and must either;
1) be a 1-D unit stream power (c-av) non-distributed approach using an ideal
cross-section, or
2) be a 2-D approach based on a distributed and site specific stream power
method using either an ideal or a segmented discontinuous and off-set crosssection configuration.



If the 2-D approach is to be used, then the distributed STREAM POWER along the crosssection must be based on computation of a 2-D grid, extending both upstream and
downstream of the cross-section location. If the cross-section is segmented and
discontinuous or off-set, then causal relations between juxtaposed features along the
cross-section profile cannot be defensibly asserted.
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The FHA-FD cross-section profile does not reflect the probable modern pre-settlement
geomorphology or landform configuration at or in the area of the cross-section and
FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling results do not reflect actual modern pre-settlement
conditions.



At this time, the FHA-FD does not provide sufficiently constrained information to make
any paleoflood magnitude estimate. No paleoflood magnitude estimate can be made,
regardless of the level of certainty and constraint, until the modern pre-settlement LAR
landforms are appropriately characterized and the cross-section location, configuration,
and surface profile issues are resolved.
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Arch Site SAC-320 and the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge
Cross-section Paleoflood Assessment
The FHA-FD found that modeled flows of 400,000 cfs result in a MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) of about
10 W/m2 over much of the “Rossmoor terrace” surface and that MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) only
increases to about 50 W/m2 at the “terrace margin near arch site SAC-320” [73] located on its
cross-section profile at about position 980 ft (FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27, Figure 10). This figure
indicates that in this cross-section the modeled STREAM POWER at 550,000 cfs was about 10 W/m2
over most of the “Rossmoor terrace” and reached about 50 W/m2 at the “terrace margin near
SAC-320,” at about position 980 ft.
The FHA-FD also concluded that the geomorphology of the “Rossmoor terraces,” and the
available stratigraphic information from arch site SAC-320 (among others) “are supportive of
paleofloods with peak discharges in the range of about 400,000-550,000 cfs” [75]. In addition,
the FHA-FD noted that at least one paleoflood of a minimum of 600,000 cfs was required at this
cross-section to account for purported arch site erosion and because modeled flow magnitudes in
the 600,000-850,000 cfs range result in MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values of about 100 W/m2 over
much of the cross-section, but were less than 200 W/m2 “at” the site of SAC-320 [75-76], at
about position 980 ft. Therefore, the FHA-FD found evidence for paleofloods in the lower
magnitude range of 400,000-550,000 cfs with an age-date of 150-700 ybp, and for paleofloods in
a higher magnitude range of greater than 600,000 cfs with an age-date of 700-2000 ybp.
The critique of the FHA-FD’s analysis of paleofloods at this location involves six main concerns.
First Concern: Involves FHA-FD’s construction of the cross-section profile.
FHA-FD's Early-date Cross-section Profile
The FHA-FD’s Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section [Fig. 3-27] (Figures 9,
10)20 was located to correlate with arch site SAC-320, about 3400 ft upstream of the US-CDC’s
20

It should be noted that the last sentence of the caption for FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10) reads “The
northwestern end of the cross section is shown in Figure 3-26 (Figure 2).” The meaning and implication of this
statement is unclear and uncertain for the following five reasons.

First, the location of the “Fair Oaks gage” and the “Old Fair Oaks Bridge” of Fig. 3-26 (Figure 2) are, respectively,
about 1500 and 1420 ft upstream of the cross-section alignment of the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge
Cross-section as depicted on Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9), as measured along the center line of the channel. The
extension of the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section, as shown on Fig. 3-23, would not
intersect the Fair Oaks gage or the Old Fair Oaks Bridge.
Second, while both cross-section profiles indicate a secondary channel to the river-left of the main channel, the
invert elevations of the secondary channel are slightly different on the two figures.
Third, the only water surface modeling result that is common between the plots of Fig 3-26 and 3-27 (300,000 cfs at
a Manning’s roughness of 0.038) is at notably different elevations; 97-97.5 ft. and about 95 ft. respectively.
(Footnote continued on next page)
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surveyed Cross-section I (see Figure 17). Apparently the FHA-FD constructed its cross-section
profile using the contours depicted in the “field” portion of the US-CDC’s topographic
representation (1907 [Sht. 4]) (Figure 17). The surface profile depicted in FHA-FD’s crosssection (Figure 10) indicates a steep river-left channel margin at the edge of a small secondary
channel, an ‘eroded terrace margin’ that is about 200 ft wide and upon which the FHA-FD
located arch site SAC-320, a relatively gentle foresloping surface about 635 ft wide that extends
to a small 3 ft terrace riser which the FHA-FD referred to as the “Americanos terrace riser,” and
a flat terrace surface that extends to the river-left edge of cross-section window portrayed in the
figure.
As addressed in the introductory portion of Section 4B above, the FHA-FD assumed that the
1906 topographic representation of the LAR terrain by the US-CDC (1907 [Sht. 4]) represents
the best characterization of the pre-mining “natural” landform conditions of the FHA-FD study
site [71]. However, a review of the US-CDC topographic representation (when compared to the
1911 USGS mapping, 1937 aerial photos, and site visits to areas that have not been mined)
showed that the terrain in the “fields” between the US-CDC surveyed cross-sections is highly
inaccurate with respect to the likely 1906 terrace and floodplain surface configurations.
Therefore, cross-sections constructed from the contours located in the “field” portions of the USCDC topographic representation would not reliably represent 1906 topographic conditions.
For reasons similar to those discussed above for the FHA-FD’s Cordova High School Crosssection (including potential issues with the use of US-CDC topographic representation
information and apparent internal discrepancies with the FHA-FD cross-section), an assessment
the FHA-FD’s Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section [Fig 3-28] (Figure 10)
was conducted here.
The same methods employed at the Cordova High School Cross-section were applied here to
trace the location and aspect of the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section from
the depiction presented in Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9) progressively to the 1984, 1957, and 1937 aerial
photos, to the 1951 and 1911 USGS topographic maps (Citrus Heights and Antelope quads), and
to the US-CDC topographic representation (1907 [Sht. 4]).

Fourth, this common modeling result (300,000 cfs at a Manning’s roughness of 0.038) is shown to intercept the
river-left terrace and terrace slope at notably different positions on the two cross-section profile plots.
And fifth, the northwesterly extension of the plotted location and aspect of the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks
Bridge Cross-section as depicted on Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9) indicates there would be about 440 ft of gravel bar and
low Holocene surface on river-right separating the main channel from the Fair Oaks Bluff which is not indicated
on Fig. 3-26 (Figure 2). The meaning and implication of this statement in the caption of Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10)
should be explained.
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Alternative Early-date Cross-section Profiles
Figure 16 (A-C) was prepared for the purposes of this review. The “Caption” for this figure
presents only the processes by which the various cross-section profiles were developed. The
same rules and procedures used to produce Figures 11 (A-C) above were used here to construct
the various cross-section profiles.
Figure 16A shows the (1) FHA-FD profile which is the FHA-FD’s cross-section plot that was
presented in Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10). Included on this profile is the FHA-FD’s inferred
“Projection of terrace surface” which was used by the FHA-FD to infer the presence of an
‘eroded terrace margin.’ Also shown are two locations of arch site SAC-320; one as indicated on
FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10), and the other on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9). The SAC320 location from Fig. 3-27 was taken directly and was plotted at about position 980 ft. The
SAC-320 location taken from Fig. 3-23 was plotted at about position 765 ft and was located by
indirect methods which are explained in the Second Concern below. Not labeled on Figure 16A
is the FHA-FD’s location of the “Americanos terrace riser” at about position 250 ft.
Upon a careful review of the US-CDC [Sht. 4] topographic representation along the FHA-FD
cross-section alignment, an important interpretational error of the FHA-FD was discovered. At
about position 1100 ft on the cross-section profile, the FHA-FD located a break in profile slope
and assigned a elevation of about 83 ft to this location. A review of the US-CDC topographic
representation showed that the line work at this position does not indicate a contour line, but is a
“Top-Of-Bank” symbol. This symbol is a line with a very fine and faint hatching on the outboard edge, and on the flatter slope side of the line.
This mapping symbol is not used frequently on the US-CDC topographic representation and is
not referenced in its legend, however, where it is used an inspection of the contours in its vicinity
shows that lower contours “fold under,” or collapse into this line. This top-of-bank symbol
occludes lower contours. This line does not represent a contour and does not indicate an
elevation but indicates the top of a near vertical bank. The justification for the conclusion on this
top-of-bank symbol interpretation adopted in this present review is discussed in more detail
below in the Figure 16C paragraph.21
At the FHA-FD cross-section, the top-of-bank symbol represents a near vertical bank along the
edge of a US-CDC identified secondary channel.
At the FHA-FD cross-section alignment, the contour information on the US-CDC topographic
representation is somewhat ambiguous (see Figure 17). Over most of the area of Sht. 4 the USCDC topographic representation used 2 foot contour intervals; however, in the vicinity of this
FHA-FD cross-section alignment and in areas somewhat upstream and downstream on portions
of the river-left land surface, only 10 foot contour intervals between the 80 foot and 100 foot
contours were used. The river-left terrace is represented by the US-CDC with the 90 and 100
21

Occasionally the top-of-bank symbol is used in the US-CDC topographic representation to indicate the in-board
edge of a flatter terrace with the more complex topography in-board of the edge of terrace largely ignored.
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Figure 16 (A-C)
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foot contours and about 80 ft in-board of the 90 foot contour, and the top-of-bank location is
indicated by a finely hatched-line. This forms the river-left bank of the secondary channel
indicated on the US-CDC’s topographic representation.
In-board of the top-of-bank symbol, the US-CDC represents its secondary channel with two,
apparently paired contours; labeled on the river-right side of the secondary channel as the 78 foot
contour, and unlabeled on the river-left side. Along the river-left side of this secondary channel,
the US-CDC shows no 80 foot contour until about 3200 ft upstream of the FHA-FD crosssection location. In the downstream direction, the first occurrence of the 80 foot contour is
difficult to determine. There is an unlabeled contour line indicated on the US-CDC topographic
representation [Sht. 4] in-board of the top-of-bank symbol, and using the US-CDC’s Crosssection I profile [Sht. 9], this may be its 80 foot contour. Tracing this contour upstream from the
location of US-CDC’s Cross-section I, towards FHA-FD’s cross-section location, this contour is
shown to meld with the top-of-bank symbol about 240 ft west of the FHA-FD cross-section.
Based on, first, the locations of the 80 foot contours indicated by the US-CDC, and second, the
normal approach to the contour mapping of channels, it is assumed in this present review that the
paired contours in the secondary channel are the 78 foot contours on either side of this feature.
Further, on the US-CDC topographic representation [Sht. 4], the top-of-bank line at the location
of the FHA-FD cross-section, can be traced continuously downstream about 3400 ft to the USCDC’s surveyed Cross-section I where it was surveyed at an elevation of 88.7 ft [Shts. 4, 9].
With the foregoing interpretation, concerning the 78 foot contours and the US-CDC’s apparent
use of the top-of-bank symbol, it is apparent that the top-of-bank symbol can be located at
variable elevations and, at the FHA-FD cross-section alignment, could range from just above 78
ft to just below 90 ft, the two adjacent contours. As a result. the cross-section profile could have
depicted the top-of-bank position at any elevation from something slightly higher than 78 ft to
something slightly lower than 90 ft. However, as it is indeed a top-of-bank symbol, it is more
reasonable to estimate the elevation of this symbol at the FHA-FD cross-section as being much
closer to the next out-board contour (90 foot) than the next in-board contour (78 foot).
This is not the interpretation adopted by the FHA-FD. The FHA-FD seems to have interpreted
this top-of-bank symbol as the 80 foot contour line. For unknown and unexplained reasons, this
contour appears to have been plotted at about 83 ft on FHA-FD’s cross-section profile.
To assist in drawing comparisons, the profile (1) FHA-FD is shown in Figures 16B and 16C.
Also shown in Figure 16A is the (7) US-CDC topo plot which is the cross-section profile
constructed for this present review using the contours found on the US-CDC [Sht. 4] topographic
representation along the alignment of the FHA-FD cross-section. The interpretive supplements
to the contour information used to construct this profile include
1) estimating the elevation and location of the secondary channel invert and the crown of
the high ground separating the secondary and the main channels, and
2) interrupting the profile in the area between the 90 foot contour and the 78 foot contour
positions because of a lack of elevation information.
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The resulting cross-section profile using the US-CDC topographic contour information shows
that without any supporting topographic information FHA-FD interpreted
1) the presence of a 3 ft terrace riser at about position 250 ft,
2) a gentle foresloping terrace between about positions 275 ft and 910 ft, and
3) a steeper foresloping surface between about positions 910 ft and 1107 ft.
The two slope breaks on either edge of the lower and steeper slope (at about positions 910 and
1107 ft), both of which were artifacts of the particular interpretative choices made in the
FHA-FD, were used by the FHA-FD to project ‘missing’ terrace surfaces. The projected terrace
surfaces and the steeper foreslope surface were interpreted by the FHA-FD to indicate a site of
significant erosion, and the steeper foreslope was inferred to be an ‘eroded terrace margin.’ In
Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10), the FHA-FD located arch site SAC-320 on its ‘eroded terrace margin’
surface. Given the actual US-CDC [Sht. 4] (Figure 17) topographic contour information
available, the FHA-FD profile configuration is only one of many possible alternative
interpretations.
Along the FHA-FD cross-section alignment, the US-CDC topographic representation reverted to
the use of 2 foot contour intervals above the 100 foot contour. About 720 ft out-board of the 100
foot contour location (and beyond FHA-FD’s cross-section window), the US-CDC topographic
representation indicated a sharp 6 ft high slope between about elevation 104 ft and 110 ft. On
the US-CDC topographic representation, this slope is indicated as the north slope of a narrow,
crowned, high ground area that farther out-board slopes back down to an elevation of about 97 ft
at the channel invert of Buffalo Creek, which is about 3100 ft river-left of the secondary channel
invert at about position 1175 ft. Except for the steep bank at the edge of the channel, this feature
located about 720 ft river-left of the US-CDC’s 100 foot contour is the only apparent terrace riser
definitively indicated by the contours of the US-CDC topographic representation.
Regardless of the elevations of the profiles (the elevation parameter is not addressed here), the
FHA-FD made some significant topographic interpretations from very limited US-CDC
topographic information. The FHA-FD identified a 3 ft high “Americanos terrace riser” (at
about position 250 ft) where the US-CDC indicated a single topographic contour, the 100 foot
contour. The US-CDC topographic information did not indicate a notable surface rise until a
point about 600 ft south of position 0 ft, where over a distance of about 200 ft elevations
increased from 104 to about 111 ft. However, the US-CDC does not indicate that surface
elevation change as a terrace riser, but rather as a narrow area of high ground separating the inboard 100-102 ft elevation surface of the cross-section from a parallel tributary creek.
The FHA-FD indicated a foresloping terrace lowering in elevation from about 97.5 to 91.8 ft
(between positions 275 ft and 910 ft) without supporting US-CDC topographic information. The
FHA-FD indicated a foresloping surface lowering in elevation from about 91.8 to 83 ft (between
positions 910 and 1107 ft) also without any corroborating US-CDC topographic information.
Without explanation, the FHA-FD assumed that the elevation of the top-of-bank location was an
elevation of 83 ft and defined an essentially straight slope between the 91.8 ft and 83 ft elevation
positions. Further, the FHA-FD extended the slope of the 97.5 ft to 91.8 ft surface slope and the
slope of the bank of the secondary channel into space and hypothesized “missing terrace”
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Described below is the process used to construct the profiles depicted in this figure.

(1) FHA-FD profile represents the cross-section profile presented in FHAFD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10). Here the elevation axis has been converted from meters
to feet to allow easy comparison with other topographic source data reported in
feet. The FHA-FD used the topographic information reported by the US-CDC (1907)
as a topographic baseline and adjusted the vertical and horizontal datum based on
more recent mapping, however the adjustments and justifications were not
reported by the FHA-FD [72]. Therefore, all elevations shown in Figure 16 A-C are
those indicated by the source information without any elevation adjustments. As
described for each profile, horizontal adjustments were made to align profiles.

(7) US-CDC topo profile represents the locations of US-CDC topographic
contour lines as they cross the FHA-FD’s cross-section alignment. The location and
orientation of the FHA-FD cross-section, as presented on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure
9), was transferred to the US-CDC’s topographic representation by using common
landmarks identified on both sources. The horizontal datum was coordinated by
aligning the Top-Of-Bank symbol found on the US-CDC topographic representation
with the location of the in-board edge of the FHA-FD’s ‘eroded terrace margin.’
In the horizontal range presented in FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10), only four of
US-CDC’s contours cross the cross-section alignment ̶ the 78 ft twice, the 90 ft and
the 100 ft. Relative to the top-of-bank location at about position 1107 ft, the two 78
ft contours are used to define a minor secondary high water channel with a center
line about 75 ft north.
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The 90 ft contour is about 100 ft south of the top-of-bank location, and the 100 ft
contour is about 810 ft south of the top-of-bank location. The Top-Of-Bank symbol
represents a vertical bank and at this location is used to occlude all contours
between 78 ft and 90 ft; at this location this included only the 80 ft contour. The
depicted profile line representing the US-CDC topo-based data uses very limited
interpretation.

The location of the invert of the secondary channel was inferred as the mid-point
between the 78 ft contours locations. The depth of the invert was estimated at
about 77 ft by locating the crest position of the in-board “high ground” (created by
the secondary channel) as the mid-point between defining 78 ft contours, estimating
the crest height of the “high ground” at about 79 ft based on local slopes, then
striking a straight slope between the crest location and elevation and the location of
the secondary channel invert.

The profile line between the 90 and 100 ft contour locations was taken as a straight
slope. The profile line from the 100 ft contour to the “0” point position was created
by locating the 102 ft contour about 310 ft south of position 0 ft, then striking a
straight slope to the 100 ft contour location. In this figure, there is no profile
representation between the locations of the 90 ft contour and the out-board 78 ft
contour locations because all elevation information >78 to < 90 ft is occluded by the
Top-Of-Bank symbol.
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resulting in the interpretation of an ‘eroded terrace margin’ and used this interpretation as
evidence for paleoflood erosion. The topographic information on the US-CDC [Sht. 4] (Figure
17) topographic representation did not support any of the foregoing FHA-FD geomorphic
interpretations.
Figure 16B shows the plots of several of the reasonably possible alternative profile
interpretations that could be developed from the US-CDC [Sht. 4] topographic contour
information.
(Alt. 1) shows a profile that was created by simply connecting the 100 foot and the 90
foot contours and the top-of-bank position with a straight foresloping line. This surface would
result in an elevation of about 88 ft at the top-of-bank position.
(Alt. 2) shows a profile that was constructed by extending the higher surface and slope
from the river-left extreme of the cross-section through the 100 foot contour position toward the
vicinity of the 90 foot contour location, then interpreting a terrace riser with the 90 foot contour
on its face, extending the terrace riser to elevations ranging from something less than 90 ft to just
above 80 ft, and then extending a second and lower terrace surface to the top-of-bank location.
(Alt. 3) shows a profile with a sharp terrace riser located immediately in-board of the 100
foot contour position, a riser face that extends to about 92 ft, and a gentle foresloping terrace
surface extending to the 90 foot contour position, and followed by another terrace riser slope
extending down to about 81 ft with a gentle foresloping terrace surface extending to the top-ofbank position.
(Alt. 4) which was not plotted on the figure could be any number of profile
configurations intermediate between (Alt. 2) and (Alt. 3).
(Alt. 5) shows a profile that uses same basic approaches as Alt. 2-4, except that the
terrace and terrace riser configurations present backsloping terrace surfaces, indicative of
overbank depositional process as opposed to foresloping terrace surfaces. These various
alternatives indicate that from the sketchy US-CDC contour information on its topographic
representation, one could construct a profile configuration complimentary to any particular preconception one may have of the LAR terrace topography.
Figure 16C shows the cross-section profiles constructed from early-date primary topographic
information sources at and near the FHA-FD’s cross-section. The (8) US-CDC X-S I plot is a
US-CDC surveyed cross-section located about 3400 ft downstream of the FHA-FD cross-section
(See Figure 17). At the in-board edge of the main terrace depicted on this cross-section window
(elevation 85-90 ft), the US-CDC topographic representation used a top-of-bank symbol. The
surveyed elevation of the top-of-bank on the US-CDC Cross-section I profile was 88.7 ft (USCDC 1907 [Shts. 4, 9]).
The plot of this surveyed cross-section profile on Figure 16C was horizontally adjusted so
that the position of the top-of-bank of US-CDC’s Cross-section I is correlated with the top-ofbank position of (1) FHA-FD plot of Figure 16A as indicated on the US-CDC topographic
representation. This allows a direct comparison of the terrace configuration between the USCDC surveyed cross-section with the profile developed by the FHA-FD. The (8) US-CDC X-S I
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profile that was developed from a detailed cross-sectional survey, showed a complex set of
terrace surfaces and steeper terrace riser slopes. On the other hand, if only the US-CDC
topographic representation [Sht. 4] was consulted for constructing a cross-section profile at this
site, only two contours occur in this portion of the cross-section; the 90 foot contour and the 100
foot contour (a situation essentially the same as at the FHA-FD’s cross-section location).
From the topographic representation information alone, it would not be evident that the 90 foot
contour was located on the face of a terrace riser, and the 100 foot contour was near the top of a
riser at the next higher terrace. In-board of the top-of-bank symbol, the next contour on the USCDC topographic representation (interpreted from the US-CDC Cross-section I profile) was
apparently the 82 foot contour located about 300 ft to the north22 . It would have been located
off of Figure 16C at about position 1400 ft. According to the US-CDC’s Cross-section I [Sht.
9], the 80 foot contour would be located about 850 ft north of the top-of-bank symbol on USCDC’s topographic representation and would be located at about position 1950 ft on Figure
16C.23
Therefore, if limited to the information found on the US-CDC topographic representation on Sht.
4 (the positions of the 100, 90, and the 82 foot contours, and the position of the top-of-bank
symbol), it would be impossible to develop a reliable cross-section adequate for the use in
hydraulic modeling or for geomorphic interpretation. These are essentially the same limiting
conditions present at the FHA-FD cross-section alignment.
This profile indicates that in spite of having similar contour elevations and locations on the
cross-section as were found at the FHA-FD cross-section location, in the US-CDC surveyed
cross-section profile, backsloping (and potentially depositional) terraces are identified instead of
the FHA-FD’s interpretation of foresloping and erosional surfaces.
The review of the 1911 USGS topographic mapping (Figure 18) and the 1937 aerial photos
(Figure 19) indicates that the 85-90 ft terrace surface on the (8) US-CDC X-S I profile had the
same geomorphic configuration, and probably was the same surface, as the terrace surface
between about position 275 ft and the top-of-bank at position 1107 ft of the “(1) FHA-FD” plot
of Figure 16A, which the FHA-FD interpreted with a foresloping character. Contrary to the
FHA-FD interpretation of a foresloping terrace and an ‘eroded terrace margin,’ the US-CDC
surveyed cross-section shows a complex backsloping terrace configuration without any
indication of a surface similar to the FHA-FD’s ‘eroded terrace margin’ feature.
The (9) USGS profile of Figure 16C shows the result of using the contours of the 1911 USGS
topographic map (Figure 18), found along the alignment of the FHA-FD’s cross-section. The
interpretative supplement to the contour information used to construct this profile included
22

This contour was not labeled: the elevation was inferred here using the US-CDC’s topographic representation in
conjunction with its surveyed Cross-section I on Sht. 9
23
It should be noted that between the top-of-bank position and the position of the 82 foot contour, the US-CDC
cross-section alignment runs at about a 45 degree angle to the alignment of the channel and the near-channel
features. This results in an exaggerated cross-section distance in this area.
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Described below is the process used to construct the profiles depicted in this figure.
(1) FHA-FD profile is described on Figure 16A.

Presented here are alternative cross-section profiles that could be developed from
the limited contour information presented by the US-CDC. Between the location of
the 100 ft contour (at position 294 ft) and the out-board 78 ft contour (at position
1135 ft), there are only two elevation data points (1) the 90 ft contour (at position
1010 ft) and (2) the Top-Of-Bank symbol (at position 1107 ft) that occludes
elevations greater than 78 ft and less than 90 ft. Various profile configurations are
possible both between the 100 and the 90 ft contour locations and between the 90 ft
contour location and the location of the Top-Of-Bank symbol that fully conform to
the limited US-CDC topographic information.

For that portion of the cross-section between the 100 ft contour (at position 294 ft)
and 90 ft contour (at position 1010 ft), several alternative topographic
configurations are possible, and four alternative profiles were developed.
(Alt. 1) This profile replicates the (7) US-CDC topo profile in Figure 16A.
Here it is considered an alternative because it is an alternative that offers no
interpretation of geomorphic surfaces unless they are indicated by the US-CDC
topographic information; specifically any interpretation of geomorphic surfaces
between elevations 90 and 100 ft where there is an absence of topographic
information. The profile between the 100 ft contour and the 90 ft contour could be
a constant foreslope. The slope could also extent through the 90 ft contour to the
Top-Of-Bank location (at position 1107 ft) at an elevation of about 88.5 ft.
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(Alt. 2) The slope between the 102 ft and 100 ft contours could extend as a
constant slope to an elevation of about 98 ft (at position 968 ft) followed by a sharp
and steep terrace riser slope descending to the 90 ft contour location.
(Alt. 3) At the location of the 100 ft contour a sharp and steep terrace riser
could descend to about elevation 92 ft (at position 294 ft) followed by a gentle
foreslope surface extending to the 90 ft contour location.
(Alt. 4) (not shown) Any number of intermediate configurations between
(Alt. 2) and (Alt. 3) above are possible with a wide range of terrace riser heights in
combination with terrace riser positions resulting in two surfaces between the 100
ft and 90 ft contour locations; alternatives also include multiple foresloping terrace
surfaces within this portion of the cross-section.
(Alt. 5) There could also be a backsloping terrace configuration between the
100 ft and 90 ft contour locations; at the 100 ft contour there could be a terrace
riser slope that descends to elevation 92 ft (at position 410 ft) followed by a
backsloping terrace surface extending to elevation 96 ft (at position 962 ft) followed
by a terrace riser slope descending to the 90 ft contour location.
(Alt. 6) (not shown) There could be any number of backsloping terrace
configurations between the 100 ft and 90 ft contour locations so long as elevations
do not reach or exceed elevations of 100 or 90 ft; possibilities include multiple
backsloping terraces within this portion of the cross-section.
For that portion of the cross-section between the 90 ft contour (at position
1010 ft) and the 78 ft contour (at position 1135 ft) several alternative topographic
configurations are possible. These possibilities essentially follow the same
alternatives as discussed above for that portion of the cross-section between the
100 ft and 90 ft contour locations. See above for the plotted alternatives (Alt. 1),
(Alt. 2&3), and (Alt. 5).
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Described below is the process used to construct the profiles depicted in this figure.
(1) FHA-FD profile is described on Figure 16A.

(8) US-CDC X-S I profile represents (a) the locations of US-CDC topographic
contour lines depicted on the US-CDC topographic representation as they cross the
alignment of US-CDC Cross-section I alignment, and (b) the representation of the
profile of the US-CDC’s survey of Cross-section I. The US-CDC Cross-section I is
located about 3400 ft downstream from the location of the FHA-FD’s cross-section
and is represented (on US-CDC’s topographic representation, USGS topographic
mapping, and 1937 aerial photos) as having a geomorphic setting similar to that of
the FHA-FD cross-section location.
The horizontal datum was coordinated by aligning the Top-Of-Bank symbol found
on the US-CDC topographic representation at the US-CDC Cross-section I with the
location of the in-board edge of the FHA-FD’s ‘eroded terrace margin’ indicated on
its cross-section. In the horizontal range presented in FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure
10), only two of US-CDC’s contours cross the cross-section alignment; the 90 ft (at
position 406 ft) and the 100 ft (at position 135 ft). The next in-board contour was
the 66 ft contour located about 150 ft north of the top-of-bank position; therefore no
contours were indicated on the US-CDC topographic representation between the
Top-Of-Bank symbol, surveyed at 89.9 ft and the 66 ft contour.
(9) USGS profile represents the contour data points found on the USGS
topographic map (7.5’ Antelope quad, 1911) along the alignment of the FHA-FD’s
cross-section and a cross-section profile using minimum levels of interpretation.
The horizontal datum was coordinated by aligning the position of the highest bank
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contour (85 ft) shown on the USGS map with the location of the in-board edge of the
FHA-FD’s ‘eroded terrace margin’ indicated on its cross-section. In the horizontal
range presented in FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10), seven USGS contours cross the
cross-section alignment ̶ the 85 ft contour is located at the top-of-bank and at two
locations on an out-board terrace surface, the 90 ft and 95 ft contours are located on
a terrace riser out-board of the terrace surface, the 80 ft and 75 ft contours are
positioned on the channel bank between the terrace surface and the edge of the
water surface.
In constructing the cross-section profile the elevation intervals from the 85 ft to 75
ft contour locations were assumed to be straight slope configurations on the channel
bank, and the intervals from the 95 ft to 85 ft contour locations were assumed to be
straight slope configurations of the terrace riser. The three locations of the 85 ft
contour between about positions 265 ft and the 1107 ft on the terrace surface were
interpreted a representing a backsloping terrace.
The profile of this terrace was developed by

(a) projecting the terrace riser slope in the in-board direction to an elevation of
81 ft (at position 355 ft),
(b) from the 81 ft location, striking a straight slope in the in-board direction
through the 85 ft contour location (at position 923 ft),

(c) continuing to an assumed terrace crown elevation at about 86 ft (at position
1074 ft), and
(d) striking a straight slope from the assumed terrace crown to the 85 ft contour
location at the assumed top-of-bank.

The edge of the water surface was estimated at an elevation of 71 ft using local
elevations along the channel shown on the USGS map and to mapped location of the
edge of water 82 ft in-board of the top-of-bank (at position 1190 ft).
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that necessary to estimate the elevations and positions of the terrace crown and the backslope
swale invert. This profile shows a steep bank nearly 15 ft high at the edge of the channel, a
broad backsloping terrace, and a gentle terrace riser about 13 ft high. This configuration
generally conforms to the imagery of the 1937 aerial photos (Figure 19).
This profile indicates that in spite of the FHA-FD interpretation of the US-CDC topographic
representation as indicating a set of foresloping terrace surfaces and assuming that the terrace
configuration indicates erosional development, the USGS topographic mapping indicates the
presence of a backsloping terrace surface, typically indicative of depositional development. The
overall general configuration of the USGS profile at the FHA-FD cross-section location is
essentially the same as the US-CDC surveyed cross-section located 3400 ft downstream; both
seem to be located in a similar, if not the same geomorphic setting.
Conclusions
It is the conclusion of this assessment of the FHA-FD’s Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge
Cross-section: that
1) The FHA-FD baseline topographic representation was inaccurate and may have
imbedded biased assumptions concerning landforms and geomorphic surfaces.
2) The FHA-FD developed a cross-section profile from too few baseline contour data points
and elaborated a profile configuration unsupported by the baseline contour information.
3) The FHA-FD used its cross-section profile to develop geomorphic interpretation
unsupportable by the baseline information.
4) The configuration of the river-left terraces as depicted by the FHA-FD is contradicted by
all early-date primary sources of topographic information.
5) FHA-FD’s ‘eroded terrace margin’ did not exist under pre-mining conditions.
Also as addressed in Section 2A and in the introductory portion of Section 4B, the 1906
topographic representation does not accommodate significant channel and landform changes on
the LAR that were largely due to land use activities in the modern settlement period. These
include
1) the accumulation of potentially deep deposits of mining debris sediments on the
floodplain surfaces, and
2) the potentially extensive and significant erosion and deposition of the LAR landscape
features as a result of the artificially sediment-rich 1862 floodflow event.
Therefore, even if the US-CDC topographic representation was an accurate reflection of 1906
topography, this topography would not reflect the likely “natural” modern pre-settlement
conditions.
Even if the FHA-FD faithfully used its baseline topography to construct its cross-section, the
profile would not have adequately represented modern pre-settlement conditions. It is concluded
here that the FHA-FD’s cross-section profile does not represent an accurate pre-mining, or a
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“natural,” modern pre-settlement configuration at this location. As a result, this profile should
not be used for geomorphic interpretation or for hydraulic modeling. Because no support was
found for the FHA-FD’s ‘eroded terrace margin’ at this cross-section, this feature cannot be
defensibly used as diagnostic evidence for major paleoflood events or to quantify estimates of
paleoflood magnitudes.
It is clearly apparent that the 1911 USGS topographic mapping (Figure 18) in this area better
represents the potential pre-mining floodplain and terrace configurations than does the US-CDC
(1907) topographic representation (Figure 17).
The 1911 USGS topographic map (Antelope quad) and the 1937 aerial photos indicate that the
pre-mining, and possibly the modern pre-settlement, configuration of the river-left surface was a
backsloping depositional terrace, much as represented by the USGS profile on Figure 16C.
No information was discovered that supporting the FHA-FD’s cross-sectional interpretation of
its Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section as characteristic of “natural,” premining, or modern pre-settlement LAR conditions. The cross-section profile shown in FHAFD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10) indicates a terrace configuration on river-left that is contradictory to
all alternative early-date (1911-1937) primary topographic informational sources and is
contradictory to the downstream US-CDC surveyed Cross-section I which probably crossed the
same geomorphic surface. Consequently, any hydraulic modeling results from the use of this
FHA-FD cross-section profile (water surface elevations and MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)) cannot be
defensibly used for the purposes of understanding floodflow dynamics, conducting geomorphic
analyses, or conducting paleoflood assessment.
Second Concern: Involves the FHA-FD’s assigned location of arch site SAC-320.
For conclusions on the occurrence, magnitude, and age-dating of paleofloods on the LAR, the
FHA-FD relies heavily on its interpretation of conditions associated with arch site SAC-320.
With respect to the FHA-FD paleoflood conclusions drawn from evidence associated with SAC320, an important aspect is its location. The modeled MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) results used by the
FHA-FD to support paleoflood occurrence were derived from the location of SAC-320 as plotted
on the FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10).
However, as plotted on Figure 16A, the location of SAC-320, as indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 327 (Figure 10), is about 110 ft out-board from the top-of-bank symbol, at about position 980 ft,
while the location of SAC-320 estimated from FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9) is at about
position 765 ft, about 215 ft farther out-board.
As part of this present FHA-FD review, the location of SAC-320, as plotted on FHA-FD’s Fig.
3-23 (Figure 9), was transferred to Figure 16A. The method used to transfer the plotted location
included:
1) identifying land use features common to the aerial image in FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23, the
1984, 1957, and 1937 aerial photos, the 1951 and 1911 USGS topographic maps, and the
US-CDC topographic representation (1907 [Sht. 4]),
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2) locating the position of the FHA-FD’s cross-section alignment on all these other sources
of topographic information relative to the common land use features,
3) identifying and transferring the location of SAC-320 to the FHA-FD cross-section
alignment on the US-CDC topographic representation (Figure 17) using the common
land use features,
4) measuring the resulting distance between the transferred location of SAC-320 and the
top-of-bank symbol on the US-CDC topographic representation, and
5) plotting the location of SAC-320 (as shown on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23) on Figure 16A
based on the distance from the top-of-bank symbol.
The result of this process was that the approximate location of SAC-320 on Figure 16A, as it
was plotted on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9), is at about position 765 ft, about 340 ft out-board
of the top-of-bank symbol. The two plotted locations of SAC-320 are separated by about 215 ft.
Of potentially more significance is that the SAC-320 location as shown on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23
is out-board of the portion of the cross-section that the FHA-FD interpreted as an ‘eroded terrace
margin.’ The FHA-FD conclusions concerning the significance of SAC-320 for paleoflood
estimates depends on its susceptibility to floodflow erosion.
The location of SAC-320 as plotted on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3.23 (Figure 9) was also transferred to
the other sources of topographic information. It was transferred to the 1951 and 1911 USGS
topographic map (Figure 18) using the common land use features as described above. The
method used to transfer the plotted location to the aerial photos included
1) locating the position on the 1984 aerial photos using the common land use features as
above,
2) locating the position of SAC-320 on the 1984 aerial photos relative to prominent
vegetation patterns, and
3) plotting the location of SAC-320 on the 1957 and 1937 (Figure 19) aerial photos
using vegetation features common to all aerial photo dates.
The results of the effort to transfer the FHA-FD’s Fig 3-23 (Figure 9) location of SAC-320 to
the other forms of early-date topographic information are somewhat ambiguous.
When common land use features were used to transfer the FHA-FD’s arch site SAC-320 from
Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9) to the US-CDC topographic representation (Figure 17), and then to the
FHA-FD cross-section (Figure 16A), the arch site appears to be plotted differently than on FHAFD’s cross-section Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10). On the cross-section, the plotted position of site
SAC-320 is about 110 ft from the edge of the top of the bank while the transferred position is
located about 215 ft farther out-board.
While the FHA-FD placed this site within its purported ‘eroded terrace margin’ on the crosssection at about elevation 87 ft. (Fig. 3-27, Figure 10), the transferred position is at about an
elevation of 94 ft on an apparently gently sloping surface, and about 150 ft out-board of the outer
edge of the FHA-FD’s purported ‘eroded terrace margin’ (Figure 16A). The US-CDC
topographic representation indicates that the apparently gently sloping surface extends about
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1300 ft from the transferred location of arch site SAC-320 out-board to the toe of a sharp
topographic riser.
When common land use features were used to transfer the FHA-FD’s arch site SAC-320 from
Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9) to the 1911 USGS topographic map (Figure 18), the resulting position is
about 1670 ft out-board of the top of the channel bank. The position is located on the lower face
of an indicated terrace riser at an elevation of approximately 88 ft. Between the top of the
channel bank to the toe of this terrace riser, the USGS map indicates a broad, gently back-sloping
terrace.
It should be noted that there is a discrepancy in the transferred positions of SAC-320 between the
1911 USGS topographic map (Figure 18) and the USGS cross-section profile (Figure 16C)
taken from the 1911 topographic map. SAC-320 is positioned on the slope of a terrace riser on
the 1911 topographic map. On the cross-section, it is positioned on a terrace surface at about
position 765 ft, about 40% of the distance from the indicated top of the channel bank to the toe of
the terrace riser.
A possible reason for the apparent contradiction between the plotted location of SAC-320 from
Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9) and the location of the terrace riser on the (9) USGS plot in Figure 16C
(starting at about position 350 ft) involves contradictions in the location of the steep channel
bank in the primary sources of topographic information. The US-CDC (1907 [Sht. 4]) showed
the steep channel bank to be located at the bank of the secondary channel and to be about 300 ft
from the edge of the main channel floor. The 1911 USGS topo map and the 1937 aerial photos
showed no indication of the deep secondary channel that the US-CDC indicated, and the steep
channel bank is indicated to be at the edge of the main channel margin, about 300 ft north of the
where the US-CDC indicated this steep-bank feature.
These geographic features of the USGS map, in contradiction to the US-CDC (1907) topographic
representation, were also indicated by the 1912 dredging operations map (Figure 24), in
particular, the absence of any secondary channel. Therefore, if the USGS profile plot on Figure
16C was to be repositioned and shifted about 300 ft to the north and aligned in accord with the
position of the channel margin as depicted on the 1911 USGS map, the backslope terrace swale
on that profile would become approximately aligned with the plotted position of SAC-320 in
Figure 16A as transferred from FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9) to the US-CDC topographic
representation and then to the FHA-FD’s cross-section profile. This process of shifting the
USGS cross-section profile 300 ft north results in the position of SAC-320 at the backslope
extreme of the terrace and not yet on the terrace riser slope as indicated on the 1911 USGS
topographic map in Figure 18. There is still a landform position discrepancy between these two
plots.
When common land use features and prominent vegetation patterns were used to transfer the
FHA-FD’s arch site SAC-320 from Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9) to the 1937 aerial photo (Figure 19),
the transferred position is located on a broad gently undulating terrace surface about 1,110 ft
from the top of the channel bank and about 280 ft in-board of the toe of a notable terrace riser.
This result is somewhat similar to that which was concluded above by adjusting the 1911 USGS
cross-section profile on Figure 16C about 300 ft northward. But it still is in conflict with the
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Figure 17
US-CDC 1906 topographic representation Downstream
of the the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section

SAC-320
from
Fig. 3-27

SAC-320
from
Fig. 3-23

Shows the approximate location and alignment of FHA-FD’s cross-section, the
approximate location of SAC-320 as indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9), and
the location of SAC-320 as indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10). Also shown is
the alignment of the US-CDC’s surveyed cross-section I.
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Figure 18
USGS 1911 topographic mapping Downstream
of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section:

SAC-320
from
Fig. 3-27
SAC-320
from
Fig. 3-23

Shows the approximate location and alignment of FHA-FD’s cross-section, the
approximate location of SAC-320 as indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9),
and the location of SAC-320 as indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10).
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position on the terrace riser on the 1911 USGS topographic map (Figure 18). This indicates
that there may also be spatial relation issues with the 1911 USGS topographic mapping of
topographic features.
The discrepancy between the landform positions of SAC-320 (from FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23), as
transferred to the 1911 USGS topo map and the 1937 aerial photo, may be explained by the
apparent difference in the position of the terrace riser relative to land use features common on
both of these early-date topographic sources. The 1937 aerial photos indicate that the terrace
riser may be positioned somewhat farther out-board from the channel edge than is shown on the
1911 USGS topo map. If so, then the actual position of the terrace riser was inaccurately
indicated on the 1911 USGS topo map, and the location of SAC-320 could be situated well inboard of the toe of the terrace riser as shown on the 1911 topo map.
Using the process of transferring the indicated location of arch site SAC-320 as depicted on
FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9) to other early-date topographic information indicates that not
only did the FHA-FD incorrectly locate SAC-320 on its cross-section Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10), but
also that locating SAC-320 site on the US-CDC 1906 topographic representation is problematic.
The transferred location on the 1911 USGS topographic map shows it to be positioned on the
slope of the terrace riser about 920 ft out-board of the top of the channel bank, while the
transferred location on the 1906 US-CDC topographic representation shows a position about 330
ft from the top of the channel bank and about 1300 ft in-board of a distinct terrace riser. This
indicates that there are considerable discrepancies between the US-CDC topographic
representation and other early-date topographic information. Positioning the SAC-320 location
on the US-CDC topographic representation requires very careful control and explicit
justification.
Of the various possible position discrepancies, it appears that the FHA-FD position shown on its
Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9) is likely more accurate than that indicated on Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10). This is
because the site position located closer to the channel (FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27) is shown by the
1957 aerial photos to have been completely overturned during gold and gravel dredging
operations prior to 1970. The arch site would then not have been available for assessment in the
1970’s. As far as the actual location of SAC-320 in the vicinity of the position indicated by
FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9), there remain uncertainties. It is the conclusion of this present
review that the position indicated on the 1937 aerial photo may be the most reliable. This
conclusion assumes that:
1) The position indicated on the FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 is reasonably accurate.
2) The transferred position to the 1951 USGS topographic map was reasonably accurate.
3) The transferred position to the 1984 aerial photo was reasonably accurate.
4) The transferred position to the 1937 aerial photo was reasonably accurate.
5) The transferred position to the 1911 USGS topographic map from FHA-FD’s Fig 3-23
was reasonably accurate, but that the USGS topo map may have incorrectly located the
position of the terrace riser.
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In addition to the foregoing issues, the FHA-FD stated that the presence of building foundations
overlying arch site SAC-320 precluded its use for paleoflood analysis [66]. The preliminary
review of the 1937/1957 aerial photos (and also the 1911 and 1951 USGS topographic maps)
shows that the only evidence for possible building foundations along the alignment of the crosssection is about 500 ft farther out-board from the plotted location of SAC-320 on FHA-FD’s Fig.
3-23 (Figure 9). An early-date dredging operations map, Figure 24 (Natomas Consolidated of
California, 1912), indicated the presence of a small building located on about the alignment of
the FHA-FD’s cross-section about 50 ft out-board of the position of SAC-320 as indicated on
FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23. This indicates that the location of SAC-320 as represented on FHA-FD’s
Fig. 3-23 may be nearly correct.
Therefore, from the information provided by the FHA-FD, it is impossible to determine,
unequivocally, the exact location of arch site SAC-230. It is therefore also impossible to
determine absolutely on which geomorphic unit or surface this arch site is located. The absence
of a confirmed SAC-320 location makes it impossible to associate FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER
(P-SV) modeling results with the arch site. However, from the information assessed above, it
appears most likely that arch site SAC-320 is located as shown on the FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23
(Figure 9), which would be near the out-board position as indicated on Figure 16A, not the inboard location as was indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10).
If indeed the actual location of SAC-320 is at about the out-board location on Figure 16A, then
the MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) value results reported by the FHA-FD and used to develop its
paleoflood conclusion are not applicable to the question of erosion at the actual location of arch
site SAC-320. Before SAC-320 can be used in conjunction with hydraulic modeling to estimate
paleofloods not only is it necessary that an accurate cross-section profile be constructed
reflecting modern pre-settlement topography, but the exact location of SAC-320 must be
determined and that location must be accurately positioned on the cross-section profile.
Third Concern: Involves FHA-FD’s interpretation of geomorphic conditions and
geomorphic units at its cross-section.
The FHA-FD used its constructed cross-section profile as a basis for its geomorphic
interpretation at its cross-section through arch site SAC-320, and used this geomorphic
interpretation as evidence for the occurrence of large paleofloods. There are two issues with the
conclusions reached by the FHA-FD.
First Issue: FHA-FD’s identification of an ‘eroded terrace margin.’
As addressed in detail in the First Concern above, there is no independent evidence in the earlydate topographic information supporting the FHA-FD’s conclusion that there existed an ‘eroded
terrace margin’ at its Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section. This includes the
US-CDC’s (1907) topographic representation which the FHA-FD used as a topographic baseline
for the cross-section profile. It is the tentative conclusion of this present review that the FHAFD cross-section profile was derived from
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Figure 19
1937 aerial photo Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks
Bridge Cross-section
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Shows the approximate location and alignment of FHA-FD’s cross-section, the
approximate location of SAC-320 as taken from FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9), and
the location of SAC-320 as indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10). Also shown is
the location of the toe of what is interpreted as the “Americanos terrace riser”
(see text). Refer to Figure 5 for additional geomorphic delineations.
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Figure 20
SCS 1993 soils mapping Downstream
of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section

185

SAC-320
SAC-320
from
from
Fig.
Fig. 3-27
3-27
SAC-320
SAC-320
from
from
Fig.
Fig. 3-23
3-23

Shows the approximate location and alignment of FHA-FD’s cross-section, the
approximate location of SAC-320 as indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9),
and the location of SAC-320 as indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10).
Indicated soils are:
203, Riverwash;
204, Rossmoor soils;
242, Xerofluvents;
245, Xerorthents-dredger tailings (2-50% slopes);
246, Xerorthents-dredger tailings-Urban complex (0-2% slopes).
Also shown are soils developed on what is referred to in this review
as “the Fair Oaks uplands:”
185, Orangevale-Kaseberg-Urban land complex (8-25% hillslopes);
241, Xerarents-Urban land-Fiddyment complex (8-15% hillslopes);
242, Xerolls (30-70% slopes on steep terrace escarpments
and hillslopes formed from slope colluvium).
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1) the use of the US-CDC topographic information which had too few contours lines at too
coarse an interval (10 foot),
2) a mis-interpretation of the US-CDC map line-work,
3) a willingness to construct a profile with detail that exceeded the detail of the baseline
topographic information, and
4) a willingness to add geomorphic features to the profile that are not represented by the
US-CDC baseline topographic information.
Not only is there no independent evidence for the FHA-FD’s ‘eroded terrace margin’ in the
early-date topographic information, its presence is contradicted by early-date USGS topographic
mapping and aerial photos (Figures 18, 19). It is concluded here that this geomorphic feature
was not present on the US-CDC’s 1907 topographic representation; did not exist at this site
under FHA-FD’s pre-mining, “natural” conditions; and was likely not present under modern presettlement LAR conditions.
Second Issue: FHA-FD’s identification of its “Rossmoor terrace.”
The conclusion that the entire portion of the FHA-FD’s cross-section (shown as a lower terrace
on Figure 16C) was originally a “Rossmoor terrace” [76-77] with Rossmoor series soils, is
problematic and difficult to support. Subsequent to 1906, the field date of the US-CDC (1907)
topographic representation, the in-board 2/3 of this lower terrace has been almost completely
disturbed and regraded and is no longer available for direct investigation.
Various information sources indicate varying possible geomorphic interpretations for the lower
terrace shown on Figure 16C. The 1911 USGS Antelope topo map (Figure 18) indicated
that along the river-left side of FHA-FD’s cross-section profile there was a continuous terrace,
with a single elevation surface, backsloping from the channel bank to the toe of the terrace riser
(see Figure 16C). The 1915 soil survey (Bureau of Soils 1915) indicated this area was generally
gravel mine tailings on the lower terrace surface and Hanford fine sandy loam on the higher
terrace surface.
Hanford soils in this 1915 survey, however, did not differentiate between the Holocene
Xerofluvents, Rossmoor, or Americanos soils of the SCS (1993). It also indicated a narrow band
of Riverwash along the in-board edge of the lower terrace surface. This soils mapping, however,
is at a very small scale which makes the correlation of mapped soil units to various geomorphic
surfaces in this area difficult and problematic.
The 1937 aerial photos (Figure 19) indicated that this portion of the FHA-FD’s cross-section
was composed of an undisturbed broad and undulating terrace, of apparently a single surface,
extending from the channel bank to the toe of the terrace riser. This surface appears to have been
scrolled by floodflows but with little evidence of very recent floods. The SCS soil mapping
(1954) indicated that this portion of the FHA-FD’s cross-section was entirely composed of
tailings.
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Shlemon (1967a) indicated an uncertain geomorphic boundary positioned fairly close to the
location of the terrace riser indicated on the 1937 aerial photos and the 1911 USGS topographic
mapping, and indicated that between the terrace riser and the channel bank, this portion of the
FHA-FD’s cross-section was composed of his undifferentiated “younger phase of the Modesto
Formation-Holocene floodplain deposit” mapping unit (See Figure 3).
For Shlemon, this mapping unit included both Holocene Xerofluvents and very late Pleistocene
younger phase of the Modesto Formation surfaces.24 However, the 1957 aerial photos indicated
that at the time of Shlemon’s fieldwork the in-board 2/3 of the lower terrace was already
completely dredger mined and could not have been inspected by Shlemon. Therefore, the
mapping of Shlemon is inconclusive as to the possible geomorphic condition of either the inboard 2/3 or the out-board 1/3 of this lower terrace. The SCS (1993) indicated that the in-board
2/3 of this surface was dredger tailings, and the out-board 1/3 was a surface composed of
Rossmoor soils (Figure 20).
If the information presented by the SCS (1993) is taken as correct, then at least the out-board 1/3
of this portion of the low terrace is composed of Rossmoor series soil and can be interpreted as
part of FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” and Shlemon’s younger phase of the Modesto Formation.
However, the in-board 2/3 of this lower terrace was mapped as dredger tailings by the SCS
(1993), and its original geomorphic status remains uncertain.
The only remaining evidence for the pre-mining condition of this area is found on the 1911
USGS topographic mapping and the 1937 aerial photos. If the 1911 USGS topographic mapping
and the interpretation of the 1937 aerial photos conducted for this present review are taken as
correct, then the in-board and the out-board portions of this lower terrace were originally one
surface. This implies that in conjunction with SCS (1993) the entire lower terrace from the
channel bank to the terrace riser could have been a surface of the younger phase of the Modesto
Formation.
But uncertainties remain as to the possible geomorphic status of the in-board 2/3 of this portion
of this lower terrace. Upstream of Old Fair Oaks Bridge, there is a geomorphic unit that the SCS
(1993) mapped as Holocene Xerofluvents (See Figure 23). The signature of this surface on the
1937 aerial photos (Figure 22) is the same as the pre-disturbance signature of this area that was
mapped as dredger tailings by the SCS (1993) along the FHA-FD’s cross-section. This indicates
that the portion of the lower terrace surface mapped as dredger tailings was possibly a Holocene
Xerofluvents surface prior of mining.
In addition, the 1911 USGS topographic map (Figure 21) indicated that the Holocene surface
upstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge was the same as, and contiguous with, the surface that was
mapped as dredger tailings by the SCS (1993) along the FHA-FD’s cross-section. The 1912
Natomas Consolidated of California mapping (Figure 24) of exploratory pits in this area shows a
pit distribution with a density considerably greater on the in-board 2/3 of this lower terrace than
on the out-board 1/3. Although inferential, this indicates the possibility that under modern presettlement conditions, this lower terrace surface was originally actually two geomorphic units;
24

See Section 4A for details.
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the in-board 2/3 was possibly a Holocene Xerofluvents unit, and the out-board 1/3 was possibly a
surface of the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation.
The elevation assigned by the USGS to this surface along the FHA-FD’s cross-section was about
85 ft, and the adjacent water surface elevation was about 71 ft (a difference of about 15 ft). This
may be considered a typical height of a higher Holocene surface above the LAR water surface.
Shlemon (1967a [Fig. 33]) indicated that at the Sunrise Bridge the terrace of his younger phase
of the Modesto Formation is about 26 ft higher than the channel, and the terrace of his older
phase of the Modesto Formation is about 43 ft above the channel. These elevation relations may
indicate that the backsloping terrace surface shown on the USGS 1911 topographic map (Figure
16C) was entirely a Holocene surface, and that the out-board terrace riser was the transition to a
terrace of Shlemon’s either younger or older phase of the Modesto Formation. This provides
some evidence that prior to disturbance, at least the in-board portion of the lower terrace, could
have been a Holocene Xerofluvents geomorphic surface and possibly all of it was.
While there are various lines of evidence for the variable interpretations of the geomorphic
character of the low terrace shown on Figure 16C, the SCS (1993 [Sht. 7]) showed that the
outboard 1/3 of this surface was mapped as Rossmoor series soil. It should be remembered
that the SCS mapping of soils is largely based on aerial photo interpretation in conjunction
scattered soil pit assessments. Therefore, while mapped as the Rossmoor series soil, there is still
some possibility that a detailed on-site assessment of this sliver of terrace could find something
other than a Rossmoor series soil.
On the other hand, the FHA-FD [66] stated that arch site SAC-320 was located on a small knoll,
was a remnant of an extensive village, and had archaeological material extending to a depth of
about 8 ft, and had an occupation age-dated to 2,000-2,500 ybp. If the archaeological materials
at this arch site were integrated with depositional sediment, with the indicated age-date, and with
its situation on a mound, then it would seem that the surface at arch site SAC-320 was a
Holocene unit under active floodflow deposition over the last several thousand years and with
little evidence of an eroded surface. This indicates the possibility that under modern presettlement LAR conditions, SAC-320 was located on Holocene Xerofluvents unit rather than a
surface of the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation.
Definitive evidence for the age of the out-board 1/3 the lower terrace on Figure 16C is presently
lacking. The 1911 USGS topo map, the 1937 aerial photos, and the FHA-FD’s reported age-date
of arch site SAC-320 (as located on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9)) indicate this area is a
continuation of the Holocene Xerofluvents surface of the in-board 2/3 of this lower terrace. The
SCS (1993) shows that the out-board portion of this lower terrace is a Rossmoor soil surface.
The 1912 Natomas Consolidated mapping indicates that this is a surface somewhat different than
the in-board 2/3 of the terrace, which may indicate that it could be a surface of the younger phase
of the Modesto Formation. Shlemon (1967a [Plt.1 ]) is ambiguous on the age of the surface.
Given all of the foregoing information, the best tentative conclusion that can be made is
that under modern pre-settlement conditions the in-board 2/3 portion of the lower terrace at this
cross-section, which was mapped as Xerorthents (dredger tailings) by the SCS (1993 [Sht. 3]),
was originally a Holocene Xerofluvents surface. The out-board 1/3 portion of the lower terrace,
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mapped by the SCS (1993 [Sht. 3]) with Rossmoor series soil, could have been either a Holocene
Xerofluvents surface or a surface of the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto
Formation.
Should further paleoflood research be undertaken, the actual geomorphic assignment of the outboard portion of this lower terrace will be important, and it should be confirmed by an on-site
assessment of soils. In addition, the actual location of arch site SAC-320 must be confirmed.
The foregoing analysis tentatively indicates that prior to the recent mining disturbance, along the
river-left portion of the cross-section, there were two or three separate geomorphic units. Using
the plotted cross-section profile of the USGS 1911 (Figure 16C) as the most accurate modern
pre-settlement topography at the cross-section, the preceding analysis indicates that the 800 ft
wide lower backsloping terrace was possibly composed of two geomorphic units. The in-board
2/3 of this surface, presently composed of regraded gravel mining tailings, was originally a
Holocene Xerofluvents unit. The out-board 1/3 of this terrace was either an extension of the
Holocene Xerofluvents surface or a surface of the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the
Modesto Formation unit. Out-board of this unit and surface was a 10+ ft higher terrace riser of
the older phase of the Modesto Formation. Out-board of this riser was a terrace surface of the
late Pleistocene older phase of the Modesto Formation.
Additionally, as discussed in Section 4A above, the ages and correlations among the various
Holocene geomorphic bodies of the LAR are presently unknown. The Holocene body at this
cross-section could be equivalent to any of Marchand and Allwardt’s (1981) elevated postModesto I, post-Modesto II, or post-Modesto III surfaces. However, if the SAC-320 arch site
was on a Holocene Xerofluvents surface and it age-dates to 2,000-2,500 ybp (FHA-FD [66]) and
was interbedded with floodflow sediments, then this surface could be either a post-Modesto II or
III unit (See Figure 3; Busacca et al. 1989, Harden 1987). If indeed the second geomorphic unit
is a surface of the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation (which should
be confirmed by on-site soils analysis), there are no independent indicators discovered in this
present review as to which potential surface it may be; the “A,” “B,” “C,” or “D” surface.
Also as treated in detail in Section 4A, a defensible back-in-time limit for paleoflood analysis has
not been established for the LAR. Because there has been no determination of an age-date for
the initiation of modern pre-settlement channel and geomorphic conditions on the LAR, there is
no established paleoflood date limit that can be used to determine which paleoflood events can
be appropriately incorporated into the modern floodflow frequency statistics. Without
knowledge of the age of this particular Holocene surface, or its position in the sequence of LAR
geomorphic evolution, without suitable soil age-dating, and without an established back-in-time
limit, the age-date and the paleoflood significance of any Holocene surface deposits cannot be
determined. This geomorphic unit could have extended about 800 ft to a discrete terrace riser or,
at the out-board extent, it could have graded into a surface of the very late Pleistocene younger
phase of the Modesto Formation. The lower terrace ended at the terrace riser to a surface of the
late Pleistocene older phase of the Modesto Formation.
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Figure 21
USGS 1911 representation of possible
Holocene surfaces in the Fair Oaks study reach

A

SAC-320
from
Fig. 3-27

B

SAC-320
from
Fig. 3-23

Shows conditions of the lower terrace at the FHA-FD’s Downstream
of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section.
A: surface indicated as a Holocene Xerofluvents surface by the SCS 1993;
B: surface indicated as a Xerorthents (Dredger tailings) by the SCS 1993.
(Refer to Figure 23).
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Figure 22
1937 aerial photo representation of possible Holocene
surfaces at the Fair Oaks study reach
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1937 aerial photo showing conditions of the lower terrace at the FHA-FD’s
Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section.
A: surface indicated as a Holocene Xerofluvents surface by the SCS 1993;
B: surface indicated as a Xerorthents (Dredger tailings) by the SCS 1993.
C: surface of unmined Rossmoor soil, as mapped by SCS 1993,
but possibly incorrectly (see text),
D: surface Americanos soil (older phase of the Modesto Formation).
(Refer to Figure 23).
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Figure 23
SCS 1993 representation of possible Holocene
surfaces at the Fair Oaks study reach

185

A

SAC-320
from
Fig. 3-27

B

SAC-320
from
Fig. 3-23

Shows conditions of the lower terrace at the FHA-FD’s Downstream
of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section.
A: surface indicated as a Holocene Xerofluvents surface (242);
B: surface indicated as a Xerorthents (Dredger tailings) (245); also,
203, Riverwash;
204, Rossmoor series soil;
246, Americanos series soil.
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Summary
First Issue: There is no defensible evidence for the existence of a pre-mining ‘eroded channel
margin’ at the cross-section. The pre-mining, modern pre-settlement surface profile along the
river-left portion of this cross-section cannot be characterized as a terrace with an ‘eroded terrace
margin,’ which was interpreted by the FHA-FD to indicate the occurrence of one or more
erosively effective major paleoflood events. Rather the modern pre-settlement condition appears
to have included a sharp active channel bank, a nearly flat gently backsloping lower terrace
surface, 10+ to 15+ ft high and about 800 ft wide, with a 10+ ft high terrace riser on its out-board
edge leading to a higher terrace surface.
Therefore, as discussed in the First Concern above, not only was the1906 pre-mining surface
profile at this cross-section unreliable and the FHA-FD’s cross-section profile construction
inappropriate, the FHA-FD’s geomorphic interpretation of its cross-section profile was
inappropriate and cannot be used in itself to support evidence for one or more paleofloods. The
FHA-FD’s cross-section profile was too inaccurate to be usable for its hydraulic modeling and
for geomorphic interpretation.
Second Issue: Unlike the FHA-FD’s interpretation that of the lower river-left terrace being
composed of only its “Rossmoor terrace,” indirect evidence assessed during the development of
this present review indicates that prior to mining, at the least the in-board 2/3 of this low terrace
was originally a Holocene Xerofluvents surface. The out-board 1/3 may have been a surface of
the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation. It is also possible that the
Holocene surface extended throughout this lower terrace to the out-board terrace riser. While
Holocene deposition has occurred on the Holocene surface (and perhaps also on the lowest
Rossmoor series soil surfaces), the age of the Holocene surface is not known, the age of the
Holocene deposition on these surfaces is not known, and the back-in-time limit for the
appropriate application of paleoflood magnitudes is not known.
Finally, before evidence from arch site SAC-320 is used for paleoflood analysis, its actual
location needs to be confirmed, and the geomorphic surface of the site needs to be confirmed by
a careful on-site soils assessment.

Fourth Concern: Involves the FHA-FD’s use of archaeological information
associated with arch site SAC-320 to develop estimates of paleoflood occurrence
and magnitude.
The FHA-FD accepted the conclusion of an archaeological investigation25 that arch site SAC320 was occupied at an age-date range of 2,000-2,500 years [66]. Apparently Nilsson et al.
(1995) found SAC-320 to be “overlain by historical material associated with Chinese occupation
of the late 1800’s and building foundations of the Natoma Gold Company,” and the FHA-FD
concluded that this site “could not be utilized in establishing a paleoflood bound” [66].
25

Nilsson et al. 1995: This was not available for evaluation for the present review. See the FHA-FD for citation.
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Apparently Nilsson et al. (1995) reported that a 1977 archaeological investigation of another site
located about 650 ft downstream of SAC-320 found that “the site contained artifacts translocated
from SAC-320 by flooding,” that is, “artifacts associated with older occupation periods were
found overlying younger deposits, leading to the conclusion that the artifacts had been flood
transported” [66].26
The FHA-FD then used its STREAM POWER assessment approach to estimate the floodflow
magnitude necessary to adequately erode site SAC-320 and to transport these artifacts. The
FHA-FD [66] also concluded that “[c]lear stratigraphic evidence documented at the site that the
‘Rossmoor terrace’ at this location is composed of a series of paleoflood deposits.”
However, the evidence reported for the flood-transport of artifacts was very tenuous. An
unknown site investigator, of an unspecified site, reported in an uncited 1977 investigation
that older artifacts from arch site SAC-320 were flood-transported downstream and deposited on
this unspecified site. The FHA-FD accepted without question this highly improbable
circumstance of material from one archaeological site was
1) eroded by a floodflow event,
2) transported exactly to another archaeological site 650 ft away by the floodflow event,
3) deposited on that archaeological site, and
4) remained there through presumably subsequent floodflows (FHA-FD [77]).
Not reported in the FHA-FD were relevant details necessary for a fully constrained acceptance of
this information. Missing is the specific evidence used to reach the various conclusions
attributed to the 1977 investigator. For example:
1) Older material versus younger.
2) Translocation of the older material from another arch site is the only possible explanation
of their stratigraphic occurrence at the unspecified site.
3) Flood-transport is the cause of the translocation.
4) The source location of the in-washed older material was SAC-320.
5) The level of constraint used for the archaeological conclusions was sufficient for its
application to the paleoflood analysis.
Finally, what were the qualifications of the archaeological site investigator such that the FHAFD was willing to accept (through a third party), and without a critical review, the findings of the
1977 investigation as solid evidence of erosive flooding at arch site SAC-320?

26

The FHA-FD [75-76] later contradicted the foregoing with the statement “[t]he stratigraphic sequence at SAC-320
is described as being inverted with older flood transported archaeological material derived from an upstream site
deposited over younger in situ materials.” It is assumed here that this is simply a mistake in the final edit of the
report and the ‘inverted’ material was located at the unidentified downstream site discussed by the FHA-FD [66].
The basis for the assumption adopted here is the FHA-FD’s estimated paleoflood magnitudes were based on
erosion not deposition at arch site SAC-320.
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Additionally, the very logic of the conclusion that older artifact materials at the unspecified
downstream arch site were due to erosion of SAC-320 is called into question by the FHA-FD’s
reported modern conditions of SAC-320. It stated that it was a village site located on a small
knoll and was “overlain by historical material . . . and building foundations of the Natoma Gold
Company” [66]. This evidence of modern activities on this site implies it still was a topographic
feature that stood sufficiently higher than the surrounding surfaces as to attract land use
attention.
These reported site conditions makes it difficult to understand how it could have these
characteristics while at the same time having been eroded to a depth necessary to have artifacts
of a deeper timeline being exposed to floodflow transport to the downstream arch site. These are
circumstances requiring explanation by the FHA-FD rather than their casual acceptance as a
component of paleoflood evidence.

Evidence Showing Long History of Disturbances to Surfaces
One of the main difficulties in accepting these findings without a critical review is the long
history of disturbances to the various surfaces in the area of the mapped location of arch site
SAC-320 which could account for artifact disturbances. The following discussions of various
maps and aerial photographs present evidence of various disturbances over time.
- The 1906 topographic representation (US-CDC 1907 [Sht. 4]) (Figure 17) shows
that just upstream of the FHA-FD cross-section on the Holocene Xerofluvents surface there had
been gold mine dredging operations and that a pump station in operation at the LAR channel
edge near the cross-section. Orchard activity was common in this area on much of the Holocene
Xerofluvents and Rossmoor series soil surfaces.
- The 1911 USGS topographic mapping (Antelope and Mills 7.5’ quads) shows that the
dredger tailing on the Holocene Xerofluvents surface just upstream of the cross-section are
nearly the same size as on the 1906 mapping. A building is located just about on the crosssection alignment just out-board of the low terrace riser about 800 ft from the channel margin
(Figure 21). The building is connected to the precursor of Sunrise Boulevard by a graded road
that runs southerly crossing Buffalo Creek before joining what would become Sunrise
Boulevard. No other surface disturbances in the area of the Holocene Xerofluvents and
Rossmoor series soil surfaces are indicated. On river-right downstream of the cross-section, a
single road track is indicated along the out-board edge of the low terrace.
- The 1912 dredging operation map (Natomas Consolidated of California, 1912) (Figure
24) shows that on the lower terrace, just upstream from the cross-section the gold dredger mining
had been extended, and that the Holocene Xerofluvents surface (and perhaps a sliver of a
younger phase of the Modesto Formation surface) in the vicinity of the cross-section, and for a
considerable distance downstream, had been heavily explored and assayed for gold resources
through the sinking of many sample pits.
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Figure 24
Natomas consolidated map of 1912 dredge and prospecting
operations of the Fair Oaks study reach.

SAC-320
from
Fig. 3-27

SAC-320
from
Fig. 3-23

Shows the magnitude of gold prospecting on various surfaces and near archaeological sites in the vicinity of FHA-FD’s cross-section in 1912. Prospects were by a
variety of test holes and pits.
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This map shows a small structure positioned on about the alignment of the FHA-FD’s crosssection and located at about the position of arch site SAC-320 as indicated on the FHA-FD’s Fig.
3-23 (Figure 9). The Holocene surfaces on river-right at, and downstream of the cross-section
had gold mining dredge tailing tracks aligned along some major ancestral LAR channels.
- The 1937 aerial photos (Figure 19) show that the lower terrace in the vicinity of the
cross-section was traversed by trails and small dirt roads, and that many portions of the Holocene
Xerofluvents surface had been under orchard agricultural uses for many years. Upslope of the
river-left end of the cross-section, higher terraces of the older phase of the Modesto Formation
(FHA-FD’s “Americanos terrace”) had been heavily dredger mined for gold extraction. Those
upper-slope tailing fields, on FHA-FD’s “Americanos terrace,” were also pervasive downstream
from the cross-section. On the river-right at and downstream of the cross-section location,
almost all of the Holocene Xerofluvents surfaces had been heavily mined for gold by dredger
operations. The tailing fields were extensive near the cross-section alignment, about 500 ft
upslope from the indicated location of arch site SAC-320 [Fig. 3-23] (Figure 9), and on an older
phase of Modesto Formation surface was a small complex of buildings, located at about position
265 ft on Figure 16 (A-C).
- The 1951-54 USGS topographic mapping (Citrus Heights and Carmichael 7.5’ quads)
shows that the dredger mining of the Holocene Xerofluvents surface near the cross-section had
been extended downstream and shows two separate pits, both with standing water (indicating
substantial pit depth). Graded haul roads had been developed along the out-board edge of the
Holocene Xerofluvents surface (or the sliver of younger phase of the Modesto Formation)
against the riser running both along the terrace riser and perpendicularly toward and away from
the channel. The buildings located near the cross-section on the older phase of the Modesto
Formation surface had been connected by a graded road running easterly and directly to the
precursor of Sunrise Boulevard.
- The 1957 aerial photos show that the gold mining activities had shifted to gravel and
cobble extraction for the purposes of aggregate production. The gold dredger tailings on the
Holocene Xerofluvents surface near the cross-section had been extracted, and extraction mining
of this surface had been extended somewhat downstream. The gold dredger tailing fields both
along the river-right side of the channel on the Holocene Xerofluvents surface, and on the riverleft side located on the higher (FHA-FD’s “Americanos terrace”) surfaces, had been variously
converted to gravel and cobble extraction mining.
Graded haul roads had been developed on the low terrace through, and upstream and
downstream of the cross-section, which were used to connect the downstream tailings fields to
the upstream aggregate processing plant. Those haul roads intersected just about at the indicated
location of arch site SAC-320 on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9). One road in particular crossed
close to, if not through the SAC-320 site and ran to the southwest toward the indicated location
of the unspecified 1977 archaeological site discussed above.
Sunrise Boulevard had been built (upgrading portions of the old road to Fair Oaks), and the new
Sunrise bridge had been constructed just upstream of the cross-section. The original downstream
reaches of Buffalo Creek had been realigned along the east side of the new Sunrise Boulevard.
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The incised Buffalo Creek channel from Sunrise Boulevard to the LAR at about site SAC-320
had been abandoned (and perhaps partially filled). The small complex of buildings located near
the cross-section alignment and on the older phase of the Modesto Formation surface had been
removed.
- The 1984 aerial photos show the cessation of aggregate operations in the area and the
conversion of many of the tailings fields of the higher terraces (FHA-FD’s “Americanos
terrace”) to urban land uses. Some of the aggregate mining operation areas and facilities on the
in-board 2/3 of the lower terrace near the cross-section had been converted into formal
recreational facilities. At this photo-date, the excavated pits on the Holocene Xerofluvents
surface along the cross-section alignment on river-left had not yet been filled and graded to their
present configuration.
As a result of this history of land surface disruption in the vicinity of the FHA-FD’s crosssection, it is clear that claims of arch site disturbance caused by floodflow events are suspect.
Any such claim needs to be fully constrained either by; (1) an appropriate statement of
uncertainty, or (2) a detailed and thorough site investigation that eliminates all of possible
alternative explanations for arch site disturbance.
Evidence of ‘Rossmoor terrace,’ Archaeological Sites, and Paleofloods
With the statement that “(c)lear stratigraphic evidence documented at the site show that the
‘Rossmoor terrace’ at this location is composed of a series of paleoflood deposits” [66], the
FHA-FD was not explicitly clear whether this was to apply to arch site SAC-320 or the
unspecified archaeological site farther downstream. However, as discussed above from the
information presented in the FHA-FD, the actual location of SAC-320 is uncertain as is that the
unspecified arch site from which came most of the archaeological information used by the FHAFD.
Regardless of the intended site of interest, the FHA-FD’s conclusion that the “Rossmoor terrace”
at the location of the site is composed of a series of paleofloods is general and without
supporting information and justification. With this comment, it should be remembered that the
FHA-FD informally combined the SCS’s (1993) Rossmoor series soil and the Holocene
Xerofluvents soils and geomorphic bodies into what the FHA-FD referred to as the “Rossmoor
terrace.” Prior to 1993, these two soils were referred to as the Hanford un-channeled and
Hanford channeled soil phases, respectively, (SCS 1954). Shlemon (1967a [201]) considered
these soils too similar in the field to map them as occurring on separate geomorphic bodies (See
Figure 3).
Further, both of these soils, and the geomorphic units on which they have formed, are recognized
to have developed in regimes of floodplain deposition, and therefore it should not be surprising
to find evidence of floodplain deposition at archaeological sites that may be located on either of
these surfaces. However, it is misleading to characterize these deposits as necessarily due to
paleofloods because this implies that
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1) the events occurred within the back-in-time limits of modern pre-settlement conditions.,
and
2) these deposits are due to rare, major, and discrete flood events and not due to progressive
moderate overbank flooding and depositional construction of these surfaces under
conditions of a prior channel and geomorphic regime.
Harvey and Pederson (2011 [862-863]) indicated that for geomorphic depositional evidence on
alluvial channel reaches, it can be difficult to discriminate clearly whether the causative agent
were discrete major paleoflood events or longer-term aggradation and floodplain construction
due to moderate flood magnitude with increased sediment flux. No evidence was presented by
the FHA-FD that rare and large magnitude paleofloods, under modern pre-settlement channel
and geomorphic conditions, were the cause of these reported flood deposits.
Finally, the FHA-FD [66] reported that arch site SAC-320, probably with an occupation age-date
of 2,000-2,500 ybp, was a village site located on a small knoll that extends to a depth of about 8
ft. If this site was integrated at depth with flood-borne sediment deposits, as should be the case
unless the site stood completely above the geomorphic surface, then its location on a knoll,
which has survived paleoflood erosion, implies that depositional processes have predominated
over erosional processes at the site since at least 2,500 ybp.
If the FHA-FD information concerning SAC-320 is correct and if the implications of this
evidence as presented in the foregoing paragraphs are correct, then it is likely that the arch site
was located on a late Holocene geomorphic unit; one of Marchand and Allwardt’s (1981) postModesto II or III units rather than a surface of the very late Pleistocene or early Holocene surface
of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation.27
If this is the case, then this would have been mapped by the SCS (1993) as a Holocene
Xerofluvents surface. Therefore, if the plotted location of SAC-320 is correct on FHA-FD’s Fig
3-23 (Figure 9), then the soil on this sliver of the surface indicated by the SCS (1993) (Figure
20) as a Rossmoor series soil, should be investigated to confirm whether it is in fact a
Xerofluvents or a Rossmoor soil. It is also possible that the plotted location of SAC-320 on
FHA-FD’s Fig 3-23, like the plot on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10), is incorrect.
Pertinent questions regarding archaeological evidence include specifically:
1) Which is the intended archaeological site of interest (SAC-320, or the unidentified
downstream arch site)?,
2) Where is the intended site located?
3) On what geomorphic surface is this site situated?
4) What specific stratigraphic evidence was presented at the site?
5) Who made the interpretation that the stratigraphic evidence was clearly paleoflood in
origin (and what were their qualifications)?

27

See Section 4A for details.
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Further, on what basis was the presumably flood-borne sediment discriminated between
1) originating from discrete paleoflood events of major magnitudes under modern presettlement channel conditions within an appropriate back-in-time limit,
2) originating from progressive geomorphic processes of minor floodflows during
floodplain construction, and
3) those flood events occurring prior to and after modern pre-settlement channel conditions
and prior to and after any particular and relevant back-in-time limit.
Conclusions
The FHA-FD did not evaluate the purported archaeological evidence to the degree necessary to
ensure, that what may have been off-handed comments and speculations in earlier archaeological
reports, have not been transposed in the FHA-FD into conclusions of fact and then used as an
important basis for paleoflood magnitude estimates with potentially significant consequences.
Also, the FHA-FD did not eliminate alternative explanations for the purported archaeological
evidence at the un-specified downstream archaeological site. It did not provide sufficiently
constrained evidence necessary to defensibly assert that artifacts from arch site SAC-320 had
been eroded by floodflows and transported by floodflows to the unspecified archaeological site.
Further, all the defensible evidence, presented by the FHA-FD and found during the preparation
of this present review, indicated predominately deposition rather than erosion at the cross-section
under modern pre-settlement conditions. Without fully constrained evidence for erosion
associated with arch site SAC-320, there is no basis for FHA-FD’s finding for a 600,000+ cfs
paleoflood.
Finally, the FHA-FD did not support its conclusion that the site is underlain by paleoflood
material suitable for magnitude estimation and its application to floodflow frequency statistics
for modern conditions.
Fifth Concern: Involves the FHA-FD’s use of STREAM
occurrence and magnitude.

POWER

to estimate paleoflood

The FHA-FD applied its STREAM POWER assessment approach at this cross-section and found
that modeled flows of 400,000 cfs result in a MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) of about 10 W/m2 over much
of the “Rossmoor terrace” surface and that MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) only increases to about 50
W/m2 at the “terrace margin near SAC-320” [73] at about position 980 ft on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27
(Figure 10). The FHA-FD also concluded that the geomorphology of the “Rossmoor terraces”
and the available stratigraphic information from arch site SAC-320 (among others) “are
supportive of paleofloods with peak discharges in the range of about 400,000-550,000 cfs” [75].
In addition, the FHA-FD noted that at least one paleoflood of a minimum of 600,000 cfs is
required at this cross-section, because modeled flow magnitudes in the 600,000-850,000 cfs
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range result in MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values of about 100 W/m2 over much of its “Rossmoor
terrace,” but were less than 200 W/m2 “at” the site of SAC-320 [75-76], at about position 980 ft.
These flow estimates were specified by the FHA-FD because of
1) presumed evidence of flood-transported artifacts from SAC-320,
2) the FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling approach,
3) the hydraulic model as applied to its constructed cross-section profile, and
4) the use of its MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) threshold for various depositional/erosional
processes due to floodflows.
Review of STREAM POWER Issues to Estimate Paleoflood Occurrence and Size

With respect to the FHA-FD’s use of STREAM POWER to estimate the occurrence and magnitudes of
paleofloods at this cross-section, many issues addressed in other portions of this review are
relevant:
First, as presented in Section 2A and in the introductory portion of Section 4B, the
FHA-FD’s topographic depiction of 1906 pre-mining, “natural,” conditions was based on
erroneous early-date topographic information in that it did not accurately depict the actual
topography of 1906. Further, the actual topographic conditions in 1906 should not be
assumed to adequately represent “natural” or modern pre-settlement LAR conditions
because of important alterations in the late 1800’s. The resulting FHA-FD baseline
topography is unsuited for the hydraulic modeling for potential paleoflood magnitudes.
Second, as presented in Section 2A, there may be significant problems with the
FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling approach, particularly with respect to its adopted
Manning’s roughness value which may result in erroneous water surface elevations,
water velocities, and MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) values.
Third, as presented in the First Concern above, the FHA-FD’s constructed crosssection profile does not reflect the topography depicted by the early-date source of
topography that the FHA-FD purported as the basis of its own topography. Rather, it
seems to reflect a bias toward presenting evidence for paleofloods and is thus rendered
inappropriate for hydraulic modeling and for interpreting results as part of a paleoflood
assessment.
Fourth, as presented in the Third Concern above, the FHA-FD’s geomorphic
interpretation of its cross-section was inaccurate. In particular, there is no actual
evidence for the FHA-FD’s ‘eroded terrace margin’ on any early-date sources of
topographic information. This feature, which was critical evidence for FHA-FD’s higher
magnitude paleoflood range and which provided STREAM POWER results that the FHA-FD
used to interpret a lower magnitude paleoflood range, did not exist under pre-mining
conditions and was apparently a fiction of the FHA-FD.
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Fifth, as presented in the Second Concern above, the location and circumstances
of the arch site SAC-320 as indicated by the FHA-FD is uncertain, which clouds much of
the FHA-FD’s paleoflood assessment, particularly for its higher magnitude paleoflood
range (600,000-850,000 cfs).
Sixth, as presented in Section 2 and the introductory portion of Section 4B above,
the FHA-FD has conflated the conflicting concepts of unit stream power (c-av) and
MANNING’S POWER (P-SV). The FHA-FD has adopted and modified average cross-section unit
stream power (c-av) values that Magilligan (1992) used to propose a threshold criterion
for major geomorphic modification, but has used point-specific MANNING’S POWER (P-SV)
modeling results to compare against the cross-section average threshold values.
Seventh, as presented in the introductory portion of Section 4B, the FHA-FD
appears to have adopted a set of MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) criteria as indicating various
floodflow depositional/erosional processes:
1) <50 W/m2 results in fine-grained sediment deposition,
2) 50-75 W/m2 results in fine-grain sediment deposition and possibly some
minor erosion [74],
3) 75-100 W/m2 results in minor to some substantial erosion, and
4) 100-300 W/m2 results in the initiation of “significant geomorphic change”
[76].
Eighth, as presented in the introductory portion of Section 4B above, the FHA-FD
adopted a MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) value of 100-300 W/m2 as a range for the initiation of
“significant geomorphic change” even though, without justification or evidence:
1) The tentative threshold of 300 W/m2, proposed by Magilligan (1992 [385]),
was changed by the FHA-FD to 100-300 W/m2.
2) The proposed tentative threshold, expressed by Magilligan [375] in terms of
unit stream power (c-av), was assessed by the FHA-FD in terms of
MANNING'S POWER (P-SV).
3) The proposed tentative threshold by Magilligan [384-385] was for “major
geomorphic modification” entailing wholesale changes to channels and
floodplains due to catastrophic floodflow events, and was applied by the
FHA-FD as “significant geomorphic change.”
4) The criteria of “significant geomorphic change” was applied by the FHAFD to the LAR without any stated objective standards for this degree of
modification and for identifying this condition in the field.
These issues result in the absence of any justified or defensible STREAM POWER threshold
for geomorphic disruption which is a necessity when the assessment employed requires
the use of STREAM POWER to estimate floodflow magnitudes from evidence of paleoflood
geomorphic disruption.
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Ambiguity on FHA-FD's 2-D Modeling
There is a troubling ambiguity in the way the FHA-FD presented and explained its 2-D
modeling. As presented in Section 2A, the FHA-FD [72-73] stated:
Water surface depth and STREAM POWER distribution in cross-sections at the Fair
Oaks and Cordova High School sites for a range of peak discharges between
180,000 and 850,000 cfs were computed (Figs. 3-27 and 3-28) (Figures 10 and
8) (Emphasis added).
The “computed” phrase is curious, particularly because the FHA-FD offered no details
concerning its overall 2-D modeling approach and no where mentioned its topographic results
over the area of its study reach.
It is entirely possible that the modeling results were developed by making hydraulic
computations only along its cross-section alignments, rather than being derived from a standard
2-D approach with hydraulic modeling results composed of computations across the landscape
area, but with only those results along the cross-section alignment itself actually being displayed.
If this was the case, then the FHA-FD modeling results are erroneous because they really are not
a result of standard 2-D modeling, but rather a hybrid approach (a series of point-specific
hydraulic computations along the cross-section without any 2-D upstream or downstream interrelations). This could have entailed an approach that included running the shallow water 2-D
modeling computations at point-specific nodes only along the cross-section alignment, rather
than running the computations over the channel and floodplain landscape area in a 2-D grid, both
upstream and downstream of the cross-section location.28 With a standard 2-D modeling
approach, i.e., with the 2-D grid of computation nodes extending across the channel and
landscape area, when the hydraulic results are presented for a particular cross-section alignment,
the results reflect variability associated with all the hydraulic characteristics of the landscape.
On the other hand, if the computations were run only along the cross-section alignment, then the
upstream and downstream hydraulic characteristics of the channel and landscape areas are
ignored. When the results of this approach are presented along a cross-section, they really
constitute a 1-D modeling approach albeit with variability along the cross-section due only to
variable computed water depth and velocity along the cross-section (without any hydraulic
influences of the landscape upstream and downstream). This is in effect a partitioned 1-D
approach.29
If this was indeed the FHA-D’s hydraulic modeling approach, and its results were derived from a
hybrid 2-D method of a partitioned 1-D method, then, as discussed in Section 2A, the FHA-FD’s
use of a single Manning’s roughness value would result in even more dubious STREAM POWER
values because the primary basis for using a partitioned 1-D approach is to allow for variable
Manning’s roughness values.

28
29

See Section 2A for details of 2-D modeling.
See Sections 2B and 2C for details.
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If the FHA-FD used an inappropriate hybrid 2-D modeling approach, then the MANNING'S POWER
(P-SV) results depicted along the FHA-FD’s cross-section (Fig. 3-27) (Figure 10) cannot be used
to accurately draw MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) causal relations along the cross-section.
Questions on Arch Site SAC-320 Location and Paleoflood Evidence
As discussed in the First Concern, Second Concern, and Third Concern above, there are serious
questions concerning the actual location of arch site SAC-320, and the FHA-FD’s purported
paleoflood evidence associated with this arch site are important to FHA-FD’s conclusions. The
location of SAC-320 on FHA-FD’s (Fig. 3-27) (Figure 10) was at about position 980 ft (Figure
16A). As noted by the FHA-FD, this is located on its identified ‘eroded terrace margin’ which
the FHA-FD developed from its own constructed cross-section profile and its own geomorphic
interpretation. The modeled MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values for this location were exclusively
used by the FHA-FD to estimate paleoflood magnitudes.
However, as presented in the First Concern and Third Concern above, there is no defensible
evidence for this ‘eroded terrace margin’ in any early-date sources of topographic information.
On FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9), the location of SAC-320 translates to about position 765 ft
on Figure 16A, about 215 ft farther out-board.30
As presented in the Second Concern above, the location of this site has been shown to be
incorrectly plotted on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10). It is very unlikely that the site was
located at, or in the vicinity of position 980 ft, because the geomorphic surface that composed the
in-board 2/3 of the lower terrace feature shown in Figure 16C was totally disturbed and likely
unavailable for archaeological investigation in the 1970’s. From all the information considered
in the present review, it seems most likely that the actual location of SAC-320 is in the vicinity
of that shown on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9). This position is plotted as the out-board most
possible location on Figure 16A. The FHA-FD’s modeled MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values at the
more distal location are somewhat less than those indicated for the in-board location which
represents the location of SAC-320 on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27.
Therefore, besides other issues associated with the FHA-FD’s topography and hydraulic
modeling addressed above, the FHA-FD’s stated MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) results for the location of
SAC-320, either at position 980 ft or 765 ft, are not defensible as they stand.
Problematic Paleoflood Magnitude Range of 400,000-550,000 cfs
The FHA-FD’s conclusion at this cross-section concerning it lower paleoflood magnitude range
of 400,000-550,000 cfs is problematic. The FHA-FD [73] stated, that at 400,000 cfs,
that MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) varies from “less than 10 W/m2 over much of the inundated
[“Rossmoor”] terrace surface and only increases to about 50 W/m2 at the terrace margin near
arch site SAC-320,” located at about position 980 ft on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10). The
FHA-FD [73] also noted, without reference to specific locations:
30

See Second Concern above for details.
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For peak discharges up to about 550,000 cfs, modeled stream power [MANNING'S
POWER (P-SV)] across most of the Rossmoor terrace surfaces ranges from about 50
to 100 W/m2. (italics added)
However, a visual inspection of FHA-FD’s Fig 3-27 shows that FHA-FD modeling results at its
reported location of SAC-320 (at about position 980 ft) were about 35 W/m2 at 400,000 cfs and
about 70 W/m2 at 550,000 cfs (as opposed to its reported 50 and 100 W/m2, above). Therefore,
the results reported in the FHA-FD text [73] do not appear to be supported by the modeling
results shown on its Fig. 3-27.
In addition, referring to Figure 16A, the location of SAC-320, transferred from the FHA-FD’s
Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9), is at about position 765 ft, visual inspection of FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27
(Figure 10) at position 765 ft indicates an estimated MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) near 0 at 400,000 cfs
and about 27 W/sq at 550,000 cfs.
These findings indicate that at the position of arch site SAC-320 as shown on FHA-FD’s Fig. 327 (Figure 10) (at about position 980 ft), the modeled MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) results (40-75
W/m2) for its lower magnitude paleoflood range of 400,000-550,000 cfs, according to the FHAFD, imply fine-grained sediment deposition or perhaps some minor erosion due to floodflows.31
At SAC-320, as indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 10) (at about position 765 ft), its
modeled MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) results (0-25 W/m2), according to the FHA-FD, imply only finegrained sediment deposition over this floodflow range.
These results show that regardless of the actual position of SAC-320, FHA-FD’s hydraulic
modeling, and the FHA-FD’s adopted threshold criteria, indicated fine-grained sediment
deposition in its lower magnitude paleoflood range of 400,000-550,000 cfs, or at best, at position
980 ft, only some minor erosion at higher flows near 550,000 cfs.
Questionable Paleoflood Magnitude Range of 600,000-850,000 cfs
The FHA-FD’s conclusion at this cross-section concerning its higher paleoflood magnitude
range of 600,000-850,000 cfs is highly questionable. The FHA-FD [75-76] concluded that at
SAC-320, as located at about position 980 ft on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10), MANNING’S
2
POWER (P-SV) values ranges from about 100 to less than 200 W/m over this modeled flow range.
A visual inspection of FHA-FD’s Fig. 2-27 shows MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) values at position 980
ft of about 100 and 150 W/m2 for 600,000 and 850,000 cfs, respectively. However, at the
location of SAC-320, as indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23 (Figure 9), at about position 765 ft,
FHA-FD’s, MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) values of about 45 W/m2 at 600,000 cfs and about 110 W/m2
at 850,000 cfs are indicated on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-27.
According to the MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) thresholds for erosional/depositional processes
apparently adopted by the FHA-FD, these MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values imply fine-grained
sediment deposition at 600,000 cfs and minor erosion to perhaps the very beginning of
“significant geomorphic change” at 850,000 cfs.
31

See the introductory portion of Section 4B.
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Further, as discussed in the Fourth Concern above, the FHA-FD determined that the disrupted
condition of arch site SAC-320 implied it had been eroded by at least one large paleoflood.
Considering the FHA-FD’s adopted MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) thresholds for various
erosional/depositional processes, FHA-FD’s modeling results (100-150 W/m2) for SAC-320, as
located on its Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10) (at position 980 ft), indicates a MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)
sufficient for “significant geomorphic change” (erosion), but as located on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-23
(Figure 10), at position 765 ft, the MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values (45-110 W/m2) imply processes
ranging from fine-grained sediment deposition to substantial erosion or perhaps only the
beginning of “significant geomorphic change.”
While the modeled MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values for the flow range of 600,000-850,000 cfs met
the threshold values adopted by the FHA-FD for “significant geomorphic change” at SAC-320
located at position 980 ft, the threshold value criteria have been shown in the introductory of
Section 4B above to be unjustified and indefensible. However, as discussed in the Second
Concern above, it has been shown that it is probably not possible that for the location of SAC320 to be at position 980 ft, and its location at position 765 ft is questionable. Further, the FHAFD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) results depend entirely on
1) the cross-section profile which has been shown in the First Concern above to be
erroneous, and
2) the FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling approach which has been shown in Section 2A to
likely be deficient.
Summary of Issues
The FHA-FD provided no justifiable and defensible evidence for paleofloods at this crosssection in either its lower magnitude paleoflood range (400,000-550,000 cfs) or in its higher
magnitude paleoflood range (600,000-850,000 cfs). It is concluded here that the FHA-FD’s
hydraulic modeled MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) results cannot be relied upon for a wide range of
reasons:
1) The baseline topography used by the FHA-FD did not accurately reflect actual 1906
LAR topographic conditions
2) The actual 1906 topography could not reflect “natural” or modern pre-settlement LAR
conditions because of significant activities and events in the late 1800’s
3) The FHA-FD did not accurately use the 1906 topographic representation in developing
its cross-section profile
4) Contradictory locations of arch site SAC-320 are reported in the FHA-FD.
5) The most likely actual location of SAC-320 is at a low stream power location, not at the
FHA-FD’s ‘eroded terrace margin.’
6) Questions regarding the use of Manning’s roughness values used in FHA-FD’s hydraulic
modeling.
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7) Questions regarding the application of the hydraulic computation along the cross-section
alignment.
8) Questions regarding the FHA-FD’s adopted Manning’s power (p-sv) threshold for
geomorphic change.
9) The complete absence of FHA-FD’s diagnostic paleoflood disruption features, namely its
‘eroded terrace margin,’ under modern pre-settlement conditions.
Finally, the MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) results of FHA-FD’s modeling at SAC-320 do not support the
geomorphic and archaeological stratigraphy at this site. No estimate of paleoflood magnitudes
(regardless of the level of uncertainty qualifications) can be developed until all of the hydraulic
modeling, topographic, and cross-section problems are resolved along with all the remaining
questions above.
Sixth Concern: Involves FHA-FD’s age-dating of its estimated 600,000+ cfs
paleoflood.
At the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section the FHA-FD [Tbl. 3-5] assigned
the age-date for the purported 600,000 cfs paleoflood, along with the estimated peak paleoflood
magnitude (addressed in Section 4C below), as 700-2,000 ybp.
While the FHA-FD based its estimated 600,000 cfs paleoflood magnitude on its STREAM POWER
analysis of inferred archaeological information, the FHA-FD presented no direct information
that placing this purported paleoflood in this age-date range. It appears to have been set by the
FHA-FD to be the age-range between that of the 400,000-550,000 cfs (150-700 ybp), and the
arch site occupation age-dates (2,000 ybp). However, as discussed in the Fifth Concern above
for arch site SAC-319, the FHA-FD presented no defensible independent basis for its estimated
age-date range (150-700 ybp) for its lower magnitude paleoflood range of 400,000-550,000 cfs.
Therefore, if paleofloods of this magnitude are to be defensibly confirmed in a future reevaluation on the LAR, then definitive and defensible age-dating evidence needs to be
developed.
Conclusions on Arch Site SAC-320 and the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge
Cross-section Paleoflood Assessment
From the foregoing discussion and when applying a ‘full-constraint” criterion, the following is
what can be determined about possible paleofloods considering evidence at archaeological site
SAC-320 and the defensible assertions concerning site conditions at the FHA-FD’s Downstream
of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section.


The age-date of SAC-320 occupation site is possibly about 2,000-2,500 ybp.



From the FHA-FD material, the actual location of SAC-320 is uncertain.
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FHA-FD’s ‘eroded terrace margin’ is not defensibly supported by evidence, did not
exist under modern pre-settlement conditions, and cannot be defensibly attributed to
‘erosion’ under the influence of modern pre-settlement channel and geomorphic
conditions.



FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” includes two basic geomorphic units, each with multiple
surfaces ̶ multiple Holocene Xerofluvents surfaces, and several Rossmoor series soil
surfaces.



The geomorphic units with Xerofluvents and Rossmoor series soil are genetically
different with different stratigraphic characteristics:
a) units with Xerofluvents soils tend to be deep and composed of sand and gravel
and are susceptible to lateral erosion,
b) units with Rossmoor series soils tend to be shallow surficial material located
on eroded strath terraces of older Pleistocene units which are composed of
consolidated sand and clay material and are typically resistant to lateral
erosion.



The elevated Holocene Xerofluvents units of the LAR are probably those of Marchand
and Allwardt’s (1981) post-Modesto I, II, and III, but this needs to be confirmed, and
the specific bodies of the LAR need to be properly assigned by an appropriate
assessment.



At this cross-section, prior to mining disturbances, that portion of the FHA-FD
“Rossmoor terrace” that mapped as Xerorthents, (dredger tailings) by the SCS (1993)
was most likely a Holocene Xerofluvents surface with a flat, backsloped surface 10-15+
ft higher than the channel.



-The geomorphic unit on the LAR with the Rossmoor series soil is the younger phase of

the Modesto Formation, most likely of very late Pleistocene to possibly the early Holocene in
age. As proposed in this review, along the LAR this formation may have four separate

surfaces, “A,” “B,” “C,” and “D,” but this needs to be confirmed by a thorough field
investigation.


As a group, the surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation have a steeper
valley slope than does the modern pre-settlement channel. They are as much as 45-60 ft
above the modern channel in the vicinity of the present Lake Natoma at about RM 23,
and are buried by Holocene deposits at and downstream of about RM 4-5.



Each of these four surfaces varies in age and elevation above the present channel and
are variably susceptible to flooding. Most likely only the lowest (“D” surface) has
experienced later Holocene floodflow deposition.



At present the most reliable early-date source of topographic information at this crosssection location is probably the 1911 USGS topo map which may show a reasonably
accurate depiction of pre-mining 1906 topography. At present the most reliable crosssection profile of pre-mining, 1906 conditions, at this location, is probably that shown
on Figure 16C.
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This 1911 profile does not incorporate potentially significant events or their effects of
the late 1800’s and should not be assumed to accurately reflect “natural,” or modern
pre-settlement conditions at this location.



The lower terrace on Figure 16C is possibly composed of two geomorphic units; prior
to surface mining at this cross-section in the early 1900’s,
1) the in-board 2/3 is likely a Holocene Xerofluvents unit, and
2) the out-board 1/3 is possibly a surface of the very late Pleistocene younger
phase of the Modesto Formation unit with Rossmoor series soils. The outboard geomorphic unit should be confirmed with an adequate on-site
investigation.



From the FHA-FD material, it is uncertain on which geomorphic unit or which surface
arch site SAC-320 is located. This needs to be confirmed by field work.



The possibly very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation unit on the
low terrace feature mapped as Rossmoor soils could be any one of the 4 separate
surfaces (“A,” “B,” “C,” or “D”).



The terrace riser on Figure 16C is probably the edge of the late Pleistocene older
phase of the Modesto Formation unit with Americanos series soils.



The type location of the SCS Rossmoor series soil is probably on the lowest (“D”
surface) of the Rossmoor series soil surfaces, near the Cordova High School Crosssection.



The SCS (1993 [217]) noted that the soil column of the Rossmoor series soil, possibly
at the type location on the “D” surface, may be indicative of fine-grained sediment
having been added to the surface by a single floodflow. Early date aerial photos
indicate that this deposition is probably limited to the “D” surface at and near the
Cordova High School Cross-section (SAC-319).



The SCS (1993 [14, 94] noted that this soil experiences “rare flooding,” but at this
cross-section and at the type location of this soil on the “D” surface, there were no
known inundation events in the 20th century. Regular floodflow inundation of the
Rossmoor series soil surfaces occurs on downstream units where they are closer in
elevation to the modern channel.



However, due to greater channel and floodplain constriction at the Downstream of the
Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section, these overbank depositional circumstances could
apply to older Rossmoor series soil terrace surfaces (“A,” “B,’ or “C” surfaces).



The SCS (1975 [118, 315]) noted that this soil taxon can date to the late Pleistocene, or
earlier.



The out-board 1/3 of the terrace surface on Figure 16C could be a unit of the younger
phase of the Modesto Formation with a veneer of “Holocene alluvium” on its surface
but this needs to be confirmed by additional assessment.



The 1937 aerial photos indicate evidence that the Holocene Xerofluvents body,
immediately downstream of the cross-section, had experienced inundation depths and
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velocities adequate to develop alternating depositional/erosion tracks, but the age-date
of the floodflows are unknown.


The 1937 aerial photos indicates evidence that the Rossmoor series soil surface,
immediately downstream of the cross-section, had experienced shallow inundation
sufficient to develop small backslope shallow drainage swale channels, but the age-date
of the floodflows are unknown.



There is presently no definitive evidence presented that indicating that the materials
deposited during the Holocene has been deposited under modern pre-settlement channel
conditions. However, this cross-section is in geomorphic sub-reach 5 (as proposed in
this present review, Section 4A). It is possible that some late Holocene overbank
deposition may be found on this Rossmoor series soil surface.



The FHA-FD presented no defensible basis for the occurrence of paleofloods in its
lower magnitude paleoflood range of 400,000-550,000 cfs at this site.



All site evidence presented indicates net and predominately floodplain surface
deposition at SAC-320 under modern pre-settlement conditions.



There is no definitive and defensible evidence of surficial erosional events under
modern pre-settlement conditions presented by the FHA-FD.



The geomorphic history of the LAR implies that within an appropriate back-in-time
limit, the possible geomorphic process regime in the FHA-FD’s Fair Oaks study reach
could include:
a) overbank floodflow and net surficial deposition on the Holocene Xerofluvents
bodies (and possibly on the lower “D” surface of the younger phase of the
Modesto Formation terrace),
b) progressive lateral erosion of the Holocene Xerofluvents bodies,
c) progressive channel bed incision, and
d) progressive widening of the active channel resulting in the progressive
increase in the floodflow capacity of the active channel.



The occasional presence of resistant channel bed features probably limits the rate of
vertical LAR incision and may enhance the rate of lateral erosion of Holocene bodies.



The US-CDC topographic representation did not appropriately reflect either the 1906
pre-mining or the modern pre-settlement conditions of the LAR and should not be used
as a basis for hydraulic modeling. The USGS 1911 topographic mapping, with
necessary modifications, may adequately characterize modern pre-settlement LAR
topography. Necessary adjustments include:
a) correcting deranged landforms and surfaces along the LAR due to surface
mining,
b) correcting for channel and landform sediment aggradation in the late 1800’s
due to Sierra Nevada mining activities,
c) correcting for major channel and landform changes that may have resulted
from the artificially sediment-rich 1862 floodflow event, and
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d) adjustments of the position and alignment of major landform features using
the 1937 aerial photos.


If in the future a STREAM POWER based approach to paleoflood analysis is to use the
evidence at SAC-319, then the cross-section must bisect this arch site and must either
1) be a 1-D unit stream power (c-av) non-distributed approach, or
2) be a standard 2-D approach based on a 2-D grid that incorporates upstream
and downstream hydraulic characteristics.



The FHA-FD cross-section profile does not reflect the probable modern pre-settlement
geomorphology or landform configuration at or in the area of the cross-section, and
FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling results do not reflect actual modern pre-settlement
conditions.



At this time, the FHA-FD does not provide sufficiently constrained information to make
any paleoflood magnitude estimate. No paleoflood magnitude estimate can be made,
regardless of the level of certainty and constraint, until the cross-section topography and
surface profile issues are resolved.
Necessary Requirements for Estimating Paleoflood Magnitudes and
Age-date using a Stream Power Threshold Approach

If a Magilligan style minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold is to be used to determine the
magnitude of an unknown flood, and if evidence at these archaeological sites is to be used to
estimate the magnitude and age-date of paleofloods, then the following are issues of concern for
each arch site and cross-section assessment. However, it should be remembered that many issues
have been identified in this review which indicates that a hydraulic modeling approach to
paleoflood analysis may not be appropriate for the LAR and that identified stream power
thresholds for establishing paleofloods are highly problematic. Therefore, this stream power
approach for the LAR is not recommended.
1) The modern pre-settlement LAR landforms need to be appropriately characterized and the
cross-section dimensional and surface profile issues need to be resolved by addressing the
following:
a) The defensible modern pre-settlement conditions of the LAR needs to be
developed that includes
i) identifying the best early-date topographic mapping of the LAR (probably the
1911 USGS maps),
ii) reconstructing disturbed areas on that map to probable original conditions,
iii) abstracting mining debris deposits residual from the aggradation regime of the
late 19th century, and
iv) accounting for the possible channel and landform alterations that could have
occurred due to the artificially sediment-rich 1862 floodflow.
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b) The analyzed cross-sections need to be based on surveys showing the present
surface profiles and any changes to the present surface profiles necessary to
represent modern pre-settlement conditions with any such changes fully and
defensibly explained, and the cross-sections need to extend to the limits of
inundation both river-left and river-right.
c) The various geomorphic units and surfaces need to be adequately represented on
the cross-sections, this must include the field work required to defensibly assign
cross-section surfaces to regionally recognized geomorphic units and surfaces and
to adequately resolve the different assignments along the LAR that are found in
previous work (Figure 3).
2) Once modern pre-settlement LAR landforms are appropriately characterized and the
dimensional and surface profile issues at the cross-sections as outlined above are resolved,
then the resulting paleoflood magnitude estimates must be qualified by the uncertainty of the
analytic results raised by the following nine concerns:
a) The FHA-FD hydraulic model needs to be critically reviewed with respect to water
surface stage/discharge correlation and calibration and with respect to the selection
of a Manning’s roughness value and the appropriate application of roughness
values in the modeling.
b) A defensible back-in-time limit is established for the application of paleoflood
estimates to the modern pre-settlement LAR floodflow frequency.
c) Purported paleoflood evidence is defensibly determined to have derived from
discrete paleoflood events under modern pre-settlement conditions rather than
from progressive geomorphic processes or geomorphic regime shifts.
d) The paleoflood evidence is defensibly dated within the back-in-time limit.
e) The correct STREAM POWER analysis is conducted (MANNING’S
stream power (c-av)).

POWER (P-SV)

verses unit

f) A set of STREAM POWER thresholds for various depositional/erosional processes must
be developed from defensible research which are adequately applicable on the
LAR.
g) Objective descriptors for degrees of disturbance associated with the thresholds
must be developed so that field observations can be associated with threshold
conditions.
h) That any relevant paleoflood finding is limited to the surface containing
that evidence and not extrapolated to uncorrelated surfaces, and not extrapolated to
the same correlated surface in other geomorphic sub-reaches of the LAR with
different geomorphic process patterns without adequate justification and
qualification.
i) The interpretations of the implications of the STREAM POWER results are correctly
applied within the appropriate limitations of uncertainty.
The information from these sites and its application to the paleoflood analysis must be critically
re-evaluated as follows:
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First, an adequate configuration of the geomorphology and topography of modern presettlement (not simply pre-mining) conditions of the LAR must be developed. Given the
assessment of all the primary early-date topographic information sources, this review concludes
that the characterization of modern pre-settlement conditions should be based on the 1911 USGS
topographic mapping and the 1937 aerial photos. Further, the profiles of the cross-section must
correctly reflect the actual modern pre-settlement geomorphology and landform configuration.
Any circumstances under which the 1911 information does not represent modern pre-settlement
conditions, alteration to the topography of the 1911 USGS mapping should be documented on
the cross-section profiles and the changes should be fully explained and justified by defensible
evidence. To aid in interpretation and to resolve any remaining discrepancies, the cross-section
plots need to extend at least to the edge of inundation, both river-left and river-right, and any
assumed topographic adjustments between modern pre-settlement and present conditions of the
channel and landforms must be indicated.
Second, the FHA-FD’s hydraulic model needs to be critically reviewed particularly with
respect to the stage/discharge calibration methods and to the appropriate selection and
application of Manning’s roughness values.
Third, the analysis of the evidence for the occurrence of paleofloods at these sites must be
subjected to rigorous and critical scrutiny for its potential implications for paleofloods and any
inferential conclusions drawn must be fully constrained. That is, any conclusions drawn about
possible paleoflood indicators are limited and conditioned by defensible interpretation of
defensible data and evidence. In particular there must be clear and definitive evidence
that specific geomorphic attributes are the result of discrete paleoflood events under modern presettlement conditions and not the result of progressive geomorphic processes or geomorphic
regime shifts. If conclusions drawn exceed these constraints, then they should be clearly stated
as speculation.
Fourth, any estimate of paleoflood magnitude made at these sites using STREAM POWER
must be undertaken using an appropriate STREAM POWER method and any resulting STREAM POWER
based floodflow results must be developed and qualified by all of the uncertainties associated
with using STREAM POWER and that these uncertainty qualifications are made explicit.
Fifth, the analysis must be careful and explicit as to the location of the archaeological
sites with respect to the geomorphic surface upon which they are situated and with respect to the
geomorphic sub-reaches in which they are located, and any concluding inference as to
paleofloods need to be limited to the particular sites or, with sufficient explicit justification and
qualification, to other correlated surfaces.
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Analysis of FHA-FD's Higher Magnitude Paleoflood
Range at Unmodeled Location
Conclusions by FHA-FD
The FHA-FD concluded
that at least one large magnitude flood inundated and eroded a large channel
across the ‘Rossmoor terrace’ and truncated ‘Americanos deposits’ along the
terrace margin [69]
and stated that the
widespread presence of channels that are found on the ‘Rossmoor terrace’ would
suggest that [paleoflood] flow was not confined only to flood channels, but
water flowed over large areas of the terrace surface. [68]
The FHA-FD concluded that
peak discharges in the range of 600,000 to 850,000 cfs at the back edge of the
‘Rossmoor terrace’ [Fig. 3-28] (Figure 8) are consistent with the STREAM POWER
required to form [this] channel or erode material at the base of the ‘Americanos
terrace’ riser in the Rossmoor Drive area. [76]
The FHA-FD stated that the responsible flood could have occurred in the age-date range of 50010,000 ybp [69], but later in the document reduced the age-date range of the purported flood to
700-2,000 ybp [Tbl. 3-5].1
The review of the details in the FHA-FD shows that these conclusions are nearly completely
unconstrained with respect to the description of a fully constrained study that is presented in
Section 5.
Apparently, in support of FHA-FD’s contention that the main overflow channel was a feature of
the modern pre-settlement geomorphic regime and the channel conditions of the LAR, the FHAFD concluded that flood “water flowed over large areas of the [“Rossmoor”] terrace surface”
[68]. This conclusion was based on the review of surveyed cross-sections prepared by the USCDC (1907 [Sht. 9]). The FHA-FD [68] found that
it was apparent that there were numerous flood channels [rephrased as “several”
[76]] that parallel the American River cut into the ‘Rossmoor terrace’ surface.
Further, the FHA-FD [68] concluded that
1

The feature that the FHA-FD referred to as the “channel” at the “base of the Americanos terrace riser” [76] is
referred to as the “main overflow channel” in this present review (see Figure 5).
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widespread presence of channels that are found on the ‘Rossmoor terrace’ would
suggest that flow was not confined only to flood channels, but flood water
flowed over large areas of the terrace surface.
With one exception, the FHA-FD conclusions were asserted without specifics as to the nature of
evidence for the ‘widespread presence of channels’ or as to the locations of these channels on the
“Rossmoor terrace” surface. Without these specifics, it is necessarily very difficult to evaluate or
even to comment directly on such a vaguely specified and supported conclusion.

Evaluation of FHA-FD Conclusions
In order to evaluate the foregoing FHA-FD conclusions, the US-CDC (1907) surveyed crosssections [Sht. 9] and topographic representational mapping [Sht. 4] of the FHA-FD’s study site
were inspected. Three of the US-CDC’s surveyed cross-sections were located within the FHAFD study site:
1) Cross-section I is in the downstream portion of the Fair Oaks study reach at about RM
19.3 (see Figure 12);
2) Cross-section II is in the Rossmoor Drive study reach at about RM 17.5; and
3) Cross-section III is at the downstream end of the Cordova High School study reach at
about RM 15.3 (see Figure 17) [Sht. 4].
The following evaluation of these cross-sections undertaken for this present review was
facilitated by the use of the detailed SCS (1993) soils maps [Shts. 3, 7], the 1911 USGS
topographic maps, the early-date (1937) aerial photos, and the topographic representation of the
US-CDC [Sht. 4].2
Cross-section I at RM 19.3
At US-CDC’s surveyed Cross-section I RM (19.3), FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” (which
included both Rossmoor series soil bodies and Holocene Xerofluvents bodies) ranged roughly
between surveyed stations 30+50 and 52 on river-left and between about stations 6 and 21+50 on
river-right. However, the entire surface of FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” on river-right was
most likely a Holocene Xerofluvents body. On the river-life side, between about stations 30+50
and 42+50, FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” was likely composed of two discrete Holocene
Xerofluvents surfaces.
Figure 16C shows the higher Holocene surface (elev. 85-90 ft) and the out-board edge of the
lower surface (elev. 82 ft), between about positions 400 ft and 1300 ft. That portion of the FHAFD’s “Rossmoor terrace,” that was also mapped as Rossmoor series soil, was only present
2

The complete cross-section profiles as surveyed by the US-CDC in 1906 are not included in this present review. In
the following paragraphs the referenced station locations are from the US-CDC cross-section surveys on its Sht. 9.
This primary source should be consulted directly and is available at the University of California, Davis in the Map
Collection located in Shields Library. Both paper and electronic versions are available. Portions of Cross-section
I and Cross-section III are plotted in this review on Figures 16C and 11 B, respectively.
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between about stations 42+50 and 52; on Figure 16C this is between about positions 0 ft and
400 ft.
On these river-left surfaces, the cross-section showed no evidence of “channels cut into the
surface.” The Rossmoor series soil portion of FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” was essentially flat
or slightly crowned with a deep incision at its out-broad edge that was formed by a local
tributary (Buffalo Creek) draining from the east and southeast, and running roughly parallel to
the LAR at this location, to a confluence with the LAR at about the location of archaeological
site LAR-3 (See FHA-FD [Fig. 3-24] which is not included in this review). The two in-set
Holocene surfaces on river-left showed backslope configurations indicative of active floodplain
construction but had no evidence of cut channel features.
The Holocene body on river-right had both a straight foresloping surface to the LAR channel
(about stations 11 to 20+50) and a portion on the out-board edge with notable elevational
undulations (about stations 6 to 11).
However, the US-CDC’s (1907 [Sht. 4]) topographic representation along the cross-section
alignment showed that this Holocene surface was generally dissected by drainage channels and
swales delivering water from the Fair Oaks uplands area to the north of the Fair Oaks bluff,
across the surface to the LAR (and not parallel to the LAR). The undulations depicted on the
cross-section occur where the cross-section alignment crossed complicated topographic
crenulations along the side slopes of the incising tributary channel. From the US-CDC
information, the foresloping cross-section profile of this Holocene body appears to be the result
of gravity dominated hillslope processes associated with the tributary’s dissection of the surface.
Cross-section II at RM 17.5
At US-CDC’s surveyed Cross-section II (RM 17.5), FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” (which
included both Rossmoor series soil bodies and Holocene Xerofluvents bodies) ranged on riverleft from about stations 13 to 64. Between about stations 13 and 25, the cross-section was
composed of a Holocene Xerofluvents body. The remaining portion, between about stations 25
and 64 was composed of that portion of the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” which was also
mapped as Rossmoor series soils.
However, between about stations 45 and 64 the cross-section alignment was across and along
portions of the main overflow channel. Therefore, the only segment of the cross-section that
crosses higher portions of FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace,” also mapped as Rossmoor series soil,
was between about stations 25 and 45.
The cross-section profile within this segment had elevational undulations with local relief of
about 5-6 ft. The FHA-FD indicated that these undulations were due to channels cut into the
terrace surface and stated that they had been subsequently “filled as a result of agriculture or
removed by placer mining” [76]. However, inspection of the US-CDC’s (1907 [Sht. 4])
topographic representation and the 1911 USGS mapping along the cross-section show that:
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 This cross-section segment runs across a crenulated surface slope of the “A” or “B”
surface of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation.3
 This portion of cross-section is on a downstream oriented slope off of an upstream
higher surface elevation.
 Adjacent contours do not indicate the presence of through and continuous channels cut
into the slope.
Although this present review found no evidence for channels cut into the “Rossmoor terrace” at
this cross-section (between stations 25 and 45), their presence would not be surprising because
the geomorphic evolution of the LAR (as developed in this present review) indicates that this
area was an active floodplain during “A” and probably “B” surface times of the very late
Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation (see Figure 5).
If there was evidence of channels cut into the terrace surface on this cross-section, it would then
still be necessary to demonstrate that the overbank channels were related to modern presettlement conditions of the LAR and not relict features of younger phase of the Modesto
Formation time. In addition, no evidence was found on this cross-section profile of channels cut
into the Holocene surface segment or the main overflow channel segment of the cross-section.
Cross-section III at RM 15.3
At US-CDC’s surveyed Cross-section III (RM 15.3), FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” (which
included both Rossmoor series soil bodies and Holocene Xerofluvents bodies) ranged over
almost the entire cross-section from about station 6 to about station 120. Exceptions include
1) about stations 18 to 23 represents a remnant of FHA-FD’s “Americanos terrace” surface
(older phase of the Modesto Formation), and
2) about stations 78 to 84 was the active LAR channel.
The FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” portion of the cross-section includes two Holocene bodies,
river-left (sta. 74-78) and river-right (sta. 84-94); all the rest is a Rossmoor series soil surface
(younger phase of the Modesto Formation).
Figure 11B shows the river-left Holocene surface (elev. about 60 ft) and a portion of the
Rossmoor series soil terrace (elev. about 70 ft). Inspection of the US-CDC cross-section shows
only two short segments that indicate the possible presence of channels cut into surfaces. One
was the river-right Holocene Xerofluvents surface, but the 1937 aerial photos show this feature
to be a regular secondary overflow channel across Hoffman Bar, and active overflow channels
are expected to show evidence of flow channels “cut” into their surfaces. The other was between
about stations 111 and 129+50.

3

Discussed in detail in Section 4A.
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The inspection of the US-CDC’s (1907 [Sht. 4]) topographic representation along the crosssection alignment indicates that those elevational undulations result from the cross-section
alignment running along a drainage channel from the Fair Oaks uplands from the north and
cutting along complex topographic crenulations along the side slopes of this incising tributary
channel (perpendicular to rather than parallel with the LAR).
The inspection of the three US-CDC (1907) surveyed cross-sections conducted for this present
review showed no support at all for the FHA-FD’s conclusion that “it was apparent that there
were numerous flood channels that parallel the American River cut into the ‘Rossmoor terrace’
surface” [68] or the conclusion that
widespread presence of channels that are found on the ‘Rossmoor terrace’ would
suggest that flow was not confined only to flood channels, but flood water
flowed over large areas of the terrace surface. [68]
In fact, no FHA-FD “Rossmoor terrace” surface that was also mapped with Rossmoor series soil
(younger phase of the Modesto Formation) showed any evidence of eroded channels that may
indicate widespread floodflows over the terrace surface. Only one lower Holocene Xerofluvents
surface had any indications of channels parallel to the LAR that carried floodflows and that was
an active overflow channel of the modern pre-settlement LAR.
Overbank Channels on FHA-FD's Higher “Rossmoor terrace” Surfaces
The inspection of the 1911 USGS topographic mapping and the 1937 aerial photos undertaken
for this present review indicates that overbank channels on those higher portions of FHA-FD’s
“Rossmoor terrace” surfaces, those that were also mapped as Rossmoor series soil by the SCS
(1993), were limited to four areas. These areas are
1) depositional features on the lowest and youngest “D” surface (see Figure 5) in the
Cordova High School study reach, discussed in Sections 4A and 4B, (see Figure 11C,
(6) USGS split profile),
2) along the backslope portion of the “C” surface along the downstream portion of the
Rossmoor Drive study reach,
3) some small shallow backslope scour swale channels located on the Rossmoor soil
surface downstream of the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section in the
Fair Oaks study reach, discussed in Section 4B, and
4) the main overflow channel in the Rossmoor Drive study reach, discussed in Section 4A
and which is the main subject of rest of Section 4C.
The topographic contour expressions and the aerial photo signatures of the ”channels” of the first
two locations (noted in the preceding paragraph) indicate that these are not “cut channels” into
the terrace surface. For location 1), above, the “D” surface contours and aerial photos show
these to be depositional swale channels that result from overbank flows on a depositional
surface. Evidence discussed in Section 4A indicates that the overbank flows on the “D” surface
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are recent, but presently there is no definitive evidence that they date to modern pre-settlement
conditions within a defensible back-in-time limit.4
For location 2) above, the “C” surface (see Figure 5) contours and aerial photos reflect a
backslope configuration of the “C” surface terrace and the aerial photos show no evidence of
incised “cut channels.” This feature appears to be a fully relict backslope area of the “C” surface
terrain. This does not eliminate the possibility of floodflow inundation under modern presettlement conditions.
For location 3) above, the aerial photos indicate the presence of backslope scour channels on the
surface which imply that shallow overbank flow accumulated at the backslope of this surface and
drained to a local LAR tributary channel located at the back edge of this unit. Evidence as
discussed in Sections 4A and 4B, indicates that the overbank flows on this surface are
geologically recent, but there is no presently known evidence that they date to modern presettlement conditions within a defensible back-in-time limit
For location 4) above, the main overflow channel, evidence indicates that this feature is a relict
secondary channel which, based on the geomorphic evolution of the LAR, presented in Section
4A could have an erosional development that age-dates to the very late Pleistocene.
Therefore, for those portions of FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” that were also mapped as
Rossmoor series soil, this present review found no basis for the support of the FHA-FD’s
conclusion that “there were numerous flood channels that parallel the American River cut into
the “Rossmoor terrace,” or that there was a “widespread presence of channels … on the
”Rossmoor terrace,” or that “flow was not confined to only flood channels, but flood water
flowed over large areas of the terrace surface” [68].
This finding is based on an evaluation of the 1911 USGS topographic mapping, early-date aerial
photos, and an evaluation of the US-CDC (1907) cross-sections and topographic representation.
This present review finds that the FHA-FD descriptors of ‘widespread channels’ and ‘water
flowed over large areas of the terrace surface’ may, however, apply to the “D” surface only, but
the age-date of these features is presently unknown.
This present review does, however, find that these descriptors may apply to some of the
Holocene Xerofluvents surface portions of the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace.” In particular, the
1911 USGS topographic mapping indicated notable differences in the surface configurations on
the Holocene Xerofluvents units from those shown of the US-CDC (1907 [Sht. 4]) topographic
representations.
On river-right, on Sacramento Bar, the Holocene Xerofluvents surface is shown by the 1911
mapping has having a large and distinct overflow channel that returned flow to the main channel
just upstream of the San Juan Rapids. This overflow channel had an inflow location just
downstream of the alignment of US-CDC’s Cross-section I and was not indicated at all on the
US-CDC’s topographic representation.
4

See Section 4A for detailed discussion.
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On river-left along Rossmoor Bar, the 1911 USGS topographic mapping indicated the presence
of several overbank “channels” paralleling the main channel on Holocene Xerofluvents surfaces.
On river-right, on Hoffman Bar, the 1911 USGS topographic mapping indicated “channels” on
the surface of the secondary channel that returns flow to the main channel at the vicinity of the
FHA-FD’s Cordova High School Cross-section, and, unlike the US-CDC topographic
representation, showed these channels to extend upstream through the secondary channel to the
point of inflow at the main channel.
Many of these surfaces were mapped by the SCS (1993) as Holocene Xerofluvents (and
Xerorthents dredge tailing, that prior to mining disturbances, would have been mapped as
Holocene Xerofluvents and Riverwash) and probably were Marchand and Allwardt’s (1981)
post-Modesto III and IV surfaces. It is, however, inappropriate to extend these Holocene
Xerofluvents surface characteristics as a defensible description of the character of the entire
FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace,” that is, to those areas mapped as Rossmoor series soils (younger
phase of the Modesto Formation).
Mapping by Converse Consultants (1986 [Drw. 4-3]) indicated the presence of active overflow
or secondary channels that cut across Sacramento Bar, Rossmoor Bar, Hoffman Bar, and the bar
at River Bend Park (but not at Arden Bar). These are the channels noted above as located on
Holocene surfaces. On this map, they also indicated the main overflow channel on the higher
surface at the back side of Rossmoor Bar as an active overflow channel, undifferentiated in
character from the other overflow channels on the lower Holocene surfaces. It is uncertain how
this conclusion was derived, but possibly it was inferred that this was an active overflow channel
because this same map indicated that as of 1963, the US Army Corps of Engineers floodplain
mapping showed that the entire Rossmoor Bar surface would be inundated at a flow of 152,000
cfs.
The 1963 floodplain analysis was not assessed during the development of this present review,
however, it is possible that in that timeframe the resulting water surface elevation associated with
that streamflow magnitude may have been artificially high due to residual in-channel and
floodplain surface aggradation from Sierra Nevada mining debris accumulation.
Fairman (2007 [Tbl. 5-1]) found that in the two assessment reaches that include the Rossmoor
Bar area a total of about 7.5 million cubic yards (5,70,000 cu m) of sediment was eroded from
the LAR channel in the 1906-1998 period: 52% in the 1906-1961 period and 48% in the 19621998 period. The combined quantity of channel incision and sediment erosion since 1906 may
possibly reflect the magnitude of aggradation of the LAR channel due to the accumulation of
Sierra Nevada mining debris in the late 1800’s.
As discussed above, this magnitude of possible aggradation does not include that which probably
occurred on lower floodplain surfaces. The NRC (1995 [73]) reported evidence that in places as
much as 13 ft of Sierra Nevada mining debris may still be found on some floodplain surfaces.
This information, therefore, indicates that the results of the 1963 floodplain analysis did not
reflect the likely inundation pattern of a floodflow of 152,000 cfs under modern pre-settlement
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conditions. This shows that the conclusion that the main overflow channel was an active
overflow channel under modern pre-settlement conditions is problematic.
Converse Consultants noted [6-4] that the overflow channels on Rossmoor Bar transported flow
during the 1986, 134,000 cfs flood, and additionally [8-5], that there is an overflow channel on
the Rossmoor Bar which is active during large floods, including the 1986 event. But the review
of the Feb. 21, 1986 aerial photos, taken at near the peak discharge, clearly show that only the
overflow channels on the lower Holocene surfaces of Rossmoor Bar (as well as the other bars)
were carrying flow during that event.
FHA-FD's Main Overflow Channel on Rossmoor Bar
The main overflow channel, which the FHA-FD used as an argument for estimating the
occurrence of paleofloods in its higher magnitude range, is located on Rossmoor Bar in the FHAFD’s Rossmoor Drive study reach. It is the main overflow channel discussed and characterized
in Section 4A.
In addressing this feature, the FHA-FD [69] stated that
[t]he origin of this channel is unclear as it is clearly present on recent
topographic maps, but is missing from the [US-CDC 1907 topographic
representation] maps,
and that hydraulic modeling could not be undertaken “. . . at this site due to problems with the
topographic data” [76].
Apparently, the features on the US-CDC (1907) topographic representation which the FHA-FD
interpreted as “problems with topographic data,” and which indicated the absence of flows in the
main overflow channel, included the presence of a narrow, sharp, high ridge across the inflow
sill and along the top of the active LAR channel bank.
The US-CDC’s topographic representation [Sht. 4] indicated that this relatively narrow ridge at
the inflow sill varied from about 5 to 7 ft higher than the elevations in main overflow channel
just downstream of the sill location. In addition, the US-CDC’s topographic representation at
this locale showed no clear evidence of overflow channel erosional features through the
upstream most one-third of the main overflow channel.
As for the downstream most two-thirds, floodflow erosional features are only vaguely indicated
by the US-CDC topographic representation. The FHA-FD correctly noted that these features, as
indicated on the US-CDC topographic representation, did not reflect a typical overflow channel
that was cut and developed by very large paleofloods under modern pre-settlement conditions.
Detailed topographic mapping at the inflow location of the main overflow channel conducted by
Natomas Consolidated (1914) also indicated a narrow, sharp topographic ridge separating the
LAR channel and the floor of the main overflow channel. Contours indicated that the floor
elevation of the main overflow channel at this location was 79 ft, while the crest of the separating
ridge ranged in elevation from 91 to 93 ft; a topographic ridge 12-14 feet high. This indicates
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that the US-CDC topographic representation was not in substantial error at this location.
However, this feature was not shown on early-date USGS topographic mapping.
Natural features such as this, where a narrow topographic ridge cuts off the entrance to a
secondary channel at the edge of an active channel, are rare in nature and may be difficult to
attribute to natural processes. If this feature had indeed resulted from natural processes, then one
possible explanation could be that it resulted from natural levee development during the
development of the “B” and/or the “C” surface of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation.
This could have been a period of LAR incision in which the elevation separation between the
active LAR channel bed and the inflow sill of the main overflow channel was increasing, when
the main overflow channel was becoming abandoned, and when the incised downstream return
channel was developing.
Second, it is possible that this feature was a natural levee developed in the late 1800’s, and the
early 1900’s when mining debris had aggraded the LAR channel. Fairman (2007 [Tbl. 5-1]
showed that in two of his assessment reaches, which comprise the upstream half of the LAR
including the Rossmoor Bar area, in the 1906-1998 period there was an average of about 6.4 ft
(1.4 m) of channel incision, and that at specific cross-sections incision could have been about 10
ft (3.0 m) or greater. This incision could have increased the average channel cross-sectional area
along the upstream portion of the LAR by about 3660 sq ft (340 m2).
This amount of post-1906 channel incision, in conjunction with the evidence of significant
mining debris that had aggraded near-channel and some Holocene surfaces by as much as 13 ft
(NRC 1995 [73]), indicates that the total aggradation due to Sierra Nevada mining debris in the
late 1800’s could have been notably greater than the magnitudes indicated by Fairman. The
aggradation of channel and overbank locations resulted in reduced channel floodflow
conveyance capacity and higher water surface elevations during peak flows. Between higher bed
elevations, reduced channel conveyance, and increased sand load at peak discharges, the inflow
at the main overflow channel sill could have occurred during moderate floodflows during the late
1800’s and the early 1900’s.
For example, the 1914 Natomas Consolidated mapping indicated that the peak flow of 1914 of
about 74,100 cfs had a water surface elevation of 84.1 ft at the location of the inflow sill and
showed that without the ridge across the sill, water would have inundated the main overflow
channel both from inflow at the entrance sill and from backwater inundation from the
downstream exit location.5 Therefore, during the period of mining debris aggradation, inflows at
the entrance sill could have been influenced by backwater due to the flooding of the main
overflow channel from downstream inundation which would have resulted in very low water
velocities at the sill leading to sand deposition at this location.

5

It should be noted that the 1914 topographic mapping did not indicate the information source for the water surface
elevation of 84.1 ft. That same mapped showed that the 74,100 cfs flow resulted in the same water surface
elevation in the LAR at the upstream sill of the main overflow channel as at the downstream outflow location.
Under typical conditions, there should at least be a several foot lower elevation at the downstream outflow
location, positioned about 2.5 river miles downstream of the inflow location. This discrepancy is not accounted
for by the 1914 mapping.
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The purpose of the 1914 Natomas Consolidated topographic survey of this small area was to
design a fill augmentation to the narrow, sharp ridge such as to develop a levee that would
exclude flow from entering the main overflow channel sill so that dredging operations could be
undertaken in downstream portions of the main overflow channel. It is presently unknown if the
“levee” project was completed. Under current conditions, the entrance sill to the main overflow
channel is a broad, relatively shallow saddle with relatively little elevation loss end to end where
it connects to adjacent high ground, and over a distance of about a hundred feet downstream of
the top of the LAR bank there is relatively little elevation loss in the main overflow channel.
The crest height of the broad sill ridge, at the edge of the active LAR channel margin, is such
that inflows to the main overflow channel appear unlikely, and the topography of the sill area
does not indicate any history of recent inflows. The topography of 1914 depicted by contours at
that time is no longer evident; most notably there is no 12-14 ft elevation loss between the inflow
sill crest and the floor of the overflow channel just downstream.
At present, from informal inspection, there is no ground evidence at this sill location of any
narrow, sharp topographic ridge, or any obvious evidence of an augmented levee fill, and there
certainly is no evidence of a constructed levee at the downstream “exit” location of the main
overflow channel that would have been necessary to prevent backwater flooding.
Similarly, there is no apparent evidence of these features on the 1937 aerial photos. The present
ground conditions support the possibility that the present sill configuration could have resulted
from the development of large fill project that created a very wide sill-levee, much wider that
that proposed by the 1914 Natomas Consolidated design. In addition, 1986 aerial photos shows
a signature and a pattern indicating that the relatively flat saddle at the inflow sill location could
be indeed an engineered fill feature.
From these aerial photos, it appears that there may be a very narrow and thin fill feature at the
sill superimposed on the broad sill feature, but it is unclear whether it is an engineered levee fill
or grading that may be associated with the construction of the paved bike trail. The cause of the
ridge that existed prior to 1914 is unknown for certain, as are the causes of the changes in the
topography after that date.
The FHA-FD [73] reported an observation at this sill of a one foot thick sand deposit which it
attributed to the 1862 floodflow event. However, the FHA-FD presented no analysis or
supporting evidence for that conclusion. Based on the site conditions shown by the Natomas
Consolidated (1914) survey, this conclusion is probably contra-indicated because a natural levee
12-14 ft high would have been developed over many floodflow events. Most likely it developed
during the many high flow events in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s when LAR channel
aggradation was at a maximum.
While the FHA-FD first stated that the origin of the main overflow channel was unclear [69], the
FHA-FD did comment on its origin in the statements that it is a large channel “cut into the
‘Rossmoor terrace’ surface” [69] and that
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[t]his type of morphology is commonly observed on terrace surfaces that have
been significantly overtopped by large floods. The channels form as a result of
erosion due to STREAM POWER exerted on the terrace surface by flood water.” [68]
The FHA-FD concluded that “[b]ased on the truncated Americanos soil at LAR-3, it is clear that
the surface has been inundated by a large magnitude flood” [69]. The FHA-FD used its STREAM
POWER assessment approach to estimate paleoflood magnitudes necessary, in its view, to erosively
develop this overflow channel. Since the FHA-FD included a magnitude estimate for this flood
in its paleoflood results [Tbl. 3-5], the FHA-FD must have also assumed that the purported
erosive paleoflood occurred under modern pre-settlement channel conditions within an
appropriate back-in-time limit.
This conclusion was apparently based on the FHA-FD’s interpretation that its ‘Rossmoor terrace’
was a post-Modesto geomorphic unit [Tbl. 3-1] (Table 2) and on its interpretation of the SCS
(1993) that the Rossmoor series soils experience rare flooding, indicating that the FHA-FD’s
‘Rossmoor terrace’ is “clearly late Holocene” [63].
Therefore, starting with an uncertainty as to the origin of the main overflow channel, and with no
additional defensible analysis or information, the FHA-FD concluded that it was formed by large
magnitude paleofloods that occurred within the constraints of the modern pre-settlement LAR
geomorphic regime and channel conditions.
The FHA-FD [69] cited the presence of the truncated “Americanos deposits” as evidence of a
“large magnitude flood.” However, truncated terrace surfaces are a regular feature of riverine
systems in which there are major and long-term changes in basic geomorphic regimes. As
presented in Section 4A, the major geomorphic units and terrain features of the LAR result from
long-term global climatic cycles and sea level changes which induce major shifts in the
geomorphic regimes of the ancestral LAR channels. These changing driving factors and
geomorphic regime shifts result in extended periods of incision and downcutting, followed by
extended periods of aggradation. These shifting regime patterns result in sharply truncated
terraces with notable slope risers between surfaces.
Therefore, these risers do not result from the occurrence of single or multiple discrete major
floodflow events but from slow and progressive incision and the development of lower active
floodplain surfaces. Harvey and Pederson (2011) emphasized that the development of nested
terrace features in alluvial reaches result from long-term cycles of aggradation and degradation
which are due to climate-driven geomorphic regime changes. Chiverrell et al. (2010 [6, 12])
interpreted features similar to the main overflow channel as paleochannels abandoned when the
progressive channel incision resulted in the abandonment of the terrace rather than as ongoing
active flood chutes.
The conclusions of this present review are in serious conflict with the conclusion in the FHA-FD
that the main overflow channel on its “Rossmoor terrace” surface in the Rossmoor Drive study
reach was cut by very large floodflows that could have occurred “sometime prior to about 500
years ago, but within the last 10,000 years” [69]. In view of the pattern of LAR geomorphic and
channel evolution, as developed in Section 4A, the formation of this main overflow channel
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could likely age-date in the 30,000 to 20,000 ybp range. Besides the general character of LAR
geomorphic evolution, this conclusion is supported by
1) the potential age description of the Rossmoor series soil (Fluventic Haploxerolls) portion
of the FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace” to the very late Pleistocene (SCS 1975 [315]),
possibly of younger phase of the Modesto Formation time,
2) evidence of multiple phases of downcutting during the general channel incision regime
perhaps over a period of about 19,000 years (33,000-14,000 ybp),
3) the resulting multiple terrace surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation
that formed during this timeframe, and
4) the characteristics of the overflow channel itself.
The relevant evidence from the main overflow channel includes;
a) the apparent presence of a buried channel bed composed of large gravel exposed along
the edge of the LAR bank about 20 ft above the present LAR at the entrance to the main
overflow channel which could have been an earlier overflow channel bed, and
b) the preliminary evidence of the degree of weathering and soil development on the
surface of this channel, reported in the FHA-FD [68-69], indicates that it may have
ceased carrying sediment or flows sufficient to cause erosion early in younger phase of
the Modesto Formation time or perhaps as early as during the later stages of the older
phase of the Modesto Formation time.6
Given the elevation and the coarseness of the buried bed materials, during that early-date
timeframe of the older main overflow channel invert was likely close to that of a higher ancestral
LAR channel which would have had a higher invert than at present, and the overflow channel
was apparently an active secondary channel that regularly carried flows and coarse sediment. In
the context of the various surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation, the apparent
configuration of this main overflow channel indicates that it formed and carried floodflows
throughout the formation and incision of both the “A” and “B” surface times (Figure 5).
By the time of the formation of the “C” surface, it apparently no longer carried effective
floodflows and by “D” surface time (the “Rossmoor terrace” surface at the Cordova High School
Cross-section that probably dates to about 14,000 ybp, or possibly as late as about 8,000 ybp) it
may have carried no floodflows at all. As a result of progressive channel incision of the
ancestral LAR, and increasing elevation separation, the main overflow channel may have
become erosionally inactive at about 20,000 ybp and may have ceased carrying flows at some
time before 14,000 ybp.
As discussed above, it is possible that resulting from significant channel aggradation in the late
1800’s due to the accumulation of Sierra Nevada mining debris, artificially high water elevations

6

See discussion in Section 4A.
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of peak flows in that era could have reached the inflow sill and reintroduced low energy flows
into the main overflow channel.7
FHA-FD's Higher Paleoflood Range Estimate of 600,000-850,000 cfs
The FHA-FD developed its estimate of higher magnitude paleoflood range (600,000-850,000
cfs) by combining its interpretation of the floodflow implications of the main overflow channel
with the FHA-FD’s STREAM POWER assessment approach as applied at the two cross-sections
(Figures 8, 10). Besides the issues addressed in the foregoing paragraphs, the location of the
main overflow channel is not at either of the two cross-sections at which FHA-FD “computed”
(FHA-FD [72-73]) water stage and STREAM POWER in its hydraulic modeling, and found that
“(u)nfortunately, water depth and STREAM POWER data can not be accurately modeled at [the main
overflow channel location] due to problems with topographic data” [76]. The FHA-FD
concluded that
[r]egardless, based on model results at [the cross-section] sites both upstream
and downstream, the STREAM POWER associated with peak discharges in the range
of 600,000 to 850,000 cfs at the back edge of the ‘Rossmoor terrace’ (Fig. 3-28,
Figure 8) are consistent with the STREAM POWER required to form these large
channels.” [76]
However, five issues are contained within these conclusions.
First, as discussed in detail in Section 4B, there are discrepancies in the profile representations
of both cross-sections. Comparing FHA-FD’s Figs. 3-25 and 3-28 (Figures 7, 8), for the
Cordova High School Cross-section, and Figs. 3-23 and 3-27 (Figures 9, 10), for the
Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section, indicate unexplained spatial
discrepancies. More importantly, the evaluation of all available early-date topographic and
surface condition information, consulted during the course of preparing this present review,
indicates that the FHA-FD’s cross-section surface profiles did not appropriately reflect 1906 premining or modern pre-settlement conditions along the LAR.8
These topographic differences are of such character and magnitude that the FHA-FD’s modeled
MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) results cannot be assumed to apply to the modern pre-settlement LAR
conditions. In addition, it is concluded that the FHA-FD’s important paleoflood diagnostic
features (the eroded terrace margins) do not, and did not exist.9
Besides the specific cross-section profile issues addressed in Section 4B, the MANNING'S POWER (PSV) results imply further issues of discrepancy for the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge
Cross-section. At the far river-left edge of this cross-section, the hydraulic modeling indicates a
surprising and unexplained increase in MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) results at about position 0-150 ft.
on Fig. 3-27 (Figure 10). This increased MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) occurs about 175 ft out-board of
7

Subsurface investigations of the main overflow channel of the LAR could help resolve these issues (e. g. see
Chiverrell et al. 2010 [Figs. 4 and 5]).
8
See discussion in the First Concern of both SAC-319 and SAC-320 in Section 4B for details.
9
See discussion in the Second Concern of SAC-319 and the Third Concern of SAC-320 in Section 4B.
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the FHA-FD’s indicated location of the “Americanos terrace riser.” All other issues ignored, this
is an unexpected result.
Also, as discussed in the First Concern and the Third Concern of SAC-320 in Section 4B, the
location of the “Americanos terrace riser” at this cross-section has been variously reported and it
is presently uncertain, however, it is most likely located at about position 75-250 ft on Figure
16C or perhaps several hundred feet farther out-board.10 Given the conclusion that the FHA-FD
cross-section profiles did not adequately represent the modern pre-settlement geomorphic and
landform configuration of the LAR, any MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) results using the FHA-FD’s
cross-sections [Figs. 3-28, 3-27 (Figures 8, 10)] are rendered irrelevant.
Second, the FHA-FD referred to its hydraulic modeling and MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) results at the
base of the “Americanos terrace riser” at the two cross-sections as “consistent with the STREAM
POWER required to form these large channels [that is the main overflow channel]” [76]. The
inspection of the hydraulic modeling results at the cross-sections show that at the Cordova High
School Cross-section (Figure 8) at the highest modeled flows, MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values of
about 50 W/m2 occur at the extreme river-left end of that portion of the cross-section depicted.
Although the cross-section did not extend to the “Americanos riser,” the STREAM POWER values
were in decline toward river-left.
At the Downstream of the Old Fair Oaks Bridge Cross-section (Figure 10) at the highest
modeled flows, MANNING’S POWER (PS-V) values of about 50 W/m2 occur at the indicated
location of the “Americanos terrace riser” on that figure. At both of the modeled cross-sections,
from the information provided by the FHA-FD, it appears that at the highest FHA-FD’s modeled
floodflows MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) of 50 W/m2 or less occur in the vicinity of the “Americanos
terrace riser.”
As discussed in detail in the introductory portion of Section 4B, an identified concern with the
FHA-FD’s STREAM POWER assessment approach was that without adequate explanation or
justification it proposed STREAM POWER thresholds for various depositional/erosional processes
associated with floodflows. The FHA-FD’s apparently adopted MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) thresholds
include;
1) <50 W/m2 results in fine-grained sediment deposition,
2) 50-75 W/m2 results in fine-grain sediment deposition and possibly some minor erosion
[74],
3) 75-100 W/m2 results in minor to some substantial erosion,
4) 100-300 W/m2 results in the initiation of “significant geomorphic change” [76].
Additional related concerns, discussed in the introductory portion of Section 4B and Section 2
include the FHA-FD’s conflation of unit stream power (c-av), which was the basis for the
originally proposed threshold for wholesale “major geomorphic modification” to channels and
10

See the First, Second, and Third Concerns for SAC-320.
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floodplains due to catastrophic floods by Magilligan (1992 [384-385]), with the FHA-FD’s
modeled MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) and applied as “significant geomorphic change” [76] without any
objective criteria for identifying this degree of disruption in the field.
Therefore, while the FHA-FD stated that the MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values at its modeled crosssections at the locations of the “Americanos terrace” risers are adequate to result in the erosion of
features similar to the main overflow channel, an inspection of the FHA-FD’s hydraulic
modeling results shows these values to be about 50 W/m2. The FHA-FD identified that
MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) in that range imply fine-grained sediment deposition or at most perhaps
some minor erosion. This indicates that the information in the FHA-FD did not support the
conclusions of the FHA-FD that STREAM POWER associated with paleofloods induced the erosional
development of the main overflow channel.
In addition, the FHA-FD offered no reference material supporting the conclusion that either a
unit stream power (c-av) of 50 W/m2 or a MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) of 50 W/m2 would be sufficient
to erode large secondary channels during floodflow events. None of the Foundation,
Background, or General Papers assessed for this present review indicated that STREAM POWER in
this value range could result in the erosional development of a large secondary channel.
The FHA-FD did not mention that one of its important Foundation Papers, Denlinger et al.
(2002), which was probably the model example for FHA-FD’s STREAM POWER assessment method,
found that (in STREAM POWER values assumed to be equivalent to the FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER
(P-SV)) evidence of deposition was only observed where flood power per unit area (p-sv) was less
than 30 W/m2, and evidence of erosion was only observed where flood power per unit area (psv) was greater than 75 W/m2 [Tbl. 3].
The FHA-FD’s 50 W/m2 is in the STREAM POWER range of surface stability reported by Denlinger
et al. (2002), in which flood power per unit area (p-sv) was neither great enough to result in the
occurrence of erosion nor low enough to result in the occurrence of deposition.
In addition, the evidence presented by Denlinger et al. (2002 [Tbl. 3]) for floodflow erosional
effects at flood power per unit area (p-sv) values of 75-375 W/m2 were much less significant
than the erosion and creation of a large secondary floodflow channels. Therefore, there appears
to be no support in the literature for the FHA-FD’s interpretation that STREAM POWER values of 50
W/m2 is sufficient to cause the erosional development of “large channels.”11
Also the FHA-FD did not mention that no modern “major” (or any) overflow channels were
present at the base of the “Americanos terrace” riser at its modeled cross-sections (see Figures 8,
10). These channels were not indicated on the US-CDC 1906 topographic representations, the
1911 USGS topo maps, or on the 1937 aerial photos. Yet these were the sites where according to
the FHA-FD paleoflood STREAM POWER has been sufficient to create these features. Therefore, the
FHA-FD presented no cross-sectional profile information that substantiated its conclusion that a
2
STREAM POWER of 50 W/m is adequate for the development of large overflow channels.
11

Refer to Section 2A of this present review for a discussion of Denlinger et al.’s (2002) flood power per unit area
(p-sv).
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Third, as discussed in detail in Section 4B, the cross-section surface profiles shown in FHAFD’s Figs. 3-27 and 3-28 (Figures 8, 10) inaccurately reflect the 1906 pre-mining, and modern
pre-settlement terrain at the cross-sections. The FHA-FD adopted the US-CDC (1907)
topographic representation as the best characterization of pre-mining terrace topography and
apparently used this directly to construct the cross-section profiles. However, the evaluation of
modern pre-settlement topographic conditions undertaken during the preparation of this present
review showed that the US-CDC topographic representation in the “fields” between its surveyed
cross-sections is highly suspect.
The 1911 USGS topographic mapping and the 1937 aerial photos indicate pre-mining
undisturbed conditions at both of the FHA-FD cross-sections that are much different than that
shown by the US-CDC topographic representation and as interpreted by the FHA-FD. The
differences between the US-CDC topographic representation (and the FHA-FD cross-section
surface profiles) and other reliable primary sources of pre-mining terrain is so extreme that the
US-CDC topography in the “fields” of its topographic representation is here considered to be
largely imaginary.
Another concern is that the US-CDC survey work and the FHA-FD both ignored surfaces and
surface elevations that could be residual from the general LAR aggradation of the late 1800’s
resulting from the deposition of Sierra Nevada hydraulic mining debris. In particular, the NRC
(1996 [72-75]) reported on evidence for potentially significant landform surface augmentation
due to these mining debris deposits throughout the FHA-FD’s study site. Also, the 1906 survey
work did not accommodate the potential channel and landform changes that the artificially
sediment-rich 1862 floodflow event may have made to the modern pre-settlement conditions of
the LAR.12
These issues of concern completely negates the FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling at the two
diagnostic cross-sections and renders any MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) results taken from these crosssections irrelevant.
Before any STREAM POWER results can be used to estimate peak magnitude paleofloods, a
completely new and defensible assessment of the modern pre-settlement topographic conditions
of the FHA-FD study site must be undertaken.
Fourth, as discussed in Appendix A, there are concerns with several aspects of the FHA-FD's
hydraulic modeling. One concern is the methods used and the standards of acceptability for
water surface stage and discharge correlation and calibration. Another concern is the Manning’s
roughness value adopted for the modeling application and the use of a single Manning’s
roughness value to represent the variable surface conditions in the FHA-FD study site.
The FHA-FD’s hydraulic model needs to be fully and critically evaluated and applied to
appropriate modern pre-settlement topographic and geomorphic LAR conditions before any
STREAM POWER results at the cross-sections can be accepted as adequately representative.
12

For details see Section 4A and Section 4B.
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Before any STREAM POWER results can be used to estimate peak magnitude paleofloods, a fully
defensible hydraulic model must be used in conjunction with an accurate and defensible
characterization of modern pre-settlement LAR topography.
Fifth, in addition to all the errors in analysis and interpretation presented in First through Fourth
above, concerning the quantitative modeling results, the FHA-FD transferred the modeling
results from two cross-sections where water depth and STREAM POWER were “computed” (FHA-FD
[72-73]) to another location in the FHA-FD study site. Transferring analytic results obtained at
modeled sites to another unmodeled site, irrespective of the veracity of the modeling results,
without sufficient controlling constraints, violates basic premises of modeling.
This transfer of results also occurred while ignoring the importance of the geomorphic and
channel evolution of the LAR, without respect for the differences in the genesis and elevations of
the various terrace surfaces involved, and without respect for the fundamental differences in
present channel conditions at the various sites.
First and most directly, at any cross-section the water stage height, water velocity distribution,
and average velocity for any given modeled discharge is set by the
 cross-section dimensions,
 heights of various geomorphic surfaces,
 hydraulic complexity of the channel,
 variable surface roughness, and
 energy slope of the channel.
In a 2-D modeling environment, these factors are also influenced by conditions both upstream
and downstream of a particular cross-section and the variable distribution of hydraulic factors
across the inundated surface. There is no particular reason to believe that the hydraulic
characteristics at one cross-section can be transferred to another cross-section without any
consideration of the differences in
 surface elevations,
 surface morphology,
 cross-section width,
 surface roughness, and
 gradient.
Further, and perhaps more importantly, is the apparent incompatibility between the basic channel
characteristics at the two modeled cross-sections (at about RM 15.0 and RM 19.7) with the
channel characteristics at the location of the inflow diversion point into the main overflow
channel (at about RM 18.6) or for that matter anywhere along the length of the main overflow
channel. Both cross-sections at which modeling results were “computed” are on essentially
straight channel segments with comparatively little relative hydraulic complexity. The LAR at
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the location of the mouth of the overflow channel, however, is very complicated. Bedrock
control forces the LAR into a 90 degree turn to river-right as the LAR enters into an incised
meander loop around Rossmoor Bar.13
At floodflow, the river tends to redirect flow from following the lower active channel by cutting
across the lower Holocene post-Modesto IV surfaces on the “point bars” of the turns, first at
Sacramento Bar across from the entrance of the overflow channel, then at the Rossmoor Bar to
cutoff the San Juan Rapids turn. At yet higher floodflow magnitudes, flows enter the secondary
channel across Sacramento Bar and through an elevated Holocene Xerofluvents (perhaps postModesto III) surface and also river-left Holocene surface channels along the outer perimeter of
Rossmoor Bar. At the location of the entrance to the main overflow channel on Rossmoor Bar,
the secondary channel across Sacramento Bar by-passes floodflows from the main channel.
The particular hydraulics and water surface elevations relative to the channel invert (stagedischarge relations) at the location of the entrance of the main overflow channel should be
substantially different at any particular discharge than at the cross-sections located in straight
channel segments. Therefore, there is little justification for casually transferring modeled water
surface elevations and STREAM POWER results from place to place along a channel, much less the
transfer of modeling results of FHA-FD’s cross-sections to the main overflow channel area.
Considering the assessments in Sections 4A and 4C above, there is the overall question of how
and why did the FHA-FD consider the main overflow channel a consequence of LAR
paleoflooding under the conditions of the modern pre-settlerment LAR and tried to estimate a
paleoflood magnitude necessary to erosively develop this feature. It is the conjecture of this
present review that the authors of the FHA-FD concluded that this prominent feature was a
product of the modern paleoflood regime before any objective analysis was undertaken. With
that as an a priori conclusion, the FHA-FD’s assessment methods were employed but because
the FHA-FD’s baseline topography, the inaccurate 1906 topographic representation, had obvious
errors at this location, the FHA-FD used the inferential approach of appealing to its two modeled
cross-sections. This resulted in the FHA-FD’s assertion that a MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) of 50 W/m2
could have erosively created the main overflow channel.
Also it is likely that modeled flows greater than those used by the FHA-FD (>850,000 cfs) could
result in greater water depth on the back edge of the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the
Modesto Formation, and perhaps somewhat greater STREAM POWER, however, once the water
surface overtops the late Pleistocene older phase of the Modesto Formation surface (FHA-FD’s
“Americanos terrace”), there would be a complete lack of confinement. Any greater floodflow
discharge would spread over a very large area resulting in very little increase in water depth with
increasing discharge. These conditions and circumstances support the conclusions of Section
4A, and those above, that the development of the main overflow channel occurred at earlier
times and is not associated with the paleoflood regime of the modern pre-settlement LAR.

13

Constrained on the outside of turns by the resistant and bluff forming components of middle to late Pleistocene
geologic formations (perhaps the Turlock Lake Formation or the Riverbank Formation); see Section 4A and
Figure 5.
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Finally, the FHA-FD reduced its age-date range for paleofloods in the main overflow channel
from 500-10,000 ybp [69] to 700-2,000 ybp [Tbl. 3-5]. This change in the age-date range
occurred without explicit comment, evidence, or explanation. It is assumed in this present
review that the final <2,000 ybp date resulted from an FHA-FD assumption that the Holocene
Xerofluvents geomorphic unit, which is the location of the occupation dated archaeological site
SAC-319 at the Cordova High School Cross-section, was genetically (and stratigraphically) the
same, and has the same age-date range as the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto
Formation terrace surfaces.
In that case, the outcome would be that paleoflood evidence at any location on FHA-FD’s
“Rossmoor terrace” would be datable by the FHA-FD to <2,000 ybp, even if the purported
paleoflood evidence (the erosive formation of the overflow channel) was associated with the
highest and oldest “A” surface of the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto
Formation, while the age-dating information was derived from among the youngest surfaces
(Holocene Xerofuvents post-Modesto II or III) in the FHA-FD’s study site.
This apparent FHA-FD assumption is not supported by the pattern of geomorphic and channel
evolution of the LAR or by the characterization of the age-date and features of the various
terrace surfaces developed in this present review.14
Insufficient Support for 'Fully Constrained' Higher Paleoflood Range
In its present condition, the information in the FHA-FD cannot be used to develop a fully
constrained conclusion for paleoflood occurrence in its higher magnitude paleoflood range of
600,000-850,000 cfs for the LAR as a whole nor for either cross-section. There are eight lines of
evidence supporting this conclusion:
- First, there are issues with FHA-FD’s baseline topography including:
1) The FHA-FD cross-section profiles [Figs. 3-27, 3-28 (Figures 8, 10)] indicate that in
their preparation, the FHA-FD was not faithful to the contour information on the USCDC topographic representation (which the FHA-FD purported as the best
characterization of pre-mining terrace conditions of the LAR).
2) The US-CDC topographic representation did not accurately represent the pre-mining
conditions of the LAR.
3) Any accurate early 20th century pre-mining topography maps of the LAR would not
represent the modern pre-settlement conditions of the LAR because of the potentially
significant changes to the LAR channel and landforms due to the human activities in the
late 1800’s.
Therefore, the FHA-FD hydraulic modeling results at the cross-sections did not adequately
characterize the geomorphic or hydraulic conditions of the modern pre-settlement LAR, and are
irrelevant. The US-CDC topographic information was found in this present review to be
contradicted by all other more reliable early-date topographic information sources. The best
14

See Sections 4A and 4B for detailed discussion.
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characterization of the undisturbed conditions of the LAR is found in the 1911 USGS mapping
and the 1937 aerial photos.15
- Second, there could be serious problems in the FHA-FD hydraulic modeling with
respect to stage/discharge correlation and calibration, and with respect to the appropriate
application of Manning’s roughness values. Therefore, the MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values drawn
from the cross-sections cannot be considered reliable until the modeling methods have been
critically reviewed and the proper Manning’s roughness values adopted for model calibration and
are properly distributed in the 2-D modeling network, and until they are fully justified.16
- Third, the point-specific values represented by the FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV)
should not be conflated with a geomorphic threshold parameter based on unit stream power (cav) values that apply to the whole of a cross-section. In addition, the appropriate use of a
minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold for significant geomorphic modification;
1) precludes it as a universal value for all circumstances,
2) precludes it from being applied to specific geomorphic surfaces, and
3) precludes its invocation for conditions less than catastrophic floodplain modification.
Therefore, the MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) modeling results for specific surfaces should not be
compared to whole cross-section unit stream power (c-av) thresholds to estimate erosive flow
magnitudes.17
- Fourth, the FHA-FD did not defensibly and definitively demonstrate any erosional
features of the upper elevation surfaces at either cross-section that could be related to discrete
peak paleoflood events. The FHA-FD did not clearly differentiate morphologic features that
may be related to particular individual floodflow events from those that result from gradual and
long-term geomorphic regime shifts within the context of LAR geomorphic evolution. Also no
back-in-time limit was established that sets a timeframe within which paleoflood stage height
indicators can be used to reliably estimate flow magnitudes using modern pre-settlement channel
and geomorphic conditions.18
- Fifth, the FHA-FD violated its own STREAM POWER criteria (and that of Magilligan 1992)
to imply that the MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) at the base of the “Americanos terrace riser” at the two
cross-sections resulting from the highest modeled flows were sufficient for the erosional
development of overflow channels at the bases of its “Americanos terrace.”
- Sixth, without explanation or adequate supporting justification, the FHA-FD
translocated its erroneous modeling results and conclusions developed at the modeled crosssections, which did not have eroded overflow channels at the “Americanos terrace risers,” to an
unmodeled location that was purported by the FHA-FD to have such a circumstance. The FHAFD then concluded that the STREAM POWER results at the cross-sections showed sufficient
15

See Section 4B.
See Section 2A.
17
See Sections 2 and 3A.
18
See Sections 4A and 4B.
16
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magnitude to account for erosional development of the main overflow channel at the unmodeled
site (even though its own criteria were violated; see “Fifth” above).
- Seventh, this translocation of inference was undertaken on the unsupported assumption
that the main overflow channel feature was a paleoflood attribute of modern pre-settlement LAR
channel conditions
 without respect for the geomorphic history of the LAR and the various terrace
surfaces involved,
 without respect for the proper correlation among the surfaces, and
 without respect for the extremely different channel hydraulic and cross-sectional
conditions between the locations of the modeled cross-sections and the location of
the main overflow channel.
- Eighth, the age-date range of 700-2,000 ybp for a possible maximum paleoflood
magnitude was probably developed from an age-date of occupation of archaeological sites
located on the Holocene Xerofluvents surfaces, which was then an age-date erroneously
considered applicable to any surface of its “Rossmoor terrace” and upon which the FHA-FD may
assert the presence of paleoflood evidence regardless of age, elevation, or location. The younger
age-bound (700 ybp) was probably set by the FHA-FD’s estimated age range of its purported
lower magnitude paleoflood range of 400,000-550,000 cfs, but no direct evidence for this agedate range was presented in the FHA-FD.
As a result, late Holocene age-dates were assigned to purported paleoflood evidence even on the
highest and oldest of the very late Pleistocene younger phase of the Modesto Formation surfaces.
The FHA-FD then assigned a late Holocene age-date for the erosional development of the main
overflow channel when it could have developed early in the younger phase of the Modesto
Formation time, perhaps as early as 30,000-20,000 ybp. The FHA-FD provided no independent
analysis of the main overflow channel, or the surfaces on which it is present, that defensibly
demonstrates a modern pre-settlement erosional development age-date.
Requirements for Future LAR Paleoflood Evaluation Using STREAM
Based Assessment Approach

POWER

If in the future, should a STREAM POWER based assessment approach to paleoflood evaluation on
the LAR be undertaken and if the main overflow channel is to be part of that evaluation, then
several considerations must be addressed.
First, if the main overflow channel at Rossmoor Bar is to be used as a diagnostic feature
for estimating possible maximum paleoflood magnitudes, then this surface and its origin and
age-date must be thoroughly investigated and found positively and defensibly to be an active
feature under the modern pre-settlement LAR geomorphic regime and channel conditions. This
main overflow channel must be positively and defensible demonstrated to be active considering
the geomorphic evolution of the LAR and needs to be fully explained within the context of the
four identified terrace surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation (those areas
mapped with Rossmoor series soil).
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Second, if defensibly found to be appropriately associated with paleoflooding within a
defensible back-in-time limit, then it must be defensibly determined whether the main overflow
channel is associated with paleoflood erosional development or merely serves as a secondary
channel conveying excess paleoflood flow volumes through a previously cut channel. If the
former is the case, then the STREAM POWER assessment must address the full cross-section across
the LAR floodplain and channel and determine the flows necessary to erosively cut the main
overflow channel. If the latter is the case, then the STREAM POWER assessment needs to address the
flows in the main overflow channel that are necessary to maintain the configuration of that
channel, and the LAR floodflow magnitudes necessary to fill the main overflow channel to that
maintenance magnitude.
Third, through seventh, the assessment must accommodate the five additional issues
presented at the end of Section 4B that concern
 LAR modern pre-settlement channel and topographic conditions,
 its hydraulic modeling, a fully constrained assessment of paleoflood evidence,
 the use of an appropriate STREAM

POWER

assessment approach, and

 the application and limitation of paleoflood evidence to only appropriate surfaces.
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Summary of Conclusions
The main conclusions of Section 4 are:
1) The FHA-FD mistakenly conflated several of the important geomorphic units and
surfaces of the LAR, including combining the elevated Holocene geomorphic surfaces with the
older and higher very late Pleistocene units, and then associated its purported paleoflood
evidence on these higher surfaces with a “clearly late Holocene” age-date of the lower surface
[63].
2) The FHA-FD’s characterization of geomorphic surfaces of the LAR and the age-date
correlations were corroborated by only one of its Foundation Papers. The review of the single
corroborating paper showed that its mapping did not follow its own mapping criteria and that if it
had, it would have conformed to the other Foundation and General Papers. Therefore, the FHAFD geomorphic surface delineations and age-date correlations are most probably in error and are
not defensible.
3) The FHA-FD used the topographic representation of the US-CDC (1907) together
with 1996 channel bathymetric conditions to represent the “pre-mining” and “natural” channel
and geomorphic conditions of the LAR. A review of this topographic information against other
early-date topographic information, particularly in areas that at present remain un-mined, showed
that the US-CDC topographic representation was highly inaccurate, and it did not adequately
represent the actual 1906-1907 topography of the LAR.
4) Regardless of accuracy, any 1906-1907 or early-date 20th century topographic
mapping of the LAR would not appropriately characterize the modern pre-settlement channel
and geomorphic conditions of the LAR because of potentially significant changes that occurred
in the late 1800’s. This includes the potentially significant landform development and floodplain
surface aggradation due to the deposition of Sierra Nevada hydraulic mining debris starting in
the 1850’s.
Also the artificially sediment-rich 1862 floodflow could have resulted in un-naturally severe
changes to the channel and floodplain surfaces of the LAR which were not characteristic of
modern pre-settlement floodflow dynamics. As a result, the US-CDC topographic representation
did not, and could not, adequately represent modern pre-settlement conditions. Therefore, the
baseline topography used by the FHA-FD
a) did not adequately represent the pre-mining topography of the LAR, and
b) did not represent the modern pre-settlement, or FHA-FD’s “natural” topography of the
LAR.
5) The FHA-FD’s cross-section representations at the two age-dated archaeological
sites, which were the main sources of the FHA-FD’s estimated paleoflood occurrence,
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magnitude, and age-date, were inaccurately constructed from the already inaccurate US-CDC
topographic representations. The FHA-FD’s “eroded terrace margins” at these cross-sections,
which the FHA-FD attributed to the erosive effects of major paleofloods, were in fact fictitious
features. This was the result of
a) the use of inaccurate topographic information,
b) the construction of cross-section profiles from too few data points which allowed for the
interjection of erroneous topographic interpretations, and
c) the interpretative use of these erroneous topographic features as evidence of major
paleofloods.
6) The FHA-FD used a hydraulic modeling approach in its paleoflood assessment in
spite the admonitions of some of its Foundation Papers as well as some General Papers that
hydraulic modeling for paleoflood analyses be only conducted in bedrock gorges and only when
it is demonstrated that that the bed has been stable over the paleoflood to present period.1 The
FHA-FD [71] stated, but did not fully and defensibly confirm, that the LAR was a bedrock
controlled channel, perhaps in the attempt to meet the stable bedrock channel requirement.
However, it is certainly not a stable bedrock gorge.
This present review concludes that the LAR is semi-confined with both short sections of bedrock
across the channel bed or scattered cliff-like bedrock channel banks, but with extensive channel
reaches with gravel beds and channel banks of sand and gravel, and extensive fluvial floodplain
and terrace surfaces throughout. The FHA-FD did not explicitly demonstrate that the LAR is a
stable bedrock channel suitable for paleoflood hydraulic modeling.2
7) The FHA-FD assessed the possible magnitude of paleofloods not only by using
erroneous LAR topographic and cross-section profiles, which were both inaccurate and could not
represent modern pre-settlement LAR conditions, but it also ignored the geomorphic evolution of
the LAR. The FHA-FD did not constrain its analysis to an appropriate back-in-time limit within
which the LAR paleoflood channel and landform conditions could be assumed to have been
reasonably similar to modern pre-settlement conditions. This results in inaccurate paleoflood
magnitude estimates.
8) The FHA-FD not only conflated its own modeling MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) results with
the proposed unit stream power (c-av) values, which was used in the peer-reviewed literature (in
one of its Foundation Papers) as a threshold value for significant morphological changes3, it also
developed its own STREAM POWER thresholds for various floodflow deposition/erosional processes
without references or adequate justification. While the FHA-FD made extensive use of STREAM
POWER values sufficient for “significant geomorphic change,” it presented no objective criteria for
this degree of disruption or for descriptions of threshold conditions for recognizing this degree of
paleoflood disturbance from present field evidence.

1

See Section 3B.
See Section 4A.
3
Discussed in Sections 2 and 4B.
2
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9) The FHA-FD used references to “erosion” widely throughout and relied heavily on
erosional processes to justify its purported paleoflood evidence and to develop magnitude
estimates. However, a close examination of its reported evidence and the use of its hydraulic
modeling STREAM POWER results show that depositional processes predominate at its diagnostic
sites. This indicates that the defensible evidence at the two arch sites at the modeled crosssection, as well as the other LAR arch sites referred to by the FHA-FD, and the actual STREAM
POWER modeling results shown on the FHA-FD figures, in conjunction with the
depositional/erosional STREAM POWER thresholds used by the FHA-FD all indicate predominately
depositional processes.
Without a detailed and defensibly adequate assessment of actual site conditions, the present
FHA-FD information (and other references and source materials) indicate the predominance of
landform deposition on the modern pre-settlement LAR, rather than the FHA-FD’s erosional
development which the FHA-FD used as evidence of major paleofloods. Therefore, contrary to
the general findings of the FHA-FD, this present review found that the only defensible flood
effect evidence on the surfaces at the cross-sections presented by the FHA-FD was for deposition
rather than erosion. Estimating paleoflood magnitudes by assessing the erosive effects of floods
is fundamentally misguided.
10) The FHA-FD estimated a higher paleoflood magnitude range (600,000-850,000 cfs)
from the main overflow channel on a surface that the FHA-FD interpreted as “clearly late
Holocene” [63]. Contrary to this, this present review found that the surface is a higher terrace
surface of a possibly very late Pleistocene geomorphic unit. The geomorphic history of the
LAR indicates that the erosional development of that topographic feature could really date to
20,000-30,000 ybp.
In addition, the FHA-FD’s magnitude estimate for a paleoflood sufficient to erosionally create
the main overflow channel was based on a STREAM POWER that violated its own threshold criteria
for “significant geomorphic change” of a MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) of 100-300 W/m2 by implying
that in its higher magnitude paleoflood range a MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) of about 50 W/m2 was
adequate to erosionally cut this feature.
11) Finally, the FHA-FD constructed an inaccurate topographic characterization of 1906
pre-mining terrain conditions for the LAR and inappropriately developed erroneous cross-section
profiles. These issues, in conjunction with some possible hydraulic modeling issues,4 renders the
FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling and the STREAM POWER results of that modeling effort irrelevant.
Therefore, from the information presented by the FHA-FD, no defensible paleoflood magnitude
estimates can be developed.

4

See Section 2.
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Section 5
Review Conclusions
This document is a limited review and critique of the US Bureau of Reclamation’s Flood Hazard
Analysis – Folsom Dam, Central Valley Project, California (January 2002) (referred to here after
as the FHA-FD), a study which developed paleohydrological bounds or paleoflood estimates at
four sites in the American River basin ̶ three in the upper American River watershed and one
along the lower American River (LAR). This present document is limited to the LAR study site.

Summary of FHA-FD Paleoflood Findings for LAR
The FHA-FD paleoflood findings for the LAR (USBR 2002 [77, Tbl. 3-5]) included;
Flood Events
1862 unmeasured flood
3 or more paleofloods
1 or more paleofloods

Age
140 yrs
150-700 yrs
700-2,000 yrs

Magnitudes
265,000 (+/-20%) cfs
400,000 to 550,000 cfs
600,000 to 850,000 cfs

The FHA-FD [61] concluded the existing information on the geologic setting of the LAR was
“. . . not sufficient to demonstrate long-term landscape stability” and without that information it
was “. . . not possible to construct paleohydrologic bounds;” therefore, the FHA-FD did not set
an upper limit on the possible paleofloods of the LAR.
The FHA-FD [77] stressed its identified evidence and analysis did not constrain the magnitudes
or numbers of these paleofloods and concluded larger paleofloods could have occurred more
frequently than indicated above. The FHA-FD [61] acknowledged there was “. . . potentially
large uncertainties in the reconstruction of the paleoflood history . . . “of the LAR but indicated
the paleoflood analysis ". . . would provide insights into the flood potential at Folsom Dam.”
These conclusions address the full range of issues presented in this review. This includes:
1) the FHA-FD’s use of STREAM

POWER

in its paleoflood assessment approach,

2) the issues related to using hydraulically modeled STREAM
assessment along an alluvial, semi-confined channel,

POWER

as a basis for paleoflood

3) the critique of the FHA-FD’s understanding of the geomorphic evolution and
geomorphic conditions of the LAR with respect to paleofloods, and the
4) detailed review of the FHA-FD’s paleoflood estimated occurrence, magnitude, and agedate on the LAR.
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Lack of Scientific Rigor in FHA-FD
First, it must be said that researching and critiquing the FHA-FD was a very difficult and timeconsuming endeavor. This was mostly due to the presentational and textual style of that report.
A casual read of the FHA-FD can leave one with the impression of well-reasoned and adequately
supported conclusions as to the paleoflood regime on the LAR. However, a close and critical
read reveals that actually much of the text is vaguely couched, seemingly designed to create the
impression of definitive conclusions, while explicit and defensible support for the conclusions is
largely lacking. The vagueness creates a veil through which it was very difficult, to nearly
impossible, to identify specific factual support for many of the statements in the FHA-FD or for
its conclusions.
When each sentence in the FHA-FD was taken independently as a statement, and was evaluated
for its veracity by a thorough assessment of the supporting information in the FHA-FD, its
referenced material, and other references consulted during the development of this critique, too
often it turned out to be inaccurate and erroneous, or at least misleading. Perhaps more
insidiously, vague wording often inferentially implied something as a fact, but which upon
assessment, was unsupported and/or unsupportable. Sifting through the FHA-FD and all of the
related available information in order to separate supportable fact from fiction, and these from
inferences presented as fact, was an arduous task; much more difficult and requiring a
considerably more detailed response than would have been otherwise necessary.
Second, an important and related overall finding of this present review is that the FHA-FD
adopted an analytic approach that included relatively low standards of self-critical evaluation of
its assessment. That is, the FHA-FD did not subject its methods, or its findings, or its referenced
materials, to an objective cross-examination sufficient to ensure that its conclusions were sound
and defensible. It is important that studies based on scientific principles, particularly those that
are to be used as a basis for planning and decision-making, be “fully constrained.”
‘Fully constrained’ is used here to mean that for a study based on scientific principles, the
conclusions are fully qualified and limited by the data and assumptions used. That is, at each
step in the analysis
 the correct analytic methods are employed,
 the correct data are developed and interpreted correctly,
 the assumptions adopted for the application of the data are fully explicated and
appropriate,
 inferences made are directly and appropriately based on data available,
 uncertainties and inferences are explicitly stated as such, and
 the certainties associated with the conclusions reflect the level of certainty of the data
and the assumptions.
To ensure that an analysis based of scientific principles is fully constrained it is well advised to
adopt an attitude of full disclosure and to embrace both uncertainty and contradictory
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information. The FHA-FD’s standards in this regard were so low and relaxed that this present
review found that no estimate of paleoflood occurrence, magnitude, or age-date could be reliably
developed for the LAR using the information and data presented by the FHA-FD.
Also, for a fully constrained study based on scientific principles, it is essential that the referenced
background material used in the analysis be subjected to a critical review to ensure that it is also
adequately grounded on scientific principles, is suitable for its intended application in the
analysis, and is used appropriately in the analysis.
Well informed decision making and plan development must be based on fully constrained,
scientifically-based analyses that objectively present conclusions that explicitly incorporate
unknowns and uncertainties. The responsibility for resolving a course of action that
accommodates the uncertainties is appropriately that of the political process and not of the
technical analysis.

Conclusions
The results of this critique show that inadequate constraints in the FHA-FD analysis led to major
problems in twelve main issue areas.
First, concerns the interpretation of the geomorphic history of the LAR and the modern presettlement geomorphic regime and channel conditions of the LAR. This present review found
the issues of concern to include:
1) the accurate and explicit identification of all relevant geomorphic units and surfaces in
the study site,
2) the accurate understanding of their developmental histories within the context of the
progressive changing channel and geomorphic conditions, and
3) the accurate interpretation of their status within the context of modern pre-settlement
channel configuration and processes.
These issues are particularly important when considering the FHA-FD’s assumption that many
separate surfaces were the same with respect to age, conditions, susceptibility to paleoflood
effects, and its willingness to transfer evidence, inferences, and age-dating freely among the
different surfaces.
It was concluded that the FHA-FD
 did not recognize all of the geomorphic units and surfaces along the LAR,
 did not adequately recognize and separate active from relict surfaces,
 inappropriately combined geomorphic surfaces of significantly different ages into single
units, and
 assigned inappropriate age-date ranges to important geomorphic units.1
1

This concern is discussed throughout Section 4.
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Second, a specific and important FHA-FD error was the use of only one of the many possible
research papers available in 2002 to assign age-dates to the various LAR geomorphic units and
surfaces. That Foundation Paper offered different age-date assignments to the LAR surfaces
than other references, and it was found in this review to have been erroneous. The Foundation
Paper assigned what is actually a unit of the very late Pleistocene (possibly 8,000 or 14,000 to
33,000 ybp) as a Holocene geomorphic unit (with an age-date of less than 10,000).
The FHA-FD then combined the various Holocene surfaces with the very late Pleistocene unit
into a single unit, referred to as the “Rossmoor terrace” and age-dated by the FHA-FD as 200 to
greater than 6,000 ybp. Critically, the FHA-FD then attributed age-dates to its purported
paleoflood evidence on the higher and older surfaces of the late Pleistocene unit based on the
age-dating of archaeological (arch) sites located on the lower and younger Holocene surfaces.
This resulted in
 significant re-organization of the LAR geomorphic units by the FHA-FD,
 drastic age-date reduction of an important geomorphic unit, and the
 corruption in the FHA-FD’s approach of extending paleoflood evidence from one site
and geomorphic surface to another and attributing possible age-dates to purported
paleoflood evidence.2
Third, also of concern was the absence of an appropriate back-in-time limit for establishing a
timeframe within which paleoflood evidence can be used to estimate flood stage and magnitude
in the context of modern pre-settlement channel and geomorphic conditions. Without a
defensible back-in-time limit, purported paleoflood stage evidence can be used to erroneously
estimate paleoflood magnitudes when present channel and landform conditions are significantly
different from those that were present at the time of the purported paleoflood.
This concern extends even into the period within any potential back-in-time limit. The LAR
geomorphic history and evolution over the late Holocene indicated that were at least two cycles
of aggradation and degradation with attendant changes in channel and floodflow conveyance
prism capacities. Within any back-in-time period which represents the present characteristic
climatic pattern, paleoflood evidence must also be assessed against the possible channel flood
conveyance prism at the time of the paleoflood.3
Fourth, the issues discussed immediately above have resulted in the recommendation in the peerreview literature (available after the FHA-FD was published), that the use of hydraulic modeling
to determine paleoflood magnitudes from paleoflood flood indicators should be limited to
bedrock gorge reaches (Benito and Thorndycraft 2005 [12]). Even then great care is required in
appropriately separating paleoflood evidence from evidence associated with geomorphic regime
processes and to ensure appropriate elevation relations between channel bed and the paleoflood
evidence (Baker 2000, Hereford et al. 1996, O’Conner et al. 1994).
2
3

This concern is discussed throughout Section 4.
This concern is discussed in Sections 3B and 4A.
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The LAR is decidedly not a bedrock gorge, and the FHA-FD made no attempt to determine that
the LAR channel and floodplain landscape has been stable since the occurrences of any possible
paleofloods. This raises the issue that the overall paleoflood assessment approach used in the
FHA-FD, based on hydraulic modeling in the alluvial, semi-confined LAR, may be
fundamentally inappropriate. This issue should be thoroughly investigated.4
Fifth, related to Fourth above, concerns issues related to the basic FHA-FD’s paleoflood
assessment method. In an apparent attempt to justify its assessment approach in the context of
the peer-reviewed literature that recommends limiting hydraulic modeling paleoflood assessment
approaches to bedrock gorges with stable channel beds and margins, the FHA-FD [71] asserted
that the LAR was bedrock controlled (a conclusion not supported by this present review). On the
other hand, the FHA-FD used a STREAM POWER threshold approach and used as a threshold basis, a
5
STREAM POWER value developed specifically for alluvial channels.
It is uncertain how serious an assessment problem is created by using a hydraulic model in a
non-bedrock setting in conjunction with the use of a STREAM POWER assessment approach and
thresholds intended for alluvial reaches, but the FHA-FD’s approach neither meets the bedrock
gorge requirement or the stable bed requirement for paleoflood hydraulic modeling, nor meets
the alluvial channel requirement of the STREAM POWER threshold approach adopted.6
Sixth, concerns the application of appropriate regional hydrometeorologic regime and also
related to the back-in-time issue for paleoflood events. Although not analytically addressed in
this present review, paleoflood research indicates that paleoflood magnitude and frequency are
strongly linked to variable climatic forcing on the millennial-, centennial-, and decadal-scales.
The relation can be geometric rather than linear, therefore, modest changes in climate on these
time-steps can result in major changes to paleoflood patterns as well as channel geomorphic
regimes (Knox 2000 [440]).
Accordingly, when paleofloods are used to extend the flood frequency records for project
purposes or decision-making, a clear and reasoned analysis is required that identifies the
decision-making framework, the decision horizon, and the explicit identification of “which part
of the climatic past is relevant to which part of the climatic future” (Redmond et al. 2002 [24],
NRC 1999 [34-35]). Without addressing these issues and without associating specific
paleofloods to specific hydrometeorological regimes, paleoflood results cannot be defensibly
applied to “forecasting” floodflow frequency statistics or analyzing future dam flood risks.7

4

This concern is addressed in Section 3B.
See issues in Section 3A.
6
These issues are discussed on Sections 3A and 3B.
7
This concern is discussed in Section 3B.
5
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Seventh, concerns the specific evidence identified and used for estimating the occurrence,
magnitude, and age-date of paleofloods. The present review found the issues of concern to
include:
 Accurate site location of primary archaeological sites
 Accurate characterization of the geomorphic surfaces upon which the archaeological
sites occur
 Inferential and unsupported use of archaeological site information
 Inferential and unsupported methods employed for paleoflood occurrence determinations
 Extrapolation of FHA-FD paleoflood conclusion between surfaces without regard for
suitable and adequate constraints.
Also of concern was the completely inferential method of estimating peak paleoflood magnitudes
based on the inappropriate extrapolation of cross-section modeling results to unmodeled
locations, and the application of unsupported geomorphic surface assumptions.8
Eighth, concerns the correctness of the FHA-FD presumed 1906 pre-mining LAR terrain as an
accurate representation of modern pre-settlement channel and geomorphic conditions. The US
California Debris Commission (US-CDC (1907)) LAR topographic representation, the basis of
the FHA-FD’s pre-mining landscape topography, was found to not adequately represent nonmined surfaces of that early date. It was also found that the US-CDC surveyed cross-sections
and topographic representation did not abstract the potentially significant floodplain debris
aggradation of the late 1800’s due to Sierra Nevada hydraulic mining nor the changes to the
channel and landforms of the LAR due to the artificially sediment-rich 1862 floodflow event.
This concern extends to the questionable use of this 1907 topographic representation by the
FHA-FD in its preparation of its hydraulic model and the two cross-section profiles. A detailed
evaluation in this present review of the two FHA-FD cross-section profiles used to “calculate”
STREAM POWER results show them to be highly inaccurate and largely imaginary. They are wholly
inadequate in representing the FHA-FD’s intended objective of characterizing the 1906 premining conditions of the LAR terrain. In particular, at each cross-section, features the FHA-FD
identified as “eroded terrace margins” and used as important evidence for its estimates of
paleoflood occurrence and magnitudes were found in this present review to be imaginary and
non-existent.
This present review concluded;
1) The FHA-FD’s 1906 pre-mining topographic characterization at its cross-section was
not faithful to the US-CDC (1907) pre-mining topographic representation.,
2) The US-CDC topographic representation did not accurately characterize the LAR
landforms of the 1906-1907 period.

8

This concern is discussed in Section 4.
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3) Any topographic mapping of or after 1906 would not represent modern pre-settlement
conditions of the LAR because of the potentially significant changes that occurred in the
post-settlement period of the late 1800’s.
Therefore, the FHA-FD hydraulic modeling was not based on channel and geomorphic
configurations that appropriately represents modern pre-settlement conditions. Therefore, the
FHA-FD’s MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) modeling results at its two cross-sections were found to be
wholly erroneous with respect to possible STREAM POWER associated with the modeled paleoflood
magnitudes.9
Ninth, concerns the most basic components of FHA-FD’s paleoflood analysis, specifically, some
concerns about essential aspects of the application of the hydraulic model by the FHA-FD on the
LAR, and concerns about the FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling results at its cross-sections where
STREAM POWER results were “computed.” Although the evaluation of the FHA-FD’s hydraulic
modeling was not an objective of this present review, the evaluation of the limited description in
the FHA-FD concerning the hydraulic model application and the Foundation Papers used by the
FHA-FD, raised serious questions about the Manning’s roughness values used to calibrate the
model and to develop STREAM POWER results at the cross-sections.
There are also the issues of FHA-FD’s method for distributing variable STREAM POWER results
along the cross-sections. The main issue has to do with whether the FHA-FD actually used a
standard 2-D modeling approach to develop its STREAM POWER results at the cross-sections, which
would have incorporated upstream and downstream hydraulic characteristics, or “computed” its
STREAM POWER results at only the points along the cross-sections using a shallow water equation,
which would be neither a standard 2-D nor a standard 1-D modeling approach.10
Together, the potential problems with the Manning’s roughness values adopted by the FHA-FD
for its hydraulic modeling along with the method of applying Manning’s roughness values
through the study site, the use of inadequate topographic information for its hydraulic modeling,
and the completely inadequate cross-section surface profiles developed by the FHA-FD render
all of the MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) results in the FHA-FD inadequate for use in estimating
paleoflood occurrence and magnitude.
Tenth, concerns the conflation in the FHA-FD between MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) and unit stream
power (c-av). The FHA-FD used the whole cross-section average unit stream power (c-av) as a
geomorphic threshold criterion while its assessment determined continuously distributed
MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) at specific locations. Mixing these STREAM POWER concepts in this way
would necessitate very high streamflows to generate suitably high MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values
on low energy floodplains, such that, at those specific locations, the cross-sectional average unit
stream power (c-av) threshold value is exceeded.

9

This concern is discussed in Sections 2A and 4B.
These concerns are discussed in Sections 2A and 4B.

10
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All other factors excluded, this FHA-FD approach would result in exaggerated floodflow
magnitude estimates for a specific floodplain surface for any given situation. The use of a
STREAM POWER assessment to evaluate paleoflood occurrence and magnitude needs to pair
modeling results and critical threshold values using compatible STREAM POWER concepts.11
Eleventh, concerns the FHA-FD adopted MANNING'S POWER (P-SV) values of 100-300 W/m2 as a
range for the initiation of “significant geomorphic change.” Without justification or evidence,
the tentative threshold of 300 W/m2, proposed by Magilligan (1992 [385]), was changed by the
FHA-FD to 100-300 W/m2. The proposed tentative threshold, expressed by Magilligan [375] in
terms of unit stream power (c-av), was assessed by the FHA-FD in terms of MANNING'S POWER (PSV). The proposed tentative threshold by Magilligan [384-385] was for “major geomorphic
modification” entailing wholesale changes to channels and floodplains due to catastrophic
floodflow events, was applied by the FHA-FD as “significant geomorphic change.”
Finally, the “significant geomorphic change” criteria were applied by the FHA-FD to the LAR
without any stated objective standards for this degree of modification and for identifying this
condition in the field. These issues result in the absence of any justified or defensible STREAM
POWER threshold for geomorphic disruption which is a necessity when the assessment employed
requires the use of STREAM POWER to estimate floodflow magnitudes from evidence of paleoflood
geomorphic disruption.12
Twelfth, concerns the use of a Magilligan style minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold to
establish an estimated flow magnitude for unknown floods. If this approach is to be used,
several fundamental unit stream power (c-av) threshold issues must be addressed and resolved.
Each of the unit stream power (c-av) issues noted in Section 3A, “Additional general STREAM
POWER/geomorphic threshold analytic issues,” must either be reduced to quantifiable and
defensible parameters established by rigorous science, or its use must incorporate substantial
margins for error. The development of a rigorous science necessary for the construction of
defensible, quantifiable parameters seems to be years out, if even possible. Therefore, the use of
Magilligan style minimum unit stream power (c-av) thresholds to estimate the magnitude of
unknown floodflows must have suitable error considerations for each of the potential issues.13 ]]
It appears that at present, if a Magilligan style minimum unit stream power (c-av) threshold is
used to estimate the magnitude of unknown floodflows the status of the research can only either:
1) provide a range of possible minimum floodflow magnitudes that accommodate the
(product, sum? of) uncertainties (something like: a 95% chance of being in the range of
100,000 to 150,000 cfs), or
2) provide a specific possible floodflow minimum magnitude along with a percent
probability that the estimate is within some narrow range of error (say 10%) (something
like: 125,000 cfs, with a 5% probability of being within +/- 10%).
11

This concern is discussed in Sections 2and 4B.
This concern is discussed in Sections 2, 3A, and 4B.
13
This concern was discussed in Sections 2B and 3A.
12
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It seems that even with future research and possibly improved information on minimum unit
stream power (c-av) thresholds, there is inherent significant uncertainty. This uncertainty may
be acceptable in the world of low cost, low risk geomorphic sciences, but it may not be in the
high cost, high risk world of project design and development.

Earlier Draft Conclusions by USBR on LAR Paleoflood Analysis
As the National Research Council (NRC) was preparing its 1999 report Improving American
River Flood Frequency Analyses, the US Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) submitted to the NRC
Committee a communication on the status of the FHA-FD study as of 199814 The NRC (1999
[33-34]) provided a summary of the major findings of the USBR study at that time.
Here quoted entirely, this summary was:
The American River, both upstream and downstream from Folsom Dam, is flanked by a distinct series of
stream terraces. These terraces represent abandoned floodplains whose surface morphology and underlying soils
accurately record the time since the last major flood. The main objective of the USBR study was to identify and
assign ages to terrace surfaces adjacent to the river that serve as limits of paleohydrologic bounds for the stage, and
therefore discharge, of past large floods over particular time intervals.
Paleohydrologic records were developed at 12 sites along the American, Cosumnes, Mokelumne and
Stanislaus Rivers. Despite the extensive mining activities locally along these rivers, the geologic record of floods
remains intact and hydraulic conditions are definable in localized reaches conducive to paleoflood reconstruction.
Chronology for paleohydrologic bounds was established by 60 radiocarbon ages, 21 archaeological sites, published
soil surveys, and 39 soil/stratigraphic sections. Paleohydrologic discharge estimates were established by a variety of
hydraulic modeling techniques. For some sites, discharge estimates were obtained by comparison to measured and
estimated discharges at nearby gaging stations. For other sites, detailed topographic surveys provided the basis for
two-dimensional flow modeling of study reaches up to 12 miles in length. Paleoflood sites were located in bedrockcontrolled reaches; channel geometry for the reach near Fair Oaks, which has changed substantially in the 20th
century, was reconstructed from topography surveys made in 1907.
USBR study results indicate that the flood experience in the American River over the last 50 years is not
anomalous. Floods of a magnitude similar to the January 1997 flood have occurred during the past few hundred to
several thousand years. Geomorphic and stratigraphic evidence also indicates that there have been floods somewhat
larger than the January 1997 flood, but there is no evidence of floods with peak discharges substantially larger than
that of January 1997. Peak stage indicators consisting of fine-grained flood sediment, which included mining debris,
were used to estimate the peak stage of the largest flood, probably the flood of 1862. The estimated stage was
slightly higher than the 1997 peak stage. The peak estimated discharge at Fair Oaks was 260,000 cfs, which is close
to the estimate of Bossen (1941). Paleoflood data for the lower American River indicated that a peak discharge of
about 300,000 to 400,000 cfs has not been exceeded in the past 1,500 to 3,500 years. These results are consistent
with paleoflood data at sites upstream of Folsom Dam and at sites of other rivers of the region.
The quality of the USBR data and analyses is excellent. The committee finds no reason to disagree with
the paleoflood information that the USBR has assembled. . . . [T]he committee has serious doubts about the
assumption that flood magnitudes have been completely independent and identically distributed in time during the
period represented by the paleoflood information. . . .

14

The NRC reported this as: Dean Ostenaa, USBR; written communication to the NRC Committee, 1998.
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The key issue regarding the usefulness of any data on past floods to a particular planning or design problem
is the information the data provided on the potential for flooding during the planning horizon. If floods can be
assumed to be independent and identically disturbed in time, then all past information is equally relevant to
estimating the likelihood of future floods. If this assumption cannot be made, the relative usefulness of particular
data on past floods depends on the actual distribution of floods in time, the age of the data, the length of the planning
horizon, and the exceedance probabilities of interest. . . . Unfortunately, we only have a very general understanding
of how floods vary in time, and must rely heavily on judgment. Where paleoflood information is inconsistent with
modern flood data (i.e., a systematic flood record), the judgment might be not to use the paleoflood data in the flood
frequency analysis. . . . [T]he American River provides such a case.
Even if American [River] floods are assumed to be independent and identically distributed, the nature of
the USBR paleoflood data somewhat limits its utility for flood planning and management. In particular, these data
consist of levels (and hence flows) that have not been exceeded in the last 1,500 to 3,500 years. There is little direct
information about the magnitude and frequency of the smaller floods that are of most interest to flood management
in Sacramento – floods that have occurred every 100 to 200 years. While it is true that the use of non-exceedance
data in a flood frequency analysis can improve the estimation of the exceedance probabilities of smaller flows, the
value of the data critically depends on whether the assumed frequency distribution is correct for flows up to the nonexceedance flow. . . .
Clearly there are potential problems associated with the use of the USBR paleoflood information to
estimate exceedance probabilities and flood quantiles for the American River. Consequently, it was decided to not
use this information to estimate the committee’s recommended flood frequency relationship for the American River.

During the preparation of this present review of the FHA-FD, neither the 1998 communication
from the USBR to the NRC, or draft material of the FHA-FD as of about 1998 were available. It
is not possible here to determine if the summary developed by the NRC accurately characterized
the USBR’s work at that time. However, assuming that it was reasonably accurate, it portrays
very different conclusions from those found in the final FHA-FD of 2002. The most notable
variance between the 1998 communication from the USBR and the 2002 FHA-FD includes
1) 300,000-400,000 cfs paleoflood magnitude estimates (instead of 400,000-850,000 cfs),
and
2) the characterization of these magnitudes as paleohydrologic bounds (instead of
unbounded minimum paleoflood magnitudes).
As a paleohydrologic bound, the draft USBR material appears to have concluded that along the
LAR,
1) there are surfaces age-dated to 1,500-3,500 ybp and that,
2) if they have evidence of paleofloods, the estimated paleoflood magnitude are in the
300,000-400,000 cfs range.
This implies there were higher and older surfaces without evidence of paleofloods.
Therefore, while the final FHA-FD (2002) conclusions were for minimum paleoflood
magnitudes (paleofloods were not less than) in the range of 400,000 to 850,000 cfs (and without
a limit to the number of paleoflood events) within a time period of 150 to 2,000 ybp [77], the
draft USBR material concluded that in the last 1,500 to 3,500 years, no paleofloods occurred
with magnitudes greater than in the 300,000-400,000 cfs range.
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These 1998 draft USBR conclusions seem to indicate that its preliminary results were that while
there was evidence of paleofloods on the Holocene Xerofluvents surface, there was no evidence
of paleofloods on the younger phase of the Modesto Formation (Rossmoor series soil) surfaces
and that floodflows in excess of 300,000-400,000 cfs would have been required to leave such
evidence. That is not to say that paleofloods did not overtop younger phase of the Modesto
Formation surfaces, but if they did, they probably inundated lower elevation surfaces and did not
leave paleoflood geomorphic indicators.
While no data, field observations, or geomorphic interpretations of the USBR in the 1998 period
was available during the development of this present review, and while the USBR methodology
and paleoflood evidence used by the USBR as of that date is unknown, the view of the
geomorphology of the LAR developed in this present review indicates that paleohydrologic
bounds of flows greater than 300,000-400,000 cfs on surfaces with age-dates older than 1,5003,500 ybp may be reasonable. However, a complete review of the 1998 USBR material would
be necessary.
Further, as discussed in Section 3B, none of the paleoflood occurrence, magnitude, or age-date
estimates developed by the FHA-FD can be applied to determining flood risks to the Folsom
Dam because the FHA-FD
1) did not determine a planning horizon for the application of a risk assessment,
2) and therefore did not specify a timeframe over which this “future-cast” of possible
floods was to apply,
3) did not specify a climatic regime for this “future-cast” period which is necessary to
specify an applicable climate/floodflow relationship for that period,
4) did not relate any of its purported paleofloods to specific climatic regimes, rather it
assumed, without evidence, that all its paleofloods were part of the same
climatic/floodflow regime that presently exists, and
5) because the literature strongly supports variable climatic/floodflow relationships even
within the very late Holocene period of essentially modern climate regimes.

Summary Conclusions
From this present review of the FHA-FD and that of various reference materials, it is apparent
that paleoflood analyses are inherently loaded with unknowns and uncertainties. Further, within
the current state of the science, there are many uncertainties associated with the application of
STREAM POWER analysis to the questions of both determining the occurrence of a paleoflood from
field evidence and estimating the magnitude of any particular paleoflood. Importantly, an
uncertainty that must be explicitly addressed is whether a Magilligan-based minimum STREAM
POWER approach (or other methods that assume long-term channel stability) is even an appropriate
approach on the alluvial, semi-confined LAR channel.
Also on the LAR, there are many important uncertainties with respect to
 the geomorphic evolution,
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 the adequate characterization of the LAR channel and geomorphic configuration under
modern pre-settlement conditions for the purposes of developing adequate paleoflood
magnitude estimates,
 setting a back-in-time limit to the paleoflood evidence and magnitude estimates that can
be suitably incorporated into the floodflow frequency regime of the modern presettlement LAR,
 establishing a decision-making or planning horizon over which to future-cast floodflow
risks, and
 specifying a climatic pattern for the planning horizon in order to establish a potential
future-cast of floodflow risks.
This review concludes that there were substantial problems throughout the FHA-FD and its
paleoflood occurrence, magnitude, and age-date estimates cannot be defensibly supported by the
FHA-FD analysis. First, it must be defensibly determined that a hydraulic modeling/steam
power paleoflood assessment approach is appropriate for the semi-confined LAR. Further, due
to fundamental errors in its baseline topography and issues related to its hydraulic modeling, no
alternative paleoflood conclusions can be drawn until these two basic problems are addressed
and resolved. Therefore, this review cannot defensibly suggest any paleoflood occurrence,
magnitude, and age-date conclusions, and it certainly cannot recommend which paleoflood
events should be used to future-cast threats to future dam safety.
Lastly, any future study of paleofloods on the LAR that addresses LAR geomorphology, modern
pre-settlement channel conditions, and paleoflood evidence, should be scrupulously explicit
about methods employed, assumptions made, and uncertainties inherent in the results of each
assessment step. The study must critically evaluate the background material and information
developed by others in order to ensure that it is suitable for the purposes to which it is intended.
The study results should be fully and explicitly qualified by the uncertainties and limitations of
both the assessment methods and the science. Users of the results of such a study need to be
fully aware of the certainties, as well as the unknowns and uncertainties, which may bear on the
application of the study conclusions in decision-making.
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Questions on FHA-FD's Hydraulic Modeling
Procedures and Applications
Although the intent of this present review does not include an evaluation of the FHA-FD’s
hydraulic modeling procedures, its description and treatment in the FHA-FD raises some basic
questions.

First involves the accuracy of the FHA-FD baseline topography
The FHA-FD used 1906 topographic representations (US California Debris Commission (USCDC) 1907) in the FHA-FD study site to depict the possible configuration of the landscape and
terraces of the LAR prior to the most extensive mining modification of these surfaces [71].
However, as discussed in some detail in Section 4B, the inspection of the US-CDC crosssections and topographic representation of the FHA-FD study site, conducted for this present
review, indicates that while the US-CDC surveyed cross-sections appear to reasonably reflect the
1906 terrain of their alignments, the topographic representations in the “field” between the
surveyed cross-sections seem to only generally reflect the possible topography of that time.
A review of the 1911 USGS topographic mapping, the 1937 aerial photos, and the 1906
topographic representations conducted for this present review found that the 1906 topographic
representation in the fields may have been most likely “dry-labed” subsequent to the crosssection survey field work and simply represents someone’s attempt to tie together the surveyed
cross-sections with the general terrain of the LAR system possibly using personal idealizations
of how such a topographic setting should appear.
The degree to which the US-CDC areal topographic information differs from the most
reasonably expected pre-mining topography was so great that in this present review it is referred
to as a “topographic representation” rather than a topographic map. These topographic results
are critically important to the FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling. Developing an accurate
representation of the natural terrain of the FHA-FD study site is an important prerequisite for its
modeling methods and its STREAM POWER assessment approach.
The degree of divergence between the contour configuration in the fields of the US-CDC
topographic representation and other early-date primary topographic information sources was
such that the US-CDC should not be used to characterize the LAR geomorphology or landforms,
and should not be used to construct new cross-sections for hydraulic modeling. The FHA-FD,
however, did use it to construct its cross-sections (Figures 8 and 10). As a result, this present
review concludes that the cross-section profiles constructed by the FHA-FD could not adequately
reflect the pre-mining LAR conditions as of 1906, and the modeling results at these crosssections should not be used to evaluate STREAM POWER.
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In addition, as discussed in Section 4A and 4B, the FHA-FD’s “pre-mining” conditions do not
adequately reflect characteristics of the LAR channel and geomorphology under modern presettlement conditions. The FHA-FD’s “pre-mining” condition ignores the potentially significant
channel and landform aggradation that occurred in the late 1800’s from hydraulic mining debris
from the Sierra Nevada. It also ignores the potentially significant channel and landform changes
that could have occurred due to the 1862 floodflow event that was artificially sediment-rich and,
in comparison to typical floodflows of modern pre-settlement conditions, could have caused
exaggerated erosion and sedimentation in the FHA-FD’s study site.
These topographic mapping issues have an important bearing on cross-sectional MANNING’S POWER
(P-SV) computation and is addressed in more detail in this present review where the evaluation of
the FHA-FD’s estimates of paleoflood occurrence, magnitude, and age-dates are undertaken (See
Section 4B for more detail; refer to Figures 11 (A-C) and 16 (A-C).)

Second involves the FHA-FD’s melding of 1906 terrain and
1996 channel topography
To complete its hydraulic model baseline topography of the LAR, the FHA-FD combined the
1906 US-CDC topographic representation of the floodplains and terraces with a 1996
bathymetric survey of the LAR channel. The use of the 1996 channel bathymetry was designed
to better represent the channel conditions prior to channel aggradation in the late 1800’s due to
the deposition of Sierra Nevada hydraulic mining debris. It was assumed that by 1996 most of
the aggraded sand material of the late 1800’s had been flushed from the LAR in the FHA-FD’s
study site. When melding these two topographic data sets, the FHA-FD reported that there were
several locations where the 1906 mapping shows that the LAR channel was “mislocated by as
much as 800 feet from its actual location” [72].
The review of US-CDC topographic representations and surveyed cross-sections conducted for
this present review indicates that in the FHA-FD’s study site the planimetric representation of the
LAR channel for 1906 closely tracks that of the present channel. The exception is the significant
river-left channel migration event that occurred in the ~1970-1986 period immediately
downstream of the FHA-FD’s Cordova High School cross-section due to the erosive retreat of
elevated Holocene Xerofluvents bodies at that site. Where were these purported “mislocations”
and were they due to errors in the 1906 survey project or a geo-referencing problem of the FHAFD’s attempt to meld 1906 and the 1996 channel bathymetry? An explanation is necessary.

Third involves the FHA-FD’s hydraulic model calibration
The FHA-FD used the resulting “pre-mining” topography and a Manning’s roughness number of
0.038 to model hypothetical floodflows at three sites in an 11 mile long modeling reach, [72] but
complete results at only two sites [Figs. 3-27, 3-28] (Figures 8, 10) were reported. At a third site
[Fig. 3-26] (Figure 2), the FHA-FD conducted a sensitivity analysis of the significance of
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Manning’s roughness numbers (0.030 and 0.038) on water surface elevations for hypothetical
flows of 50,000 and 300,000 cfs, and of n=0.038 alone for 180,000, 325,000, and 350,000 cfs.
The modeled water surface stage for 300,000 cfs at n=0.038 and at n=0.030 were both lower than
the indicated stage height of the 1862 flood which had a “preferred discharge” of 265,000 cfs
[FHA-FD’s Tbl. 3-5] while the resulting water surfaces for the 325,000 and 380,000 cfs modeled
flows at n=0.038 were slightly higher.
Referring to Meyer (1998), the FHA-FD [17, 72] stated that prior to 1930, errors in estimating
peak discharges at the non-recording staff gage at Fair Oaks Bridge site should be assumed to be
+/-15% to +/-20% because the water surface elevation was only read twice daily. From 1931
through 1950, Meyer (1998) reported an estimated error for peak flow estimates for the
recording staff gage at the USGS site of +/-10%, and after 1950, +/-10% or less.
After stating that the bed of the channel in 1862 had an unknown character and may have been
aggraded from mining debris, and after the observations that modeled flow of 50,000 and
300,000 cfs for the two Manning’s roughness values resulted in water surface elevation
differences of about 1.0 and 1.6 ft, respectively, the FHA-FD concluded that the resulting
influence of the two Manning’s roughness values on water surface heights was that the
“difference falls well within the +/-20% uncertainty range reported by Meyer (1998) for
estimating peak discharge at this site” [72].
Without further assessment, and without an explicit concluding statement, it appears that the
FHA-FD determined that these findings provided sufficient reason to adopt the FHA-FD
hydraulic model construction and to consider it adequately correlated with historical floodflows.
Three numerical components (stage height, discharge, and error range) are critical if the 1862
flood is to be used as a parameter upon which to calibrate a hydraulic model.
Although the FHA-FD does not specify a source for the estimated magnitude of the 1862
floodflow (a “preferred” discharge of 265,000 cfs), it stated that a USGS stream gage was
established in 1862 just upstream of the Fair Oaks Bridge and it “records almost 100 years of
stream flow and a peak stage estimate for the 1862 flood”[64]. From this conclusion, the FHAFD apparently assumed that the 265,000 cfs estimate was developed from daily staff gage
records and was subject to Meyer’s +/- 15-20% error range. As discussed below, the first staff
gage on the LAR was established at the old Fair Oaks Bridge in 1904 so there apparently is in
fact no gage measure of the 1862 floodflow water surface elevation or discharge.
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Figure 2
Reproduction of FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-26
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Bossen (1941 a, b) Estimate of 1862 Flood Peak
The FHA-FD listed Bossen (1941a) and the National Research Council (NRC)(1999) in its
references; both sources report an 1862 peak floodflow of 265,000 cfs. The NRC refers to
Bossen (1941a) as the source of its floodflow estimate and no independent assessment of the
1862 flood was found in the NRC (1999) nor was there apparently any critique of Bossen’s
estimate.
Bossen contains a finding that the 1862 flood crest flow “must have been about” 265,000 cfs at
Fair Oaks (1941a [4]). An initial evaluation of Bossen 1941a and 1941b, conducted for this
present review of the FHA-FD, indicates that the magnitude estimate of 265,000 cfs for the 1862
event was developed by Bossen from several sources of information using indirect methods.
The water surface elevation of the 1862 event assigned by Bossen 1941b [1] was based on a note
found in the files of a local civil engineer. This note indicated that the peak water surface
elevation of the 1862 event was 7.75 (or 7 ¾?) ft above that of the 1907 flood “at the Fair Oaks
Bridge.” Bossen stated that based on the 1941 datum at the USGS gage, the 1907 flood would
have had a water surface height of 31.4 ft. Therefore, the 1862 water surface would have been at
39.1 ft. relative to the USGS staff gage datum (Bossen 1942b [1]). (A difference of 7.7 ft
between the floods.)
While it is not stated explicitly, it may be that the gage to which these stage heights refer is the
recording gage located 75 ft upstream of the bridge that was operational in 1941, and not the
non-recording staff gage on the bridge that was in operation during the 1907 flood. If it is the
upstream gage, it is not clear that Bossen’s staff height conclusions include the consideration that
upstream gage datum was 1.00 ft lower than the gage on the bridge (USGS 1976 [660]).
The estimated magnitude of the 1862 floodflow at about 265,000 cfs was developed by Bossen
in four steps:
1) Using a variety of indirect measures and correlations, a peak for the 1928 floodflow
event was estimated at “approximately” 150,000 cfs (Bossen 1941a [1-2]) for the
measured water surface crest of 31.4 ft at the USGS gage (Bossen 1941b [1]).
2) Based on the 150,000 cfs flow estimate for 1928 (1941a [2]), using the hydraulic
characteristics of hydraulic control points downstream of the bridge, an “extreme
highwater extension of the Fair Oaks discharge rating curve” was developed which
resulted in an estimated peak discharge for the 1862 event of 269,000 cfc (Bossen 1941b
[1].
3) By a vaguely described process, the hydraulic characteristics were evaluated for flows of
150,000 and 155,000 cfs, using an unreported roughness value, to extend a flow estimate
for the 1862 event to 258,000 and 268,000 cfs respectively (Bossen 1941a [3-4]).
4) Using a regional correlation with another flow estimate location (American River at the
Old Stone Mill site, about 8 miles upstream of Fair Oaks) (Bossen 1941a [2-4]), it was
concluded that ”the 1862 flood crest at … Fair Oaks must have been about … 265,000
cfs” (Bossen 1941a [4]).
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The error estimate of +/- 20% assigned to the 1862 floodflow parameters by the FHA-FD was
based on an estimate made by Meyer (1998) of an uncertainty of +/-15 to 20% for estimating
instantaneous peak discharges at the Fair Oaks Bridge from twice-daily reading of a nonrecorded staff gage in operation between 1904 and 1930 (Meyer 1998 [35]).

Evaluating FHA-DA's Data for Setting Stage Height, Discharge, and Error Range
Four issues related to the above three numerical components (stage height, discharge, and error
range) of the FHA-FD’s 1862 floodflow estimate arise from the evaluation of the FHA-FD’s
source material and the application of that material in the FHA-FD.
First issue concerns the estimation of the water surface elevation of the 1862 floodflow.
Bossen (1941a,b) did not report on the basis by which it was estimated that the 1862 water
surface was 7 ¾ ft higher than the 1907 floodflow at the bridge gage. Taylor (1913 [59]) noted
that prior to the establishment of government gaging stations in the Sacramento Valley area,
floodflow water surface elevations were often monumented by well established landmarks which
can provide a basis of comparison with stages at subsequently established gage site. However,
not reported by Bossen was any information on where and how the 1862 water surface on the
LAR was measured, nor how the measure was monumented or preserved as a measure for the 45
years between events.
The staff gage available for the measure of the 1907 flood was on the second Fair Oaks Bridge,
the first was built in 1901. Therefore, there is the question of whether, and how, the record (by
whatever means) of the 1862 water surface was fortuitously taken (and/or preserved) at the
location of the bridge site 39 years before its construction. If not,
 Where and how was the 1862 information taken and preserved?
 How was it transferred to the Fair Oaks Bridge location?
 How was it accurately related to the staff gage?
If taken at the site of the future bridge, how was the 1862 stage height taken and the record
preserved for 39 years (to the date of bridge construction), for 42 years (to the date of staff gage
establishment), or for 45 years (to the date of the 1907 flood), and how was it accurately related
to the staff gage?
Further, the information provided in Bossen does not preclude the possibility that the reported
1862 flood stage height was derived from oral history or folklore that found its way into the note
which could have been written at any time after the 1907 flood .
Further, according to the USGS (1959 [433]), the staff gage on the Fair Oaks Bridge was
established in 1904. According to the historical marker that is now at the existing Fair Oaks
Bridge, the original bridge was built in 1901, and a re-built bridge was washed out in 1907. If
the 1907 floodflow washed out the bridge and staff gage, how was it known that the 1862 water
surface was 7 ¾ ft higher than the water surface of the 1907 flood?
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An additional reference to the 1862 high water elevation at Fair Oaks being 7.75 ft higher than
that of 1907 was provided by Givan and Grunsky (1912). Givan and Grunsky, the City Engineer
of Sacramento and a consulting engineer, respectively, prepared testimony before the State
Reclamation Board concerning the appropriate inter-levee width for a proposed project along the
downstream most reaches of the LAR. In their unpublished report they stated [20] that
At the Fair Oaks Bridge, …. the high water mark for 1862 was given by N.R.
Taylor, the Weather Bureau Observer at Sacramento, as being 7.75 feet above
the high water of 1907. This information was obtained by him from the late Mr.
J.H. Wise of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, but no verification of this
difference in elevation has yet been obtained.
Interestingly Taylor (1913), in his evaluation of the flood history of the Central Valley, made no
reference to the reported +7.75 ft elevation for the 1862 high water relative to the 1907 high
water at the Fair Oaks Bridge location.
Givan and Grunsky (1912) prepared a profile of the 1862 and 1907 high water surfaces along the
American River using 5 surveyed sites [Sht.16]. The surveyed sites did not include the Fair
Oaks Bridge location [20-22]. The smoothed water surface profiles of the 1862 and 1907 high
water conditions constructed from the surveyed elevations at these sites indicated only a +5 foot
difference at the site of the Fair Oaks Bridge which shows that the +7.75 foot difference reported
by Mr. Wise was disregarded in their assessment.
By 1941, after several revisions, the flow magnitude and water surface elevation of the 1907
flood was understood as 140,000 cfs at 31.4 ft (possibly?) at the 1941 USGS gage datum
(Bossen 1941b [1]). However, the location of the 1941 recording staff gage established in 1930
was about 75 ft upstream of the re-built Fair Oaks Bridge, and the non-recording 1904-1907 staff
gage was located on the bridge which was destroyed in 1907. The USGS (1976 [660]) reported
that the upstream recording gage, operating in 1941, had a datum 1.00 ft lower than the datum of
the non-recording 1907 gage located on the bridge. It is not clear in Bossen (1941 a, b) if this
factor was considered. Presently, the recognized floodflow magnitude of the 1907 event is
156,000 cfs (USGS 2011 [Tbl. 4A]).
Without detailed explanation concerning the above issues, Bossen’s assumed 1862 peak water
surface height of 39.1 ft on the 1941 recording Fair Oaks staff gage should be considered
problematic. Since this estimated water surface elevation was one of the bases for estimating the
peak 1862 peak discharge, the resulting discharge estimate should also be considered suspect.
Another basis for estimating the 1862 floodflow peak was the 150,000 cfs estimate for the 1928
floodflow developed by Bossen 1941a [2-4]). Subsequent to Bossen’s work, the USGS revised
the estimate of the 1928 flood to 156,000 cfs (USGS 1959 [435]). Seemingly a small revision,
however, Bossen (1941a [4]) indicated that with a 1928 flood of 155,000 cfs his estimate of the
1862 flood could be about 10,000 cfs higher. Presently, the magnitude of the 1928 floodflow is
recognized as 163,000 cfs (USGS 2011 [Tbl. 4A]). It is uncertain how these new estimates of
the 1928 flood magnitude (and the revision of the 1907 floodflow magnitude) would influence
Bossen’s estimated magnitude of the 1862 event. (Another issue of interest is the analytic basis
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for, and the justifiable support for, the consistent increases in the estimated magnitude of
historical flood peaks when re-evaluated by the USGS.)
Second issue concerns how the FHA-FD plotted the water surface elevation of the 1862
event on Fig. 3-26 (Figure 2) for “the U.S. Geological Survey gaging station at Fair Oaks and
Fair Oaks Bridge.” The history of gaging at the site provided in USGS 1976 [660] indicated that
prior to November 1930 there were several non-recording staff gages located at and downstream
of the Fair Oaks Bridge. Between November 1930 and January 1958, there was a recording staff
gage located about 75 ft upstream of the Fair Oaks Bridge. The base datum of the downstream
non-recording staff gages were 1.00 ft higher than the recording staff gage above the bridge.
In FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-26 (Figure 2), the stage of the 1862 flood appears to have a plotted
elevation of about 98 ft and the 180,000 cfs flood of 1950 appears to be plotted at about 91 ft.
However, if the upstream recording staff gage, which was in operation in 1941, had a base
elevation datum of 63.79 ft (USGS 1959 [433]) and the 1862 flood was at 39.1 ft on the gage,
then the water surface at the gage would have been at an elevation of about 102.9 ft. and the
1950 flood, with a staff height of 31.85 ft, would have had an elevation of about 95.6 ft. If both
of these flood water surfaces had been plotted for the non-recording staff gage at the bridge, then
the elevations would have been about 103.9 ft and 96.6 ft, respectively.
Neither set of these elevations seem to correspond to the elevations plotted in FHA-FD’s Fig.
3-26 (Figure 2), and it is not clear to which gage location “the U.S. Geological Survey gaging
station at Fair Oaks and Fair Oaks Bridge” refers. Without a clear and complete explanation, it
is not possible to understand how the FHA-FD generated the flood/stage relations for historical
floods. Therefore, the validity in their use in verifying and correlated the FHA-FD’s hydraulic
model seems uncertain.
Third issue concerns how the FHA-FD justified accepting the relationship between its
modeling results for 300,000, 325,000, and 360,000 cfs at n=0.038 and the water surface
elevation of the smaller magnitude 1862 flood event by suggesting that the character of the
channel at the Fair Oaks Bridge site in 1862 is unknown, but that it was probably aggraded to
some extent relative to the conditions depicted in the FHA-FD hydraulic model [72]. As a result,
presumably, for any given magnitude of the 1862 event, it would have resulted in higher water
surfaces than would be indicated by the same discharge in the modeled channel.
This relationship was used by the FHA-FD to justify why the 265,000 cfs water surface elevation
of 1862 was so similar to the water surface elevations for the modeled 300,000-360,000 cfs
discharges. However, the relationship between channel bed aggradation or degradation and
resulting flood-stage water surface elevations can be complex. The NRC (1995 [78-84])
discussed these relations at two gage locations on the LAR in the 1910-1960 period and found
that while there was 8 and 9 ft of channel bed scour, flood-stages were only lowered by about 2
ft. The NRC [79] conducted this analysis only on floodflows of such magnitude that flows
remained confined to the channel and noting that the relationship could be highly affected by
shallow overbank flows with high roughness values.
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While early-date observers characterized the Sierra Nevada hydraulic mining debris in the
Sacramento Valley (and possibly in the LAR?) as generally very fine gravel, sand, and sediment
(Water Engineering & Technology (WET) 1991 [242]), care should be employed when
characterizing the conditions of the LAR at the time of the 1862 floodflow. WET (1991 [241244]) also reported early-date (1880-1881) observations indicating that from Folsom to about
RM 22.5
the river flows between high gravelly banks. These banks are composed of
cobbles-stones, gravel, sand, and argillaceous material, packed together in
various degrees of hardness, and overlaying hard cement familiarly known as
‘bedrock and hardpan,’ Gold occurs in all of the material above the cement, and
in many places has been extensively mined in past years. … Mining operations
were commenced on the American River in 1849; the auriferous banks, near
Alder Creek, were particularly rich. The tailings from such mines as were
opened were dumped into the bed of the river. The filling of the channel
consequent to these operations cannot now [1881] be accurately ascertained, and
is variously reported at from 5 to 30 feet. The first noticeable effect of this
filling was produced in 1862. The regime of the river having been materially
changed, much destruction was wrought. Large tracts of land were swept away
in some places, and immense deposits caused in others. At one point, some 12
miles above Sacramento, and on the left bank, 400 acres were cut down to a
depth of some 5 feet, and on the opposite bank half this area was similarly swept
off.
Therefore, there is a likelihood that the “cobbles-stones” that were side-cast into the channel
(between about RM 22.5 and RM 27) prior to 1862, were entrained by the 1862 floodflow and
were distributed in downstream reaches of the LAR.
In addition to these locally derived materials, Reed et. al (1890 [17]) reported on the 1897
testimony by the Miner’s Association to the House Committee on Water Rights and Drainage
stating in reference to the Sierra Nevada hydraulic mining debris
It was not until the flood of 1861-2 swept down into the lower streams the
thirteen or fourteen years’ accumulations in the mountains of mining debris,
that the evil began to be very injurious.
The mining debris that caused channel aggradation in the rivers of the Sacramento Valley was
generally very small gravel, sand, and silt material. And while these materials have been
progressively flushing from pools, such as the pool at the Fair Oaks Bridge, for many decades,
the water surface elevations during floods can be dictated by the stability of characteristics of
relatively stable coarse gravel bars located downstream. These various issues concerning
channel conditions and dynamics related to the floodflow event, plus the very reliability of the
+7.75 ft relation to the 1907 event, make the use of an assumed water surface elevation for the
1862 event for the LAR hydraulic modeling highly problematic.
Therefore, before the purported water surface elevation of the 1862 flood at the Fair Oaks Bridge
can be used to assist in calibrating the FHA-FD’s hydraulic model, or to even use it to set
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reasonability bounds, the 1862 flood should be assessed to accommodate the presently
understood uncertainty issues, those associated with:
1) general channel aggradation and flood stage relations,
2) the complex sediment issues that could have been occurring during that event,
3) the channel changes that could have been occurring during that event, and
4) the actual channel aggradation at the Fair Oaks Bridge in 1862 that could have affected
flood stage elevation.

Fourth issue concerns the FHA-FD’s use of an error range of +/-20% (Meyer 1998) for
estimating peak floods prior to 1930 as another justification for accepting the use of the 1862
stage/discharge relation for correlating the hydraulic model [72]. Meyer estimated an
uncertainty range of +/-15 to 20% for the potential error in estimating a peak instantaneous
discharge from the USGS records of mean daily discharge that were developed from twice-daily
readings of staff gage heights. This process of twice-daily measures occurred at the Fair Oaks
non-recording staff gage between 1904 and 1930.
Since all of the stages shown on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-26 (Figure 2) are water surface elevations for
essentially instantaneous peak discharges, and are not estimated peak flows and water surfaces
derived from twice-daily staff height readings, Meyer’s +/- 15 to 20% error range would not
apply. Therefore, there is no apparent basis for the FHA-FD’s use of Meyer’s error range.
The types of errors that should be of concern for the 1862 event include:
1) The methods used by, and the veracity of the information sources used by Bossen
(1941a,b) for estimating the water surface and discharge of that event.;
2) The potential that Bossen’s 1862 flood magnitude estimate would be different with the
USGS’s subsequent (1959, 2011) revision of the 1907 and 1928 floodflow magnitudes.
3) The methods used by the FHA-FD for plotting the stage/discharge relations for the 1862
and 1950 events on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-26 (Figure 2).

Additional Concerns
An additional concern is the influences that the artificially sediment-rich flood of 1862 may have
had on the water surface elevation of that floodflow along the LAR. Recently released hydraulic
mining debris was available for transport through much of the channel network of the Middle
and North Forks of the American River. Also immediately upstream of the FHA-FD’s study
reach, the LAR channel may have been largely or perhaps completely choked with ”cobblestones” side-cast from recent mining of channel margin floodplain and terrace bodies. This
material, in transit during the floodflow, could have resulted in changing bed and bank
conditions leading to an erroneous relation between water surface elevations and discharges
when stable channel and banks are assumed.
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A further concern is that the Bossen (1941a, b) estimate of the 1862 floodflow magnitude on the
LAR is not the only estimate. Meyer (1994) used an analysis of regional gage records to develop
a regional envelope curve to estimate a “maximum flood experience” based on watershed size
for regional rivers [Fig.6]. In a follow-up study, Meyer (1998 [Tbl. 4]) concluded that, based on
watershed size, the “maximum flood experience” for the Fair Oaks gage was 260,000 cfs.
Referring to Meyer (1994), the NRC (1999 [36, Fig. 7, Tbl. 2.2]) concluded that the regional
envelope curve indicated that for the Fair Oaks gage the “envelope discharge” was 267,000 cfs.
The USGS (2011 [Tbl. 4A]) shows an estimate that the 1862 floodflow magnitude was in the
interval of 300,000-336,000 cfs, ranging around the 318,000 cfs magnitude estimate at the
location of what would become the Fair Oaks gage site. The methods and processes by which
this 318,000 cfs discharge estimate was developed were not presented by the USGS (2011).

Three Earlier Estimates of 1862 Peak Floodflow
In addition to these relatively recent estimates, the possible magnitude of the 1862 floodflow
event was addressed by three early efforts.
Leet et al. (1862)
In May 1862, four months after the flood, Leet et al. (1862 [146-148]) presented the findings of
an assessment of the flood to the Board of the Swamp Land Commission. The peak discharge of
this flood was estimated at three locations;:
1) 501,290 cfs at a railroad bridge in Folsom at the Folsom Canyon,
2) 321,850 cfs at Brighton at about the RM 8, and
3) 114,860 cfs at the confluence with the Sacramento River.
The difference in peak flows at Folsom Canyon and Brighton was attributed by Leet et al. to the
effect of overbank storage between about RM 23 and RM 8. In fact, at Brighton the total peak
flow was distributed between
 at 106,970 cfs in the channel,
 125,880 cfs over the south bank, and
 89,000 cfs over the north bank.
It was concluded that, due to this overbank flow storage, the floodwave would have lasted
proportionately longer at Brighton than and Folsom Canyon. The difference in peak flows at
Brighton and the river mouth was not specifically addressed by Leet et al. but may have been
attributed to the outbreak flooding to off-channel basins with a total peak of about 206,990 cfs
occurring at several breakout locations from Brighton to near the mouth.
While the assessment procedures were not made explicit in the material presented to the Board,
the information provided by Leet et al. implies that the approach was purely hydraulic. It
appears that following the floodflow event the three sites were surveyed and the peak water
surface elevation, the slope of the water surface through a short reach of channel, and the wetted
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cross-sectional area of the flow were determined. From this an average water velocity was
computed and from that and the cross-sectional area, peak flows were estimated.
There are two major potential problems with this approach. The first is that a stable channel bed
must have been assumed and that the channel configuration after the flood was assumed to be the
same as was present at the time of the of peak discharge. If the floodflow was sediment rich, as
the 1862 event probably was, the bed elevation during the flood could have been highly variable
giving an unreliable relation between water surface elevation and discharge.
Second is that channel-form roughness, such as the differential velocities through a major
channel turn, or eddies and other channel features such as irregular banks that cause differential
velocities, can result in steeper water surface slopes through a short reach at any given actual
discharge. Without considering this factor, a measured slope in conjunction with an assumption
of laminar hydraulic conditions would result in an erroneously high average velocity estimate
and thus in an erroneously high discharge estimate.
Givan and Grunsky (1912)
Givan and Grunsky (1912) presented information about LAR floodflows to the State
Reclamation Board concerning the sizing of a levee project in the downstream most reaches of
the LAR. From the tenor of their written testimony, it appears likely that the proposed project
was being based largely on the floodflow event of 1907. Givan and Grunsky presented
information on the 1862 floodflow event to argue for larger project dimensions. As such, their
effort was directed on the 1862 floodflow not so much as to quantify the peak discharge
magnitude but to show that it was substantially greater than the 1907 floodflow event.
As part of their assessment, Givan and Grunsky [20-22] documented water surface elevation
differences between the 1862 and the 1907 high water marks at five locations on the American
River between a point above Folsom and a point near what was at that time the Western Pacific
Railroad bridge at about RM 2.5. The elevations and elevation differences between these two
events were verified to their satisfaction by the use of long-lived eye witness observations and
site surveying, such that the elevations could be used to develop smoothed water surface profiles
for these two peak flows along the LAR [Sht. 16]. The resulting elevation of the 1862 water
levels relative to the 1907 water levels at the various locations included:
1) a +11.5 foot difference at the stone stable at the Stockton and Coover Mill above Folsom
[noted as located 4336 ft above the highway bridge at Folsom];
2) a +4.00 ft difference at the Studarus Ranch, just west of Mills Station, [this property was
located on river-left at the present location of River Bend Park and the elevation site may
have been at the downstream extreme near RM 13];
3) a +2.99 ft difference at the Russell Stephen Ranch, about 2 miles west of the Studarus
Ranch, [this property was on river-left at about the present location of the Mayhew
Drain, at about RM 11;
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4) a +1.26 ft difference at the Eli Wells Ranch about 1 mile west of Mayhew’s Station, [this
property was on river-left about ¾ mile upstream of the present location of the Watt Ave
Bridge at about RM 10]; and
5) a -1.33 ft difference on the LAR at about the location of an extension of 20th Street [near
the railroad bridge at about RM 2.5].
The three ranch sites were located in this review using the US-CDC (1907) map sheets and
Sacramento County Recorder’s Map (1903). Although Givan and Grunsky accepted the
elevation measurements at the location of the 20th Street extension, indicating that the peak 1862
water surface was 1.33 ft lower than that of 1907, they offered no definitive explanation as to
how these elevations were determined and verified.
They noted that about 0.82 miles upstream of the highway bridge at Folsom, at the stone first
floor foundation of the Stockton and Coover Mill site, there was documented evidence that the
1862 peak flow water surface elevation was 11.5 ft higher than that of the 1907 floodflow event
(see the affidavit of Mr. Karl Knight in Givan and Grunsky). Using a cross-section at this
location [Sht. 17], they estimated that the 1862 peak flow may have been at least 188,880 cfs
based simply on the direct proportional differences in the flow cross-sectional area of the 1862
event compared to that of the 1907 floodflow event. This estimate was based on two
assumptions
1) that the 1907 peak flow was about 128,000 cfs as estimated at that time, and
2) the self-admitted simplistic assumption that discharge magnitude differences would be
directly proportional to flow cross-sectional area differences [22-23].
Using a different method, they estimated that the peak flow magnitude of the 1862 event could
have been about 196,780 cfs. To develop this estimate they:
1) estimated that the daily average discharge of the peak-day flow on the LAR in 1907 was
about 99% of the watershed precipitation on that same day;
2) estimated that the 1862 peak-day watershed precipitation was about 154% of that of the
1907 peak-day;
3) estimated that the average discharge for the peak-day of the 1862 event was about
174,142 cfs by multiplying the 1907 average daily discharge (113,300 cfs) by 154%; and
4) estimated the peak instantaneous discharge of 1862 at 196,780 cfs by assuming that the
instantaneous peak discharge was 113% of the daily average discharge as was the case
on the 1907 peak-flow day [17-18].
They also estimated that about 10,000 cfs could have been added to the peak flow of 1862 due to
local inflows downstream of the Folsom Canyon resulting in a possible peak discharge on the
LAR of 180,000 to 200,000 cfs [23]. Givan and Grunsky admitted that these approaches were
not adequate to firmly estimate the magnitude of the 1862 event on the LAR but concluded that
they were sufficient to estimate that the probable maximum discharge in the project reach could
be as much as 200,000 cfs and certainly should be greater than the 1907 floodflow event.
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If the 1907 peak discharge was actually about 156,000 cfs, following the second Givan and
Grunsky method presented above, they would have estimated the 1862 peak flow at about
240,000 cfs (1907 peak discharge of 156,000 cfs x 154% = 240,240 cfs).
Taylor (1913)
Taylor (1913) also addressed the 1862 floodflow. His general conclusion was that, as of that
date, there was not sufficient information to estimate the magnitude of the 1862 floodflow event.
The Leet et al. (1862) and the Givan and Grunsky (1912) estimates were not mentioned. Taylor
[61] noted that there were reports that the 1862 stage at an unspecified location on the American
River was 60 feet above the low water and that at Sacramento the Sacramento River reached 24
feet above the lower water.
Givan and Grunsky [19] quoted the Daily Union of 1/13/1862:
Great damage at Folsom – the American River rose, on Friday night, 60 feet
above the low water mark … The old flour mill of Stockton and Coover, built
some seven or eight years ago, and the new mill built during the last summer by
Stockton and Coover and Carroll and Mowe were carried away.
From this, it could be inferred that the location of the 60 foot water surface rise was at the mill
site. From the information in hand at the time, Taylor concluded that “[t]he probability is that
the [1862 flow on the] American has been greatly overestimated and the Sacramento has been
quoted too low.”
Taylor (1913 [Fig.44]) indicated that the stage of the 1907 peak floodflow was 11.5 ft lower than
the stage of the 1862 event at what was known as the “stone stable” (actually the first floor of the
Stockton and Coover Mill which was constructed of stone, with the upper wooden floors missing
as of Givan’s and Grunsky’s 1912 assessment) which was stated as being 1.5 miles upstream of
Folsom. This ‘stone stable,’ and the 1862 stage at that site, was also mentioned by Givan and
Grunsky (1912) and by Bossen (1941a, b).
While there was 11.5 ft difference here, Taylor [61] mentioned that this implies that the 1862
stage would have been 11.5 ft higher at the Folsom gage than was the 1907 floodflow event. The
Folsom gage had a stage height of 26.8 ft in 1907 resulting in a possible 1862 peak stage height
of 38.3 ft. Since the Folsom gage was located at about RM 25 [36], within the present Lake
Natoma pool, perhaps about 3 miles downstream of the ‘stone stable’ site, and with a different
channel setting, it is unclear how he drew the conclusion that the stage/discharge relations at the
two sites would be similar.
Taylor did not mention the Fair Oaks gage that Bossen reported as being washed out in 1907 and
neither Givan and Grunsky (1912) nor Bossen (1941a,b) mentioned the Folsom gage or a 1907
peak stage measurement as reported by Taylor. Taylor’s general conclusion was that while the
magnitude of the 1862 floodflow could not be estimated, it was undoubtedly much larger than
the 1907 flow [87].
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Fourth involves some of the FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling parameters.
The “(w)ater surface depth and STREAM POWER distribution in cross-sections at the Fair Oaks and
Cordova High School sites for a range of peak discharges between 180,000 and 850,000 cfs were
computed (Figs. 3-27 and 3-28)” [72-73] (Figures 8, 10). Not only did Denlinger et al. (2002)
use the Manning’s roughness value of 0.038 as part of the model to distribute water surface
elevations and water velocities, it was also used to distribute FLOOD POWER. Manning’s number of
0.038 at their study reach represented the effect of a bed roughness of boulders about 3 feet in
size in the main channel and cobbles along the border of the channel and ignored the additional
drag induced by vegetation. Assuming that the FHA-FD followed the same modeling procedures
on the LAR, what evidence is there that this Manning’s number also adequately represents the
roughness conditions of the surfaces indicated by the FHA-FD to be inundated by paleofloods?
While Denlingler et al.'s Manning's roughness value assumed no vegetation in place, paleofloods
on the LAR would have inundated vegetated surfaces including the densely wooded riparian
strip of the LAR, the somewhat wooded Holocene Xerofluvents surfaces, and the relatively
smooth bunchgrass, or possibly an annual forbs open prairie surface (Evett and Bartolome 2013
[1646]) of that portion of FHA-FD’s “Rossmoor terrace,” which was also mapped as Rossmoor
series soil (assumed here to have been the LAR conditions at the time of significant paleofloods).
Also this Manning’s number was to represent the roughness conditions of the relatively smooth
LAR channel bed.
The HEC-2 1-D model used by Magilligan (1992) (See Section 2B for details) allows for the
application of variable Manning’s number assignments along a cross-section such that the
variable drag characteristics of vegetation can be incorporated. It also allows for reducing the
Manning’s roughness value as flow depth increases. Chow et al. (1988 [35, Tbl. 2.5.1])
indicated that floodplain surfaces ranging in vegetation form pasture to dense trees can have
Manning’s numbers ranging from 0.035 to 0.100. Phillips and Tadayon (2007 [12, Tbl. 4]) used
Chow and other sources to indicate the floodplain surfaces with vegetation ranging from short
grass to thick riparian areas can have Manning’s numbers ranging from 0.025 to 0.160.
Comparing the MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) distribution at the cross-section in Fig. 3-28 (Figure 8),
the Manning’s numbers of 0.038 and 0.030 for the modeled flow of 400,000 cfs seems to
indicate that the lower Manning’s number results in increased MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) in the main
channel and reduced MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) on floodplain surfaces. With all other parameters
remaining unchanged, a lower Manning’s roughness value should result in higher water
velocities and, therefore, in reduced water depths across the inundated section. The variable
MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) results at 400,000 cfs for those two roughness values indicate that
MANNING’S POWER (P-SV) is very sensitive to water depth. This implies that the methods of
integrating Manning’s roughness values into estimating FLOOD POWER employed by the
TRIMR2D model results in FLOOD POWER values being more sensitive to water velocities than
water depth, and that water velocities are very sensitive to Manning’s number value assignments.
Therefore, it seems that the selection of a defensibly appropriate Manning’s roughness value is a
critical step in deriving the distribution of STREAM POWER results that are most reflective of the actual
floodflow conditions. It appears that using the TRIMR2D model with appropriate Manning’s
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numbers and applying Manning’s numbers as a distributed value variable on the LAR would
result in significantly different water surface elevations and different point-specific water depth,
water velocity, and bed friction factors, and different point-specific STREAM POWER results than the
FHA-FD developed.
This potential issue of using appropriate Manning’s roughness values on these overbank surfaces
(as well as for the LAR in general), when combined with the potential problems of the FHAFD’s “pre-mining” topographic mapping (and modern pre-settlement conditions), raises serious
questions about the FHA-FD hydraulic modeling application. Therefore, the STREAM POWER
results developed by the FHA-FD, which form the basis of the FHA-FD’s paleoflood estimates,
are highly suspect.
Denlinger et al. (2002) tested Manning’s numbers of 0.030 and 0.038 and selected n=0.038 for
their modeling application. It is unclear why the FHA-FD tested the same values and selected
the same value for its modeling application for the LAR as for the Verde River. The
circumstances are clouded in that the bed roughness descriptors of the Verde River site indicated
the presence of small boulders (to 3 ft) and cobble, and assumed the absence of vegetation,
which was a very different setting than that of the LAR. Although not directly addressed, the
channel slope of the two study sites may also be very different.
Finally, the cross-section at which the FHA-FD conducted its model correlation is at a relatively
narrow and semi-confined location with an indicated inundated width of about 600 feet [Fig. 326] (Figure 2). However, at the cross-sections at which the modeled results were “computed”
are unconfined with inundation widths that range to at least 2000 feet [Figs. 3-27, 3-28] (Figures
8, 10) or greater at other locations; about 4500 feet (about 0.87 mile) at Rossmoor Bar, at the
location of the FHA-FD’s diagnostic overflow channel; (see Section 4B and 4C review for
details and compare Figure 2 with Figures 8 and 10) in which extensive shallow overbank
inundation is indicated by the modeling of higher discharges. What justification is there for
applying a Manning’s number used to calibrate a model at a semi-confined cross-section, with
relatively deep water throughout, to very wide unconfined cross-sections with extensive areas of
shallow overbank flow?
Because of all the foregoing topographic issues, the uncertainties with the plots on FHA-FD’s
Fig. 3-26 (Figure 2), and the use of a Manning’s roughness value of 0.038, it is questionable that
the FHA-FD’s hydraulic model results adequately reflect the FHA-FD’s pre-mining hydraulic
conditions (as of 1906) of the LAR.

Fifth involves the possible application of FHA-FD’s 2-D hydraulic model.
The FHA-FD stated
(w)ater surface depth and STREAM POWER distribution in cross-sections at the Fair
Oaks and Cordova High School sites for a range of peak discharges between
180,000 and 850,000 cfs were computed (Figs. 3-27 and 3-28) [72-73]
(Emphasis added).
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A 2-D model is designed to develop various hydraulic parameter results over the surface area of
a channel and/or floodplain for the purpose of integrating subtle tangential currents at specific
sites that have been influenced by topographic and other obstacle features in the vicinity of a
particular site. As such, the products of 2-D models form a network of data points throughout
the modeled area. In this 2-D model context, it is unclear why the FHA-FD “computed” STREAM
POWER along the two cross-sections.
It is unclear if this statement implies that the FHA-FD conducted a hybrid 2-D model that
 ignored variable tangential water vectors by ignoring a 2-D topographic network,
 computed water surfaces based on 1-D modeling, and
 distributed variably water velocity and STREAM
shallow water equation.

POWER

based on variably water depth and a

The meaning of “computed” should be clarified as part of an adequate description of the
hydraulic modeling procedures employed.
All of the foregoing issues concerning the FHA-FD’s hydraulic modeling indicate that a
thorough and critical evaluation of FHA-FD’s procedures and applications is in order.
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Summary of Background Literature Concerning the Application
of unit stream power and MANNING'S POWER in Accessing Channel
and Floodplain Responses to Floods
Following is a table that summarizes the results of a review focused on two main issues:
1) How has Magilligan’s (1992) “unit stream power threshold” of 300 W/sq m (or shear
stress of 100 N/sq m) for floodplain modification been applied in the peer-reviewed
literature?
2) Has the FHA-FD assessment approach of conflating MANNING’S POWER and unit stream
power concepts been replicated in any other peer-reviewed studies?
o In addition to the 69 Background Papers that in some way refer to Magilligan
(1992), included are both Magilligan (1992) and the FHA-FD (USBR 2002) in
the table to provide the reader direct comparisons. Also included is Miller
(1990) which was referred to in Magilligan (1992), and which also reported a
unit stream power geomorphic disruption threshold of 300 W/sq m.
Denlinger et al. (2002), which was referred to in the FHA-FD, and Miller
(1995), which applied both 1-D and 2-D energy equations, also were included.
(These five papers have bolded citations in the table. They are listed below as
well as in Background Papers.).
For each citation in the Background Paper portion of the references, four categories of
information related to STREAM POWER are presented on the Appendix table
1)

terms: When the term STREAM POWER was used in the paper, how constrained was
the definitional rigor [page];
o WC – Well-constrained; were the term(s) well-constrained by an explicit equation
(with references).
o SC – Semi-constrained; were the term(s) used in a well-constrained sense but only
by reference to a secondary source (with references).
o UC- Un-constrained; were the terms(s) used in an informal, unconstrained sense
(with references).
o Same as Magilligan’s (1992) unit stream power?
 “Probably …….” when semi-constrained,
 “Possibly ….....” when it is likely through inference.
o Same as or functionally equivalent to FHA-FD’s MANNING’S POWER?
 “Same as” is used even though the FHA-FD uses “MANNING’S POWER” in an
unconstrained way – assumed in this review is this term is functionally
equivalent to Denlinger et al. (2002) flood power per unit area.
 “Probably ……” when semi-constrained,
 “Possibly …….” when it is likely through inference.
STREAM POWER
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o N/A is entered in this column when the paper makes no reference to the STREAM
POWER aspects of Magilligan (1992).
2) Application of STREAM POWER: When a STREAM POWER term was used, what was the term, and to
what portion of the channel/riverine system was it applied [page];
o Inchannel; applied only (or separately) within the active channel margins.
o Overbank; applied only (or separately) to overbank, floodplain areas.
o Total inundated; applied to both inchannel and overbank, floodplain areas
together.
3) Reported numerical values: When numerical STREAM POWER results were reported, what was
the term, and what was the intended spatial range [page];
o Cross-sectional; the results were applied to the whole of a cross-section with one
metric value.
o Longitudinal; the results were applied to a longitudinal study reach by comparing
cross-sections.
o Zonal; the results were applied variably along a cross-section, variably and
continuously through a study reach, discrete partitions of the cross-section, or
to specific geomorphic surfaces.
4)

thresholds: When a STREAM POWER threshold for floodplain geomorphic response
was mentioned [page];
o What STREAM POWER parameter was used? (what values were reported) (reference).
o Was it included only by reference / or was it part of the analysis in the paper?
o Was it applied to specific portions on the channel?
 Inchannel; only to the active channel,
 Overbank; applied to specific overbank surfaces,
 Total inundated; when applied to both inchannel and overbank areas
together.
STREAM POWER

Five papers with bolded citations in table:
Denlinger, R.P., D.R.H. O’Connell, and P. K. House, 2002: Robust determination of stage and discharge:
an example from an extreme flood on the Verde River, Arizona. In; House, P.K, R. Webb, V. Baker, and
D.J. Levish (eds.), 2002: Ancient Floods, Modern Hazards; Principles and Application of Paleoflood
Hydrology. American Geophysical Union, Water Science and Application 5. p127-146.
Magilligan, F.J., 1992: Thresholds and spatial variability of flood power during extreme floods.
Geomorphology, v5, p373-390.
Miller, A.J., 1990: Flood hydrology and geomorphic effectiveness in the Central Appalachians. Earth
Surface Processes and Landforms, v15, p119-134.
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Miller, A.J., 1995: Valley morphology and boundary conditions influencing spatial patterns of flood flow.
In; Costa, J.E. et al. (ed.), 1995: Natural and Anthropogenic Influences in Fluvial Geomorphology; The
Wolman Volume. American Geophysical Union, Geophysical Monograph 89. p57-81.
US Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), 2002: Flood Hazard Analysis – Folsom Dam, Central Valley Project
California (FHA-FD). Prepared by Ralph Klinger and John England of the Flood Hydrology Group.
128p, w/appendices.
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- WC – stream power per unit channel
length [280] (same as Rhoads 1987 and
Fonstad 2003, cross-sectional stream
power; Reinfelds et al. 2004, total
stream power).
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – unit stream power [137-8]
(Baker and Costa 1987) .
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

- WC - Floodplain unit power [149].
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

- WC - mean stream power [62]
(Rhodes 1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- SC – UNIT STREAM POWER [931]
(Magilligan 1992).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

- Magilligan’s unit stream power?
- FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER?

- SC- SEMI-CONSTRAINED
- UC- UNCONSTRAINED

POWER terms [p]
- WC- Well-constrained

STREAM
POWER

- Total inundated [139].

- Inchannel (bankfull) [280].

- Hypothetical total inundated
[149].

- Total inundated [931].

- Inchannel (bankfull) [63].

Application of STREAM
- Inchannel
- Overbank
- Total inundated

[p]

- Zonal (4 m cross-section segment
data) [139].

- Cross-sectional [280].
- Longitudinal [281].

N/A

N/A

- Cross-sectional [63].
- Longitudinal [63].

Reported numerical values [p]
- Cross-sectional
- Longitudinal
- Zonal

N/A

N/A

m), or UNIT STREAM
POWER (300 W/sq m)
[931] (Magilligan
1992).
- Reference only.
- Total inundated.
- No parameters [146].
- Reference only.
- Floodplains (?)

- SHEAR STRESS (100N/sq

N/A

POWER

thresholds [p]
- Parameters (values)
- Reference / analysis
- Application

STREAM
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- WC – unit stream power [163] (Baker
and Costa 1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

- WC – unit stream power [1].
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

Brooks and
Lawrence, 1999

Brummer and
Montgomery 2003

Boughton et al.
2009

Birkeland 2002

Bendix 1999

- WC – unit stream power [471].
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – unit stream power [246] (Baker
and Costa 1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – unit stream power [62] (Baker
and Costa 1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’s MANNING’S POWER.
- UC– UNIT STREAM POWER [98]
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’s MANNING’S POWER.

terms [p]

Bendix 1997

POWER

STREAM
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- Inchannel (bankfull) [1, 5].

- Total inundated [165]

- Inchannel (inferred)

- Total inundated [62]

- Total inundated [246].

- Total inundated [474].

Application of STREAM

[p]

- Cross-sectional [9]
- Longitudinal [9].

- Cross-sectional
- Longitudinal [165]

N/A

- Zonal [69, 70, 72]

- Cross-sectional (but are the
averages of the 4 m segments from
Bendix 1994 [474].
- Longitudinal [476].
- Zonal (4 m cross-section segment
data) [247].

Reported numerical values [p]

- Unit stream power
(300 W/sq m [163,165]
(Miller 1990,
Magilligan 1992).
- Analysis.
- Total inundated.
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

POWER

thresholds [p]

STREAM
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N/A

Palaeocompetence method;
- WC – stream power [727] (Costa
1983).
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
Slope-Area method;
- WC – stream power [728].
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
2-D Hydrodynamic method;
- SC – STREAM POWER PER UNIT AREA
[733] (Carrivick et al. 2004a, 2004b).
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Same as FHA-FD’S MANNING’S

Calver and
Anderson 2004

Carrivick 2007

POWER.

- WC – specific stream power [263]
(Magilligan 1992)
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

terms [p]

Callow and
Smettem 2007

POWER

STREAM
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Slope-Area method;
- Cross-sectional [727-8, 732].

2-D Hydrodynamic method;
- Zonal (node-point specific data)
[733, 735].

Slope-Area method;
- Total inundated [727-8].

2-D Hydrodynamic method;
- Total inundated [732-3, 735].

N/A

- Cross-sectional [270]
Analysis limited to the inchannel
cross-section as one value,
although floodplain areas were
assessed.

Reported numerical values [p]

Palaeocompetence method;
- Zonal (node-point specific data)
[729-30].

[p]

Palaeocompetence method;
- Total inundated [729-30]

N/A

- Inchannel (bankfull) [263]

Application of STREAM

- Specific stream power
(>500 W/sq m) [271-2].
- Analysis.
- Inchannel
(Nanson and Croke
1992, Church 2002,
Reinfelds et al. 2004)
- None mentioned
[129].
- Reference only;
Magilligan 1992,
Meyer 2001, Newson
1980, Ritter et al. 1999
2-D Hydrodynamic
method;
- STREAM POWER PER
UNIT AREA (<300, 300<
3000, >3000 W/sq m)
[737].
- Analysis
- Zonal [Table VI]

POWER

thresholds [p]

STREAM
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- WC – flood power per unit area [136]
(Bagnold 1966).
- UC – MANNING’S POWER [140].
- UC – UINT POWER [140].
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Same as FHA-FD’S MANNING’S

N/A

Faulkner 1998

Eaton and
Lapointe 2001

POWER [1575]
(Magilligan 1992, Jacobson and Gran
1999).
- Probably Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’s MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – Average specific stream power
[295].
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

Doyle et al. 2002

- SC – FLOOD STREAM

N/A

Dollar 2000

POWER.

- Total inundated [128].

N/A

Curran et al. 205

Denlinger et al.
2002

N/A

N/A

POWER

N/A

- Instream (bankfull) [295].

N/A

N/A

N/A

- Total inundated [389-90].

Crowder and
Knapp 2005

Application of STREAM

- WC – specific stream power [390].
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

terms [p]

Cenderelli and
Wohl 2003

POWER

STREAM

Citation

DRAFT 16
[p]

N/A

- Cross-sectional [294]

N/A

N/A

- Zonal (node-point data) [140].

N/A

N/A

- cross-sectional [390-3].
- longitudinal [396-403].

Reported numerical values [p]

- Shear stress (100 N/sq
m) [307].
- Reference only.;
(Magilligan 1992,
Miller 1990).
- Floodplain surface.
N/A

N/A

- Flood power per unit
area (75<375 W/sq m)
[139, 142].
- Non-threshold
observations
- Analysis.
- Zonal (node-point).
N/A

N/A

- Specific stream power
(>10,000 W/sq m)
[405].
- Analysis.
- Total inundated.
N/A

POWER

thresholds [p]

STREAM
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POWER

terms [p]

STREAM POWER

- WC – stream power per unit width
[88] (Baker and Costa 1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

- WC – unit stream power and power
per unit wetted area [1759] (Bendix
1994 and Baker and Costa 1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

Gergel, et al. 2002

- UC – MEAN

STREAM POWER [290].
- WC – stream power per unit width
[670] (Baker and Costa 1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

[290].

- UC – CROSS-SECTIONAL

- WC – mean stream power [77] (mean
available power supply, Bagnold 1966
[I-5]).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

- WC – maximum unit stream power
[629].
- UC - UNIT STREAM POWER [629].
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

STREAM

Fuller 2008

Fuller 2007

Fonstad and
Marcus 2003

Fonstad 2003

Ferguson and
Brierley 1999

Citation

DRAFT 16
POWER

[p]

- Total inundated [1758].

-Total inundated [88].

- Total inundated [671]

- Instream (bankfull, 2 yr. flow)
[290].

- Inchannel (1 yr. flow) [84].

- Inchannel (point data) [629].
- Overbank (point data) [629].

Application of STREAM

- Zonal (node-point data) [1759].

- Cross-sectional [88].

- Cross-sectional [671]

- Cross-sectional [290].

- Cross-sectional [86]
- Longitudinal [86]

“Estimates” [629].

Reported numerical values [p]

- Stream power per unit
width (<106, <290,
<319 W/sq m) [671]
(Magilligan 1992).
- Analysis.
- Total inundated
- Stream power per unit
width (<70, <319 W/sq
m.) [89-93] (Magilligan
1992).
- Analysis.
- Total inundated
N/A

N/A

N/A

W/sq m)
[645] (Magilligan
1992).
- Estimate [645].
- Inchannel [645].

POWER (300

- WITHIN CHANNEL STREAM

POWER

thresholds [p]

STREAM
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Jain and Fryirs et
al. 2008

Hooke and Mant
2000

Greenbaum and
Bergman 2006
Hauer and
Habersack 2009

- WC – total stream power [128]
(Bagnold, 1966).
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – unit stream power [128].
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

POWER.

STREAM POWER [169]

(Magilligan 1992??).
- Possibly the same as Magilligan’s
unit stream power.
- Probably not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S

- SC – UNIT

reference).
- WC – specific stream power [660]
(Cenderelli and Wohl 2003).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

- UC - STREAM power [178] (no

POWER.

- Total stream power; inchannel (2
yr. flow) [129-30].

- Total inundated [169].

- Total stream power; crosssectional and longitudinal [130-1].

- Cross-sectional [169].

- Cross-sectional [672-6].
- Longitudinal [672-6].
- Zonal (overbank) [672-6].

N/A

N/A

Reported numerical values [p]

- Inchannel [659].
- Overbank [659].
- Total inundated [659].

[p]

- Cross-sectional [178].

POWER

- Total inundated [178].

N/A

STREAM POWER [933]
(Magilligan 1992).
- Possibly Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Probably not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S

- SC – SPECIFIC

N/A

Application of STREAM

N/A

terms [p]

Gomez and
Coleman et al.
2007
Gomez and
Phillips et al. 1997

POWER

STREAM

Citation

DRAFT 16

- Unit stream power
(300 W/sq m) [137-9]
(Magilligan 1992).
- Reference only.
- Total inundated.

- Specific stream power
(variable; W/sq m.)
[671-80] (Magilligan
1992).
- Analysis.
- Overbank
- Total inundated.
- UNIT STREAM POWER
(300 W/sq m)[169].
- Reference only.
- Total inundated.

N/A

N/A

N/A

POWER

thresholds [p]

STREAM
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Kale and Hire
2007

Kale 2008

Jansen and
Brierley 2004
Kale 2007

Jain and Preston et
al. 2006

Citation

DRAFT 16
POWER

terms [p]

- WC - stream power per unit
boundary area [158] (Baker and Costa
1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC - stream power per unit
boundary area [138] (Baker and Costa
1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

- WC - stream power per unit boundary
area [310] (Baker and Costa 1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

- WC – cross-sectional stream power
[298].
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
N/A

STREAM
POWER

- Total inundated [136].

- Total inundated [156].

- Cross-sectional [140].

- Cross-sectional [160].

- Cross-sectional [310-312]

- Total inundated [311, 313].

- Cross-sectional and longitudinal
[306-13].

Reported numerical values [p]

N/A

[p]

N/A

- Inchannel (2 yr. flow) [300].

Application of STREAM

- Unit stream power
(300 W/sq m) [313-14]
(Magilligan 1992,
Miller 1990).
- Reference only.
- Total inundated
- Unit stream power
(300 W/sq m) [159]
(Magilligan 1992,
Miller 1990).
- Reference only.
- Total inundated.
- Unit stream power
(300 W/sq m) [140]
(Magilligan 1992,
Miller 1990).
- Reference only.
- Total inundated.

N/A

N/A

POWER

thresholds [p]

STREAM
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Lawler et al. 1999

Lapointe et al.
1996

N/A

-Total stream power per unit
channel length; total inundated
(continuous node-point data) [297].

- WC – total stream power per unit
channel length [294].
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – specific stream power [294].
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – unit flow power [2386].
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
N/A

- Total inundated [2386,2391].

- Specific stream power; inchannel
(bankfull) [302-3]

- Shear stress.
- Zonal (Overbank) [177].

- Shear stress.
- Overbank [177].

N/A

- Cross-sectional [2391].
- Longitudinal [2391]

- Specific stream power; crosssectional and longitudinal [303-4]

-Total stream power per unit
channel length; longitudinal
(continuous node-point data) [297].

N/A

- Unit stream power.
- Cross-sectional [175,177]

Reported numerical values [p]

- Unit stream power.
- Total inundated [175, 177]

N/A

[p]

N/A

POWER

Kiss and Sipos
2007
Knighton 1999

Application of STREAM

- WC – unit stream power [176] (Baker
and Costa 1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC - boundary shear stress [176]
- Same as Magilligan’s shear stress.

terms [p]

Kemp 2004

POWER

STREAM

Citation

DRAFT 16

- Unit stream power
(300 W/sq m) [2391]
(Magilligan 1992).
- Analysis.
- Total inundated.
N/A

N/A

- Unit stream power
(<70 W/sq m) [175,
186] (Magilligan 1992).
- Analysis.
- Total inundated.
- Shear stress (<60
N/sq m) [175, 186]
(Magilligan 1992).
- Analysis.
- Overbank.
N/A

POWER

thresholds [p]

STREAM
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N/A

N/A

Lecce and
Pavlowsky 2001
Lecce et al. 2004

Lecce and
Pavlowsky 1997

Lecce 1997b

- Mean stream power; crosssection, longitudinal [435].

- Mean stream power; unspecified
but probably inchannel (bankfull)
[430]

N/A

N/A

- Cross-sectional stream power;
unspecified.

- Mean stream power; crosssectional, longitudinal [480-1].

- Mean stream power; inchannel
(bankfull) [475-6].

- Cross-sectional stream power;
inchannel (bankfull) [428].

- Cross-sectional stream power;
cross-sectional, longitudinal [477].

- Cross-sectional stream power;
inchannel (bankfull) [475-6].

- Mean stream power; crosssectional [271].

Reported numerical values [p]

- Mean stream power; total
inundated [271].

[p]

- Cross-sectional stream power;
cross-sectional [269].

POWER

- Cross-sectional stream power;
inchannel (bankfull) [268].

N/A

Application of STREAM

- WC – cross-sectional stream power
[268] (Bagnold 1966).
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – mean stream power [268]
(Bagnold 1966).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – cross-sectional stream power
[472] (Rhoads 1987).
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – mean stream power [472]
(Rhoads 1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – cross-sectional stream power
[427].
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – mean stream power [430]
(Rhoads 1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
N/A

terms [p]

Lecce 1997a

POWER

STREAM

Citation

DRAFT 16

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

- Mean stream power
(30 W/sq m) 271-271].
((threshold; transition
from ch/w large
floodplain to ch/w
narrow meander belt)).
- Analysis.
- Total inundated.

POWER

thresholds [p]

STREAM
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- Total inundated [282].

- WC – stream power per unit channel
boundary area [283]
- Probably same as Magilligan’s unit
stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – unit stream power [128]
(Baker and Costa 1987).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – unit stream power [58], and
- WC – cross-sectional average unit
stream power [65]
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – unit stream power for the center
of the channel [65].
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Same as FHA-FD’S MANNING’S

Miller 1995

Miller 1990

POWER.

N/A

N/A

Magilligan et al.
1998
Magilligan and
Stamp 1997
Meyer 2001

POWER

- Cross-sectional average unit
stream power; cross-sectional [65].

- Unit stream power for the center
of the channel; node-point data,
inchannel, cross-sectional [65].

- Cross-sectional average unit
stream power; total inundated [65].

- Unit stream power for the center
of the channel; node-point data
[65].

- Cross-sectional [282]

N/A

N/A

- Cross-sectional [378].
- Longitudinal [378]

Reported numerical values [p]

- Cross-sectional [130].
- Longitudinal [130]

[p]

- Total inundated [130].

- Total inundated [376].

N/A

Application of STREAM

- WC – unit stream power [375]
(Baker and Costa 1987, same as
power per unit wetted in Rhoads
1987).
- Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
N/A.

terms [p]

Magilligan 1992

POWER

STREAM

Citation

DRAFT 16

- Unit stream power
(300 W/sq m) [79]
(Magilligan 1992).
- Reference only.
- Total inundated.

- Unit stream power
(300 W/sq m) [132].
- Analysis.
- Total inundated.

- Unit stream power
(300 W/sq m) [282].
- Reference only.
- Total inundated.

N/A

- Unit stream power
(300 W/sq m) [385].
- Shear stress (100
N/sq m) [385].
- Analysis.
- Total inundated.
N/A

POWER

thresholds [p]

STREAM
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N/A

- WC – cross-sectional stream power
[291] (Rhoads 1987 [power per unit
length of stream] [190]).
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC- total stream power [405].
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – specific stream power [405]
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

Phillips 2006

Phillips and
Slattery 2006

Reinfelds et al.
2004

N/A

Phillips 2002

Molnar and
Ramirez 2002

POWER

- Specific stream power; crosssectional, longitudinal [409].

- Specific stream power; inchannel
(bankfull) [405-6].

- Cross-sectional [300].
- Longitudinal [298].

N/A

N/A

- Cross-section [112]
- Longitudinal [112, 114]

N/A

N/A

Reported numerical values [p]

- Total stream power; crosssectional, longitudinal [409].

[p]

- Total stream power; inchannel
(bankfull) [405-6].

- Uncertain.

N/A

N/A

- Inchannel (<bankfull) [108].

N/A

STREAM POWER [132]
(Magilligan 1992, Miller 1995).
- Probably the same as Magilligan’s
unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – energy dissipated per unit
channel area and unit stream power
[109] Molmar and Rameriz 1998).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

- SC – UNIT

N/A

Application of STREAM

N/A

terms [p]

Molnar and
Anderson et al.
2006
Molnar and
Burlando et al.
2002

POWER

STREAM

Citation

DRAFT 16

- Specific stream power
(300 W/ sq m) [411-12]
(Magilligan 1992).
- Reference only.
- Inchannel.

N/A

N/A

N/A

- UNIT STREAM POWER
(300 W/sq m) [114]
(Magilligan 1992).

N/A

N/A

POWER

thresholds [p]

STREAM
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STREAM POWER [662].
- Possibly the same as Magilligan’s
unit stream power.
- Probably not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S

Schmidt et al.
2001

N/A

Taylor, M. and
Lewin 1997

Snyder et al. 2003

Seo and
Nakamura 2009

- WC – specific stream power [1738]
(Leopold et al. 1964).
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – total stream power per unit
channel length [790] (Knighton 1999).
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – boundary shear stress [2-3].
- Same as Magilligan’s shear stress.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

Schmitt et al. 2007

POWER.

- UC – UNIT

POWER PER UNIT AREA

[114] (Magilligan 1992).
- Probably the same as Magilligan’s
unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

- SC – STREAM

terms [p]

Rhoads 1994

POWER

STREAM

Citation

DRAFT 16
POWER

[p]

N/A

- Total inundated [3]

- Total inundated [inferred].

- Inchannel (bankfull) [1731, 1738].

- Inchannel (<bankfull) [661].

- Unspecified.

Application of STREAM

N/A

- Cross-sectional [5]

- Cross-sectional [inferred].

- Cross-sectional [1739].

- Cross-sectional [664].

- Unspecified

Reported numerical values [p]

(300 W/sq
m); MEAN BED SHEAR
STRESS (100 N/sq m)
[114] (Magilligan
1992)
- Reference only.
- Unspecified.

POWER PER

STREAM POWER

N/A

- Critical shear stress
(100 N/sq m) [5]
(Magilligan 1992).
- Analysis.
- Inchannel.

N/A

N/A

(350 W/sq m) [664]
Magilligan 1992).
- Reference only.
- Inchannel.

- UNIT

UNIT AREA

- STREAM

POWER

thresholds [p]
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Zielinski and Van
Loon 2003

Woltemade 1994

Wasklewicz 2001

USBR, FHA-FD
2002

Urban and Rhoads
2003

Taylor, S. and
Kite 2006

Citation

DRAFT 16
terms [p]

POWER PER UNIT BED AREA

POWER [599].
- Probably the same as Magilligan’s
unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

- UC – STREAM

- WC – cross-sectional stream power
[365-6].
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
N/A

POWER [74, 75].
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

- UC – MANNING’S

POWER.

[789].
- Possibly the same as Magilligan’s
unit stream power.
- Probably not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S

- UC – STREAM

POWER

- WC – stream power per unit length
[33] (Bagnold 1966).
- Not Magilligan’s unit stream power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.
- WC – unit stream power [34].
- Same as Magilligan’s unit stream
power.
- Not FHA-FD’S MANNING’S POWER.

STREAM
POWER

-- END --

- Unspecified.

N/A

- Inchannel (bankfull) [365-6].

- Total inundated [74, 75}.

- Inchannel (bankfull) [789].

- Unspecified

Application of STREAM

[p]

- Cross-sectional [604].

N/A

Cross-sectional (inferred).

- Zonal [74, 75].

- Cross-sectional (inferred).
- Longitudinal [791].

- Unspecified

Reported numerical values [p]

POWER (300
W/sq m) [599]
(Magilligan 1992).
- Reference only.
- Unspecified.

- STREAM

N/A

POWER (100300 W/ sq m) [76]
(Magilligan 1992).
- Reference only.
- Overbank.
N/A

- STREAM

N/A

N/A

POWER

thresholds [p]

STREAM
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Appendix C
Post-1937 to 1986 Evidence of Channel and Bank Instability in
the Half Mile of the LAR at and near the Cordova High School
Cross-section
For issues related to FHA-FD's Cordova High School Cross-section and arch site SAC-319, an
important consideration is the relatively recent instability of the channel and bank in the half
mile of the LAR at this location. Along the river-left at the cross-section, the channel margin is
composed of unconsolidated coarse sediment of the (most probably) post-Modesto II Holocene
surface. Just upstream, the channel margin is composed of resistant materials of either the
Turlock Lake Formation or the Riverbank Formation. Extending downstream on river-left, the
channel margin is composed of the coarse unconsolidated materials of the (most probably) postModesto III surface, the surface that makes up much of River Bend Park. Apparently starting in
the 1960’s or early 1970’s, and extending through at least the 1986 floodflow event, this has
been a location of progressive gravel sediment influx from upstream sources.
Aerial photos of 8/17/1937, before the closer of the new Folsom Dam, indicate that in the pool
upstream of the cross-section there were alternating attached bars. The upstream bar was on
river-right and was very active with evidence of fresh gravel. The downstream bar on river-left
was largely stable with heavy vegetation cover which may have been a post-Modesto IV surface
with other Holocene surfaces between it and the higher younger phase of Modesto Formation
surface at Cordova Park. These Holocene surfaces were apparent on Cross-section III of the USCDC (1907) survey, therefore, the attached bars and the vegetated Holocene surfaces appear to
have been stable features through the first half of the 1900’s.
The aerial photos of 8/24/1957, after the closer of the new Folsom Dam, show the downstream
bar on river-left was beginning to be scoured with a signature of fresh gravel and the absence of
established vegetation at its upstream end. In Feb. 1963, there was a peak floodflow of 101,000
cfs, and the aerial photos of 1963 and the summer of 1964 indicate no substantial change in the
general channel conditions in this area or in the upstream attached bars since the 1957 photo
date.
In Dec. 1964, a floodflow of 115,000 cfs occurred along with floods of 73,400 cfs in Jan. 1969
and 56,700 cfs in Jan. 1970. Converse Consultants [8-8 Drw. 8-5] reported bank erosion in this
area started to occur with the floodflow of 1964, and rock wing dams were constructed in the
1967-early 1970’s period along the river-left bank upstream of the Holocene surface at the crosssection to protect a county sewage outfall from the threat of bank erosion. These wing dams
were placed along a section of channel margin that had the resistant geologic materials.
The next available aerial photos dated 6/28/1972 indicate these Dec. 1964-Jan. 1970 high flows
led to substantial changes in this reach. The river-right attached bar had transitioned into a
continuous but compressed point bar and the river-left channel margin was scoured, and the
river-left attached bar was completely removed along with several Holocene surfaces. The river-
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left attached bar and the Holocene surface that were scoured were against a channel margin
composed of the resistant Turlock Lake or Riverbank Formation material. This channel margin
transitions to erodible Holocene material just at about the location of the FHA-FD cross-section.
Coupled with the scour of gravel from the channel just upstream, in the immediate vicinity of the
cross-section, a mid-channel medial bar developed. This feature in turn induced some bank
retreat on river-left of the Holocene (most probably) post-Modesto II surface. When, during
floodflow conditions, a slug of gravel is transported into a reach with erodible banks, there is a
tendency for channels to adjust in a combined process of developing mid-channel bars by the net
deposition of gravel and channel widening by bank erosion. Converse Consultants (1986 [8-8])
reported that during the Feb. 1982, 91,000 cfs floodflow (and possibly also in the Jan. 1980 flow
of 84,800 cfs) this process occurred at the Holocene channel margin at this cross-section.
During the 1982 event, the river-left bank retreated about 100 ft and bank scour occurred along
about 1500 ft of channel bank. Shortly thereafter this bank was rip rapped. During the Feb.
1986 flood of 134,000 cfs about of 50-75 ft of bank erosion occurred at the downstream end of
this rip rapped bank (Converse Consultants 1986 [8-8]). Since 1986, the short reach of the LAR
at this FHA-FD cross-section has continued to be one of gravel aggradation and the development
of a braided channel pattern which indicates ongoing net gravel influx. All of the cross-section
representations on Figure 16 (A-C) show conditions prior to the significant bank erosion
associated with the 1986 floodflow event and conditions presently found on-site should be
understood within that context.
The process by which rip rap protected banks can induce additional bank erosion is often based
on the sharp resistance differential between the rip rap material and the material of an erodible
bank at either the upstream or downstream end of a rip rapped bank. Under extreme flow
conditions this differential leads to the occasion of small eddies at the material interface which
initiates a positive feedback mechanism leading to
 eddy enlargement,
 higher eddy water velocities against the erodible bank,
 greater bank erosion,
 further enlarged eddies, and
 bank retreat.
This leads to excessive bank erosion at the downstream end of rip rapped banks anchored by the
stability of the non-erodible rip rap material.
In addition, it may be possible, but not certain, that the construction of the wing dams along the
river-left bank upstream of the Holocene surface at the cross-section in the 1967-early 1970’s
period, created channel hydraulics at higher flows during the 1970-1982 period that contributed
to the retreat of this unconsolidated bank and the coincidental development of the mid-channel
bar. In this case, the downstream most wing dam could have anchored the erosion of the
downstream erodible bank.
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A similar situation occurred during the 1986, 134,000 cfs event at the location of the inverted
siphon at about RM 7 which was built with a rip rapped bank on the river-right channel margin.
During that major floodflow event, the rip rapped channel bank anchored the development of an
eddy upstream of the siphon that eventually lead to about 100 ft of bank retreat over several
hundred feet of channel margin. Starting with a small eddy at the interface of the rip rapped
bank edge with the more erodible material of the adjacent unarmored bank, a positive feedback
mechanism developed increasing eddy size and greater water velocity resulting in bank erosion,
creating even an larger eddy with greater water velocities. It is often the case that eddy erosion
induced by rip rapped banks can result in much greater bank erosion than would have been the
case under unprotected conditions. This is largely due to the absence of an erosion anchoring
point without which the self-reinforcing positive feedback process does not become established.
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Disagreement with FHA-FD's Table 3-1 (Table 2)
Showing Soil-Geomorphic Unit Designations
It should be noted that in FHA-FD’s Tbl. 3-1 (Table 2) not only were the soil-geomorphic unit
designations under Holmes et al. 1915 (Bureau of Soils, 1915) actually made by the FHA-FD,
but using the mapping of the Bureau of Soils (1915), it is difficult to determine how the FHA-FD
reached the soil-geomorphic unit designations that it did. In the FHA-FD study site, the Bureau
of Soils (1915) mapped the Hanford soils on all of the major post-Riverbank geomorphic
surfaces that would later be identified as the older and younger phases of the Modesto
Formation, and the post-Modesto Holocene alluvium by Shlemon (1967a). (These are the three
elevated surfaces shown on Figure 3.)
The Hanford soil was recognized as occurring on the several major terrace surfaces of varying
ages along the American, Cosumnes, and Mokelumne Rivers by the Bureau of Soils (1915 [97]).
The lowest terrace surface was characterized as subject to overflow, as having a coarser texture,
and as having a higher water table [97-98], but these surfaces were not delineated separately. In
the downstream portions of the LAR, downstream of the FHA-FD study site, some areas of what
Shlemon would map as the older phase of the Modesto Formation were delineated by the Bureau
of Soils (1915) with Madera loam soils. This soil was noted has having hardpans at depth [8284] and could represent what the SCS (1993) would later delineate as the Americanos series soil.
The Honcut soil, shown on FHA-FD’s Fig. 3-3 (Figure 4) was not mapped by the Bureau of
Soils (1915) anywhere along the LAR. The Columbia series soils were mapped by the Bureau of
Soils (1915) as two soil phases in two geomorphic settings on the LAR, neither of which were in
the FHA-FD’s study site.
First, the Columbia silt loam phase (Cs) was mapped along the LAR on low floodplain surfaces
downstream of about RM 6 near the H St Bridge, and in the off-channel American Basin north
and northeast of the American River-Sacramento River confluence.
Second, the Columbia fine sandy loams and sand phase (Cf) was mapped in the Brighton-Perkins
area of the LAR, at about RM 7.5 to 10, on surfaces that would be later mapped by Shlemon
(1967a [Plt. 1]) as both the older and younger phases of the Modesto Formation. The Columbia
fine sandy loams and sand phase was mapped extensively along the Sacramento River on nearchannel natural levee sites, and indicated by the Bureau of Soils (1915 [82]) as occurring on
overbank flood sites where outbreak flood events occur, and appears to be part of the natural
modern pre-settlement levee construction and landscape aggradation process.
The Brighton-Perkins area has been noted as the location where LAR flood outbreaks
historically occurred, routing “excess” flood waters out of the channel towards the southwest to
the off-channel Sacramento Basin (Leet et al. 1862). At this flood outbreak location, this
Columbia phase soil was mapped on the surface of Shlemon’s (1967a) older phase of the
Modesto Formation and would be mapped as Americanos series soil (SCS 1993). However, this
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particular occurrence of the Columbia soil was not due to the soil development processes on the
surface of the older phase of the Modesto Formation as the result of the passage of time since the
development of that surface, but was an overbank deposit, most likely associated with modern
pre-settlement and post-settlement conditions.
The Riverwash of the Bureau of Soils (1915) in the FHA-FD study site was limited to the pointbar portion of Sacramento Bar at about RM 18.5. As a point-bar feature, this should be roughly
equivalent to the post-Modesto IV unit, basically active channel margins, and could timecorrelate with the “Columbia” surface as indicated under Tugel et al. (SCS) 1993 (but not the
interpretation in this present review that the FHA-FD’s “Columbia” surface was actually the
post-Modesto III surface).
The review of the Bureau of Soils (1915) indicates that the soil-geomorphic unit designations
presented in FHA-FD’s Tbl. 3-1 (Table 2) resulted from an interpretation by the FHA-FD that
was not explained and is not immediately apparent. These FHA-FD designations are seriously at
odds with the mapping of the Bureau of Soils (1915) and should be disregarded.
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Method Used to Estimate LAR Slope in Younger Phase of
Modesto Formation Times
This younger phase of the Modesto Formation valley slope was roughly calculated here using an
assumed elevation (about 130 ft.) of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation at Mississippi
Bar on the north shore of Lake Natoma, a bed elevation at the Sacramento River of -35 to 50 ft,
and a valley length of about 22 miles. The elevation estimate of the channel of the younger
phase of the Modesto Formation at Mississippi Bar of about 130 ft was based on a modern presettlement LAR channel invert of about 100 ft at the location of Willow Creek and two surfaces
of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation mapped by Shlemon (1967a [Plt. 1]) at premining elevations of about 145 and 160 ft on Mississippi Bar (1914 USGS topographic map,
Folsom quad).
If it is assumed that both Shlemon’s (1967a [Plt. 1]) geologic mapping and the 1914 USGS
topographic mapping are correct in this area, then a 165 ft surface on the south side of the
American River in this area is a surface of the older phase of the Modesto Formation. The 160 ft
and 145 ft surfaces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation on the north side are mostly
likely the “A” and the “B” surfaces (Figure 5), respectively, as defined in this present review.
If it is assumed that an active floodplain surface along the LAR should typically stand about 15 ft
above the channel, then the channel of the “A” surface may have had a bed elevation of about
145 ft at this location. That would imply that the valley slope after the first cycle of incision of
the younger phase of the Modesto Formation time could have been about 8 ft/mi ((-35) + 145) /
22 = 8.2 ft/mi). It follows that the channel of the “B” surface may have had a bed elevation of
about 130 ft at that location (valley slope of 7.4 ft/mi).
The valley slope of the modern pre-settlement LAR was here estimated from elevations taken
from 1:24,000 scale USGS quad maps, and without the benefit of detailed geomorphic surface
elevation determinations: thus they do not include the typical detail and precision of field
geomorphologic investigations. It should be noted that these could be minimum slope estimates
because the LAR channel at the Sacramento River could have been lower than the -35 ft used in
these estimates.
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Review of Tectonic Activity and Development of
Central Valley Rivers
This Appendix accesses the possible role that Sacramento Valley tectonics may have in
Sacramento Valley fluvial geomorphic processes and features which includes a low elevation
regional flood basin with perched river channels and naturally constructed confining levees that
allow periodic outbreak flooding of the off-channel flood basins.
The Central Valley is fundamentally a tectonic trough associated with stresses of plate tectonic
processes and has been an area of subsidence and deposition for many tens of millions of years
(see e.g. Dickinson et al. 1987, Moxon and Graham 1987, DeGraaff-Surpless et al. 2002). Such
attributes as
 channel alignment,
 floodplain width,
 channel slope, and
 sediment routing
have been attributed by some researchers to neotectonic features, such as fault alignment and
activity, synclines, and buried domes of the Sacramento Valley (Harwood and Helley 1987,
Schumm et al. 2000, Fischer 1994, Singer et al. 2008).
While the history of tectonic subsidence over the past 66 million years or so is complex, with
varying styles and rates, the average rate of subsidence (as reflected by about 1500 meters of
deposition (Dickinson et al. 1987[11])) over that period is about 0.07 ft/1000 years. From a
personal communication from Wakabayashi (2002), Florsheim and Mount (2003 [310]) assumed
that over the past several thousand years tectonic subsidence rates for the Delta region ranged
from about 0.5 to 1.6 ft/1000 years.
Wakabayashi and Sawyer (2001 [Fig. 8]), using several other primary sources, showed the
variability of sedimentation rates in the San Joaquin Valley over the last 100 million years. The
visual interpretation of this figure indicates that in the vicinity of the LAR, for about the last one
million years, there was an average sediment deposition rate of about 0.13 ft/1000 years (about
0.04 mm/year). This rate of sedimentation implies a near-term rate of tectonic subsidence
applicable to the time interval that includes all of the four major cycles of sea level lowering and
terrace development addressed in this review. This rate of tectonic subsidence is too low to
account for the observed fluvial features of the valley, such as the slope difference between
various terrace units of the LAR and other east-side rivers, or the relations between the natural
levee and the off-channel basins along the Sacramento River.
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For example, the slope of the possibly 14,000 year old younger phase of the Modesto Formation
channel of the LAR is about 3 ft/mi steeper than the modern channel and landscape.1 If the
difference was due to tectonic subsidence of the Central Valley alone since its development, then
about 80 ft of subsidence over this period is required at the axis of the tectonic trough located
about 10 miles west of the LAR confluence with the Sacramento River (Harwood and Helley
1987 [Plt. 1]); (3 (ft/m) x 10 (miles) + 50 (feet of burial) = 80). This is a tectonic subsidence rate
of about 6 ft/1000 years which is high in the general context of tectonic displacement and
extremely high within the context of the near-term tectonic subsidence rate in the vicinity of the
LAR (0.13 ft/1000 years). But it is small compared to a rate of about 21 ft/1000 years for global
sea level rise over the same time frame (295 ft over 14,000 years).
On the other hand, if the present geomorphic conditions of the Sacramento River are to be
explained by tectonism, then at least about 190 ft of tectonic subsidence is required over the
duration of the Holocene. (This is based on the assumption of 20 ft high natural levees on top of
at least 170 ft of deposition in the off-channel basins that has occurred over the Holocene
(Olmsted and Davis 1969 [116]).) This is a subsidence rate of about 16 ft/1000 years, which is
exceedingly high in the general context of tectonic displacement as well as in the context of the
near-term tectonic subsidence rate of the Sacramento Valley. However, it is roughly comparable
to the global sea level rise rate over the same period.
In addition, tectonic activity on the generally northwest-southeast trending Willows Fault may
have an influence on the depression of the valley axis, on Holocene deposition, and on the
channel geomorphology of the Sacramento River. South of about Sutter Buttes, this fault is east
of the Sacramento River and to the north it is west of the river (Harwood and Helley 1987
[Plt.1]). This fault is deep-seated, with displacement occurring in the underlying Sierran
basement rocks that are buried by about 4,500 ft of sediment in the LAR area, and has eastsideup nearly vertical displacement (Harwood and Helley 1987 [12-16, Fig. 9]). While westsidedown displacement on this fault could lead to deposition and active channel aggradation along
the Sacramento River south of Sutter Buttes, it does not account for the presence of the offchannel depositional basins and active channel aggradation on the Sacramento River north of
Sutter Buttes on the upside of the fault.
Similar to the foregoing rate estimates, the depth of Holocene deposition would entail an
extremely high rate of fault displacement (about 16 ft/1000 years). Also, for westward running
rivers of the east side of the Central Valley, this eastside-up displacement pattern would lead to
older terraces having higher elevations everywhere east of the fault, and having lower valley
gradients than younger terraces. But that is the reverse of the conditions found along the LAR
and terrace age-elevation/slope relations along all other regional rivers.
On the other hand, if the hingeline for the westward tilting Sierra Nevada block is located along
an north/south alignment and slightly east of the axis of the Central Valley (say along the
Willows fault in the LAR area), then progressive up-tilting of the eastern side of the hingeline in
conjunction with westside down displacement of the Willows fault could account for the
topographic relations among the various Pleistocene channels, floodplains, and terraces (Unruh
1991, Shlemon 1967a [206-221]).
1

This is based on the assumptions stated earlier in this Section.
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Using well logs, bridge borings, and gravel pits walls, Shlemon (1967a) concluded that the
channel slope of the Riverbank Formation (~100,000<450,000 ybp) is double that of the
Modesto channel and that the slope of the Turlock Lake Formation (~450,000 <1,000,000 ybp) is
triple that of the Modesto (age-dates from Busacca et al. 1987 [Tbl. 1]). He also noted that a
projection of these channel slopes westward indicated that at a point several miles west of the
present Sacramento River alignment, they converge at an elevation about 40-50 ft below present
sea level. Based on the lack of any evidence for tectonic subsidence of the Modesto units, he
concluded that the base levels of the Pleistocene channels of the American River were controlled
by climate-derived sea level changes, and that the variable channel slopes were probably driven
by continued uplift and westerly tilting of the Sierra Nevada. Conversely, Shlemon [203, 272]
noted that over Holocene time there has been at least 80 ft of sediment deposition in the
“subsiding area” west of the Sacramento River.
In recent work (Howle et al. 2012), it has been estimated that immediately east of the headwaters
of the American River, there has been tectonic vertical displacement along the Tahoe-Sierra
frontal fault zone at a minimum rate of about 1.5 mm per year since the Tahoe glaciation
(75,000-64,000 ybp) [1087]. The estimated rate was considered a “minimum” by Howle et al.
because of some uncertainty in the age-dating of some Pleistocene glacial features and because
the vertical separation of some of the faults of this complex fault system could not be determined
[1097]. As a result, it is possible that actual rate of vertical separation over this time frame
could be greater than their estimate.
This 1.5 mm per year estimate relates to vertical separation along a fault boundary between the
westerly Sierra Nevada microplate and the easterly Basin and Range Province. This fault
boundary may have both absolute westside-up motion of the Sierra Nevada through continued
westerly tilting of the block and upthrusting along its eastern edge, and absolute eastside-down
motion of the Tahoe Basin through continued downdropping of the Tahoe-Almanor graben
(Harwood and Helley 1987 [Fig. 25]). So while Howle et al. (2012) considered their estimate as
a minimum rate of vertical separation; the absolute motion of the blocks on either side of the
fault can share in the total vertical separation, and share in any proportion. For the purposes of
the assessment of Howe et al. (2012) in this present review, it could be assumed that the entire
minimal vertical separation along this fault system (1.5 mm/year) was due to the continued
uplift, and the remaining unknown magnitude of separation could be attributed to continued
down-dropping of the Tahoe-Almanor graben block.
If the assumption that since the Tahoe glaciation, at about 75,000-64,000 ybp, the Sierra Nevada
has continued a westerly tilting and vertical uplift of the crest at a rate of about 1.5 mm per year
is reasonable, then the rate of vertical rock displacement at the crest has been at about 4.88 ft per
1000 years. If this rate of crest uplift (or simply rock uplift) has translated into continued block
tilting, and if the tilting has occurred uniformly along the dip-slope of the semi-rigid Sierra
Nevada microplate, then the resulting tilting of the terraces along the LAR over this time frame,
due to this displacement, may be roughly estimated.
The Willows fault may be the hinge point of Sierra Nevada block tilting (Unruh, J.R. 1991). The
Willows fault is tentatively located as crossing the LAR at about RM 7.3 in the immediate
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vicinity of the Howe Ave. Bridge (Helley and Jaworowski 1985 [Fig. 2]). The downslope, and
down dip, distance along the western tilting Sierra Nevada block, from the Tahoe-Sierra frontal
fault zone near Emerald Bay, Lake Tahoe, to the Willows fault is about 76 mi. The down-dip
distance from the Sunrise Bridge, on the LAR at about RM 19.7, to the Willows fault is about 8.9
miles. This is about 11.7% of the total distance between the two block-bounding faults. These
distance relations imply that the vertical displacement at about the Sunrise Bridge could be about
11.7% of the vertical separation along the Tahoe-Sierra frontal fault zone or about 0.57 ft/1000
years (0.117 x 4.88 ft/1000 y) at this location.
This rate estimate can be used to estimate the possible vertical displacement of LAR terraces at
the location of the Sunrise Bridge. The older phase of the Modesto Formation terraces, which
may correlate to the Tahoe glaciation, dated by Howle et al. (2012) at 75,000-64,000 ybp, could
have been vertically displaced at this location by about 36-42 ft (0.57 ft/1000 y for 64,000 and
75,000 years). The terraces of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation, which may
correlate to the multiple major Tioga glaciations, dated by Howle et al. (2012) at 33,000-14,000
ybp, could have been vertically displaced at this location by about 8-19 ft (0.57 ft/1000 y for
14,000 and 33,000 years). If the “D” surface of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation
actually dates to about 8,000 ybp, this particular surface could have been vertically displaced at
this location by about 4.6 ft (0.57 ft/1000 y for 8,000 years).
Shlemon (1967a [Fig. 33]) indicated that between the Watt Ave. Bridge and the Sunrise Bridge,
the slope of the modern channel is about 4.0 ft/mi, the younger phase of the Modesto terraces are
at about 4.7 ft/mi, and the terraces of the older phase of the Modesto Formation are at about 6.3
ft/mi. This figure [Fig. 33] also indicated that at the Sunrise Bridge the elevation of the younger
phase of the Modesto Formation terraces are about 26 ft higher than the modern channel; 7 ft
greater than at Watt Ave. The terraces of the older phase of the Modesto Formation are about 43
ft higher than the modern channel; 24 ft greater than at Watt Ave. If the rates of Sierra Nevada
uplift and tilting presented in the preceding paragraph are correct, then the greater slopes of the
Modesto Formation terraces along the LAR could be fully accounted for by Sierra Nevada
tectonics alone. (The estimates of slope and elevations in this paragraph were developed for this
present review by the visual inspection of Shlemon’s Fig. 33.)
It is recognized here that there are conflicting positions in the literature concerning the style, rate,
and age-range of elevation-uplift and rock-uplift at the crest and the block tilting of the northern
Sierra Nevada. For example, see Hren et al. (2010), Crowley et al. (2008), Cassel et al. (2009),
and Mulch et al. ((2008) and, discussions and references therein.). Therefore, the quantitative
estimates in the foregoing paragraphs are only presented as a possible explanation of the surface
slopes of the Pleistocene terraces along the LAR.
With respect to the possible tectonic down-dropping west of the Willows fault, the westsidedown displacement of this fault (Harwood and Helley 1987 [12-16, Fig. 9]) was reported as
about 393 ft (120 meters) since about 100 million years ago (a potentially continuous rate of
about 0.004 ft/ 1000 years). However, their Fig. 9 indicates no vertical displacement on this fault
in the area of the LAR since about 58 million years ago. This indicates that the possible tectonic
subsidence west of the Willow fault is far too little to account for the off-channel flood basins
along the Sacramento River.
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With respect to Shlemon’s (1967a [203, 272]) findings that there has been at least 80 ft of
Holocene sediment deposition in a “subsiding area” west of the Sacramento River just
downstream of the American River, he presented no information that this area is indeed
subsiding, or that the 80 ft of Holocene sediment is a result of the filling of a void due to
subsidence. He merely conjectured that it was “probably a consequence of continued subsidence
of the Delta” [203]. This conjecture is in conflict with his findings that:
 The American River Pleistocene channels likely all coalesced at the same
elevation west of the Sacramento River.
 This is likely due to lower sea levels.
 There is no evidence of Holocene tectonic subsidence in the late Pleistocene
Modesto Formation.
On the other hand, this 80 ft of sediment is potentially consistent with his finding that the base
levels of the American River Pleistocene channels were controlled by lowered sea levels, and
that the Holocene deposition was a result of infilling of a Pleistocene-aged inner valley of the
Sacramento River that was cut during an extended period of lower sea level.
In addition to the foregoing assessment of regional tectonics, a worldwide assessment of the
initiation dates of major marine deltas, such as, and including the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta
(Stanly and Warne 1994), indicated that there was a consistent pattern in which slowing rates of
sea level rise, starting in about the 8,000-7,000 ybp period, allowed the rates of sediment
transport and deposition to overcome rates of sea level rise, in turn allowing for the development
of large deltas. The estimated age-date of the substrate of the Delta at about 6,800 ybp (an
uncorrected radiocarbon date) [228, Tbl. 1] basically conforms to the age-dates of other major
marine deltas. This further implies that local tectonic subsidence may not be a major factor in
the development of the Delta.
Contrary to the view purported here in this present review, Fischer (1994) showed evidence for
tectonically controlled channel dynamics of the Sacramento River upstream of about Colusa.
She indicated that the Sacramento River, between about Red Bluff and Colusa, roughly follows
the alignments of two synclines, first the Los Molinos syncline, then the Glenn syncline. She
reported that the very near-term (1919-1949 CE) subsidence of the Glenn syncline has had a rate
of about 5.2 ft/1000 years [Fig. 6-6]2 and suggested that this subsidence along with some general
tilting of the Sacramento Valley to the east and south, may account for the off-channel flood
basins in this reach of the Sacramento River.
Also Fischer [Fig. 6-6] indicated a general very near-term trend of increasing surface subsidence
from Red Bluff to about Roseville along the east side of the Sacramento Valley, which in the
vicinity of the LAR approaches about 8 ft/1000 years (estimated here as about 0.1 in/year by
visual inspection of the figure). While these rates of land surface subsidence were attributed by
Fischer to tectonics, no evidence was presented that they could not be due to other causes in the
2

Estimated here by the visual inspection of the difference of about 0.063 in/year between the subsidence of the
syncline axis and the adjacent edges of the syncline.
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1919-1949 CE period, such as groundwater withdrawal. Fischer’s explanation of the neotectonic
causes for the presence of the off-channel basins upstream at about Colusa (RM 145) do not
account for the continuous presence of these features throughout the length of the lower
Sacramento River.
From an assessment of the literature conducted for this present review, it appears that there are
many different estimates of tectonic subsidence of the Sacramento Valley, but none appear to be
close to the rate of sea level rise of the last 14,000 years. While the rate of sea level rise has been
relatively dramatic over the last 14,000 years, the influence of these rates would decrease inland
from the position of the low stand coastline. For instance in San Francisco Bay, the effects of
sea level rise should include the full magnitude of rise (395 ft). At the location of the present
City of Sacramento, the effective sea level rise may have been only about 50-80 ft (based on the
possible elevation of the younger phase of the Modesto Formation channel) or possible up to 80
ft (based on Shlemon’s estimate of sediment Holocene deposition and on the reported depth of
Holocene sediment west of the Sacramento River (Shlemon 1967a [208]). Upstream along the
Sacramento River, the effective magnitude of sea level rise should decrease progressively.
It appears that no comprehensive study of the Sacramento River between Red Bluff and the
mouth has been conducted that examines modern pre-settlement channel conditions, such as
 gradient,
 sediment routing,
 channel morphology and dynamics, and
 floodplain processes
as they may have varied over this 247 mile long alluvial and deltaic channel reach.
The development of a comprehensive analysis of the recent evolution of the Sacramento River
should include a thorough review of subsurface Holocene stratigraphy and the use of this
stratigraphy for
 reconstructing the late Pleistocene and Holocene landscape profiles,
 estimating Holocene river channel gradients and elevations, and
 estimating the rates of aggradation in off-channel basins from floodflow
deposition.
What is clearly evident is that these off-channel basins were an important geomorphic
component of the modern pre-settlement Sacramento Valley fluvial system, including areas
along the Sacramento River and the lower portions of the LAR. They were significant features
that influenced the sediment routing and storage regime of these rivers along with the peak
floodflow regime, and as result, the variability of channel size and morphology.
If these off-channel basins are indeed features associated with sea level rise and the in-filling of
the Pleistocene-aged inner valley of the Sacramento River, then they were still in the process of
in-filling at the time of modern settlement, and if the hydrologic system had been left unaltered,
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they should have continued to fill, eventually reaching and exceeding the graded conditions of
the Sacramento River.
If, however, their presence is a result of tectonic subsidence along the center line of the
Sacramento Valley, then in the geologic recent past, the fluvial dynamics and sediment routing
and storage regime of the Sacramento Valley were insufficient to keep up with the rate of
tectonic subsidence.
Upstream of the Sacramento River/American River confluence, both rivers are presently tidally
influenced. If these off-channel basins are a result of the progressive in-filling of a Pleistocene
inner valley due to sea level rise, and if an accelerated rate of sea level is expected, and if the
Sacramento Valley landscape had not been altered by post-settlement management, then an
accelerated rate of sea level rise would be expected to extend the time necessary to complete the
process of in-filling the off-channel basins and creating more typical floodplain dynamics
because of an even higher sea level base elevation.
While higher sea levels should increase the rate of off-channel basin flooding and increase the
sedimentation rate, it is likely that the time necessary to complete the process would be extended.
This could set back the state of inner valley in-filling, but these off-channel basins would still
eventually fill and reach and exceed the graded conditions of the Sacramento River, albeit at a
slightly higher elevation.
If, on the other hand, these off-channel basins are the result of tectonic subsidence, already at a
rate exceeding the capacity of the fluvial system to compensate, if an accelerated rate of sea level
rise is expected, and if the Sacramento Valley landscape had not been altered by post-settlement
management, then an accelerated rate of sea level rise would be expected to result in an
accelerated rate of upstream progression of saturated deltaic conditions in the basins, a
progressive upstream flattening of the Sacramento River channel gradient, and a progressive
upstream repositioning of the gravel-sand transport interface. Under the influences of a greater
rate of tectonic subsidence than fluvial adjustments, the potential impacts of accelerated sea level
rise are substantial and progressive rather than self-correcting via fluvial responses.
Therefore, while the impacts of potential sea level rise over the course of the 21st century could
be significant in these off-channel basins regardless of their potential origin, if they are largely
the result of tectonic subsidence, then potential impacts should be expected to be particularly
significant and more adverse to today’s modern settlement pattern.
Absent compelling evidence to the contrary and absent a thorough and comprehensive study of
modern pre-settlement channel conditions throughout the Sacramento Valley, this present review
concludes that through the lower 190 river miles of the Sacramento River the modern presettlement channel dynamics and off-channel basins may be a result of sea level rise since the
last global glacial maximum, perhaps in conjunction with some tectonic influence.
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